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Ph.P. Thesis Abstract A.M.Wil spn.B. A,

The Technique of Humour of Cratlnus, Eapoli 3, Ph erecrates

and Plato and of the Minor Poets of the Athenian Old Comedy.

The thesis examines the technique of humour of the Old Comedians 

other then Aristophanes, concentrating particularly upon the four for 

v?hom we have the beet evi dm oe, vis. Cratlnus, lihpolis,Pherecratee aid 

Plato*The internal end external evidence for the kind of humour they 

employed is considered under .five principal gioupings,viz. The Visual 

Ei amen t, R1 <U cule end Criticign,Physio8l Humour,P arody end Borrowings,

and Imagery, Vocabulary aid Verbal levl ces. Wl thin ‘these main groupings 

there- are many sub-divisions under which the examples of particular 

techniques are collected aid discussed.A list of references is nomelly 

given,uni ess the discussion itself has already listed nil examples. 

Several longer fragments are given detailed consideration and there is 

an index of fragments discussed, Account is takai of the most recently 

discovered fragments published in Payriiynchug. Papyri.

Many conclusions reflate to limited techniques ox* even to particul

ar fragments, bat in bio ad terns we can see ‘that Cratlnus1 plays had 

varied political,literal,pMlosopbie&L and social themes and that 

some of his burlesques were allegories.Critic! mu end invective were 

strongly represented, there was some obscenity,parody tended to be of 

Homer and the early poets rather than of Iifth Century Tragedy,and 

verbal inventiveness and word-play were prominent.Cratlnus had much to 

gay of his rivals and himself.Bipolis’ overriding interest was in top

ical criticism. and he had no taste for fantasy md mythological burl

esque. He shows no signs of full-scale criticiaa of Tragedy,but some 

interest in lyric poetry and in philosophy is apparent.He exploited 

sexual end excretory humour,but was less given to coining words than 

CraUnus.Pherecrat©9 avoided political criticism on the scale of Crab-
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and Bipolis* attacks and composed rather pi eye of everyday life, 

Xfcetory humour end the 1 Golden Age* th&ae are well sttostod in bis 

v.oxfc,1mt he used obeeenlty with some restraint. He shove but a limited 

interest in parody.Plato wrote both in the Old end M tdie Comedy style, 

compo fdng burl eequ es, noli ti c< pi ays md 11 terszy comodl es« Bu aft eaqu es 

with oxo tie themes were particularly to bin liking( ef. Aloaeus tad cuts), 

and semal humour ws probably an important pert of his teehaicu©.BIato 

was capable in Ma use of imagery and verbal humour. Strsbti a provides 

our best evidence fox' burlesnne of Tragedy on a large scale.
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Introduction

In this thesis I propose to examine our evidence for the technique S 

of humour of Bupolis,Cratinus end the minor poets of the Athenian Old 

Comedy and to see vfnat conclusions we can draw from that evidence. For thi 

purpose I shall consider the material, under five main groupings( see .list
J

of contents), which embrace the main spheres of the humour of Old Comedy.’#

The classification of ”humoui,n is,however,no easy matter, and one could 4
• >

readily make several cro ss-classifications under different headings. Hie j
* 1

syston I have adopted is but a frsmewoik for the presentation of die evid 

ence in an orderly and comprehensible manner, and I wish no-one to imagine 

that there is but one means of categorising jokes. The five main chapters 

of the thesis consider our examples of particular techniques and draw 

•some limited conclusions appropriate to each section. In the ’Conclusions^ 

section itself I consider what we can say of the overall technique of eac 

major Old Comedian and a.ttoupt to discern what form of Comedy and what 

type of joke those Comedians especially favoured.Our evidence is often 

not conclusive,but there are generally hints that we ought to favour one| 

verdict rather than another.I have attempted, to avoid drawing any concl

usions which are bolder than the reliability of our evidence warrants, fof

the study of the Old Comic fragments has suffered too much in the past AI
from ambitious theories resting in the final analysis on almost no real 4 

evidence or sometimes,! fear,literally none. The nature of the evidence A 

itself often invites speculation,but one must exercise restraint in deoi- 

ing with conclusions from fragmentary texts or one will soon go astray.

No inference is really safe unless it is quite inevitable, snd one must 4 

frequently recall that, one is dealing only with shades of probability. 4 

To some I may seem over-cautious,but precarious conclusions are worth « 

very little and may be misleading. >

I' should say something hex*e of the nature of our evidence. Although 

possess a few papyrus frsr^.ents(incorporated now in C. Austin’s Comicoium
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Graeco rum Fragmenta in Papyris Repe.rta), the great majority of our frag—

meats are quotations in the text of later authors whose work has been ;» 

transmitted to us. This means that for the most part we possess fragments’: -J-s
of lost comedies because something in them interested a later writer, aud

it is important to remember that citations were rarely made with the 

humour or literary style of the passages in mind.Many fragments owe thei; 

preservation to some mention of a fish or foodstuff of interest to Ath— \ 

lexicographers or

was Atti c. Thu s i t

of Cratinus Fr.l8/

enaeus or to their use of some rare word of ooncem to

to their providing evidence that some linguistic usage 

was not the clever double entendre and personification

01vto'Ko'G £jT<£-‘f~e,rt Ka-AcoXovQXtytl

K«W Xf-UKOS ' ' GHTtl Tpi^;

that caused A th enaeus to quote it,but merely its mention of Zendaean wan; 

In such cases it is manifestly a matter of chance if the passage happens; 

to be of significance from other points of view.lt Is not surprising til a 

the diligence of paro enio graph ers in recording pro verbs from lost plays

has left us with far more proverbs in the Old Comic corpus than one woul<

have thought a fair proportion, and it is likewise true that the lexico-

graph ers have quoted us a disproportionate number of rare and coined wor< 

In such cases it is, as we shall see, in formative to consider how many ex—ft
amples of the technique in question have been cited for their own sakes?!

and how many are incidental occurrences.Between us and the original con—

text stand not only the man who made the citation but the moi who have
1 ' Q

copied the citation over the centuiies, and it is regrettably true that a 

few words extracted from their context are more liable to corruption in
■

copying than a continuous homogeneous text.In some cases the corruption 

is so severe that the fragment is quite irrecoverahLe,but in most cases,;

even where there is some doubt about the precise restoration of the text
' 4to be favoured, we have a. good impression of the general sense of the cit> 

ation.A fragment is seldom so corrupt as to be completely useless

view.lt


X

Let me say a little of Athaiaeus, Hesy c.hius and Pho this in parti coll

ar, as they are three of our most important sources of citations.If one i 

looks at the fifty-three citations which Athenaeus makes from extant play 

of Aristophanes one readily perceives that there are a substantial numb— ; 

er of clumsy misoopyings of vhat was probably once a correct text, accords 

ing to our manuscripts of Aristophanes. To give but one instance, at 3)1G 1

Athenaeus cites Av. 102. where one manuscript of Athaiaeus cori’ectly has

Tr‘7f»£VS ysp (Tlf ; TTOTfcpoV OpvuS T«KoSj

’ C /but others divide between US VnoTapov and £iS vrroTrr^p&v. Clearly, Ath— 1 

enaeus’ text was originally correct,but bad oopying has led to the non

sensical misreadings of all but the one manuscript.In several cases,how- ) 

ever, Athenaeus must have cited a different text from our transmitted vers

ion of Aristophanes, either* from memory or from a bad source and wrongly, s 

or from knowledge of a better text than our manuscripts of Aristophanes j 

give us, as seems to have happened in at least one instance in die sample 

in question. At 119c, for exampl e, Athaiaeus quotes Pax in die fona 

cxyap'vcrov' ti £JS <ov

instead of the version which our Aristophanic manuscripts give,viz. | 

£^Tro\*)<r«rV*r£S ri .

Athaiaeus has thus replaced the participle with an imperative( and a sing

ular at that) end converted the clause into a complete sentoice( though nof 

longer a complete line). The conversion is probably the result of an imp

erfect menory and the natural inclination to quote a convenient seise-- 

unit( the imperative is not prompted by the context ixi which the quotation 

appears in Athenaeus}. Athaiaeus* memory seems dso to have deceived him 

at 3^9b, where he misrepresents Vesp.1127, and 485a, where he misquotes Pax 

916. At 691b,however, Athenaeus quotes Bed. 1117 with what is probably a 1 

better text than our trananitted version, and at 90f> aid 460c he gives 

variants, for Lys. 549 and Eg. 124 respectively, which are not impossible. J 

The dances are, then, that in quoting Eupolis or Cratinus Athenaeus vouldl 

in most cases begin with a correct citation, but would sometimes err hija-^g



self in setting down the words, while in a fair number of instances later ?

copyists would corrupt an accurate initial quo tation, fortunately, for the; 

most part,not so badly as to make the soise beyond plausible conj ecture. v

Athenaeus does not often remark on the context of the passages which he ;;
1

cites from Aristophanes’ extant plays,but in nine cases where he does . ?• 

his remade s are generally reliable as far as they go. At 569f, for instance 

he gives a perfectly adequate summary of the context whai introducing a - 

quo tation from th e ’ Achanii an s’ (524-9 ) , al though h e describ es Asp asi a’s f 

two girls not as rropv'or Suo , as Aristophanes calls then,but in more re—
<5

strained terras as .At 179a he produces a minimal summary of;
Ithe situation in ’Wasps’ in citing Vesp.I208f and 1214f,but his repres

entation of the circumstances is fair enough.His summary of the plot of 

’Birds* down to line 67f,which he is about to quote(at ^36f),is mostly ;■

adequate,but is misleading on too points,in that he resp resents the Hoop-
•J

oe’s servant as ” suddenly flying up to” the men, and also, through imp reefs

ion in introducing the quotation i tseLf, leaves us with the impression

that the first words are those of one of the man, failing to indicate that
vthey are in fact spoken by the Hoopoe’s servant. In fact, in this case one • 

must feel that Athenaeus1 words are so badly chosen that he was not great

ly concerned about making the setting of the quotation perfectly dear. 

Immediately below this citation from 1 Birds’, Athenaeus shows sober judg

ment in rejecting the in teip relation of Mu. 109 by whieh

denotes Phasian horses'already rejected by Aristarchus). It is encoursg- 

ing that Athenaeus shows himself aware of and interested in the true int-> 

eipretation of vhe passage he is quoting. 1

To gain some impression of the reliability of Hesyehius as a source >Sj

one may look out references and allusions to words and phrases used in !
■1

Aristophanes’ extant plays, where they are accompanied by an explanation 4
.jg

of any size or importance. The sample I took was of fifty—two articles, .J./1
being all suitable allusions to Aristophanes’ extant plays in Kurt Latte’j 

edition of Hesyehius beginning with the letters6^3,y‘> or A. In only ||



three cases is Aristophanes actually named,bat in the others it is app- 5 

arent from what Hesychius says that he had a particular passage of an 

extant play of Aristophanes in mind.In most cases Hesychius’ glosses are 

a fair interpretation of the sense,but he relies sometimes on guesswork, 

his own or some predecessor’ s,if he has no better guide to the meaning of 

a word, and the guesses can vary from saisible to very wild. ?or instance, 

the word y2>£Kk'«^A\«jvoS (Ar.Hu. ~^8)is glossed crzA^v/ozn-A»y/<roS (''raoon-struck, 

epileptic”), an explanation given also by Schol.Nu. ad loc. , which seems no ? 

more than a guess based on the second half of the compound^—crsA^voS ),1 

the insulting and contemptuous tone of the passage, and the associations 

of the moon with epilepsy(cf. €T£.A^vj4^OyM«v« , o-^A^vi-r/cos , c'fA^viS'C^os ) 

The guess was probably made by some source common to Hesychius and the 

scholiast,but is an inadequate explanation, the true meaning emerging j 

upon comparison with Hdt.II.2.0n ^rrp«Q7«-to6Wj ( ref.Nu. 1007/ Hesychius 

follows Aristophanes of Byzantium (as Schol.Nu.) in recording the sugg- i 

estion that the word may denote a plant in the Acadeny as well as gloss

ing it as an abstract noun: £pyi°r <fiurov £v /lK*6vj^t»cy .

The notion that any plant may be meant comes from too literal an inter

pretation of the text, where Aristophanes( the poet)mixes abstract and con

crete ideas. Sometimes Hesychius is unduly cryptic, giving an explanation 

which has lost precision and lucidity from hyperabbreviation. Such, for 

example,is his gloss on Ach. 640( s. v. Tipi* )• He is not,in fact, an

altogether reliable guide as to the true sense of a word, although he is 

far more often accurate than in error.He does not usually indicate where^ 

he is relying on guesswork,but sometimes the presaice of conflicting alt

ernatives reveals that the interpretation of a word was uncertain for th< 

ancients.Where Hesychius’ evidoice for the meaning of a word is opposed ; 

to the natural or rational interpretation he must be considered a some

what doubtful witness. He seldom says anything substantial about context, 

and in that field he is a much less helpful source than Athenaeus.



30.11

For Pho tin. s a sample of passages where he explicitly cites parts of 

Aristophanes’ extant plays provides a similar hint of ratiability. The i

copyists seen in general to have been kinder to Photius than to A then se

ns, bn t there are instances where an originally correct citation seems tof 

have been mi sco pi ed. Occasion ally, there is evidence that Pho tins quoted d 

a text differo.it from our own of Aristophanes.In his entry on t^vX^vtov y 

for example,he gives a version of Ra. 797 which displays the same valiants 

from our transmitted text of Aristophanes as the versions in the Souda ; 

and the Etymologicum Magnum. Pho tins’ text is X
<vA\’ yxouirik^ Kp»0^<r£rM ,

where our mss. of Aristophanes give

K<sf» yXp TeX^vrxo .

This seems to be a case of derivation from a common source i-hich had

corrupted the text of Aristophanes by relying on a faulty recollection 

of the line,Photius records and prefers the variant nyv' ntfi tw 

for Ra, 5-91, as veil as giving the sound rijv 7T£.f>< vro/ Kpttov of the best’ 

of our Ari.stophanic manuscripts.In citing Thesm.ll97( s. v. Kp£AS JPhotius 

manuscripts now give an unelided version,viz.
ovk ovs/v , vXX^

which our manuscripts of Aristophanes suggest is deficient in two places*

Photius divides /Xu) ojstv instead of giving what seems to have bears

a barbaric crasis(probably eK<&EtV } and he lo ses to in fxont of v,

another barbarism.In this case, the corruption is probably due to the

confusion caused to the scribes by the strange Greek rather than to any 4

original misquotation by Photius.On interpretation Photius’ glosses do

not seem often to go wrong, and he is more rilling than Hesyehius to ind—

icate uncertainty. He seems quite frequently to have compared several

commentators’ or lexicographers’ raniiks(otLyurv ... — sc, A.sy'ov®-/*/ —

... of ...} and often indicates uncertainty by offering alternatives,
t ‘

Occasionally he is rilling to exercise his own judgment: on he

cites Vesp.llll in contradiction of one meaning given- for the word and

differo.it


XI V

seems to infer for himself the correct sense in the passage of ’Wasps’

( Ioikjv jrn W ttoSrov Tt0ic-0<yi ). Sometimes,however,he

can give an explanation that is well vide of the maik( s. v. uctrnKovs 

•with reference to Lys. 1001 }.In that particular case over-condensation of 

some earlier gloss may have introduced the error.On ascription Photius 

seems generally reliable,but textual corruption has distorted 

into in Photius’ entry on Kvrr+poS , a reminder that some plays

known to us only by a titLe which closeLy resembles another title may be 

no more than ’’ghost" plays,owing their existence to textual corruption.

From such an assessment of three of our principal sources we see 

some of the problems and dangers in interpreting the quotations from the 

lost works of the Old Comedians,but in most cases it would seen that our 

text and any information offered will be substantially reliable, a fair ■ 

number of minor errors of transmission being readily detectable and amen

able to fairly safe conj ectu res. Where there is manifestly severe corn- 2 

uption,one should dearly put little or no weight upon the evidence of 2 

the fragment. Cases vArere our source has himself misquoted the fragment .2 

will be few and difficult to detect in most instances,but there is noth

ing that we can do save derive confidence from the likelihood that such 3 

mistakes will not affect more than a small proportion of our evidence.

External evidence for the plot of a lost Old Comedy is rare. The greai 

exception is the partially—preserved hypo thesis to Cratinus’ Aiovy-tf —

.Apart from that , we have but few comments on the overall 

theme of old comedies outside the works of Aristophanes, as, for example,

the remarks of Schol. Ar. Eq. 4QQ on the plot of the early part of Cratinus!
A a

flvTiv*! or the brief mentions of Aristides 2. 310D and Schol. ad loc.of the 

contorts of Eupolis’ .Usually,what we can recover of the plot of a

lost play depends upon the internal evidence of a few fragments taken in. 

conjunction with tire title, and one cannot safety press the internal evid

ence too far, for the smaller the fragment the more likely one is to mis-
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1

interpret it or misassess its position or importance in the play. There

is great scope for error, as well as for insight, the more one indulges 4 

one* s imagination.In spite of our possession of well over a hundred sub—.;' 

stantially complete lines of Eupolis1it is still possible to re- 4 

construct the play along radically different lines. Edmonds’ attempt to & 

arrange the fragments in order and make out the plot,printed in the 

first volume of his Fragments of Attic Comedy,pp.97Ssq. ,is a particularly 

dangerous reconstruction, depending, as it does, to an exaggerated degree 4 

upon in tuition.No t only fragments of Eupolis which we do not know are 5

from Aljjxoj but even Old Comic fragments which we do not know are from
-

Eupolis are introduced into the structure, and Edmonds’ imagination is |

allowed too great rein both In the supplementation of toe papyri and in

the visualisation of toe plot.In places his reconstruction is demon str- ? 

ably wrong;In all too many places it cannot pretend, to be demonstrably 

right. Even toe astute Mean dee, the most able of the three major editors ? 

of toe Comic fragments, was utterly wrong in his guess as to the plot
A

(and date) of Cratinus’ .Wilting long before toe pap-2s

yrus hypothesis was known,he suggested that toe play belonged to the 

younger Cratinus and that the ’’Alexander” was Alexander the great(Mein- r 

dee I 56«7)«Kock(l p.23),on no greater evidence, rightly rej ected Mein eke’ 

view and referred the titLe to Palis,or Alexander,of Troy. The papyrus
'7

now shows Koek to have made toe happier supposition,but it is most in- 4 

formative to see how radically different a view toe two editors could S 

take of the same few fragments,both lacking as they did a real key to \

the meaning of the play. The more one builds a. case on possibilities and|

suspicions the more insecure the edifice is, and the slippery slope of

reconstructing plays from fragments is well-greased indeed.Nevertheless;|i

one can make many valid deductions from the evidence we have,but one

must not delude oneself into thinking that we can deduce more than we 

legitimately can.One may speculate,yes,but one must not imagine that 

speculation is knowledge.

tuition.No
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There remain two external sources of information about the poets of
/ \ '^rthe Old Comedy: (a.J the brief comments of later writers about Comedy and

the renarks of those authors who in ci dor tally found occasion to refer to 4
.£ 
, *«•%j

its exponents, and (b}toe epigraphic evidence for the careers of the poets 

Both sources are helpful in matters of chronology, end the comments of 

later writers preserve some important information for assessing the sign

ificance of particular poets in toe overall history of Comedy. The surviv

al of one vital sentence of Aristotle’s Poetics (in C. 5 p.l449a}has been 

crucial for our appreciation of the role of Crates in the development of 

Old Comedy, for without it we should have thought Crates a minor figure 

in that development. Aristotle records that Crates was the first at Athens 

to abandon the invective form of Comedy and compose themes and plots of S 

general application(... twv &£ rlo^vqo-iv' Kp4rqS rrptorc’S
TqS /S’f'j-S K^OoXoV rrejg.iV' AoycuS

/ai/<9ony }. Without the guidance of Aristotle’s few words we should
■ V*

not have known tois, for, although the lack of definite personal attacks 

in our fragments of Crates would still have been just as noticeable,of y

course, we should not have dared to make any inference as strong as Aristo•'W 
> 1*^otle’s statement. Some oilier ancient comments upon the methods of the Old 

Comedians are of great value,but the writers of late antiquity and of the 

early Middle Ages include also some absurdities and misleading informal- 

ion in their brief observations, and they are very far from being sources?

in which one can put implicit faith. For in stance, Anun. rrfp\
’ .J5

accepts the account of Cratinus’ death in Pax ?02 as sufficiently facto

ual to declare to at he died on toe first Spartan invasion of Attica, a

deduction which is easily contradicted by toe fact that Cratinus was stil

alive to produce his nur/v^ j_n 423 B. C. Tsetzes(paras.l5-l6,KaibeL p. 28
’Si

end para. 24,KaibeL p. 20}has,like some other late sources, a very confused 

idea of when Cratinus’ career aided.He represents toe poet as still com

posing at toe ’time of Ehpolis’ alleged ducking by Al ci blades, from which?!
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reprisal the elder* poet took warning and passed over to the more allus

ive style of political comment of Middle Comedy along with Ph erecrates, 

Plato and Aristophanes. Schol. Ar. Av. 521 has a similar idea that Cratinus q 

was still writing after the date of Aristophanes’ ’ Birds’, while Platon- 1 

ius(para.l2,p. 5 Kai bek) treats Cratinus’ ?GSv$’crqS as though it dated to 

the time of the oligarchy of the Thirty Tynants( cf.para 3>P*4 KaibeL).

He is clearly wrong to think so,but his words seen to carry that iraplic-- 

ati.on.Xt is quite likely that toe fact that there was also a Middle Com

edian called Cratinus was responsible for toe confusion about toe date 

of toe death of toe Old Comedian.lt is worth noting that on p. 27 Kaibek
•3

(para. 12} Tzetzes cites—without naming toe source,but the allusion is A 

dear—part of Aristophanes’ ’ Wasps’ (1.16} as an example of a Middle Com-
/ Vedy technique In malting a joke(toe allusive, all ego ii cel attack). One hopes 

Chat Tzetzes did not mean to imply that ’Wasps’ was anything but an'bid ;

coin edy, but it Is at least disconcerting that Tzetzes should exemplify 
t . v o. tthe (usually seen in these sources as de--

vekoping after Eupolis’ alleged ducking—so Tzetzes himself e.t paras.15~■ ;
16,p. Keibak, and para. 24,p. 20 Keibel, and Platonius at paras. 4ff,p. 4 

Keibel) with an allusion to a play of 422 B. C., from the prime,or at any

rate toe maturity,of the Old Comedy period. We begin to see toat our seo~?
■ w

ondary sources are not worthy of too great trust. Indeed they sometimes

plainly contradict eachpther. To take an easy and colourful example, even.

if one were to accept the version of Eupolis’ alleged ducking which &L1-4I
s

ows him to be dravn dive from toe sea,Pausenias has him buried near 

Sicyon, while AeLian and Tzetzes tell how Eupolis’ dog died by his master^ 

grave on A egin a., where Eupolis had, by this account, departed this life, aL4d 

though for toe Souda he perished in a. shipwreck in toe Hellespont on a 

campaign against toe Spartans, resulting dlegedly in a ruling that no qj 

poet should go again on active service. After reflecting that one may
? hicombine some of these versions to produce toe -theory toat Eupolis died

Comedian.lt
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by drowning in the Hellespont while on campaign with Al ci blades, giving 1 

rise to tiie story that he was ducked by that commander in retaliation 

for a scone in Eupolis’ ,Meineke(l p.lO^f) more wisely judges J

the problem of where,when and how Eupolis died insoluble on the basis of 

such conflicting evidence.One may add that for Cicero( Att. 6.1.17) Kupolls’, 

dipping took place while Alcibiad.es was en route to Sicily,If one had 

to pick any single version from this assortment of con tradi ction s, on e | 

would pick the Souda’s account as most credible because of the ruling Q 

claimed to have been made after Eupolis’ death that no other poet should 

so hazard his life again,but I cite this evidence to show the confusions.; 

with which we sometimes have to deal in our sources,not to solve the

problem of Eupolis’ death. ;

The epigraphic evidence provides some vital indications of date andjb

a few other facts about the careers of the Old Comedians.lt is convert- gj 
Di-tvma+ic

ientiEy collected in Sir Afhkur Pickard-Cambridge’s TheJ»'esta.vels of 

I '/Wrens pp.I04sq.11 consists chiefly of the Fasti(I. G. ii'l 2318) ,part-

ially-preserved records of the dramatic and choral competitions at the 

Great Dlonysia. for a few vddely-spaced years of the Fifth and Fourth 

CaiturJ.es,giving the names of victorious Tragic and Comic poets, their
Si• y

^opirjyoi # end certain other details about the other performances, end 
2 *the Victors’ Lists(l.G.ii .2325), which records( separately) the names o f 1 

the victorious Comic poets at the Great Dlonysia and Lcnaea in the order 

in which they attained the distinction of having won the first prize atg 

that festival,with the total number of their victories there entered be

side their name. The Victors’ List also gives similar information for 

Tragic poets and for Tragic and Comic actors. The lists are fragmentary, 

but they are usefbl chronological guides. There are also the fragments of;

Athenian dida.skaliai found in Rome,given in Pickard-Cambridge,!. c.p.lPOf}

after the restoration by Di. timer. These give details of the careers of
. - n -certain minor poets of the Old Comedy in I.G. xrv.1097 and I.G. xi.v. 109o,f?l

and as well as serving to clarify chronology they provide us with, some

Alcibiad.es
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evidence of new titles end slight indications of the success or other— i 

vise of the poets concerned. They offer no hint of content,of course, and 

are of but indirect heLp in forming an assessment of a Comedian’s tech- "• 

niques( where relative chronology is sometimes of interest}. Besides this ; 

sort of external evidence for dating, we have some information in the

hypotheses to Aristophanes’ extant plays about certain comedies of his

rivals,but our principal means of dating the lost plays is from internal:
1

evidence,which seldom produces a firm date,but may give a terminus post •; 

or ante quern or else a rough .indication of the sort of period in xhich $ 

the play may have been produced. The internal evidence for dating needs
J

honest handling,or else one can mislead oneseLf into thinking one has a |
*

more precise date than is really the ce.se. In relatively few cases is the 

date accurately end indisputably known.

We have seen the nature of the evidoice available tr us and also <
j

some of the hazards in xo iking x-ith fragmoitary texts.Obviously we are 

better equipped to assess what sort of techniques Aristophanes’ rivals 

used in limited jokes of no more then a few words than to perceive the ; 

handling of scenes or whole plays, and it is there that the emphasis of
7

my work will lie. All citations, uni ess otherwise indicated, are from Ed

monds, whose text is the fullest available, though produced xith lament

able inefficiency in many ways. Fragments from papyrus are given from 

Austin( with Edmonds’ reference also if included in his text), while ref-
.A

erences to Mein eke are given in the form volume + psgs( e. g.II p. 256} for 

simplicity of reference.I have indicated where textual problems affect

the interpretation. For a list of • modem works cited in this thesis
’* ?'2

consult the bibliography,which lists all articles,books and dissert?

ations on the Old Comic fragments(other than those of AristDphanes}m^h+io>i« 

by the author.Cratinus Frs. 75 end 7& Austin are treated as adespoT.a and

no note is taken of them in this thesis: they are very dubiously ascribed 

to Cra turns. Adespo ts. are considered only where cl.early non-Aristophanic

i



1.

The Visual EL on ait

I propose to consider the importance of the visual element 

in the work of the rivals and predecessors of Aristophanes in 

Old Comedy under the following principal headings: (a) Costume,

(b) Stage-properties, and (c). Action.

(a) Costume

(i)Cho rus

I vash to examine first two particular forms of 

Comic chorus in which there is especially great scope for ingen

uity in costume design. These are the animal chorus and those 

choruses in which the individual menbers have a personal identity.

Animal Choroses

The principal indication that a play probably had an animal 

chorus is the title, as a pluraL title generally denotes the main 

chorus^’but for some plays there is internal or external, evidence 

to assist us in positively establishing the choral, identity. The 

plays which seen to have had an animal chorus are the following. I 

give the evidence for thinking so after each title, and I include 

in brackets plays which seen to have had a chorus of satyrs or of 

centaurs. One should perinaps add the Z.t'pfa*? of Theopompus, as G. 

M.Sifakis does2,if the Sirens formed the chorus, and the play of 

the sane title by Nioophon, which, however, was never actually per

formed (so Ath. 6. 2>0a). It is nevertheless conceivable in bo tin 

cases that sailors of Odysseus' crew were the (or a}chorus. There 

is no internal evidence.

v I 0{r^>

Tq

ti tl e & Ar. Eg. 322 

title & Ar.Eg,. 523

Magnes:
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Ecphan ti des: £ 2.4-r up 0»3

Cratinus: ££<*rupoij
£ A1 ovu Xtos]

£Xf fp wv^s]

Crates:

Callias: S^rp^oi

Pherecrates:

Eupolis: Aiyss

Cantharus:

Phryni chu s: fe Xt u p 0«1

Plato4: rfUTT^s

Archippus: ’l^02/£S

Diodes:

title & Ar. Eg. 523

title

title

Hyp. Dionysalex, ( satyrs)

ti tl e & C ra tin. Fr. -235( cen tan rs) 

title & Fr.17

title

title

title & Fr.l21( ants?) 

title & Fr.l 4

title

title

title

title

title

ti tl e, Frs. 23, .2?, gtc. 

title

Apollophanes: [k^vr^upoQ title

It is possible that Nicochares’ Kevr^vpo^ (chorus of centaurs?) 

and Nicophon’s Fov^i (Fr.l may indicate a chorus of

birds—sparrows,perhaps, that pulled Aphrodite’ s chariot) also 

had animal choruses,but the notion is conjectural. In Aristoph

anes, ’Birds’ and ’Wasps’ certainly had animal choruses (or rath

er partially animal in the case of the jurymen of ’ Wasps’), while 

the chorus of ’Knights’ probably had mock-horses as part of their 

costume. It is doubtfhl whether the chorus of frogs in 'Frogs’ 

were seen, as nothing is made of their appearance in the text and 

their song occupies but a small part of the play as a whole,but



they do give their nane to the play, end our evidence is not deals-
5 f . .

ive.Of the lost plays of Aristophanes tfeAefyoi seems likely on 

the evidence of the titLe to have had a chorus of stories, and it

is conceivable that p AQvrw-fjpos had a chorus of centaurs,
£

but there may only have beer one ’’centaur” (P'bo±us?)in the play. 

The total number of plays which seem to have had an animal

chorus (or a chorus of centaurs, satyrs or Sirens), even on the un

corroborated evidence of titles, is not very great, compared to the 

total number of titles that we possess,but the animal chorus seems 

to have remained in occasional use right to the aid of the Fifth 

Century (Arcnippus’ dates c. 401—400 3. C. ),and in the Fourth

Century the ‘Irfrrefe of Antiphanes is a possible further example.

The use of at least three animal choruses by Magnes is attested 

by Aristophanes in 5'^ff, whi speaks as though such spectacular

choruses were particularly prominent in the works of Magnes or 

perhaps generally in vogue in his time. We know far too little of 

Magnes’ contemporaries to form any estimate of the extent of their 

employment of theiiomorphie choruses,but we do have five titles 

of plays of Magnes that do not suggest animal, duo ruses to set 

against the three titles that do. We must not, therefore,infer 

that theriomorphic choruses were altogether predominant in Magnes1 

day, even if it would seem that they were probably more common 

than in Aristophanes- own time. Aristophanes is speaking not only 

of Magnes’ animal choruses,but of the spectacle and ambitiousness 

of his choruses in general: he implies a. chorus of Lydians in 

AuSoi and of harp-players in < >as Weli as the three

animal choruses. In ’the generation of Cratinus the true animal 

chorus is not wail attested , although it was still to be seen on

occasions. Cratinus himself has no true animal chorus now detect—



able in his work, but he does have three plays which had,or seen 

to have had, choruses of satyrs or centaurs. Two of then, 

and date after the beginning of the Peloponnesian

War? Crates’ ©•jpi*' and Pherecrates’ had animal

choruses,but the works of Teleclides and of Hennippus show no evid

ence of such spectacle. Callias’ piobably belongs to this

period too.In Aristophanes’ own generation Eupolis had a chorus 

of goats in,but seens not to have had a theriomorphic chorus 

in any other play. Plato and Cantharus have four titles between 

then which seen to indicate that they were no strangers to the 

technique, while Aristophanes himself showed his awareness of the 

full visual potential of the animal chorus in ’Birds’, and the numb

er of definite and possible animal, choruses in Aristophanes’ plays 

is above the total for any other Old Comedian.He was,however, one 

of the more prolific exponents of the Old Comedy, and the overall 

proportion of animal choruses to choruses of some other form in 

his plays is no t, th erefo re, so strikingly high,but it is clear that 

Aristophanes was at least as willing as most of his contemporaries 

to use the spectacle of a theriomorphic chorus in his plays. The 

’I^QueS of Archippus is the last old comedy datable with any prec

ision which we know to have had an animal chorus,but the chorus 

seems to have represented many kinds of fish and was very probably 

colourfolly and spectacularly equipped with individually-designed 

costumes,like the birds in Aristophanes’ play of that name,and so 

represents the animal chorus in its most developed form.

The Individualized Chorus

The ’Birds’ of Aristophanes is unique among his extant plays

in that it allows us to see how an individualized chorus could be

handled. The phenomenon of a chorus with individual .persons or spec

ies of animal or suchlike recognizable within its members was app

arently not very common, but we do have some clear evidence for its



existence outside Aristophanes,and it is likely that it feat

ured in several plays besides those where there is conclusive 

evidence.We shall see belowr that Eupolis’ HoAfciS and Amipsias'

KoWc-s both had such choruses,but it is highly probable that 

all plays with generic animal titJ.es also had multiform chorus

es,or else the choius would not represait more than one species 

and would merely be a chorus of, say, sheep rather than beasts or 

of laiks rather than birds. Thus the gaieiic titles of Magnes’ 

'fopvtOfS , Crates' ©‘{p* and Archippus’ all suggest a choius

with costumes representing various species. To these may be added 

Crates’if indeed distinct from Magnes' play of the same 

title.lt is fhrther likely,by analogy with Eupolis' HoAuS , that the 

generic titles of some at least of the following must be an ind

ication of a multifoim chorus.I indicate where there is any defin

ite evidence of choral composition,but it is likely that in most 

cases the title denotes the chorus.

Heimippus: ; Eupolis: A^oj ,possibly if some

individual officers were disti.nguisha.ble ; Chionides: poss

ibly^ • Crates: po ssibly^Hpto^ ; Aristophanes: possibly

4Hpw£ S ( cf. Fr. 4} 5 Aii stophan es o r Archippu s: 01 (Ar. Fr. 3? 5

probably describes a chorus-member); Plato: possibly, but very 

conj eetu rally,* HAAU ,if the islands formed the chorus;

Philyllius: po ssibly HoAa$ ; Ehnicus: po ssibly HeAa$ ,i f dist

inct from Philylliu s' pi ay; Ph erecrates: con cei.Ve.tly ^ur^oAoi , 

if the chorus was of individually represented gods( cf. Fr. •

One fragment of Haiiochu s(Fr. 5) promises an explicit statement 

of the names of twoity cities,which are probably the chorus of 

the play.If this is so, there may well have been an attempt to 

make the chorus-members individually recognisable,or at any rate 

to give them significant personal costumes, as in Eupolis' floAuS .

It is likeLy that the choius of Cratinus’ TlfX^0/,01 were reeogni»•

titJ.es
title.lt


able individuals,as Fr. 2(o‘ioV <ro<f>i<rrwv <5yu^vo$ ^Vc<5<4>^cr<rr£ }

probably refers to the(or a } chorus, and Clement of .Alexandria's 

remark in introducing the quotation, vi z. rrot^As ,

could weLX indicate that the poets in the chorus had just be or 

individually identified for the audience in tire manner of Amipsias' 

presentation of his chorus-members in his KowoS ( cf. beLow). Diog

enes Laertius, Prooem. 12, remarks of the same context, as it seens,
/<<?! ot TTOlnTM knXoO V7t>') crcx^> lO'r'Yl^ KM f> MOWO S £V /)f S

Teas iTfpi ty<^pay /<<?» Tto/cSov £77^/v'6jv' guti^ .This could indicate

a short eulogy of each of the poets as they arrive.One may specul— 

ate that T elect ides in his Hv>°aoi would use a similar technique 

of identifying particular chorus-members,but there is no positive 

ev5.dence.In the case of plays like Plato's Hoiqrvi7 or

-2oc|>icrTMor Phrynichus’ ftiraXcuG^cu it is much more

doubtfhl vh ether there would be any opportunity to use the technique 

as the composition of tine chorus is too much in doubt(in the first 

case were they Laconians,poets or neither?}.In Hermippus Fr. 58 an 

army from over the sea is greeted(the play is).At the

aid of the fragment tine manuscripts give 
qtrOoir rov 'flfiuSoV coS

f K Z

which would mean, "Did you perceive how Abydos has become a man?”

If the reading is correct and the city of Abydos was one of the 

chorus, then It would, seem that we have here an individualized, 

chorus of ci ties, of vhich at least on e, Abydo s, was not female(cf. 

the cities in Eupolis’ AfiS),but male. Mein eke?‘adduces the proverb

SlKrj T^v to show that tine gander of Abydos need not be ;

feminine, but supposes that "Abydos" here means the con ting on t from 

Abydos and not the city itself,which may be correct. Bergk,z followed
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Dindorf^in adopting the enendation to/ hfivS'oQ’bJS and further 

e.rgued that there was an allusion to Alcibiades,who is said by 

Antiphon (in Athen.XEI p. 525b}to have visited Abydos in early 

manhood with the intaition of schooling himself in debauchery 

7rqpX -nb\f lv yv^tfiZv .This view is rather boo adventurous,

and it is much safer to follow Mein dee, Ko ck,Whittak errand others 

in taking the chorus to be composed of Athenian allies,whether 

personified cities or, as seens safest of all,men from those cities. 

If one individual, is given a personal notice,it is possible that 

others in the chorus were also,but we cannot really be confident.

If the chorus-members were personified cities, then the lines quot

ed above refer to the personification of Abydos, the ci ti zens of 

which were considered enervated and debauched, as a male soldier.In 

Eupolis Fr. 276(Xpu*5'ouv ) someone is pointing out individuals

and counting them. The fragment covers the enumeration from the 

twelfth to the eighteenth.lt is possible that these men are chorus- 

m embers being described and counted upon their arrival, although 

sometha.ve supposed that members of the audience are meant, which 

seens to me a less attractive idea. Only one man is named( Arch estr

atus in line 4), the others being referred to by unflattering descr

iptions of their physical appearance or dress. The difficulty in 

taking the men to be menbers of the chorus is that the Scholiast 

to Plato Lys. 206d., in introducing Er..338,also of X^wrouv I^voS , 

speaks of the metaphorical use of ky^*AA^ of tyjV £i$

.If the text is correct, these Cyclopes could be the 

chorus, but Mein eke’s conjecture Ty & kukai? k^t^kAkciy v^uld 

remove them from the text. The conjecture is very plausible, the 

circle of guests being seen as the circle of the gameAtIy-('Ak<w 

into which knucklebones were cast( the speaker identifying himself

eighteenth.lt


with the knucklebones viiich enter the circle}.If the men in Fr.

276 are chorus-members, the title of the play(’Golden Race1 }m ay 

refer ironically to them. Another play that may have had individ

ually i dor tifi able el on aits in its chorus is Aristophanes’

jin which it sesns that the allies of Athens were repres

ented as slaves in a treadmill( cf. Ar. Fr. 64}.

There is thus some probability that the individualized chorus 

figured in more plays than the two outside the works of Aristoph

anes where its preseice is unmistakably detectable,Eupolis’ PoAfiS 

and Amipsias* fcowoS .The plays in question extend in time from the 

early period of Old Com ed.y( Magnes’ ''Opvtd&S is a probable example}, 

through the period of the immediate predecessors and elder contemp

oraries of Aristophanes(Grates’ ,his if such existed,

Heimippus’ ©/of and Cratinus’ are ^ie rao's^ plausible

inst££nces),into Aristophanes’ own tiin.e(Aiistophanes’ ovn ’Birds’, 

Eupolis’ f/oXsiS ,Amipsias’^'ZV'°S ^possibly other plays of Eupolis, 

Aristophanes and one of Plato Comicus,Archippus’ and perhaps

others).It seems that the technique,like the use of animal, chorus

es, was not foreign to Old Comedy of any period of the Fifth Cent

ury.

In Eupolis* floAiiS three fragments make it dear that there was 

a scene where the chorus-members, representing the cities of the 

Athoiian Empire, were introduced individually. These are Eup. Frs. 

231,232 and 233* Each city is given a line or two of comment as she 

appears, and it is evident that one character is identifying the 

figures for another(in Fr.233 v;e discern two sp eak ers}. Thi s is,of 

course,the situation in Aristophanes1 ’Birds’ when the chorus alter 

the Hoopoe identifies the arrivals for Pisthetaerus and Eu dpi des.



It is not certain how the cities were visually r^> res on ted, but 

it seens likely that the brief descriptions point out the rel

evance of the costume and that Eupolis is explaining for the aud

ience why a chorus-member so dressed or equipped should represent a 

particular city. Thus Tenos, described as having "many sycophant- 

scorpions and vipers'* may well have a costume embellished vdth 

representations of such creatures(Fr.231},while Cyzicus, described as

’’full of stater's" may well have a costume decorated with stage- 
16

coin s o r m edallion s( Fr. 233) • Chio s” th e fai r ci ty o f f ai r folk", i s '

perhaps just made up to look beautifill. Some of the costumes would 

be very bizarre,but,granted an individualized chorus introduced in 

this way,it seems inevitable that some effort must have been made tog 

represent visually the essential associations of the cities.As in
,4

Fr.233 Cyzicus is described as q vffpvnj ,it seens tha.t all the cities, 

in the chorus were identified in the text,but they may have bear j 

given different degrees of prominence , as the birds are in Arist

ophanes’ play of that name. Aristophanes introduces the first four {' 3
most fhlly(probably these birds are not true chorus-members and pi

J 7 'SI
appear on the roof of the stage-building}and only allows brief jokesja 

on two of the others till the list is complete. ’

In Amipsias’ the chorus was of (go Atheneeus j

at 5* 2L8c, where he remarks that Amipsias did not number(on 

£? )Piotagoras /v t£> twv cpfwr/crTias xopt? }and one of the chorus was«Jq 

evidently Socrates.Diogenes Laertius records that Amipsias brought |
3

Socrates on in a threadbare cloak and quotes Amipsias Fr.9 from the <
■:3

context. Someone addresses Socrates and. makes ton of his dress: the

question TroOev tfoi y/voiro', implies his need of a better^!
, ■?\ \ — / ■> > '' cloak, while the remark tovti to Kvkov SKuToroyutoy £zrq^- 

/ /
£l*V points to his lack of footwear.In. spite of the

difficulty of naming twenty-four sufficiently well-lcnovn <^povT.o'rM .3
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for the audience to be familiar with thou,it is evident from 

Athenaeus' remark above(-that Pro tagoras was not included in the 

chorus) that at least a substantial number of the chorus must have 

been e^licitly idea titled. Perhaps the others were imaginary pers

ons and only a few of the chorus were given close attention,just as 

not all the birds in Aristophanes' 'Birds’ are introduced at the 

same length.

Animal choruses and those with individually identitlable chon- 

us-m sabers were not the only choruses in which the visual eLemoit 

must have been particularly important.We find also apparent chor

uses of Cyclopes( cf. Callias' ku i<Xu>n-£S , KLo cl es' Kui<Xwrrz<, ,Nicophonbi 

>£p/f/^oy'^crTojr>£s ,perhnps Cratinus'’and Eupoli s' Xpu“<re»vv* 

ITvcS (see above}1,of Lydians( cf.Magnes’ Aub>\ ),of Persians or Ass- 

yrians( cf. Chionides' He /)<r^up4oi and Ph er ©crates' ),

of Rixies( cf. Teledlides'and Cratanus' homonymous play, 

if the title is genuine)1 and of Amazons( cf, Cephisodorus' )j

and it is likely that a high proportion of the choruses of Old 

Comedy had visually entertaining co stum es. Bergk, followed by Mein eke 

and Kock, suggested. that in Cratin.Fr.153 we have evidence for the 

appearance of the chorus of /7°rvo7rT«ri :

l<p<3vi°r S'd<?«T o^0<>Xy^ o i S’oti/c or ptQfAtj~rc>{...

Kock sees the chorus as "Argo simillimi... ,qui non solum oc-’ul- 

atus,sed etiam biceps ut I anus fingebatur’*.If sr( the line could, 

one imagines,be no more than figurative), the appearance of the
Xichorus must have bear very bi zar re. Webster suggests that they may 

have voin the Mpyos. 7ToXuo^>d<vA^oG mask mentioned by Pollux,Qnom.

IV.141. It is also possible that from Cratin.Fr.X26 we may infer

that the chorus of were lavs,personified as old men hobbling
, 24 xSalong with sticks k such isMeineke's suggestion: Bergk guessed that
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the chorus carried tablets).Of the vomer’s choruses one of the 

more visually entertaining was probably Theopompus’ ZTp'vr/wrifts , 

as one would suspect that the visual potential of a. chorus of 

worn 92 in men’s armour would not be negl ec ted. There is not much ev— 

idoice for the exact appearance of choruses outside Aristophanes’ 

works in Old Comedy.

(ii) Characters

Fr. 38 of Cratinus, as many have observed, describes the costume 

of Dionysus in Aiowc-^-Xt^cwSpoS .The god has his traditional and 

obvious attributes, viz. the thyrsus, a ftpas in Aristophanes’ 

’Frogs’, a TToiKikoV (broidered robe) and a cup.He is so accoutred 

in vase paintings.In Aristomenes Fr. 5 (from his )someone

is told to tak.e(as our text stands) a disguise or theatrical cost

ume comprising "the god’s panoply and mask”(which god is not app

arent), while Plato’s £XA<rS Mj&oi included the figure of Poseid-
47

on complete with tri don t, as it would seem from Fr. 24. It was quite 

common among the poets of Cratinus’ g02eration to make fun of Per

icles’ misshapQ2 head, and it seems probable that this would be 

visibly and exaggeratedly represented in plays in which Pericles 

was a character,or else the helmet which he habitually wore to 

veil his deformity may have beo2 pointedly a part of his costume

in Comedy. Cratinus Fr.71 probably indicates the wearing of such a 
2?helmet in context, the reference to the ’’Odeum” being an in spiting 

image, as that building had a conical dome, and the crown of Peridi 

head was likewise eLonga.ted (cf.Plutarch,Pericles 3 STTp«fiqK*| Se 

Tq km XcTyyitrpov' ).It is possible that in Henuippus'

fovori the pregnant head w/as that of Pericles-Zeus (cf. Fr. 

79, which could well be from that playf?Whether or not there w/ere

hits at Pericles, the representation of a pregnant head, must have
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offered considerable scope for visual humour( a mask with a padded 

crown?) .N eedl ess to say, the actual birth of Athena from the head 

must have taken place offstage. A similarly bizarre costume may 

well have been required for PolyzeLus’ Aiovu^ot/ rov*a' , where the 

se*ing~up of Dionysus into the thigh of Zeus may have been visually 

portrayed(padded tights?). The Lamia of Crates’ pls.y of that name 

would presumably be portrayed as a monster( she had, for instance, 

detachable eyes in folklore), and Polyphemus in Cratinus’ ’OSuc'<r^s 

and Nioochares’ f«*A«rrm (and Cyclopes where they appeared in oth-4

er plays) would have a single eye,in the forehead,one presumes,of 4
'•5

his mask, with obscured slits for his own eyes to see through. A 

spectacular character in Theopompus’ was the prologue,Mt.

Lycabettus.Perhaps he was equipped with a costume to recall the 

familiar shape of that hill.It is interesting that Pollux(0nom.

IV 142)lists an 1 epos ’mask.It is likeLy also that animal charact- £ 

ers like the Hoopoe and his servant in Aristophanes’ ’Birds’(or 

the two dogs in ’ Wasps’)raust also have figured in some of the 

other Old Comedians’ plays with animal choruses and perhaps in 

some others.Yet probably some of the greatest scope for visual

I

humour in the costumes of characters lay in plays which had either^'

metamorphosis or the motif of a disguised character.

M etamo rpho si s

The nearest thing to metamorphosis(into animal foim)in the 

extant wik of Aristophanes is the passage of ’Birds’ where Pistli-

etaerus and BreLpides onerge in their new, winged state at AvSQlff♦

There the ludicrous appearance of both men is made the subject of :’i- .»<
jokes. The mo ti f of metamorphosis seems to have figured also in 

Aristophanes’Ac/s«><Xos ( cf. Pr.l84}, where, according to the Sou da 

( s. v. £upip><«rr©s ), Aristophanes depicted Zeus as changing himself

hill.It
mask.It


into many things(... irTTofeyitvcl Tov A«y £<S rroXXor fqoTov 

^s.r«r/SXxXovr<v...). There is obvious scope for visual effect in 

such changes of form, and it is likely that it was exploited by

Aristophanes’ rivals in their mythological burl esques. Some obvious

possibilities are that Cantharus* T'jfuuS would deal with the meta- 
■>, Imorphosis of Philomel, a, P no ene and Tereus, that Plato's lt*> and Sann— 

yrion’s play of the same title would portray Io in bovine form,

that in Plato’s( and in Hermippus’ )£i//>u>tt»-j Zeus would tum himself ‘
/ 3into a bull,or that Alcaeus’ K<vXX»ct<w would include the eponymous . J 

character in the form of a bear. Whether Apollophanes portrayed
- S3

metamorphosis in his^<'v**| is not know/although it may be suspected]

but in Sannyrion’s homonymous play we seem to have Zeus wondering V
JJ2.

what creature to turn himself into(in Fr.8),an apparent indicat-
1

ion that there may welx have been later represeitation of him in 

animal form,or at least in non-human form( eventually the shower 

of gold,perhaps depicted by a glittering yellow garment). Cratinu s’

appears to have shown Zeus( and Nemesis)in a variety of 

animal fo rms^Fr. 109 Edm( 114K.) tells someone of the need to become a 

large bird,
opvtOor -roivuv' 511 era y/yVtCT©<\t jutyv/ }

, ' i!
while in Fr.lllEdn(109K.) someone( Zeus, one imagines) speaks of a

■1
delight in chaffinch’s food, apparently being in bird-form. It is, fij

'Vi
of course,necessary to assume that metamorphosis (in most,if not

■J
all, cases) took place offstage, and that the character re-entered 

in a changed form( cf.Pisthetaeius and Euelpides in the passage of .gj 

Aristophanes’ ’Birds’ cited above), as it would generally be too 

difficult to effect the transformation in fhll viewfunless a cloak Vf 

were thrown off to reveal another costume,or suchlike).

I

It does not seem possible to associate the use of the meta

morphosis motif with any parti oil ar Comic poet, but it is obvious
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that Comedians who neglected burlesque of mythological themes 

(especially Enpolis) would make little or no use of it,while in 

the later years of Old Comedy, whan mythological burlesques became 

more common, there was somewhat more opportunity to employ the 

technique,if Comedians chose to do so.There are no clear burlesques 

in Attic Comedy earlier than the era of Cratinus,but very little

indeed is known of the earliest Attic Comedians.

Disgui se

In metamorphosis the character is supposed actually to have 

changed fom,but there is also the motif of simple disguise. The 

concept is,of course, familiar from Aristophanes, especially from 

the ’ Therjnophoriazusae', where the old relative of Euripides is 

disguised as a woman after a painful shaving and singeing, and 

where later Euripides first impersonates Perseus and Men elans and 

finally disguises as an old woman in order to rescue his confed

erate. The whole chorus of ’ Ecct esi azu sae’ disguise as men in order 

to gain admission to the Assembly, while in Aristophanes' 'Frogs’ 

both Dionysus and Xanthias spend time disguised as Heracles. It 

is known from the Hyp. to Cratinus' Znovi/c^Xt^^SfoS that Dion

ysus vac disguised as a. ram for part of that play,in which he also 

substituted for,but seemingly did not impersonate, Paris at the 

Jugnient(hence,of course,the title).It is probable that the title 

of Ph erecrates’ is an indication that someone was

disguised ac Heracles in that play( Dionysus in Aristophanes’

’Frogs’ might have been so described).It is far less likely that 

there was any impersonation of Heracles in the same poet’s 

•'jf’wK/Vjs , for the feats of some human ’Heracles’ could have been 

equated with those of the son of Zens and A1 catena without any 

question of disguise as the demigod,or the title could mean "The
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Humanized Heracles'’, that is,Heracles represented on an ordinary
4

human level, as Piof. Dover suggests to me. Plays that dealt with 

the legend of the seduction of Alcmena by Zeus(Plato’s 

tfarKpof and piobably also Archippus’) are very likeLy 

to have involved a disguise motif, Zeus taking on the guise of 

Amphitryo, as in Plautus’ play of that name. There may even have 

beai, as in Plautus, some humour fiom characters looking identical 

(Amphitryo and the disguised Zeus}. This could easily be accomplish-* 

ed whoa masks were worn by the appearance of two characters in 

identical masks(and perhaps costumes),if both men had to be visible 

at once(otherwise one man could play two parts). W. Frantz, followed 

by Norvjood3?and Edmonds, suggests that Plato Fr.84 is to be inter

preted as meaning that one of the ’two’ Amphitryos will be seen 

wealing a lamp with two wicks on his head(i. e. Zeus)and that this 1, 

is an aid to identification for the audience. In Plautus’ play 7? 

Zeus,or rather Juppiter,wears a golden tassel,while Amphitryo does? 

not, and Mercury in the piologue explains that this will be the ,j 

means of telling which is wbich(for the audience}.Mercury himself 

has feathers in his hat,which his counterpart has not. A two—
ti

wicked lamp, that of which Plato Fr.84 speaks, seems a grotesque 

piece of headgear for a means of identification,but the deda.r- S 

ation that someone will have this on top of his head is parallel 

enough to the Plautine passage to make It tempting to follow 

Frantz.In Aristomenes Fr. 5 there may be a disguise motif,or
■ -¥d

the "god’s panoply and mask” may be a theatrical or similar cost

ume. Disguised characters are not well attested outside Aiistoph-

anes. ■

A change of costume by a character vithout actual disguise is «

dearly attested in Aristophanes’ ’ Wasps’, where Philodeon is
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attired for his new life in fashion able society, and probably 

Dicaeopolis’ borrowing of the rags of TeLephus to make his great 

speech in ’Achamians* should be seen as a similar device. A few 

fragments of Aristophanes’ rivals point to changes of costume 

(conceivably with the purpose of assuming a disguise,but this is 

not evident) and should probably be seal as comparable to the 

change of clothing by Philodeon. The passages are Hip.5L1X(117 

in Edmonds), vh ere a. character asks quickly to be attired by anoth

er in the Cretan robe (associated with the Archon Basileus,but 

not exclusively so: cf. Ar. Thesm, 733) * Plato 205, which requests the- 

loan of a cloak, and Theop.10, vhich declares that the speaker will 

put on the person addressed a thick Laconian cloak, Cf. also Theopn52 

and Nico chares 5 for possible costume changes.

The Phallus

In Nu. 528f Aristophanes asserts that his First ’Clouds’ did 

not rely on exaggerated leathern phalli for easy laughs from boys 

in the audience and speaks of the form of the phallus which was 

not to be seen in his play as

... cTkutjv'ov' /<°i©g»yw/v'ov 

£ p a © pov <*/<pou rror^y

Precisely how the last four words are to be grouped is obscure, 

as Prof.Dover indicates in his note to this passage in his ed

ition of ’Clouds’,but even if the words £pv&pzv zi, belong

together^ "red at the end”),it is not necessary to suppose that

Aristophanes is describing a representation of a circumcised
*upoiis, as vase-paintings show, al though he may be doing so. At any 

rate,he implies that less refined comedies than his First ’Clouds’ 

included visual humour from exaggerated phalli.In view of Arist

ophanes’ sneer at such phallic humour here(however affected it may
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be) it is interesting that, although the wealing of the Comic 
AXphallus is well attested in Axistophanes’ own woxks,it is very- 

ill attested in the plays of his rivals, as far as our internal 

evidence goes. In Phrynichus Fr. 58 Hermes is wained not to fall 

and break off his phallus(... <j}v\4<r<rou Trz&bV

O'odJTCV TTZ.fi KpotScryC, ...)

and so give scope for sycophants to woik hi rth er mis chief (with.

allusion to the mutilation of the Hexmae and its aftermath). It

is probably to be inferred that Hermes was equipped with a visible .5

phallus in the scene,but not necessarily so. Also of importance is

Strattis Fr. 54, , which Bergk took

to refer to the use of the phallus for cheap laughs in comedies of £

Sannyrion, farther supposing that Sannyrion was in Aristophanes’

mind whoa he wrote the passage of 'Clouds’ which we have just

con si dered. 71 elin ski**folio wed B ergk in adop ting thi s vi ew, bu t 
45Meineke and Kock found Dalecamp’s interpretation safer,namely ’a

that the referaico is to a leathern oorslet worn by the thin 

Sannyrion as a bodily support,presuming that Ar.Lys. 110, with its 

reference to the leathern olisbus,was an altogether differart 

joke.lt is true that Athenaeus cites the fragment when speaking 

of Sannyrion's thinness(and the thinness of other men), and Athen- 

aeus must have thought that the words were pertinent. This means 

that either there was some word-play in con text, or else Athenaeusjg 

misunderstood the words,if Bergk's theory is correct.Baker,in his 

article ' De CoraidLs Graeds Litterarum Iudidbus’ p.l89,hesi tates 

between these two views, and we must do likewise, for the context of 

Athenaeus forbids us to embrace whole-heartedly Bergk’s very 

tempting interpretation. Schraidr-St’ahlin* and Fdraonds adopt a third 

view, that there is an allusion to the olisbus, as in Ar.hys.l. c., 

suggesting that Sannyrion excited himself with such an instrument^

joke.lt
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(or needed one in hetero sexual relations because his virility 

was inadequate?}, as well as having a prima fade reference to a 

body-support. The fragment cannot be taken as clear evidence for 

the exploitation of visual phallic humour by Sannyiion.In fact, the 

wealth of obscene humour outside Aristophanes in Old. Comedy has 

left us no clear indication that the phallus was worn, but one can 

feel confident that this is mere coinddonee,both on the strength 

of the hint that Aristophanes gives in Nu. 5^f because there 

is so much common ground in the types o-f sexual humour employed 

by Aristophanes and his iivals.lt is quite unthinkable that char

acters in plays of Aristophanes’ rivals never appeared in phallic

costume.

(b) Stag e-P rop ertt es

Stage-properties may be either relatively trivial —a stick, 

a sword or a cup, for instance—or very ambitious—a boat or a 

giant, flying dung beetle, for example—and clearly the more complex 

and difficult stage-properties are generally the more important as?

far as their visual, potential is concerned.Little effort would be "j
£

required to provide an actor with a sword or a stick,but some 

ingenuity would be needed to design and build a complex stage- 

property of the latter type.I propose, therefore, to deal in greateri 

detail with the more elaborate stage-properties. i?

Animal s( live and simulated) '3

In many cases it is not dear whether Old Comedy used a real
■'’W

or a ’ stage’ animal for a particular scene, and much may have dep— '
' ".-'/I' -Jaided on stage tradition.I suspect that a real animal would. be use 

if this was practicable, uni ess the appearance of the animal was
s

required to be itself humorous, as this would be much simpler for j
J

a brief passage.To take two Ailstophan.ic examples,in ’Frogs’ the j

..

iivals.lt
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donkey on which Xanthias is riding when he enters at the beginn

ing of the play has to do nothing more ambitious than carry him, 

and. it would be easy to employ a real donkey for this seme. The 

absence of jokes about the appearance of the donkey helps one to 

conclude that there was nothing funny about the form of the animal.^ 

This would point away flora a simulated donkey,but there is no 

conclusive indication. Hie donkey in ’ Wa.sp s’, however, has to carry 

Philo dl eon under his body(hanging on like Odysseus/^ and there may 

have been some risk that the animal would panic and behave erratio-l 

ally in a crowded theatre with such an unusually siiuated load.
9

Careful training may have reduced the risk,but a woodm donkey on "J 

wh eel s( o r an arti fi ci si donk ey o f som e o th er so rt) voul d h ave r quo v-h
n Z 'ed the danger enti rely. At V esp.180 the donkey is asked,cTevfciS, ,|?j 

but its braying could either be done from off-stage or even imag—
s

ined. A similar problem of staging would arise in Cratinus' Oavtfer- j 

, where no doubt Odysseus’ escape from Polyphsaus' cave was

portrayed. A stage ram would be essmtial there, as no ordinary ram 

could sustain the weight of a man hanging beneath it.By contrast,

the carrier-pigeon in Ph erecr. Fr. 33 could we!3. have beoi real, as
jri 'hl

it would £Ly away upon release as desired. The most ambitious stage-,- 

animal in Old Comedy of which we know was die dung-beetLe in Ar
istophanes’ ’Peace’, and the nearest that Aristophanes’ rivals get hj

1

to this(on our present evidence) is the sear-monster in a play of „sj

Phrynichus implied by Aristophanes’ words in Nu. 554 f,where he ?1

accuses Eupolis of introducing into his the old woman,
A 1r a

TTirroi^ ~rv KyyoS

This sounds like some travesty of the Andromeda legend,and the 

sea-monster may well have been visually rq> resen ted. The Scholiast
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> _ J. / 4-\ f A /comments, Tpu^oS urro k^tovS Zcrfl'cy^tv^v ,

k<vr« TlvSpo^t^Scvs .Whether there was a sear-monster in

the Ehpolis context also (in Hs less than certain, for

the second relative clause(*Jv Tb k^t&S rpD/P/ } seems to expand 

the first and primarily to describe the situation in Phrynichus’ 

play,but it seems more likely than not that Aristophanes means 

that Eupolis took over from Phrynichus not only the old unman 

dancing the cordax,but also the exposure to the sear-monster.

Such is Bergk’s interpretation^. J3 7 f), who further conjectures 

tha.t there was a parallel score in Plato’ s KXt<^>£v * where he supp

oses that it was Cleophon’ s mother who was exposed for the fish 

to devour, just as Hyperbolus’ mother(as Schol. Ar.Nu. 517 states 

her to be) was exposed to the sea-monster in Eupolis’ .

The evidence is Plato Fr. 56, which Bergk, after Person, so r^mdss
' v / t t <&L TlS} c-J yf«rV;

(TiX^/oK T£ K«ri </>vp>o/£

JT-4- $5Both Mein eke and Kock follow Bergk in seeing this fragment as

evidence of an Andiomedar-style exposure of Cleophon’s mother in

Plato’s play,but Cobet is unconvinced, as there is no mention of 
z

a sear-monster and he finds the verb /<?-<?✓ unsuited to the

supposed sense,The significance of the prefix; troy— is certainly 

not apparent, and there is indeed no definite indication that any 

sea-monster was seen in the play,but it is probable that our 

fragment betrays some debt to the Andromeda thane in Plato’s 

comedy. In Crati.nus' ^picpoi there may well have been another 

burlesque of the Andromeda legoid, for the play dealt with the 

story of Perseus, and Pollux tells us that Cratinus referred to 

Andromeda as a $IX£*<rTp«v in the play( Fr. 216). That is far from

proving that Cratinus did travesty the legend, of Andromeda in
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f>tand even farther from proving that there was visual 

humour from the appearance of the sea-monster,but it is inter

esting to note that there is the possibili ty of visually entert

aining scenes burlesquing the Andromeda leg aid in a number of

old domed!es. Aristophanes,of course, pa.ro dies Euripides’ ’ An dr- 
53

omeda’ in * Thesmophoriazusae' ,but there is no appearance of the 
51

sear-monster there.It is not difficult .to suspect, with Fritzsehe, 

that the Andromeda theme was a favourite of Old Comedy.

Mythological burlesque would, of course, o ffer po ssibili ties 

for the use of stag ©-animals wherever the legend involved meta

morphosis into animal form or otherwise gave occasion for an 

animal to appear. There may well have been a stag©-bull in Alc

aeus’ , for example. Cf.on metamorphosis above.Plays which

involved sacrifices could also occasion the use of real or simul

ated animals as stage-properties. Cf. Cratinus lrr..21 ( from his 

&ov«jfiS) arid Hermippus Fr. 53jw’nerG it is possible that a similar 

technique to that of Ar.Pax 1020ff has just been employed. There 

Aristophanes avoids the actual, slaughter of a sheep on stage, 

having the live animal takoi off and what are supposed to be the 

creature’s thigh-tones later brought on.Hermippus’ fragment is
L/ I > V -> C \ \ 5/ a '''*ropey ^°,t Tit'S £m rod i£p©t$ /<•$-« Tvjw

TTs.p'l Cxrfiuv.

Boats and Ships

The ooncept of a boat as a stage-property of Old Comedy is, 

of course,most familiar from Aristophanes’ ’ Frogs’, where Dion

ysus rows across the Styx in Charon’s boat, a stage craft evid

ently capable of movement and adequate to support the weight of 

two men.Yet there a.re four other indications of boats or ships 

in Old Comedy,in plays of C ratinus, Hermippus, Ph erecrates, an d( as 

I beli eve) Eupolis.In Cratinus’ fc><51/<rcy5 Odysseus and at least a

there.It
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60serai-chorus made up of his crew are evidently provided with

something viiich represents a ship.Frs.i38 and 1j8A Edm(l^K) 

and 13REdm(l4OK) relate to navigation. As Odysseus and his crew 

apparently reach the Cyclops’ cave in the course of the play, the 

implication of these fragments must be that the voyage there by 

ship figured in the action.Indeed it is very likely that the choius 

entered on board their ship^as it would otherwise be difficult to 

have the ship brought on.Fr.130 makes observations on the weather 

prevailing over the sea,while Fr.l3$A Edm remarks on the steering of 

the ship, and Fr.ljP gives navigational directions by the Great Bear. 

The ship in this play roust have been more substantial than Charon’s 

boat in 'Frogs’ in order to accommodate so many persons.

There seems also to have been a boat in Henoippus’ £rp^-r‘£>rK.i . 

In Fr. 54 someone (probably a military commander} declares to anoth

er, ”It is time, then, to take your oar and cushion and come with me 

to leap on board ship and wiaLd a furious oar.” If a roving scene 

did in fact follow, then some sort of craft must have beei avail

able as a stage-property. Tire reply of the man invited to take oar 

and row , although textually dubious, is interesting. He says some

thing about having pustules on his hindquarters , and the remark is
*2. 'i

probably best understood, with Kock,as being an excuse to avoid
f

having to row (in which case Blomfield's supplement
41

is not wan ted),or else the next line may have continued the seise %
J

som evil at as follows: 'J

<^XX4OV TPWlKTOV £)^V TOV 7T f> CO K.TOV

£VoS **■ Svoh/ \j
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By analogy with Aristophanes’ ’Frogs’ and, as I shall argue, 

Eupolis’ ,it seens a distinct possibility that the

reluctant rower is Dionysus, the deLicacy of whose buttocks and 

whose ineptitude as a rower are a source of humour in Ra.l97sq.

(cf. esp. 236}, while in he onerges as hopelessly ill-

suited to the rigours of the military life.It is in fact poss

ible that Dionysus rowed in ,in the light of Fr.98

Austin(Pap.Oxy..2740},which seems to relate to and to
63

reveal something of its content. The papyrus consists of scholia 

on an Old Comedy,in which it seeus from Fr.l,14-16 that Phoimio 

was a character. Someone is quoted as saying,’’Don’t you know 

that my name is Ares?”, and the Scholiast commeits, "Phoimio was 

nicknamed Ares. ” fou-

J/< o7c©?7)f>^ ywo/ -rouvof- 

jrrf/<w\£?ro.

As Phoimio is attested as a character only in Eupolis’

(Fr. 2^0 and Schol.Ar.Pax 3^7),it seems most plausible that

’Taxiarchs’ is tie play involved, especially as tvD lemmata in

the scholia square well with our knowledge that Dionysus in

'Taxiarchs' learnt generalship and - : war from Phormio( cf. Schol

Pax 1. c. ... AiovucfoG £v' Tlk,i7pxpi$ yr^p’61?ttoXj5i pnvQcwiV TT<vf>Q

ltd ^OpyU ItO'v'l TOU.S TCoV (TTp^r^yiCOV v<C^M0U€ ...).

The first is at Fr. 2 col. ii. 6-8, where Lobel restores the text as

foliows( the supplements are made certain by the scholiast's

comment in the folio wing lines): [ov

TfaUCZl
/

TTpcoipotC 5

This seems to mean, "Stop splashing us, will you,you in the prow?"

life.It
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and suggests that the situation in the play may be that someone 

in the front of a boat is rowing ineompetaitLy and splashing 

men behind him. In lines 10-11 of the same fragment lobeL makes

the folio wing very probable restoration:
• ’ — r \ /OcTyvgjc roV

CKov Zvri tou to cfkfAoC

This seems to con film that rowing is involved, as someone is told 

to stretch his foot (sc. against the stretcher on which rowers 

rested their feet?—cf. Ar. Ra. PQ2f <vA\’a-v'T//3^s rA»r$ ).

It may well be, then, that the lines derive from and

that they indicate that the military training that Dionysus 

received from Phormio included some roving practice and that 

there was a boat or ship in ' Taxiarchs’.1 f so, there may be two 

partial precedents for the rowing scene in Aiistonhanes4 ’Frogs’, 

and it may be that the unskilled rower was a no t uncommon source 

of visual humour.If ,on the other hand, the Oxyrhynchus scholia 

do not commoit on Eupolis’ 7£.£kp/c>i , there is some possibility 

that they coramo.it on Heimippus’ £rp<=rr/£>'T'tM ,in which case Phorra- 

io was a character in that play.In this connection the title of 

Axistomaies* AiovutfoS ^cr/cQT^S is also worthy of recollection.^

. There renains Ph erecrates' Mup/*u/<4v6puj7ro<. This play dealt 

with the flood and with Deucalion and Pyrrha's survival of it,

and not only the legoid itself but internal e^n dai ce al so sugg—
a

est that there must have been a boat or raft in the play. Fr.114

speaks of improvising a mast, while Fr.117 sees the coming of a

storm,no doubt the preLude to the Flood. Fr.120 begs Deucalion

never’ to offer the speaker fish to eat in the future, the words,

it would seem,of a Pyrrha weary of having nothing but sea-Jood 
€7

while she was on the raft. The raft or boat of this play need not

coramo.it


have been large, as the occupants would only be two in number.

One final point in connection with the boat or ship as a

stage-property is the possibility that Cratin. Fr.l36Edn(l4^} 

claims that the ship appeared for the first time in Comedy in 

OSycrG^js .The fragment runs simply as follows: -n

.This probably means, ”... that a new plaything(or delight}-: 

has been brought into the theatre( for TTe,/>y<*> in this soase cf. 

1ST Illb)".Meineke*Kodemand Kaibel7 follow Bergk(p.l6l) in taking

to refer to the play itself; Norwood"^ hesitatingly) and
7i >/_

Edmonds favour the view that refers to the ship. For the

former view can be cited tie evidence of Platonius, de Diff, Com, 

p. 4 KaibeL, that’OSi/o'iJijs was unusual in form,having, as Platonius 

implies,neither choral songs nor a parabasi s; but it would seen 

to me easier to understand c\Qu^c, of something more concrete, 

such as the ship. There is not certain proof for either case, 

however, and the matter must ronain in doubt.

Other Eiaborate Stage-properties "
• -»?

We are told by Schol.Plato Apol. 19c that both Plato Comicus
■

and Fupoli s( Frs. 8l and 54 respectively} ridiculed Aristophanes $ 

on to riji KoXorfiS’jkov .The refer-

oice is to the hauling score of Parc 458-520?where the figure of 

Peace is drain out of the door in the centre of the stage-bull ding 

This score and the flight of the dung-beetle lend much spectacle^

to ’Peace’. Evidoitly Enpolis and Plato found something to make .«
1

fun of in this particular exploitation of visual effect by Ar— 

istophanes. This need not necessarily mean that they would scorn
-

to use such a scene themselves, as Aristophanes himself shows, for $
he criticises his rivals for doing several tilings that he does 

himself in some plays. For example, the fact that in the parabasi s;^
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of ’Peace’ he derided exploitation of the motif of the ever-
75"

hungry Heracles does not preclude the appearance of a ravenous

Heracles in ’Birds’, and ’’men fighting against lice” (Pax 740} 

does not sound far different from Strepsiades’ torment hy b.ed- : 

bugs (Nu.7O8ff).In fact there is not very much evideuce for the # 

use of elaborate stage-properties apart from those already 

considered above in the plays of Aristophanes’ con tempo rail es and 

predecessors.Lysippus Fr.l seens to show two brothers waking up 

down a weLl(unless they wrongly *in teip ret their own situation), 

and the well would presumably be visually represented. The egg 

in Cratinus’ Messrs (Fr.ll0Edra,108K) may have been of abnormal | 

size for ooinic effect,just as it is possible to speculate that 

the scales in Ra..l37osq. were of ludicrously large proportions, 

while the same may be true of War’s mortar and pestle in Pax 

236sq. and some of the astronomical and geometrical instruments !
t ■

in Nu. 201 ff( as perhaps Melon ’ s in strum aits in Av. 999 sq\ In Crating

us’ Jilpi <£>* °» some representation of the Gorgon's head would pres-? 

umably he needed ( it was said to be her head that petrified the
J7

island of Seriphos). Really large-scale constructions especially 

made for particular plays are,however,not attested outside Ar

istophanes, except where we have already noticed them above( the 

bo at s in p arti cul ar) .

More Common Stage-properties 'jj
.s

The commonest stage-properties are foodstuffs and accessories I
"d

to eating and drinking, cups and household utensils and the like. ;j

These are wideLy attested throughout Old Comedy, and their occurr—j

once is not exceptional.Where sacrifices figured in plays the 

impedimenta associated with the act would be needed( cf. esp. Gratin. 

Fr. 2L,Hermipp. Fr. 53 snd see on ritual parody beLow). Iterns of mil—.
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itary equipmoit figure occasion ally, in plays which involve 

soldiers as characters. A shield is attested as a stage-property 

in Eup. Fr. 257Cfrf^,*f>Xo1 ), while an oar and a rower’s cushion

seem to be intimated by the text of Hermipp. Fr. yi(^rpq.r»corm 

and if there was indeed a rowing-scene in Edpolis’

such equipment must have been needed there too.lt is quite to be 

expected that military contexts regularly involved the appear

ance of weapons and items of armour as stag e-properties. Other 

miscellaneous articles required for various scenes in the plays

o f Aristophan es’ rival s in dude broom s( e. g. Eup. 157) »ta.bl ets( e. g. xj
3

Eup.149), walking-sticks( as CratLn.I26),musical instruraents( e. g.
• 1

Eup.11,Plato 10),books( e. g. Plato 173) > ix>pes( e. g.Plato 21} and 

chamber-po ts( Eup. 45,45A, 46: cf. Ar. Vesp. 807) • Th ere i s gen erally 

no significant difference between one Comic poet and another in 

the use of these small stage-properti es. An exception is perhaps 

found in Philyllius' use of torches. Str at tis(Fr. 37) calls these jj
I

the property of Philyllius, as though the latter poet made freq-
• "Is

uo.it use of them in his plays. The passage may well derive from J

the aid of Strattis’ play(Por<^/©i ),just before the choral exodt] 
7S’

os, and instruct the chorus to leave:

ayuTS ti tkvtzs to /luG/ov,

ocoi TTApfcrrt; j

C^oy/avov' Sf'h A uXXton ,

p
The implication is probably either that Philyllius was generally^ 

over-fond of ending a play with a torch-lit procession or else §
"f

that on one particular occasion he had done so in an especially 

memorable scene. Torch-lit exodoi were certainly not confined to J 

Philyllius' plays, as they figure in Aristophanes' 'Lysistrata' «•;

(cf.l.2l6sq.: the torches are probably retained for the exodoq^



’ Ecclesiazusae’(cf.1150) end 1 Plutus’ (v,1194j,while torches 

are required as stage-properties in several other contexts of 

Aristophanes, and in Nu. 543 Aristophanes states that his earlier

>/
version of ’Clouds’ scorned the use of torches( <>u'^ fcjta-S

>z ■> x
fvover implying that they were already familiar stage-prop—

erties then,in at least some parts of comedies.In the rather 
71

mysterious passage of Aristophanes’ ’Lysi strata’ where the Spart

ans and Athenians onerge from their feast(Lys.l.2l6sq.) there is 

evidently some horse-play with torches. The Athenian who comes 

out at 1216 apparently threatens either a group of slaves or 

parasites or such persons who have gathered outside the door or t 

else makes as if to charge the audioice with a torch(l think 

that ly4ZiQ~fi and v^iv — “to gratify .you ”— ;

rather favour this interpretation}. The actor is made to hesit

ate to act this “vulgar passage"( so X interpret ^N'lKav to

: for cfjopviKoV c-f. the contemptuous d-jt'^opTiKtov' 

o f Nu. 5241 and . .<£op-/K^s of Vesp. 66, but

agrees to such slapstick to please the an di si ce( 1.219 f}. This may 

be a hint that 45OVT‘K*) of the time commonly exploited

such semes. In fact,in his partial revision of ’Clouds’ Arist- *; 

ophanes seems to have made a concession to the taste of some el— 

ements of his audioice for slapstick and to have introduced the
/ JO

scare where the pov'Tio-rr/piov' is set ablaze by Strqosiades. 

Schol.Nu. 543 reveals that this scene was not in the original, 

and Aristophanes had claimed earlier in toe revised version d 

that his original ’Clouds’ did not “dash in vito torches”(Nu. 

543). A fragment doubtfully ascribed to either Lysippus (Fr.lOEdm) 

or Archippus( Fr. 55}—toe manuscripts give Xf>u^’rnTC>'* —is our 

only other indication of torches as a stage-property outside 

Aristophanes. Thore someone calls for lighted torches to be
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brought from within.

(c) Action

The greatest part of visual humour derives from action on 

stage.This I propose to examine under certain specific headings X 

and then more generally. The first group of passages that I wish < 

to consider are those where violence on stage provides visual

humour.

Violence

Choral Involveaent

The concept of an angry chorus threatening or even att~’ 

acking characters in the play is familiar from Aristophanes’ 

extant plays. There are elements of this in all of Adi.,Vesp,Eg., J 

Av.« and Lys. (the rent of the Scythian policeman at i^^ff), while 

in the last-mentioned play the tvo soni-choruses threaten each- 

other and at one steige(^l) the old women give the old men a 

drenching. Such violence between different sections of the chorus:

has a slight parallel in Ach. 557 f f, wh ere the Achamians are div

ided into tw groups by Dicaeopolis' speech and almost start

fighting eachotlier,but do not quite come to blows.lt is possible^
%

that such situations developed on occasions in other plays with 

q^t^opior' ,but we lack the evidence for tnis.Outside Aristophanes; 

there is little in our remains of Old Comedy to indicate choral*? 

involvonent in violence, Cratinus Fr. koTTrt- >As

perhaps a cry of mutual encouragement in an attack,like the
$

similar imperatives in Ach.z6lff, Eq. 251\f« Av. ^44ff and especially^ 

Av. 365(£Xl<£/r7XX£,TT<y?£ Korrrs. ...). Wether any blows were

actually exchanged in the coxitext of Cratinus is not apparent, J

'S

but the rds certainly look,on the analogy of the Aristophsnic

blows.lt
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passages,like a battle-cry.Whether there was any actual, viol

ence between humankind, and the fish in Archippus’ is

not dear. There was a trea.ty(Fr. 27 is part of it)between the 

fish and the Athenians, and Mein eke' s reconstruction of the plot/T
* c

which Kock and Edmonds follow, envi sages conflicts between mei 

and fish before the treaty is made. Mein eke sees Fr.l6 as a report 

of a battle between fish and glutton s( ”... e pro dii inter pisces 

et lurcones descriptions ductus videtur hie locus... he says), J 

and the view seems to me very tenable,but, even if correct, the 

fragmait is descriptive and is not an indication that any viol

ence involving the chorus was actually seen.lt is possible,of 

course, that some violence in the play was reported and some seen, 

but there is no dear evidence that the chorus of fishes and 

human characters fcugh'c in the th eatre, al though one would be a 5 

littLe surprised if Archippus lost any opportunity. There is no /
* s

/sign of choral violence in Crates’ ,which was a fantasy

of revolution among animalkind similar to Archippus’’lySuaS ,

but one would not feel it out of place in the play. J
1

There are no other indications of choral participation in via*
1

lence in Old Comedy outside the works of Aristophanes.lt is like^

ly,however, that Odysseus’ companions assisted him in the blinding
..1

of the Cydops In Cratinus’ ’OSu<r<j>js ,if the event was, as seems 

p robabl e, vi sually represoi ted.

Violaice Slaves

At Pax 742ff Aristophanes accuses his rivals of exploiting 

violaice towards slaves for humour, alleging that they brought

on slaves bemoaning their bruises after a beating so that a
■ •«

fellow-slave could make jokes about their weals. The violence in $

tills particular situa.tion would obviously have takoi place off

Aristophanes.lt
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stage,bat even if the blows v/ere supposedly delivered out of 

sight of the audioice, there may have beoi some attempt visually 

to represent the effects of the beating on the slave(he could 

hobble on, clutching his back.or suchlike). At Nu. 54lf Aristophan

es does talk of visible violence in the plays of his rivals,but 

the reference is not necessarily to slaves( cf. the following sect

ion). We have now no dear evidence that any slave was beaten 

onstage in Old Comedy outside Aristophanes.In Plato Fr.2,

Tas'/ §£ Tr\£Lif’£>V £dpV £^£iS.

•y
it is possible to see the complaint of a slave being Hogged,but 

it is more probable that the line is a threat to a slave who is 

inviting chastisanen t by his behaviour.In Eupolis’ u<^s Fr. 

190, <JXA’o^v Zyxys ^p>K*vr«r koa(z,?./v ^is no

indication that Maricas actually received any punishment, and
■J

Metag.19A and Theop.63 are similarly no proof that a beating was 

administered in front of the audience. A play like Pherecrates’

A or XoSi5<vct<«vkc^ would offer obvious scope for humour from the 

beating of slaves,but there is no posi.live indication that the 

opportunity to incoiporate a flogging scone was taken. The verb

1 fav is attested from the play( Fr. 50), and Fr. 44 shows some- $ 

one talking about his theft of food, which may be the words of a 

slave in danger of receiving a beating,but it is far too spec

ulative to connect the two and to infer tha.t there was a flogging 

scone.There is some exploitation of violence towards slaves in 

Aristophanes himself,of course,in the scene in ’Frogs’ where
•‘i

Xanthias and also his master are beaten in order to establish 

which is god and which is slave( Ha. 6l6sq.) and in the use of 

physical persuasion to hurry Manes along in Av.3:326f.Plato Fr.|2 A 

describes violence to a dave off-stage, as it seems, and Fr.l64
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of the same poet is a colourful threat,declaring that some

one’ s flesh will be ma.de to resonble patchwork cone on shoes. 

Cratin. Fr. 275,

TTpiV GUfJTW'J Cb'l ?

probably refers to violence to slaves,but again does not indicate 
86

that any blox^s were delivered in view of the audience. The same 

is true of Eup.Frs.259 and 259A, the latter of which implies that 

there was visible evidence of ill-treatment done offstage, and 

is very reminiscent of Aristophanes' remarks in Pax 7^2ff. As ’ 

our evidence stands, the visible flogging of slaves is attested 

only in Aristophanes in Old Comedy,but it is unlikely that other 

Comedians failed to exploit its potential for humour on occas

ions.

Other Forms of Violence

It is a. feature of several Aristophsnic plays that the prob-

agonist chases off various unwanted. visitors in the second half 

of the play. There is,however,no definite evidence for such rough 

treatment of intruders in the other Old Comedians’ plays. Viol

ence is indeed used upon certain unpopular individuals or types, £ 

but not in this particular connection. Thus Archippus Fr. }

reveal, s that the gluttonous Mel anthius was handed over bound to

the Fishes, and there may have been visual humour extracted from 
87

this(cf. the binding of the Second Sycophant in ’Achamians’ or 

the fastening of the Old Man to the plank in ' Thesmophoriasusae’ 43 

In Eup.l?2B & C Edm( Austin Frs.92. 3 recto & verso(pp.89 & 91) ) 

a sycophant is forcibly bound and roughly taken away after trial

before Arista.des, as it seaiis. inere Is here the same technique of

portraying violence against unpopul ar 'types’ as in the scenes

81

ma.de
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‘|0 11 11vith sycophants in Aristophanes’ Ach., Av. and Plutus,although 

the motif of the ’unwanted visitor’ is absent,In Plato Fr, 23 

we seem to ha.ve a parallel for other scenes of violence in Ar- 4 

i s toph an es, those in which th e TTpo/3ouAoS is roughly handled, by 

the women in Lys. and. the sn/eTKortoS assaulted in Av, (Lys. 601 ff 

and Av. 1013ff). The fragment, fromlHAAs Mjj'oi instructs some

one to take the chain of a TTpo^voS and bind him with it. This 

seems to intimate violence against an official or represeitat- ] 

ive of authority, as vith the Trgoy?6uAo$ and in the

Aristophanic contexts.Violence against so prominent a public 

figure as Cl eon, who is involved in a. brawl vith the Sausage- 

seller in Aristophanes’ ’Knights’ when the chorus enter( cf. Eg. ■ 

•246ff)is not definitely attested outside Aristophanes. Pl ays vith 

Hyperbolus or other demagogues as characters may have involved 

scenes of rough treatment, of these men,but this is not now det

erminable. Eup.190, as we nave seen, directs someone not to pun— 

ish Maricas(Hyperbolus),but this is not necessarily evidence that

he was physically attacked or beaten in the play. Three lesser 
/ / V1*individuals are brought to trial in CratLn. Fr. 253(X£/pto*'£S j, 

and there may have been some degree of manhandling in context 

there. The detection of the god Dionysus disguised as a sheep 

in Cratinus’ Aiovi/o>-ros (cf.Hyp. Dionysalex. )may have 

occasioned some physical restraint of the god, who was later salt; 

off to be handed over to the Greeks, and the travesties of the 

Andromeda legend noticed above could have involved the use of 

violaice on the mothers of Hyperbolus and Cleophon.What occas

ioned the complaints of ill-treatment in Fup.Frs.74 and 2L0 is 

not apparait: violence is a good po ssibili ty, but not the only

1

I

one.Other scenes of violaice in the non-Aristophanic fragments

*1
Ml

;'i



are the following: the biting of someone’s ea.r(in a. fight?)in h 

Heimippus 52(^’'rg°>T/6ur<vi }— unless the passage speaks metaph- -1

orically of the effect of bad music or singing,or the subject i;

of S4kv£a is an insect,bird, rat or some such creature—jthe demand 

in Nicophon. 2 that someone release a message-stick(c'«ar4-X«ov }, 

as though tvo persons were wrestling ever it, and the possibil— S 

ity that Apollophanes 3 shows that the speaker had represent- .1 

ations of biuises(or the audience may be meant to imagine them, 

or they may be hypothetical—and there are other possibilities*. ; 

In Pherecrates 144B E&n(157K} there seen to have been visible < 

signs that Moud'mvj had been ravished: cf. Plutarch’s oAkjV 

lfi/wfvfjv' ro (Mus. 3)).Periiaps her clothing was tom and she 3

was dissheveLled and staggering.In plays involving soldier- 

characters or military training there may have been scares of 

violence also, and a play like Alcaeus’ I’fcXwr'Tfi* could perhaps 1
* -‘7

have involved wrestling,if the title means ’The Wresting School’^
'■}

and is not a woman’s name. Some burlesque of mythology would all-.-J
A

owr the incorporation of violarce into the plot al so. fin ally,

Aristophanes himseLf talks in Nu. 541 ff of how his first ’ Clouds’7
$

avoided such scenes as those in which an old man dealt a bystand-
•j

er a blow vith his stick as he spoke, to cover up inferior verb-
•1

al humour. The scholiasts variously identify the target of exit- j 

icisn as Eupol? s in his nposniXriot , H ermippu s, o r the actor
1

whose name is given as either Hermon, Sermon or Siraermon (prob- |

ably it should be Hermon, as there was a Comic actor of that name^ 

as we know from Pollux iv.88 and iv. 144}.Heimippus’ name may

well be a corruption of Hermon, but the sped Tic reference to 

Eupolis’ npoo-n^Xr/oi looks as though it ought to have some

S5foundation in fact.
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Spectacular Dances by Characters 7

The locus dassicus for a character in Old Comedy pro vid- |
■ ss 

’Sing spectacle by dancing is the final scene of Aristophanes’

’ Wasps’, where Philodeon clearly produces much visual humour 

by -the bizarre exhibition of dancing that he gives in compet

ition with the sons of Carcinus. The Spartan and Athenian envoys
17

dance at the dose of hys, and Blepyrus seens to join in the , J- 

choral dancing at the end of Ecd. (ll65ff), while silent charact-c? 

ers dance in Ra.I336f f and Thesm.ll72ff. Yet Aristophanes 

shows contenpt for Eupolis’ indusion of an old worn an (prob

ably Hyperbolus’ mo ther) dancing the co rdax in (Nu. 555),

an idea borrowed from Phrynichus, according to Aristophanes(KTu. 

556). Aristophanes is,of course, charging Eupolis with plagiaristn|| 

in context, and his indignation may colour his remarks about thefe| 

co rdax, which was at least one dement of which owed

nothing to his own ’Knights’: it came from Ph rynichus! It is 

evident from Pap.Oxy. ,27Austin Fr. 237} that the rustic in 

Eupolis’ ZI/pS danced the cxJ]fx<5r r7c ’A&ywC and received instr- 5 

uction from his sophist-teacher on how to perform the dance.

The dance seens to be the same as that referred to in Nu.988sq., 

namely the ,performed at the P an ath en aea, as Lobd

observes ad loc.in Pap.Oxy. The dance was performed with a

shidd: cf. Borthwick, Hermes 96(19@-9)pp« 63ff for the movements ; 

involved, and the passages dted in Prof. Dover’s note ad loc. 

in his edition of ’Clouds’.The words of the Oxyrhynchus comm
/oo

entator (loc. cit. Col.ii. 11.Iff) are restored by Lobd as follows:

rroAjjSoc] "TO yu/cyA^/oXx /<£—
A]£tf£l/ r^v 7Toe7<e«Aty-
pj CO6 Trot ouv'T'ofcJ 7~oO' ^Yi=>oi~

KOO TO 7-fjc J
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1
O StSfcjcK^vC EKlXtUCiV ^<Y~
X^KCOC «vVTO iTOi/tV,

It is evident that the rustic performed the dance unsatisfact- 

oiily(c'/<X^f>£j; , stiffly,harshly} and was told to do i t/A<vX«>Ku>£ f 

"milcOLy, softly, with suavity". In Ehpolis’ we know from

Schol. Juv. .2.91 that the poet "...inducit vinos Athenienses ad 

imitationan faainarum sal ten tes la.ssa.re psal triam. " Whether the 

reference there is to the choius or to individuals among the 

actors is not dear. Aristophanes’ sneer at Eupolis’ cordax in ? 

MorfiK'Js rather implies that it was typical of the man to incorp

orate such a piece of vulgar entertainment in his plays, and at 

Nu. 540 Aristophanes stresses that hi3 Nu.^did not"drag in a 

cordax" kopdo-fij £//\kv<j£v },which seems to carry the impl

ication that too many plays did .The cordax could, of course,he 

a choral dance also: Theophrastus in his ’Characters’ vi. 3

counts it a mark of <*ttcVc'/oi to dance the cordax sober and va.th

ou t being a member of a. comic cliprus. Thus not all the cordax 

dances in Old Comedy need have been solo,but Aristophanes’ 

sneer reveals that Eupolis and Phrynichus at least so employed 

the dance on one occasion each. The dance was vulgar( 4>o^t/ko$ ) 

according to Athoi&eus(Xiv. 6'dd), and the fact that an old and ' 

probably grotesque woman was performing the dance In the pass

ages of Eupolis and Phrynichus must have added greatly to the 

visual entertainm ait. Though Aristophanes may affect in Nu.f to 

despise the cordax,it is evident from the final scene in Vesp. 

ihat he was aware of the visual potential of grotesque and drunk 

en dancing by an elderly character, even if the dances that Phill
laZ

ocleon performs do not include the cordax.
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%
There are other references to dances in the fragments of Aiist-

ophanes’ rivals,but none of them can be clearly related to solo d.anc- J
.’S

ing. Fo r in stance, Cratinus Fr. .219,

/«*/ rroSlfe k'vi ppiKVOT? , g

refers to three dances.but there is no context to determine whether ;M' . rfj,

the dances are choral or solo(or whether they are actually seen in j 

the play at all: the line could conceivably be from a context advising § 

someone what to do offstage or be a report o<f someone’s words)r. Me tag— 

enes in Fr. 7j from his < (never perfomed: Athenaeus 6.270a) W

1probably speaks of wild and foreign-style choral dancing,in view of 

the plural ovroi :

70S /po7ro$ ITTtCc^V ‘ k)5 5 o 'T®'/ Tf>oiTo\^ ctirTbl,

Other references to comic dances in the Fragments are more trivial: 

cf. (Eup. 44.6),/«> ft Metros (Nieophon 25), ^TfoKiVof (C-ratin.120,

Cephisodorus 2, Ar. Fr. 275) # «*XotP‘<s*KoS (Apollophanes l),S?voS (Apoll--^ 

oph.l), |<pi\/ov (Apollophanes 2).These references,often no more than the 

name of the dance, do not reveal whether- there was any actual dancing d
> tin context: cf., for instance, the metaphorical use of ctnoK^oS in So.

' > t ) ) \ p- /20: cr/XA’^vpe i~iV> *ctto/</v,ov' or?ro jdv o^rorov.

If, then, we may believe the somewhat coloured rem ark. s of Aristophanes

himself in Nu.. there may have been a greater willingness in certain

of bis rivals(notably Eupolis) to exploit the visual potential of vulg~§ 
i©i

ar dances by characters in their plays,but when Aristophanes wrote 

the parabasis of Nufthe had al. ready presented the spectacle of the 

drunk or dancing of Philo cl eon at the Lenaea of 422 B. C.

/ ’ / VUse of the^p/QrV*} and

Pap.Oxy. 2742( Austin Fr. 74)is our principal evidence for the use 

of the theatrical crane outside Aristophanes in Old Comedy. The irag-



meat is part, of a commentary on an did doraedy, which appears from its

mention of Perseus and its concern with air-bome characters to be

commenting on the of Cratinus,where Fr. 237>lKdm had already

givro us a hint of a flying Perseus(quite apart, from the legend).

The commentary quotes also lines from two plays of Stra.ttisC^r^A’svws 

—sio— and )in which a character makes e;<plicit refer

ence to his airborne state. From the former play these lines are

quoted: y k > < / r
£tto rfjc. ,c£>-e- y/vL^M '
o 7T010 c. yU? ti»c 7~4\( CT'o/ fcq 0£\£.T<^.

From the latter play the citations include this line: 

tflct'J 1<py< <y<£voC Jjcrny frri |<p£s»?Ce

A preceding borrovdng from the opening words of Euripides’ ’Hypsip- 

yl e’ (Z\iovLfC0C &C- Oupcoici'/ ) sud the apparrot Euiipidesn parody in 

^^...(reminiscent of some of his prologues) suggest that the sir—
lo6

bo roe character is Dionysus, appearing as prologue. The commentary
I- / C

also gives a citation from Aristophanes’ irjpvTW'f? , viz.
TTff I *ytiV

\ I C. / 4 J -
tqv ’y^Yoiro/ ov O)C

which is anew fragmrot. We already knew, of course, that the

was used in Aristophanes’ A<v/X<*Xo^ (cf, Fr.l88) outside the extant 

plays of that poet( where the flight of T.rygaeus on the dung-beetle 

is the most celebrated use of the in Old Comedy).

As for the €kki!i<\^^ , the only passage outs3.de Aristophanes in 

Old Comedy where its use has been suggested is in Eupolis’ ,

where Edmonds sees it as used in his Fr.IffiB (Austin Fr.92 .2 verso, 

page 88). The idea is perilously founded, as it depends on quite a lot 

of Edraondsisn insight and hopefhl sup pi on rotation. The only basis it 

really has is that the great Athenians who have returned from the 

dead are evidently sitting at a feast (teOfyfitvovC. in line 65 Austin)

outs3.de


3?

which Edmonds fancies takes place within the st^g ©-building. I1 is, £ 

however,perfectly possible that the great men are seated at a feast 

in full view o<f the audience,in front of the stag©-bui lding, and. that 

there is no employmait of the at all.I should not, therefore, if

con,elder Edmonds justified in postulating use of that stage device

here.

In Plato Fr.2l(W^S } someone asks whether he or she

should lower a rope to another. This suggests climbing in context, 

perhaps of the stag ©-building, uni ess the speaker is a male and means 

by the’rope' what Philodeon means in Vesp.l3-42ff (his phallus). The 

ascent involved may only be of the raised platform that probably 

stood in front of the s tag e-buil ding ( ef. the context of Vesp.l. c. J.

No theatrical device appears to be involved here.

$

Games
/08

The game of cottabus was evidently played on stage in Plato’s 

Zruf K'yand Amipsias’ fairoKoTPy^and perhaps also 

in Pherecrates' ?/ttvdS .In the first-named play(Frs. 46 and

47) Heracles is invited by a host to play cottabus with a girl to 

whom he has taken a fancy till the dinner be preared,but, although 

greatly enthusiastic,Heracles points out that there is no proper
ii

equipment for cottabus. The host calls fbr a mortar, water and cups to 

improvise suitable apparatus, and the stakes are arranged as the girl's 

boots against Heracles’ cup.Fr. 47 shows the game in progress and
4 ■**»**

Heracles receiving instructions on how to achieve the best throwfor, 

as one suspects, the least effective throw, as he is apparently being 

cheated out of his possessions) .Probably Heracles absurdly exagger

ates his compliance with the instructions and adopts a ridiculous 

posture resulting in a farcical throw. Amipsias Fr.2 calls for prep— 

arations to play oottabus, and the title itsel f(^7ro/<orrv/?i £&vr«?S )

'1

I

cup.Fr
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suggests that the game must have figured prominently in the play.

The equipment for cottabus is needed in Plato Fr. 69(a4^cu*/£S -7 

Po/tjTAi ),but the game is evidently played off-stage.In Phereerates 

Fr. 66(>IttvoS y ) there is mention of cottabus materials,

but it is not dear whether the game was played on stage or not.In 

Heimippus 47,of course, the game is not played,but merely described.

Another fragment of Amipsias(.2O), from ,may intimate

that dice was played in that comedy. The stakes mentioned by Pollux

(9*96) as being involved in the context are extremdy high, and a

scene of cheating or of reckless squandering of wealth( cf. Callias in 7

Eupolis’ KoA«w<£$ )seems likely. There is no evidence of games being

played in any of Aristophanes' plays. There seems no doser parallel 
hi

than the weighing of the poets’ lines in ’Fiogs’.The title of Grates' 

HmS/otI is very suggestive, but there are no positive in dirations thato|

games were actually played in the drama, although Pollux(9«114} does♦ ••
disdose that Crates spoke about the great majority of games in the 

play.htoigk^speculates that the chorus of the play represented, various*? 

kinds of games( another individualised choius if so,but the guess is 

a long shot).He supposes that each chorus-raenber carried the equip- | 

merit of the game he portrayed for purposes of r ecognilion.Bergk' s 

theory is bom of a desire to make ell plural titles denote the 

chorus,but in this instance one may perhaps fed entitled to suspend ♦ 

judgment.His argument that the title of Phereerates’ denotes

’i

the chorus is still less convincing,but has generally won credence, ?:
Ins hand was thought by Mein eke to have support in Fr.100 for the inter- j 

p rotation which it put upon ’Aqpoi ’(’’Gold ornaments”). Edmonds’ trans— 

lation "Stuff and Non sense” ( from XqpoS (A)in LSJ)is a plausible alt-

emative.



Miscellaneous

> One of the most visually entertaining episodes in Aristophanes 

was probably the shaving and singeing scene in Thesm., where Euripides’; 

old relative is prepared for his task of impersonating a woman. Some 

of this seems to have been inspired from Crarinus(64-A Edm),although 

precisely how much is not d.ear. Schol. Ar. Thesm. comments on *rro£ifp£?v' , 

r^iz as follows: yjvsioc . 'T'<*vt<* Sf- £« py/ ,f5'<vttov' KpoTn/as .

Clenoit of Alexandria also alleges(6, 571?) that Aristophanes has 

borrowed lines,giving what seems to be an alternative title of Crat- 

inus’ play,/xiTri'rrpcyxjv'oj .In view of the apparent inclusion of a
'-Isingeing scene in Cratinus* play,it is likely that the title

refers to dep.ilation("Moi being seton fire"), as Bergk under-J.

stood it.

Another visually m snorable scene in Aristophanes is the trial 

scene in ‘Wasps’, where a court is improvised for Philo cl eon, with 

various r eadily-avail abl e items substituted for the objects in a real 

court.No such visually elaborate parody of a court is attested out

side Aristophanes in Old Comedy,but Phrynichus Fr. 32 intimates that 

there were at least voting-urns and a voring-pebble in a trial scene 

in Phrynichus' Coffer* I ( cf. Vesp.9S7ff) and that someone was invited to 

cast his vote.Whether there were fhrther visual eLabo rations in the 

scene in Phrynichus’. play we cannot tell. Fr. 194 of Cratinus also

points to the presence on stage of voring-urns, and, as Fr.185 recalls

law-court language, there was probably a trial seme in but

again with what visual elaboration we do not know. Crarin. Frs.l-33(?) 4
/ ' ii

and 233 1,1 ay be flirther hints of law-court scaies(in My/oz and Xszf^^ 3; 

Some scaies in Aristophanes seen to go firther in their action
,4

than any comparable passage of his rival.s which survives. The burning J 

of the <j>povTfcrTV)fieA'in Nu.jV would admittedly never be sear, as Nu./3 

was never performed,but it would have represented a particularly

U!

court.No


advsiturous stage-a.ction if the play ever had been pub on.In Bed.

the laying-out of the household itens in proeession(7jpsq. }must have 

depended much on its visual effect. There seems to be no comparable 

scaie now detectable in the non-Aiistophanic Old Comedy fragments, 

unless the mysterious Nicophon Fr. 6 Edm(l6K)be rdevant( someone is 

asked to move away from the S«4>j»o4>o/ve>s },The scare in Bed. where
/2O

Blepyrus defecates(or rather simulates defecation)on stage is a 

visual crudi ty not now paralleled, as far as internal evidence goes, 

in the works of Aristophanes’ rivals (in Ra. 479ff Dionysus has an 

involuntary defecation with fright). There are,however, two external 

indications that such scales were used in the plays of other Old

Com edi an s. Th e Schol.Nu. 295 has this commo.it: ‘oi 4aXo(

kwyn/Kc-p oi/roi ids Atrrwv' ^vdpwrrouS £ic-^\mv TL

Kv« orfer^jj* iro»ouvr«rS r Xf\,*zi Sx Si’£arroA/v' /<|><yr/vov icm tou$

osMouS .His words are,however, suspiciously likely to be an inferaice 

from the text of Nu., coupled with the two most celebrated names of 

Old Comedy apart from Aristophanes’ own, exempli gratia. This scholium 

may, therefore,not represaitindepaida.it evidence, and there remains 

only the hint in the text of Nu. 296 itsdf(... 0/ T'fvpS*r//Mov'£$ 

ouroi ...} that Old Comedians other than Aristophanes had visually 

explicit scaies of simulated defecation, and ever there it is not out 

of the question 'that Aristophanes, though goierdi zing,is thinking of 

him s d f rath er th an hi s ri val s. On e woul d, ho wever, exp ect th at Ari s t- 

ophanes was not alone in exploiting such scenes.In Vesp.936ff and 

Thean. 6l2f there are scales where a character is clearly supposed 

to simulate urination on stage( and cf.Pax 1265f)-Tl)e nearest parall- 4 

el in the other Old Comedians is the scaie in Eupolis’ /Qif 7-oAuk.oS

where chamber-pots were empti ed( Frs. 4% 45A, 46 EdmJ.The frustrated
oj

attenpts of Cinesias in Lys. to have intercourse with Myniiine also

1

commo.it
represaitindepaida.it
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go farther in action on stage than any extant passage of Aristophan

es’ rivals. Gratin. J)2 speaks of fondling a girl’s breast,but the 

imperfect tense indicates that the action was not seen,but reported. 

There may well have been a visual representation of se>ual caresses 

in a number of Aristophanes’ rivals’ plays(one would consider so

sexual a play as Eupolis' AutoXvko$ as one of the more likely cand- 
Jtx.

idates/,but no fragment firmly suggests this.

The motif of the stave laden with baggage familiar from the 

opening sceis of Aristophanes’ 'Frogs’ is said by Aristophanes to 

have bem common in plays of Phrynichus,Lydemand Amip sia.s(Ra. 13ff)• 

Our fragments do not provide evidence to support this assertion,bat 

Aristophanes is here a good vitness to a simple point of fact( the 

renarks would lade any point if untrue). There may be an indication
-T-* 'that Dionysus in Eupolis* arrived for his training under

Phormio either himself ladai with baggage or with a slave(or pack-

animal) so laden. Eup. Fr. .256 seans to be addressed to Dionysus, ranark-

ing on his bringing a bath and cauldron with him,like an Ionian

soldier’s wife near to childbirth. The coined word in Fr.-P.56A Edm

(264K)is probably to be interpreted as referring to Dionysus in this 
IM-

connection. The word is , taken by Mein eke to be a comb

ination of c-«£vo</>opoS and £?f><v4iu>Tq$ , an epithet of Dionysus. The

view is very plausible, although it is also possible that the word 

is an amalgam of and <r,in view of the martial

context.In Plato’s Zfuj /<<vkou^uvos (Fr. 50) the bow of Heracles is 

described as , ,<^<£i;o^op,oy K^mrAov . Cf. also At. Fr. 550.

Eating and drinking are commonly represented on stage, and like

wise the preparation of food and drink. Such actions are attested in 

many plays of Aristophanes' rival s and of Aristophanes himself.

In addition to the above there are,of course,many instances of
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minor stage-actions which assist the humour of a scene, and no 

doubt many gesticulations and movenonts on stage were made which are 

not revealed by the wrds of the text.
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Ridicule and Criticism

Attacks on Living Individuals

I shall consider here all attacks on living individuals except 

those -which relate to the artistic standards of tragedians,lyric 

poets and other figures from the literary wild or to the theories 

of philosophers .These are dealt with separately: cf. the sections 

’Literary Criticism’ and ’Criticism of Philosophy and Seiaitifie

Theories’ below.

( a)Jokes about Physical Characteristics

An obvious means of poking fin at an individual is to belittle 

him on physical grounds. A great political figure may be ugly,or a 

successful poet bald or fat or in some other way open to ridicule 

because of his physical looks. The classic case is that of Olympian 

Pericles himself, who, for all his pre-eminence in the political scen e 

at A th ms, still had one obvious and inescapable defect which laid 

him open to derision,his oddly-shaped head. This defect was merciless! 

exploited by the Comedians of his day, who exercised great ingenuity 

in discovering new jokes on this hackneyed theme. Cratinus’ fragments 

contain three examples of jokes with this motif. All three also ex

ploit the common equation of Pericles with Zeus, a recognition of his 

domination of Athenian political life.In Fr.71 Pericles is called 

o cr^i Zeus (’’the squill-headed Zeus"), a sneering insult

juxtaposing contemptuous mention of Pericles’ physical imperfection 

and the nickname that epitomi zed his standing in the ci ty, so far ,, 

above tha.t of his bumble fellows.Pericles is also said to be wealing 

-the Odeum on his head now that the potsherd has passed him by, an all

usion to his habit of wealing a helmet to conceal', his deformity of 

skull. The Odeum had a conical, dome, and the crown of Pelides* head
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3 ,
was likevise elongated.In Fr.240 Perides-Zeus is not w^jrA^yxperw k 

but fc£<j>cA»'jY^nv/, the pun depending for its effect on its assonance 

with the Homeric epithet.In Fr.ll3Edm(lllK} Cratinus seems to apply 

tvo cult-titles of Zeis to P elides for the sake of personal alius-

ions. The second of these is restored with probability to K{vp<vit :
4 iby Mein eke and puns on . Tdedides also directed his ingenuity 

towards devising such jokes.In Fr. 44a Edm he speaks of Pericles sit- 4 

ting in the city with a heavy head or headache — , *i

There is possibly tiie same allusion in Fr. 47 —to Tr<Ce>oS . 

In Fr. 44b Edm Tdedides describes Pericles' head as zvfoKcy

( ”deven-couch-sise"), a tern used to convey the capacity of a dining

room in normal circumstances.1t is quite possible that Hermippus in \ 

his rep res en ted P eri cl es- Z eu s as having a pregnant head. >

Fr. 79 may, in fact, derive from this pi ay: som eon e's head is declared 

to be as big as a pumpkin.In spite of this seemingly thorough exploit! 

ation of the theme in Pelides' li f etim e, Eupoli s in his still

manages to pro flu ce another pun on the subj ect.Perides(brought back 

from the dead in that pi ay) is described as K£^>*\mov t£3v 6 .

a revival of a very trite but evidoitly popular joke of the previous 

g m eration.

Three fragments make similar jokes against Philonides, who was, ! 

as Schol. Ar.Plutus XlS tells us, a big msn(yHsyv* vco cr^^rt j^but , * 

stupid( ).Plato in Fr. 64 dedares that Philonides1 mother

gave birth to a donkey,but suffered no harm, and Theopompus in Frs.

4 and 5 uses the same imagery, adding,it seons, that Philonides’ sire 1

was a j ack-ass.Philyllius in Fr. 23 asks whether Philonides' mother j
7 1

was a camel, again a hit at the man's bodily form. The joke was evid

entry standard.In the Plato passage the joke against the massive and
*3

asinine Philonides is balanced with a. hit at the thin and half-witted



Leagrus, whose physical form and mental inadequacy were so unworthy »|
_

of his lineage.In the same way Philonides’ mother was shocked to d
s .

give birth to an ass. Nor are such hits directed only at political 1 

figures. Enpolis in Fr. 78, for exampl e, pok es fan at the bald Ariatoph— t. 

an es? while Sannyiion( him self a thin man: cf. Ar. Fr. 14$), Struttis Fr. 20) <7 

scoffs at the desperately thin Tragedian MeLetus as ’’the corpse from jy 

the Lenaeum”/ .$

The device of ridiculing a public figure on physical grounds is 4 

naturally most common in the Comedians with the stronger political 

interests. Cratinus, Enpolis, Tdedides and Plato show the greatest g 

evidence of its use, while the Comic poets relatively disinterested h 

in lampooning individuals, Crates and Pherecrates, show little evidence^ 

of having used -the technique( cf.,however,Pherecr. 135) • Aristophanes 

himself is a.s fond as Diost of the device.He makes fhn.for example, 

of Cleonymus’ gross figure(Ach.88,Vesp .59 2 and 8,22),of Alcibiades* 

lisp(Vesp. 44f),of the eye-trouble of Archedemus(RatS8)and of Neodides1 

(Fed. 398 ff and 254,Plutus 665sq.),of the dwarfish and Dial formed sons-^j 

of Cardnus (Vesp. 1509ff.Pax 78lff),of the huge beard of Phormisius <

(Ra.96t?-6; cf. Ecd.97) .of the smooth-cheeked Clisthenes( e. g. Ach.118, 

Eq.l?Z4) ,of the effeminate voice and looks of Agathon(Thesro. 49sqq. 

passim).Like the others Aristophanes sometimes exploits the technique 

of epitomizing a person* s physical characteristics by comparison to . || 

an animal. Very like the passages of Philyllius( 27l and Theopompus( 5}
! \ Z-cited above is Av.877.which describes the swallow as KA£oKp<r-g

on .Opuntius in Av. 1294 is likened to a one-eyed crow,Eucrates in Fr.

143 is described as a boar(he was evidently a hairy man),Midias in
r*

Av. 1298f is likened to a quail struck on the head by a quail—filliper,; 

and Cleon is derided for his stench, as having

S’ CKfjAry'j Ay(/vS «\7rAvroi^;)7rp^/<TbV' Si

(VespI033,Pax 759)'*

3?i

.ea
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The passages outside Aristophanes relevant to this section in <

full are <

Cratinus: Frs. 71,113, 217A, 240,.2?5( • Eucrates: cf. Ar. Fr.14-3)? ssn^ Per~ 

haps 283 and 4?p}i£ living individuals are denoted. Cf.10?

Cat lias: 11 Tefceciides: 14,18,44a., 44b, 46 an d p erh ap s 43( ? Ari s toph-

an es; ? P eii d es). Ph erecrates: 135 Heimippus: 9»35? 42,79 (? }

Eupolis: 9,19,78,112,127,182, .207, 2-3, 2^, 260 ‘

Plato:64,97,122,124(if an individual is meant), 184, cf.l85c.

Stratti s: 16,18, 31, 54 Theopompus: 4,5, 24,39 Ph ryni chu 5:10

Archippu s: 45 Philyllius: 23 Sannyrion: 2

(b) Allegations about Social or National Extraction 4

Two basic groups are discernible here: (i)allegations that a man 3 

(or wman) came from a low social stratum or that he or his family 

were connected with some lowly occupation; (ii)allegations that a man 

was not of true Attic descent and therefore a bogus citizen.

(i) It was not uncommon in Old Comedy to associate a politician 

in p arti cul ar wi th som e lo wly o c cup a tion. Cl eon, th e targ et p ar exc ell- 

once of Aristophanes’ gibes,is subjected by that Comedian to a great'rf 

many jokes inspired by his associations vath tanning( cf., for example,'< 

Eo.44,59,104,12Sff,3L4,3L5ff,369 etc.).In fact, about too thirds of | 

Aristophanes’ ’'occupational” gibes aimed at politicians concern Cleon, 

the bulk of them in Fq.Outside Aristophanes specific examples of att-s 

acks of any sort on Cleon are few, and there are no definite references 

to Cleon’s alleged occupation except in Adespota. 6l(^vpcroxvn-n-o';
. 3of Cl eon), which could itself be from Aristophanes for all we know.

I
Nevertheless, Aristophanes’ rivals used the technique against other

I
public .figures. Cratinus 196 treats Hyperbolus as a lamp-seller( cf.

Ar.Nu. 1065,Pax 690ff, Eg. 739f, 1.3^5}? suggesting that,like one of his j
•> z J

lamps,he should be put out, while in Ap-ron-wXtSfS Hennippus alleged h
I

that Hyperbolus’ mother was a bread-sell ert cf, Schol. Ar.Nu, 55^-
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Gloss. Viet.). Anytus is treated as a shoemaker in Archippus jP snc^

Theopompus 57C^M^^°tS as a. nickname), while fan is made of Eucrates, |

as it seems, as an ov.ner of pig—fodder mills in Cratin..295( cf. Ar. Eq. -

254). Cratinus alleges that a diet of his own husks is the reason fori;
t / c z

the man’s haiiiness.In Phpolis 182 Pisander is 0 , owqkiv&icS

( ’’the donkey-diiver”). The allusion may partly be to his physical size 

( cf.Hennippus 9),hut men who worked with donkeys and mules were rated 

low on the social scale(cf. the muleteers in Thesm. 491 f, who —like 

slaves — are stand-in sexual partners for the vomai if they have no | 

one else). The word may also reflect on the intellect of Pisander.In 

Eupolis 243 there is a double attack,on both social and national . 

grounds; for there someone’s mother is said to have been a Thracian
*

J S'
ribbon—seLler. The allegation that Ehripid.es’ mother was a green

grocer-woman is not,however,made outside Aristophanes in Old Comedy 

as we now have it( cf. Ar. Bq. 18, Th esm. 387, Ach. 478 etc. ).lt is noteworthy 

that most of the occupational a.ttacks,both in Aristophanes’ and in

his rivals’ plays,are allegations that a man was himseLf a tradesman^ 
lb

or that his family had such a background. Cf. V. Eh r mb erg, ’ The People/; 

of Aii stophanes', Ch. V (esp.p.9l) for the significance of this in soo- 

i al term s.

The large number of attacks on Cleon through allusion to his 

alleged occupation make the practice of ridiculing a public figure 

on occupational grounds seen more common in Aristophanes than in his;' 

rivals,but if one excepts these attacks upon Cleon Aristophanes uses’, 

the device much more sparingly. The passages where Aristophanes uses 

this method of attack other than against Cleon are Eq.128 sq., 254, 

73?f, 1315,NU.IO65,Pax 690ff,Ra.7O7ff,Eccl. 253,Plutus 175,Ar.Frs.

and 394, and (against Euripides) Eq.l8, Thesm. 3@7, cf. Ach. 457, Ach. 478, J
o •Th03)1.910,Pa-. 840, cf. Ra.947. Cf. also Er.919 and Lys.397f.
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The relevant passages outside Aristophanes in toll are:

Cratinus:196i 295? 324c, cf. 2&3« 

H ermippu s: ft pron<S/\tSts , Fr.9 •

Eupolis: cf.99 and 124 Edrn^ 182,2.47,po ss. even 262 and 364*?

Archippus:33 Strattis: 3 and 6 if correctly ascribed( =Callias 33^1

Theopompus: 57 Adesp. : c f. 6l (i f not ArL s toph ani c).

(For allegations involving prostitution cf. on allegations about 

the character of individuals below.)

(ii} The device of alleging that a man could barely speak Attic

Greek in order to imply foreign extraction is found in several of

Aristophanes’ rivals. Eupolis,in a particularly virulent a.ttack on 
n

some dan ago gue, claims in Fr.llOB Edm( Austin Fr.92 p.86f) that the

man only spoke Attic because he was ashamed to speak his natural

tongue, an amusing instance of deriding a man for a fault which he 
/ y

contrived to avoid. The charge that the man was 4>p'¥‘r£(:,GO*'

(ibid.line 2) is very like Aristophanes’ ronark that Archedanus 

frrr^r^s- Zjv ouk etfrvfz (Ra. 421) or the direction in Av,

764f: £/ <5l SouhoJ /o-ri CJo-jxtp rcScyTjSqS

Tr<v7TiTOU$ 7T«^p’ ^S’rVoU'vTVl <£>p,v'r£j>vS ,

All three passages depend upon the fact that if a man was not a

member of a phratry he was not a true citizen. It has bear plausibly.?.;
. , **» J

suspected that such. a point lay behind Leucon’s , and the
/Pot^ioi of Strattis was probably similar in thone: cf.Harpo oration 

p.156.19 and Photius 445.10 Pors. (/x^u^Sot/vro Ss —sc. 01 n»r~j^uot -j 

— $()(0pi£vcA tout Tr^ps.yyfxyTTTOijS }.in both the Aristophanic

examples above the joke is embellished,but In Eupolis loc. cit. the 

statement is mode in its direct end simple form. Plato in Fr.l68* •'•‘Sm. ?!c f
(from Trrs^/SoAoS ) records the strange non-Attic speech of another J

* 's
demagogue, peihaps Hyperbolus,with examples of the odd Greek that he 1*1

*
spoke. The device of giving explicit examples is perhaps a. little 1



heavy~h ended,but is similar in technique to Catullus’ lampoon, 

three and a half coatuiies later, against Arrius(Catullus 84}.In 

his KXzof-’tlv’ Plato exploited the same source of humour against that < 

politicisn, this time by having his mother speak in barbarisms io her
IX

son in tie play( Fr. 60) ,H ermippus may already have used this technique

of suggesting non-Attic extraction in /IprorrtSliAts, , where possibly

the linguistic oddities of Frs.ll and 12 could be barbarians spokai
■2.3 3

by Hyperbolus’ mother or by Hyperbolus himself.In Aristophanes we 

find this particular allegation of the inability to speak Attic 

Greek hinted only in Ba,. 679 f f« uh ere a Thracian swallow is said to 

sit on Cleophon* s lips(i. e. he was of Thracian extraction and spoke % 

a non-Greek tongue: for the likening of foreign speech to the twitter

ing of swallows cf. ,for example, Aeschylus Ag.1050) • There is now no 

evidence that Aiistoph.-u.ies ’din self used the motif of introducing a 

barbarizing politician or member of a politician’s family as a char— ; 

acter in order to impute foreign origin. f
V

There are numerous examples of a simple charge di at a man was a 

fo r ei gn er. Sora etim es a parti cular n ation ali ty i s expressly stated, as $
■ ll •1’’Lydian” of Hyperbolus in Plato 170, ’’Phrygian” of toe same demagogue j 

in Polyselus 5, "Cretan” of Diitrephes in Plato 3*-, "My si an" of Ac.est- j•j
or in Theopompus 6O.I11 Cratinus 33^ Hipponicus is said to be Scyto— ■ 

ian in particular because of toe fact that he had red hair. Some 

Comedians favour the use of a nickname implying foreign extraction, j 

Acestor is nicknamed (cf. the Sacae} In Callias 13,Metagen. 13 '

and Av. 3?-; Cratinus in Fr. 3^4 c calls a rival poet
■ia

while both Cleon in Aristophanes’ 'Knights’ end Hyperbolus in Eupolis 

are givoi nicknames which suit their roles as foreign slavesj,

in toe pia.y(although nothing is made of the ”P aphl agoni an ” extract

ion of CIGDii in Eq. as far as his dialect goes: toe name pirns,of 

course, on Cleon’s spluttering ■ c f ♦ Eq. 9^ 9))» Cl son is
-hl

cl«o in Ar.Nro 58I, while in Pop.Oxy. 2741 Fr.lB. col. i.ii(iv) 19-20 (Aus toj



in Fr.95 11.135^) there may be a hint that the nickname appeared 

also in the text of Eupolis’ .We read there
RXtwV 

TTorcf>\-r^£lv[

The technique of attacking a public figure by suggesting that 

he was not a true Athaiian is not especially common in Aristophanes, 

if one excepts passages Which depend on the GLeon/n^Acy^v motif.

The dear examples otherwise are to be found in Ach.7Q4f, Av. 31 ♦ 762, 

764,Ra. 421,679ff,1532f,Krs. 411, 433. There are in addition a few
25

dubious examples,but the total number is small.By comparison there 

is fairly substantial evidence of the exploitation of the technique ? 

by Eupolis and Plato and perilaps Cratinus, although it should be state 

ed that three of the examples in the fragments of Plato are from they 

same playC^^fp-0^0^ ). There are,however,noticeebly more instances ofj 

the technique in the fragments of Eupolis,Plato and Cratinus than in 

the numerically greater fragments of Aristophanes. A few examples 

are preserved because they vzere actually cited by the scholiasts to 

Aristophanes to show that some person was ridiculed as a foreigner 

not only in the passage on Which they were commaa ting, but also in 

other plays of the Old Comedy. Such passages are underlined in the 

list below,but it will be seen that more instances occur naturally 

than are thus artificially cited to illustrate Aristophanes' part

icular jokes.

Cratinus: cf. 33. cf.l63.12 Edm( Austin Fr. 73. 68)?,208,324c, 336.

Callias: 13 (Tdedides: 41.1 f is po ss. worth recording here, Which

may allege that Chari des was a changeling)
p

Ph erecrates: 11( for which cf. Cratin. J) and Ar. Ay. 1.2? 6) |

Eupolis: 53,71. BO, HOB Edm(Austin Fr.92 p.86f), 237, 243,357. Cf. perhaps 

Pap.Oxy. 2741 loc. cit. (Austin Fr.95«135l) 1>9« 4 erny^-nvS may

imply tha.t Aces tor was a runaway slave or a branded criminal.

52



Phrynichus: 20 ,58.5.

Plato: XL, 60,166,168,170.In 187 erT'y^rc^v may be a hit either at 

Hyperbolus' social status or character.

Leu con: cf. the title Strattis: cf. rior^'°i

M etag en es: 10,1F. Theopompus: 60 Poly zebus: 5

j

1.4
I
1

(o) Allegations about Character

The most common means of attacking a public figure(unless he

was a literary figure) was by making allegations about his character^ 

by charging him with practising some vice or being given to some
A5

excess or with being guilty of some other form of disreputable con— 

duct.Particular vices and shortcomings were associated with partio- >.<

ular individuals in some cases, although many moi were attacked on

more than one account.For Aristophanes, for instance,Cleon is espeo- #

ially a corrupt onbezzl er, and about half of the allegations about

his character clearly have this point,while other passages accuse

him more vagueLy of shamelessness,villainy and similar defects of
, 1

character. Some other specific vices are also imputed to hirafas glutt-i
% Jony and coward! ce), but the allegations that he illicitly furthered 

his financial and political situation predominate. Against the Comic# 

poet Cratinus the stock charge is drunk am ess( so Ar. Eq. 526ff, 400,

Pax 700ff, Cratinus' own passim), while Clisthenes is repeated- j

ly assailed by Aristophanes for effeminacy and homo sexuality ( cf., for 

exsmple, Ach. 119.Lys. 1092»Ra. 48 and 57 etc. ). Sometimes a particular j

figure is especially the butt of one Comedian: the cowardice of deon4* s .
ymus is repeatedly derided by Aiistophanes(ll times out of 16 mention!

% I
to be precise),but the other Old Comedians name:him but once in our 7$

26
surviving fragments.By contrast, some individuals were popular targets!

s
for the abuse of several Comedians. The Tragedian Melanthius earns a 

derision for his gluttony fiom Pherecrates(13?), Eupolis( 41), Archippus
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(28) ,Leucon( 2) and Aiistophanes(Pax 800ff, 1009 ff), while he is att

acked for practising other vices in Eup.164- and Plato 132. Lampon’s 

gluttony was another popular target (Cratin. 57, Calli as 14,Lysipp

us 6),and so were Alcibiades’ sexual excesses(Pherecr.l55,Eupolis 

153,35i> Aristophanes’ ( cf. Fr. 554). Aii stophanes himsel f is

witness to the popularity of attacks on Hyperbolus among. Ms rival-s 2 

(Nu. 551 sq. ), although he is not referring specifically to attacks on ) 

the character of the man.

There may have been some difference between Aristophanes and 

his rivals in their treatment of Cleonjrle was,of course, the bete 

noire of Aii stophanes, who was particularly proud of his bold assault i 

on the deuagogue in ’Knights’ when Cleon was at the height of his 

success( cf.Nu. 549f) and who stresses in Vesp.l029ff end Pax 75^^* 

th at he did not confine himself to attacks on lesser men as he J

claims his rivals did. The internal evidaice of our fragments does .-! 

much to support Aii stophanes here, for there is now an almost complete

absoice of attacks on Cleon’s character in the works of the other
••i

Old Comedians.Nevertheless, there are two important possibilities

to explore which may lead us to think that Cleon was attacked at 3

length in plays of at least two of Aristophanes’ rivals. The first 
~ r7is the argument that Eupolis’ Xpwffouw »£voS VJa£5 a criticism of J

■
Cleon’s Athens; the second is that Plato Fr.107 speaks of Plato -s

I
himself and of a’war’of his with Cleon.

The "Golden Race" of Eupolis was not a straight-forward treat

ment of the 'Golden Age’ theme.lt is not hLted by Athenaeus in his

1

group of quotations from such plays, which must lead us, with til am-
;4

ovits, towards the conclusion that its content was not such as to 

be appropriate to citation th ere. VJ el ck er had already observed that

the title was ironic.He had written into Ms copy of RunkeL’ s edit-
■ .-2etI
a

theme.lt


ion of the fragments of Pherecrates and Eupolis, "De statu, pessimo
51

a*»
cum iriisione temquam aureo",and this is the theory which is now 

generally accepted, correctly as I think.Norvood, for instance,

observes, "The GOLDEN AGE appears to have been a sarcastic eulogy of
s‘ xi.the Cleonisn regime(cuoting Er. 290) "j Schmid speaks of "sin ironiseheij 

TiteL fhr das Zeitalter des K1 eon"; Denis remarks, "La Race d’Qr est 

un titre trompeur et ironique." Frs. 290, 291 and 292 certainly point I 

to a eulogy of Athens at some point in the play(parabasis epirrhona?} 

and the first line of E’r.290 contains an apparently sarcastic eq

uation of Cleon with the sun which surveys all:
<1 /<.«» A,Xurrq TToX.1 > ocr^s Kifwv <?<£ o pa,...

It is also possible to speculate that the uncomplimentary descript-^l

ions of Fr. 276 denote( and introduce)a part of the chorus,ironically ■;
34 „

called a "Golder Race", while Main eke perceived that Fr. 232 could 1 

well have been said of Cl eon, because of his alleged occupation of
? V 5* V » z / n \ 3tanner: yn£V oyw to Aryo^fvov pAtna.

If correct(and it is a very reasonable supposition), this view prompts

the inference that Cleon was probably a character(unless the line

is part of a. reported speech,perhaps). Now Fritzsche Observed on

what is now Fr. 5^8 of Ehpolis in Edmonds’ edition that Cleon as a

character is intimated there, and this view was endorsed by Bergk,

vho very plausibly ascribed the lines to Eupolis( emending £ u^ow x\.o£

in tire Souda —s.v. /v —to EvttqA1$ ), following Fritzsche, and
1 "-'ji

to afvo<> in particular. To the sane play he tentatively
37ascribed the line 4/j

fr?

fcTTI 7-^ 7Tpap4«sTw ,

which is quoted by Lucian with the words u>s o Kw^ikoS -j-ov 

K Alwva . Bergk and Mein dee wrongly thought that a scholium

identified o /toS as Eupolis(see Kock and Edmonds on tire frag-
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ment, which is Eup. 4.56,doubtfully ascribed), which means that the 

ascription to Xpus’ovv is very risky indeed. Cl early the

fragment cannot be safety used to build up a case for Cleon’s role 

in Eupolis’ pi ay. Never the! ess, I think there are still sufficient 

grounds to suspect that Cleon played a significant part in Xfu<fovV ■(

, though Schmid*makes a very reasonable point in his suggest

ion that Eupolis’ play was less personally offensive to Cleon than 

Aristophanes’ ’Knights’( which it probably followed,in Dion. 424), as 

we know of no retaliatory measures taken against Ehpolis by Cleon.

We cannot demonstrate beyond doubt that Eupolis made any sustained 

attacks on Cleon in fives ,but it is a possibility not to be ?

ignored.lt also appears that there was some,probably slight, mention 

of him in^f"^ , for Fr.196 tells us that he was already dead in 

that play, while in the Oxyihynchus Commentary his name occurs at 

one point( Austin Fr.95 H.135f)>as we have noted above.Of specific > 

attacks on Cleon’s character In Eupolis ,besides the generalisation 

in Fr. >)8 that he caused, the city much distress, there is possibly 

also the pun in Fr. 404,on Pc\vp^oS and .deon captured 3

Galepsus in 422(Thuc. V. 6) and could indicate an allusion

to the propensity of Cleon for illicit gain that Aristophanes so
?-)

4° ' \\ 1ofton satirizes. Such was Fritzsche’s opinion, followed by Mein eke* J
.3

and Wilsmovats. The suggestion is highly plausible, 1

It must,however,be observed that comparatively few comments of $ 

any description directed at Cleon survive from the work of Aristoph—

anes’ rivals, which contrasts with the fbll treatment which Aiist- •
i

ophsnes gave to Cleon in his early plays, above all ’ Knights’. Refer- 

eaces to Clam occur outside Aristophanes in Old Comedy at Cratin. i 

217 A and b( where Cleon is called mad),Heimipp. 46 and possibly 42 J 

( c f. Ko ck a.d lo c.), Pl ato 2L 6, an d Eupoli s 19 6, 290, jp8, Au s tin Fr. 9 5- 135

ignored.lt
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and Fr. 456,if one counts what should be an adespo ton, apart from 

what may be the most significant mention of all outside Aristoph

anes, that in Plato 107. The generally accepted text is a complete 

iambic trimeter or part of a trochaic tetrameter^ the end of one,in 

a line without diaeresis) declaring that the speaker firstly went

to war with Cleon:
A

Trpujrcf juiv t

A different text is given by Sifakis^vho quotes • *
t\ r* X , , . . / j:
<?S 7Tpwro5 ^4£Y KAfwvl 7ToX^oV

and translates,’1! who was the first,.. etc. ”, but wishes to see the .‘J 

words as part of a trochaic tetrameter from a parabasis ^irrhema, I; 

adding that the line may also be a complete iambic trimeter.! can 7

only conclude that he has made a slip in tran .scribing the fragment^
*

for the text he gives vd.ll scan as neither, vath its four consecut-
1

ive long syll a.bl es, no matter how one attempts to divide it between
"vl

two lines or otherwise to save the scansion. With the transmitted
1

text,however,one can either see the end of a trochaic line vithout 53

diaeresis, so
<— “XTks 7Tp^rci' TToAqxoV vj

u —— W v v vj ? /

or transfer oS to the previous line( cf.Nu. 555 for a relative at they- - - . *
end of a —there Eupoli dean—line) and obtain a diaeresis so: oS ji

w V U II ~~ V
7rf>6J7"or KX{.U>V1 noXf.^o'S

The scansion is important here because if the line is an iambic
4-4

trimeter it cannot belong to a parabasis( as Cobet stressed,but he ;■!
45

overlooked the possibility of trochaic scansion) and it is therefore; 

very difficult to suppose that the first person denotes Plato him- -i 

self,unless we are so bold as to beLieve Kock’s suggestion that 

the speaker may be a character voicing sentimaits appropriate to
s

Plato, just as Dicaeopolis does for Aristophanes in Ach. 377«It is :
. 1

too daring,I think, to surmise that such a peculiarity of Comic
-Js■
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technique as that in Ach.Xoc. ci t. figured also here, although one cannot

positively dismiss the possibility. I f we wish to suppose that Plato 

means himself it is far safer to see an extract from a parabasis 

epirrhena, even though it would normally be in the ’’anapaestic” sect

ion of a parabasis that a Comic poet would speak of himsel f: cf, ,how~ <

ever,V esp. 1334—91. There is the chance that Plato is not meant at all 

and that some character is talking of his own relationship with Gleoiirl
47

Cobet is confident that ”Peiialges"( ” the man in pain”}' , the eponymous /

character,is the sp eak er, recalling the hardships he endured when he

ventured in vain to oppose Cleon. Schmid wonders whether there is even .? 

the possibility that Plato is speaking for Aristophanes, who was so 

proud of his bold assault on Cl eon, as we have seai.lt is not out of 

the question ’that Aristophanes was a character In , for we

. know that Cratinus cast himself in the role of a drunkard in

and that Aristophanes included the Comic poet Sannyrion as a chai’acter 

in his ( cf. Fr.149),but the possibility is remote. Sadly, we

must conclude that Mein eke and Koek are too confident in their belief $

that Plato means himself(a view shared by Schoevaert in her thesi
41

Platon le Comique)and concur in Schmid’s opinion that we just cannot 

tell whether Plato means himself or some other. There is thus no define:

ite evidaice that Plato devoted any great attention to Cleon: there is 

only the possibility.

If Aristophanes’ rivals hesitated to criticize the character of i 

Cleon too boldly, they nevertheless did not spare other public figures.;! 

Their attrition to Hyperbolus has already been noticed.Whole plays 

were directed against him by Eupoli s(f'1’*f5"<‘>s ) ,Heimippus() 

Plato(cTft/cXc.s ) and probably others( cf.Nu. 55^sq.}, and some of the-sj 

attacks made upon his character survive. Eupolls in Fr.192 calls him 

7r£gc»-£i7roXis (” ci ty-sack er”), probably with referaice to the same sort 

of coriupt political practices for which Aristophanes attacks Cl eon, S

seai.lt
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?'Jap‘">2

Eup.181 shows him as a verbal. tiickster;Leucon 1 accuses him of illio- :

itly appropriating some cups of Paapis(who is unknown); while Plato—

admittedly bold after the evoit—records the opinion that ostracism
1 f ■’was too noble a fate for Hyperbolus and his <rr»y/*«vTv (which may mean 

brandings for a criminal act or else be a hint that Hyperbolus was a 

branded slave: cf.-^K^ouSonu Y’tXtvOepto in Fr.l66).In his l^oX^Ki^ 

Eupolis treated Calli as as a squanderer of the wealth which he inher

ited from his father, Hipponicus,while in his Aut-©Xvko$ («*' ondjg') Eup--J

olis assailed with what seems to have been a particularly uninhibited 
• *

exploitation of obscenity and sexual slander the relationship of Call—.

ias with the athlete Autolycus and the characters and private lives
fc 1

of Autolycus’ paroits,Lyeon and Rhodia. The great Pericles himself is p;
<2

accused o f enp ty tslk( Cratin. 293, 3P0,H eitnipp. 46), cwardi ce(H eimipp. 4.6) 

and sexual excesses (Adesp. 59 and cf.Heimipp. 46.1); ALcibindes i s att-'h 

acked as a (especially sexual) debsuchee(Eup.l^,35^->Eherecr.l55) J 

Pisander is accused of oowardice( Eup. 31 and Phryn. 20) end gluttony 3; 

(Eup.llOA Edm,Austin Fr.92.Iff); Audio des is alleged io have been ?? 

WorrAovroh&vqpoS ( Cratin. 208} and a cut-purse( jS*XX«rvr» oro^os )—Ecph- | 

an tides 4 and Tded.15 jCleophon is said to have been a fomicator *:■ 

before his beard was grown (Plato 59) • Three of Plato’s plays have the 

names of individual politicians as ti tles( KX£©<$£>v , Hand

0 X©S ) , and it is likely that he had much to sa.y about their 

characters in those plays and that the eponymous character played a J
•TM

large part in the drama, named after him. The three titles are good §?
ti

evidence of a strong political interest in Plato in the Old Comedy ,| 

period, an interest which was still apparent in the . Schoev-;j
I

aert reminds us that Aristophanes put only one demagogue(Cleonjon the 

stage, as far as we know. To some extoat,however, Aii stophanes’ charge ha 

that his rivals attacked petty figures receives support from the re-
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mains of their woik. Apart from the comparative scarcity of attacks on 

Cl eon, it is vorth noticing that Eupolis(and others) seem to have paid 

considerable attention to Lycon and his family and to Callias( cf. esp. 

the plays AlrroAukoS and. KoA<*k£.s and also Amipsias 23,Eu.p.2L5 and 5 

Eup. 273) and that several other persons of relatively minor importance 

are the victims of attacks on grounds of character from Aristophanes’ 1 

con tempo raiies( e. g. Mi di as in Plato 108, Metagen. 11, Phrynichus 4 and 41 j 7

Hierodides in Phrynichus 17,Heimipp. Cleombrotus in Phrynichus
. 353,Ischoraachus in Cratin.3^3)* Nevertheless, Aristophanes himself ass- i 

ails many minor figures v.ith vigour{ as Cleonymus or Clisthenes), and i
J

it is rather the prominaice of Cleon in Aristophanes’ personal attacks’
"id

on grounds of character that perhaps distinguishes him from the others; 

The table appended to this section lists the passages containing 7

attacks on individuals in this category in full for the non-Aristoph- >!
Jjj

anic Old Comedians. Those vith the greatest number of such attacks att^i
J

ested are, as one would expect, Eupolis and Cratinus, with substantial j 

evidence that the technique was used also by Phrynichus and Plato.

Ph erecrates has only four or five relevant passages, a small number in |
1

view of the relatively substantial number of his fragments surviving,-.1

and one that ref).ects his comparatively slight interest in personal 

satn.re( cf. Anon Kaibel C. 0, F. p. 8 ). Eso eci all v well attested in

Eupolis are the attacks on sexual grounds. The total number of examples
J

in his fragmaits far exceeds the number of those in Cratinus and also ;
1

those in the fragments of Aristophanes.In Aristophanes the technique
y

is attested only in four f ragm e.1 ts( 114, 251, 4^3 , 55^) and in the title i 

(Alcibiades, as it seens from Fr. 55^) outside the extant plays.!
I

Within the extant ploys the distribution is as follows:

Clear Examples 

Ach. 119,527,716

Ea. 877,1280 ff

More Dubious Examples ||

849 I

78 f, 407 -S
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Cl ear Exampl es More Dubious Examples

Nu. 355,673ff,675ff,686

Vesp. 84,687ff,128Off . poss.!025ff(v.Eup.?)

Pax po ss. 7^2( v. Rip. ? }

Av. 8.5-

Lys. 1092

Thesm. 29sqa. (Agathon)

Ha. 48,57,426 ff, 432

Ecd. 365,366,647 ff, 8 46

Plutus I79,5>3ff,3l4

In Ehpolis tiie bulk of the examples come from Avto^vkoz (<=»' &/£’}, 

three or four of them being dubious,however.Only 44 and 56 are defin

ite instances of the technique under discussion,but it is abundantly 

dear from the other fragments of the play that it depended to a part

icularly great extent on sexual slanders against identi.fiable indiv- 

iduals.No extant play of Aristophanes depends so heavily upob alleg

ations of sexual excesses or depravity against an individual, or indiv

iduals as Eupolis’ peons to have don e, al though the lost

Tp«<£ may well have concentrated to a very great extent on Alo-

ibiades’ sexual habits.In the extant plays the ea.rly part of Thean. 

depends to a substantial degree on a series of jokes about Agathon’s 

effeminacy and sexual practices, but this is predominant only in the 

one scaie. Apart from the examples in AvroAuxos , th" definite instances 

of the technique in Eupolis are spread over four other plays and an 

unnamed play, so:

:110B(Austin 92.26f)

I<o\tk£S : 158,164

riokt^ : 215,235

iduals.No
iduals.No
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4>,Xo» : 273

(unnamed play} : 351

There are alee three less then certain examples in (81,82,77)*

These sexual slanders form a high proportion of Eupolis’ character 

criticisms as a whole, and it is likeLy that he was especially fond 

of the technique, even by comparison to other political Comedians 

like Cratinus and Aristophanes. To match thenine certain examples 

in the fragments of Eupolis in number one would have to take the 
certain examples from at least three extant Aiistophanic plays,if 

one excepts Thesm. Again, the proportion of certain exsiapl es of the 

sexual slander against a living individual to certain examples of ah 

other accusations made against the characters of individuals is,in 

Eupolis, roughly 1:3. A precise figure for Aristophanes is very diff

icult, as it depends so much on how one reckons prolonged attacks and 

what one does with dubious passages,but it is likely to show a prop

ortion only half as great as that in Eupolis. All this seems to be an 

indication that Eupolis liked to combine his two specialities of 

topical comment and obscene humour. Cf. Anon.ir/«p/x. KaibeL C.G. F.p.8, 

who says of Eupolis,... K<*t tepQirlwv ttoAlt to \or£opv «°tt

and. Vit. Ar., where we read,... TTiKpoTTpcv ksi 

©fia'XpoTf poV KpcfrivW l<>7i ZxU'TTo/XtBaS A.a-C'^n-jjnouv'Tiov .

In both cases there is a clear referaice to Eupolis’ invective( as 

also to Cratinus’) and it is likely that in and

we have references to coarse or obscoie cen sure( "ugly” language or 

materi al}.

Attacks on the Character of Named(or Seeningly Once-Named 

or I den ti fi abl e)lndividual s.

Vi ce/g round of attack: Gluttony

Cratinus: 57(1*ampon) , 58 (Lampon}

Eupoli s: 41 (Mel anthius) ,110A( Austin 92.1sq. —Pi sender} ,ibid. (Theogai
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Plato: 106 (Morychus,Glaucetes,Leogora.s)

Others: •

Callias:14(Lampon) ; Tel edides:?l6( ”No thippus") J Lysippus: 6(Lamp—<
■ ?

on) ; Ph erecrates: l^XMdan thius) ; Hermippus: 45(No thippus/Gnes- | 
' £

ippus?) ; L euoon: 2(MeKanthius) J Archippus: 26(MeLanthius). J

Drunk Qin ess .
/

Cratinus: P u n v ,pas sim(C r atinus) -
J

' F

Eupoli s: 45(Lycon), 45A(Lycon), 46( Rho di a), 35^ ( Al ci bi ad.es) $

Sequel Vices

Homosexual:
sj <•

Cratinu 3: p erh. 10 (”B athippu s” ), po s s. 53( P ro b. h et ero 3 exuai)., 15L (Ari s t- b 

odenus), 263, Schol.V esp.1I87( An diodes) ,poss. 340 ( son of Iulius(?) ),

402,if a particular individual intended. 1

The mysterious Fr. 195 is perhaps worth recording here.

Eupolis: 5&( Autolycus)—cf. 42 and 50(if not oaeided],77>if a named 1

individual in tended, peril.8l( Democritus), peril. 8 2( text dub. ),110B( Au st~ {
■i

in 92. 26f—some demagogue whose name is now lost) ,l64(MeL an thius),

235(Philoxenu s) • Cf. 57 -Cf. fii in g en eral( Schol. Ju v. 2.91).

Pl ato:

0 tlr ers:

Ph ere crates: 155( Alcibiad.es: al so heterosexual—-cf. below) ; Phrynich-g

AMus: 47 (Philo xenus) ; Amip si as: cf. 27( Ly con: c f. Schol. V esp. 1159—text

dub.) ; (?)Strattis(perh. rather Cratinus?):Austin Fr. 220.98 ff( Lamp-5
■-}

on: ascription dub.).

H et exo sexi al: bj

Cratinus: 12( elder Callias),prob. 53(Xonophon), 24L( Aspasia) .
■ 4

Cf.Pericles-Zeus in ’Noaesis’( e. g. Fr.lll?). u

Eupolis: perh. 42( three brothels?), 44(Leogoras),poss. 47(Hhodia??),peih?j

dub. sense),tL10A(92 ad unit. Austin—Pauson, Theo gene 3)^158 ( Aid bi ad~-bj
■.’£®S

es), 21 b( Rho dr. a), 27 3( Rho di a) , 35^ (Al ci bi a.des). .

Alcibiad.es
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Plato: 59 (Cl eo phon )

0 th ers: .

Tel edides: 17(P erides and Chrysilla),?poss. 49 and 66(Peiid e&~Zeus??) 
34(Gnesippus) . ■
Ph erecrates: 155( Aldbiad.es: also homosexual—see above) ; ilennl ppus: ; 

p eih. 10 (?Hyp erbolu s’ mother), 46.1 (Perides) ; Phrynichus: 53(Gleombr-, 

otus) ; Stratti s: 3( Iso crates and Lcgi sea) , 26(14egades) ; Adespota:

59(Pelides and his circle) . •?

Th eft, Co rrup tion, Ehib e% d era en t, Di shon es ty, /

Vf ottAoUv0 7TQV»j|.>f°r , etc, -

Cratlnus: l62A(H agnen), 208 (Aeschrus, Andro d es, Dionysius)

Eupolis: 122C.15( Austin 92.115—-Diognetus as Uf>o<rvAoS ),192(Hyper- 

bolu s), 209 (Amyni as), 218 ( Simon), p6l ( So era tes), p exh. 404( Cl eon? ).
.*?5Add 122B & C( Austin 92.78sqq. )i f the man tried ’was a real person. 

Plato: 14( P amphilu s), c f. 10 3( An tiphon o f Ph aranu s), 119 (Pho nni siu s, Epi cr

ates— cf.ISO end 121) <

0 tliers:

Td eclides: 15( An nodes as . Ecpn an tides: i( Andro d esd

as Teled.15) j Heimippus: 33 (Hienodldes) $ Phrynlchus: 17(Hi erodid- j 

e s) ; Leu con: 1 (H yp erbolu s)

Ambitions of Tyranny ’*

cf. Adesp. 60(Peildes1 circle) ;TeLed. 42 is not so very far renoved '*

in tone.

Bnp ty Talk, Li es, Bo gu s Rh eto ri c 3

Cratlnus: 293 & 39O(Rerides) 3

Eupoli s: 9-1 (Ph aeax), 9 4( Th eo g oi es), l8l (Hyp erbolu s) 3

Plato: l6l(Teleas)

0 th ers:

H ennxppus: 4.6( P eri cl es), 63.8 (P erdi ccas) J
tSquandering of Wealth, Debt

i'BSiS'I?.: 12(CaU.i0.s the Elder), (Isohoma<W J
mww----------Siaa-aa-rr-.T-r---------f-v- -r- .......

Aldbiad.es


1

Eupolis: 44(Leogoras),K°A<>k£s passiin( Callias the Younger—esp.149 & 15Q

Meanness, Thru f tin ess

Eupolis: cf. 110A( Austin Fr.92 ad init.)—also greed and gluttony,154 

(Hipponicus—tone of ironic praise)

Adesp.: 1(Pho nnio)

For being ,g~uKo<^vnjS or

Cratinus: cf. 78(Evathlus: ”msitioned” as sycophan t? ), 213( Amynias), cf. 

24.2 (P an del etu s : a s sy coph an t? ? )

Eupoli s: 146b( P ro tago ras), 159 • 14( Ac esto r), 164(M eL an thiu s), l65( ch aer-

ephon),l66(Orestes,Maipsias) ,KoX«»<£s in general.

Pl a.to: 14( P araphilu s), 10 2( Evathlu s)

Others:

II eimippu s: 33 (Hi ero di des) ; Phrynichu s: 4(Midias),17(Hieioclides),

20. 4( TeL eas), 5^( Hoelides, Teucer) j Theopompus: 43( Donoplion)

As <friAoS*kos

Cratinus: cf. 242( P an del etu s: cf. Schol. Nu. 9 22)

Philylliu s: 9 (1aespo di as)

Many Times Convicted or the Losing Party in Law-suits 

Plato: 13?(Pracon tides)

As irpoborijs

Eupolis: fcf.l8l(Nicias,but bogus logic in context)]

Metagaies: lO(Lyoon)

War-mongering

C ra tinus: Hyp. Honysalex. ad fin. (Pericles)

Ehpolis: HOB. 8 ff( Austin 92. 29 ff—some donagoghe )$ 12?A may be relev

ant, depending on the seise of the compound there.

Phrynichus: l6(l»aespodias)

¥
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Cowardice

Eupoli s: 3L (Pi sen der) f Au stin Er. 100 (Cl eonyniu s)

H ermippus: 46(P eii di es} J Phrynichus: 20 (Pi s ander)

|ggpogu\oS or 

Cratinu s: 333( Hippon)

Eupoli s: 5^j99(Deno stratus called ) ,122C.15( Austin 92.114f—

Dio gnetus),146b( Protagoras as <>.A jt^ioS )
fr4,

Ph erecrates: 58(Polytion’ s house confiscated because of his involveaent^

in the Mysteries scandal) ; Strattis:19(Cinesias) r ’
Cf. also Hennippus’ prosecution of Aspasia for and the

potaitial of Eupoli s’ . 5

Keeping of Erotic Pets, Ob session with lighting-Birds, etc.

Pl ato: 108 (Mi di as) 3

Phrynichus: 4l(Midias) ; Adesp.: cf. ^(Pyiilampes)

Eup. 36 may also refer to Pyiilampes. 5-

Misanthropy $
Plato: 20.8 (Timon) ,5

Phrynichus: 18 (Timon ) 3

"Mad”

Cratinus: 217B( Cl eon)

Eupoli s:

Plato: 5-(Diitrephes)

Tel edid.es: 6( Dipith es) ; Ph ryni chu s: cf. 9 (Dipi th es as a rdigious 

fanatic) ; Amip si as: 10 (Dipi th es) ; Polysdus: 11 (Dionysius)

As Stupid or Ignorant

Cratinus: 11 (Minnyon?),15 & cf.l8(an archon capable of preferring 

Gnesippus to Sophodes) , 337( Theo do tides)
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Eupoli s: ll6( sons of Hippocrates), 193(Hyperbolus ), 29 6( Pan tael es) 
5T7PI ato: 64(Leagrus)

Nico eh ares: 3(PhiIonides)

as z\<*Xo£

Pl a.to: X 32( M el an thiu s) , 7 (Phil ep siu s)

/TroV^poS or similarly vague moral condaimation,o ftm as

summarized by our sources.

Cratinus: 175( 3311 of Pisias,!. e.Meles), 20X( an Antiphon or poss.Lyson- 

ides), 233( son of Pisias or else Pisias himself, with Osphyon and Diitr- 

ephes), 26X( son of Pisias)

Eupoli s: 79 (Ph rynon das), 107 (Phrynon das), 3D8 (Cl eon)

Pl ato: 80(Midi as), 179 (Dracon ti des), 166(Hyp erbolu s), 187(Hyp erbolus) 

Tdedi des: 41 (Ni ci as)

Phryni chu s: 4(Mi di as),I7(Hi ero di des) , 59 (Ni ci as)

(d) Nicknames and Allegorical Attacks

Certain political or otherwise familiar figures are on occasions |

denoted by nicknames in Old Comedy, Sometimes the nickname takes the 

foim of a stock epithet, as it were, as in the case of o

( Ecd. 254 and 398)(Ra£88; cf. Eup.9),flcP'KX" 

ou\uf'UT>c><> (Ach. 5*9) or o pn^e-ms (Nu. 353f), and sira-

ilar phrases. Sometimes a man is doioted by an occupational nickname -«$ 

without explicit identi fi cation (hi s occupation being familiar enough),^ 

as o y5vp<j'&nu>A^s (i. e. Cleon) in Pax 270 or o ^AovoffiwA^s (whoever is -4 

meant there)in Plutus 175.In these cases the nickname is still an 

epithet(the device is not common)., out true nicknames are also found. 

Examples of such include (i. e. Acestorjin Callias 13,Metagoi.

13 and Ay. 3U (i. e. Cl eon)in Plato 2X6, Eq.lQ34ff and Pax:
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313>n*t^A*ty3v' (also Cleon) in Eg. passim,Mu. 53l and possibly in Eup-

olis’HApiK^s (Austin 95*^.35l)> the name itself in Eupolis’

homonymous play, 6°u£vynS (i. e. Demo stratus) in Eup.99 and 124 and, as• M
XoXoSuy^ ,in Ar.Lys. 797 ft or (i. e. Anytus)in Theop.57«In

3
this group it is interesting to observe several nicknames of fellow !

> ss ;Comedians in Cratinus. In 334 he calls Ecph an tides ,.in 324c
Callias is ^)<o«v/u?v * and. in the same fragment Aristophanes or Phryn- J

ru. / t jj
ichus(or possibly some otherjis or ^£.v»«rS .One may add the

v M dcompound Ao»f>in 335a,if correctly restored by Meineke. i

One has to search hard for a parallel for this group of nicknames in 

other Comedians,but we know that Aiistomenes was nicknamed ®uponc>ios
a

( "Dbor-maker")by someone or other of his rivals,no doubt( the Son da,
*s.v. ft piorvo^ttv^ ),and Bergk( Comm. p.!44)gu esses that ©uptraxo^os in the 

Sou da’s article on Lysippus should be seen as a nickname(o dubious a
interpretation). does occur in Ar.V e sp. 151, vhere it is takes :

3
by MacDoweLl to be a possible allusion to Ecphan tides, but one may 

oitertain doubts there. Eupolis’ referaice to Aristophanes as 0 4

<nKp&S o&to£ In Er. 78 does not really involve any nickname,nor do
/ co ‘.~f

Aristophanes’ descriptions of Cratinus as o TreptnowjpoS np-rc^ucv

(after identification in Ach.851) and o T«vupo(/>4yoS (after idoitificat-i 
•

ion in Ra. 357) quite parallel the true nicknames in Cratinus’ own 

works. The best attested nickname of all in Aristophanes’ rivals is,
Mi

however, that of Pericles,'Zeus’. Cratinus so refers to him(with qualif- i

ication)in Fr.71* vhile the point also lies behind. Cratin.113 and 240, Sj 
(I

Adesp. 49 and perhaps Frs. 49 and 66 of Telerdides. Aristophanes him self 3

refers to Pericles as ’’the Qlympian”( Ach. 533). Corresponding to this $ ""ri ""

equation of Pericles with Zeus are the various nicknames of his oon&-sj

ort(Hera->Aspasia. She is "Hera” in Cratin. 241,while in Eup. 403 hie may j
33

be described as (an epithet of Hera). Aspasia is also referred M

to as ”Hel en”( Elrp. 249, and cf. Cratinus’ ?}, "Queen .3
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Omphale”( Eup. 274, Cratin. 241A; cf. Adesp. 63) and. "D^anira.’'( Adesp. 63}, 

names ’which imply her hold over Pericles, for the first-named fascin

ated Paris, the second had Heracles for a slave, and the -third was 

unwittingly the agent of his. death.

The distortion of a man’s name to make up a sort of nickname 

■where the last dLoment of the compound is normally the true end of 

the man’s name is a technique occasionally,but not commonly found.

It is not well attested in Aristophanes , who has but two or three 

examples more than Cratinus,Eupolis or Hermippus in all his extant 

works. The most ambitious instances of the technique are now found in 

Eup.l29A and H ermipp. 33. Th e new eL on aits introduced into the man’s 

name typically describe character defects or are otherwise humorous 

substitutions. The device can be used on other than personal names 

( e. g. 2.v<*f>c>tuirot in Cratin. 73A Edmjor in Ar. Eg. 1263):

for such instances cf. the chapter on Imagery,Vocabulary and Verbal 

Devices, as for compounds of the type /Avo/VuS or .

The examples relevant to this section are as follows:

Cratinus: Xc,<p'k£.i<^nvT-iS^s (Ecphan tides} 335a

’flv&pc »< oA<ove (AndrocLes) 263

The sandwiching of the new element by -the two halves of the orig

inal name is unusual. .

Ehpoli s: m-oXc^orr^S^oic-r^rbS'^ (fob,: p erhap s Demo stratus— or

KovSuAoS

Telecfides:? /VoS/n-rr<a£ 

Hermippus: ? /Vo0 1 ttttos

KO»A*f K C fibJp O

In Aristophanes we find 
/<© As K WVUyU o S

Dam asi stratus?) 129 A

( fo r Darnasi strata s) 40-3

(p erii. =Gn esippu s? f

( ” ” ) 45

(Hi ero elides) ~$> So Phryn.17 also.

(Cl eonymu s) Vesp. 59 2

( fo r & uyn S , i. e. D emo s tr ahi s) Lys.
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(a distortion of a nickname: ef.

(i.e. Cleon) Eg. 47 )

SsXXnprios ( cf.MacDoweLl, edn. Vesp.on 459)

Ittitok/vo^ (Hipponicus) Ra. 433

An for ALLEGORICAL attacks,it is not dear exactly how many 

plays of the Old Comedy had some deeper si gni fi con ce, especially in 3 

the case of mythological burlesques. Edmonds in his ’’Fragments of 

Attic Comedy” exercises great ingenuity in discovering possibilities - 

of allegorical meanings in many of the plays of Plato and the later 

Old Comedians in particular,but in nearly all cases the idea that 

the play was allegorical rests purely on conj ecture, and in very few 

instances indeed is there any positive internal or external evidence.^
I

It is a very hazardous process to attempt to discern allegory in my thy 

ologicaL burlesque without some film evidence that such existed. A -R 

case in point is Cratinus’ Zlpvrrrn&iS , where it is possible,in view

of the mention of the slaying of Cercyon( Fr. 49), that Theseus was a
/ *1

character^ although the passage should possibly not be taken at face i
65

value: cf.Kock ad loc. }. Edmonds wishes to idaitify this Theseus with

Lampon the seer(for ’whom cf. Frs. 57 and 5^—which incidentally do
a

not conclusively prove that Lampon was a character in the play), a
3
’Si

very fanciful conj ecture, whil e Pi eters in his ’Cratinus’ identifies

the same hero with Perides, again a hazardous exercise of the imagin
esation in view of the minimal evidence. Bergk tells us that the play

61
was concerned with the colonisation of Thuriij Tanner that it had to 

do with the Eleusinian Tax: Decree and Lampon’s involvement there

with.In fact, we cannot be sure what the plot of the play was, and
-a■ i9there is no real indication that the possible character Theseus was -R

to be equated with Pericles,Lampon or anyone else. Schmid is wiseLy Rj

reserved in his remarks on the play and, though he hints Bergk’s i
4$
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theory,he does not attempt to make out the purport of the play.lt 

is possible that Ap^rtT/S^s was allegorical,but one cannot denonstratt 

so.

A better case can be made for both Cratinus’ Atovu<r,AiX*v'$>f>oS 

and N£ias«i<> .In the Hypothesis to the former we are told -that Per

icles wa.s attacked very convincingly by implication(or innuendo—

Si’ tpcfchswS } for bringing war on Atoms, or rather the war (to^ tvoX£^> ,, 

©V ), for Fli eking er’s suggestion * that it is not the war of 4^L~404 

that is meant(he argues for 445 as the date} deserves no credence. • 

This statement has bean taken by several scholars to mean that the 

audience were .intended to see some similarity between the way in which

Dionysus involves Troy in war in the play and the way in which Per- , 
71

ides had led Athens into conflict with Sparta. The view that Dionys

us is to some degree to be identified with Perides suits the words 

of the Hypothesis( esp. )better than any supposition that

the attack on Perides was to be found only in a limited passage, 

perhaps a parabasis,of the pi ay. How far we should press the allegory 

is not dear.It is possible to see in the ravaging cf Troy’s territ

ory by the Greeks a hint of the first devastation of Attica by tine
73 x , /

Spartans in 45- B.C.,in the offer of TtffwviS *<xiv^r©S from Hera
7f

an allusion to Perides’ period of prolonged domination of Athens,in
7S

the role of Hden an allusion to Aspasia,in the surrender of Dionysus-; 

to the Gredcs a suggestion that the Athenians should comply with the i
It .

Spartans’ demand that the curse of the Alaneonidae be expdled,in the

bundling of Helm into a basket an allusion to the packing of Attic ;
*»7 Kfanners into Athens.Many of these inferences may be valid,but it is

difficult to know in the absence of fuller evidence when one is be

coming too ingenious. Pi eters’ belief to at toe play alluded to P elid

es’ deposition and should be set in 429 probably goes too far;

Luppe sets out the considerable weight of evidence against this into

play.lt
dear.It
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erpretation in pp.l82ff of his article on the Hypothesis to Aiowr- 

pos .The possible allusions square much more happily with

4^0. The suggestion that was allegorical derives in the

fi rs t pi ac e flora B ergk, who oon ten ted him s el f, ho wever, wi th thi sobs erv- 

ation:”Sed de argument© huius Cratineae comoediae hoc loco disserere 

sup ersedeo, nisi quod contra P eii dis potissiraum po tai tiara scrip tarn 

esse con tai do.” The evidaice is in Fr. 113Edra, wi th Plutarch’s comm aits 3 

tliereon in Peiid es 3,which piorapt the deduction that Zeus in the 

play was to be equated with Perides.Kock observes, "Videtur igitur 

Iovis nomine Peiicl es,Nenesi s nomine Aspasia significant.” Zuendd, 

in letters to Meineke,had already advanced the theory tha.t the play > 

was concerned with Pelides’ appeal to the Athaiian people to accept 

his bastard son by Aspasia as a legitimate citizen after the plague 

had cariied off his heirs in 433, so explaining the vocative

in Fr.113 Edm(punning on and hinting the legitimized bastard).

The play would thus date to 429 B.C.Kock is attracted by the idea, 

as Mein dee before him, and several other scholars have found the theory^
%Z S3 84

tanpting, in eluding Daii s,Geissl er and Norwood. There has always,howev- 

er,been the enbarrassmait of Schol. Av. 521 ( cf. Fr.llSEdm}, which states 

that postdated Aristophanes’ ’ Birds' ( 414B. G. ). This has led
'-1

some scholars to reject the Nineteenth Century theory of the play’s 1
i

allegorical significance and to propound very different ideas of their:

own.Odlacher allied that the explanation of the strange statement in 1
"4^

the scholium mentioned above should be seen in the fact that a Callias

was archon after the date of ’Birds’ in 4L2/1, while another man of 

that name held the archonship in 406/5* This may have misled the schol— 

iast into the belief that ’Naaesis’ was perfomed in one of these 

years,!f he knew that it was perforated under a. Callias.0ellacher* 

supposes that the play was actually performed in 456/5, whoa another d 

Callias was archon. The argument is perilously built, but the date is 

accepted as probable by Schmid. Taking over Qellacher’s principle of
•4®

•W
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some confusion of archons’ names being the key to the explanation 4
• #7 $
of Schol. Av. 521, Go dolphin suggested that the scholiast had wrongly 

takoi information that the play was performed under a Pytho do rus
$

to refer to the archon of 404/3 instead of that of 432/l.This is the 

dating accepted by Pieters in his Cratinus.Both these theories involve;: 

some rejection of the former interpretation of the supposed allegory ? 

in ’Nemesis’ .In the latter case it is only the allusion to the legit-

imitation of the child that must be rej eetedjin the former even the 

identification of Nemesis with Aspasia becomes chronologically impose-^ 

ible. The most extreme view of all was that of Capps, who argued that 

the explanation of the scholium lay in revising our opinions of the 

authorship of 'Nouesis’.He suggested that the play was wrongly ascribes 

to the elder Cratinus, and that we should believe the scholiast and 

suppose the play to post-date ’Birds’ and ascribe it to th« younger 

Cratinus, the Mi ddl e Comedian. This view has met with little favour, 

and rightly so. Go dolphin points out that Cratinus the Younger oper

ated well into the Fourth Century( cf.Meineke I 411).It is very diff

icult indeed to believe that Lampon could still have been alive in

the dramatic career of this Cratinus, and Lampon is a figure whom we ii
j

know to have been a butt of Cra.tinus( cf. esp. Frs. 57 and 58j also Fr. 62) a
, i

the Elder. Mein eke’s attempt to ascribe vS(>o$ the

younger Cratinus was lamentably misguided, as we now know from our Hyp-h
.4•1

othesis, and it is hard to believe that Capps’ suggestion is not equal-!
i

fancifbl.lt can readily be seen,however, that a certain amount of 

imagination is required in any attempt to explain the apparent all

egorical significance of ’Nenesis'and tha.t the only uncontroversial 

conclusion seans to be that Zeus represented Perides.If so, and if 

chronologi c ol con si dera tion s allo wed it.it in ay 1 egi timately be su s- 

pected that Nemesis represaited Aspasia,but beyond that I should not \ 

like to be confident that we can make out the allegory of ’Nemesis’,

Zuendd’s theory is perhaps too ingenious and is precariously based, f

fancifbl.lt
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Koerte not unreasonably suggests tha.t the legend of the birth of .•!

Heracles would have suited Cratinus’ purpose better,if it was really 

Cratinus’ intention to allude to Peiicles’ legitimization of his bast

ard son. Heracles, for a start, was a child of the light sexi Here I may

add that it is scarcely reasonable to take Fr.71 as an indication that;
■’j

was allegorical, for Pericles is clearly spoksi of only fig- M
■ a."i

f '
urativdy as ”Zeus”(henee the epi-diet , revealing that '

’’Zeus” is a niekname^In Cratinus 240,241 and 241A there is allegory

of a differ ait sort, tracing in a mode theogony the ancestry of Perid-<
, ■ j

es-Zeus and Aspasaar-Hera.Perid es’ mother is said to have been 

(’’Faction”), Aspasia’s Ktv-^rrL’yod'uv^ (’’Lust”). The former idea recalls I

the struggle of Pericles with Thucydides in particular and also his ■;!
'a

relations with Cimon, while the latter charges Aspasia with sexual 

depravity. was,of course, an allegory,but not a political play.

It is dear that Eupolis’ had an dement of allegory, a.s

transparent,it seons, as that in Aristophanes’ ’Knights’.Hyperbolus 

was denoted by the name (cf. Cleon's role as

in Eq.)and was a slave(the Commoitaiy partially preserved in Pap.Oxy.

274l(Austin Fr.95)has referarce^to a character described as o Ses-rr-nj 

or>jS j this may vrdl be A^oS,as in Aristophanes’ Eg. ,but we cannot 

prove so.)The play seems to have shown the overthrow of Hyp erbolu s, as 

Eg. showed that of Cleon.

AxjjaoS figures in an allegorical scene in one of Plato’s plays, dj
■ 'v'3■ 3not now i den tiff abl e( Frs. 18 5a, b, c), where he is represented as ill and-"?

his sufferings are made the occasion of jokes against public figures. R 
Si

As though about to faint he calls for someone to hold his hand,but his 
purpose is to prevent his raising his hand to vote Agyrrhiuc general !•{ 

(l85a).In 185b he complains, as though of indigestion^f Mantiss’Vmount;
M■ /Ai

ing the platform to so eak and calls for a. bowl and feather(to induce 

vomiting).In 185c someone comments, ”He’s feeding ill-andling Cephalus
ic

a most foul disease.” Demos metaphorically feeds the disease(i. e. suf£~

■1
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ers from it) and literally endures Cephalus to feed in. Athens. The 

illnesses of Demos are for Plato an allegorical way of commenting 

disapprovingly on the politicians mertioned. Precedents of a sort are 

to be found both in Aristophanes’ Eq,where Demos is said to be like 

an undisciiminating beloved,giving himself to low suitors(Ec,.737sq. ), 

to 1 amp sell ers, to catgut- stitch ers, to 1 ea.ther- cutters and to hide- 

sell ers,or where Demos is rejuvenated and freed of his previous deLus- 

ions(Eq.l^L6sq. ), and also in Aristophanes’ Ra(93?sq. ), where Tragedy i: 

represaited as in need of a diet after being bloated out by Aeschylean' 

bombast. Reminiscent of Eq. 737sq.is Eup. where we appear to have 

Denos addressing a (go the unfortunately corrupt remarks

of the grammarian who cites the fragment guide us to believe). Danos 

remarks, iTov^pcy ( vft

’’And don’t introduce me to rogues,you rogue(fan. ).”

Wilamowitz saw the situation so:’’Denus apud lensm aliquam prostat in t 

fomice et iratus est ad se admitti homines plebeios. ” Edmonds remarks 

’’The personified Athenian People is apparently got up as a mariiage>- 

able girl.” In view of Eg.73?sq. it seems that Demos’ submission to 

the vhims of demagogues is translated into sexual terms and that there 

is some question of finding a. partner for Demos in con text. In Ec.loc.

cit. the relationship is,of course, homo sexual, and it may not be neo-J
• I

essary to suppose that Demos has to be equated with a girl here, though
Z Z . • '3

it would make the role o f the Trpo/Mv*)<rrf easier( cf., e. g.Nu. 41 vith 

Prof. Dover’s note ad loc.).I suspect that the nrvfivqtrrpit- is also 

an abstraction and that Wilamowitz misses the mark in seeing a broth-^j 

el in context. At any rate, there seems to be a hint of sexual allegory; 

of Denos’ submission to demagogues.Which play is involved we do not

know. Wilamowitz called, attention to Fr. 26^( )in support of his
a "-itheory,but Kock reminds us that^^oS was at least hinted in the g

■ 'pun of Fr. ?13( from Ho At is). There may well have bear a major role for-jj
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inDemos in , as we have seen, though his relationship with

Maricas(Hyperbolus)would be tha.t of master/slave.Nevertheless,in Eq. 

Cleon is Demos’ slave, and that does not preclude the reference at 

Ea.737sq. to Demos’ submission to demagogues being like that of a 

beLoved to unworthy partners.
£

It is possible that Strattis’ ’Myrmidons’ was all ego ri cal, as Fr. $ 

36 either speaks of Athenian troops at Byzantium or else is very an—
S

achronistic( there was,of course, no coinage in the Trojan War period). 

Kock suggests( ad loc. ) that the ’Myrmidons’ were the troops of Alcib- 

iades , who captured Byzantium in 4O8.This is a possible interpretation 

but it is also conceivable that Fr. 36(our only citation from tire play) 

is only a temporary lapse of il3.usion to allow reference to a receit^ 

event.Besides the plays noticed here, there would, be some degree of 

allegory in several others where personifications appeared,not all of 

them political all ego ri es, o f course. Cf. Henio chu s Fr, 5«l6f and Eupolis’

for political examples. 4

The passages relevant to this section outside Aristophanes are 

as follows: j

Passages with Nicknames of Living Persons:

Cratinus: 71,3.3-3, cf. 240(’’Zeus” of Pericles) ; 241, 241A (Aspasia} ; 3
/ r->

334,335a (Ecphantides) ; 324c of Callias Comicus,*
of some other Comedian) ; 263 (Androdes) ; po ss. 337 ( Theo do tides). 3 

Eupoli s: 249, 274, cf. 403 (Aspasia.) ; 99,124 (Demo stratus) j 408 (Damas- 

istra.tus) : 129A ( <rTpcy-roS ) ; 8l (Democritus) ;
100

(Frs.190,192 etc.) of Hyperbolus. Cf. Austin Fr.98.14ff.

Pl ato: 216( ” C erb eru s” o f Cl eon }

Callias: 13 (Acestor) ; Teleclides: poss.l6(Nothippus=Gnesippus?). 

Behind 49 and 66 there may be the Pericl.es/Zeus motif.

Hermippus: 33 (Hi ero elides) ; 42 (Disgoros) jposs. 45( Gnesippus?) .Boss
> r\ • •

in Javoci there was the Pericles/ Zeis motif.

JOl

.; --jJiSKs

Pericl.es/Zeus
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Phrynichus: I7(Hierodides) ; Philonides: cf. the title XoGopvo» 

(f<o&opv°S, vras a nickname of Therainenes —cf.Philonid. 6); 

Theopompus: 57 (Anytus) ; cf. J) (’’Rhadamanthus”) ; Metagenes: 13 

(Acestor) ; Strattis: 3 (Isocrates) j maybe 15»il ° f^ktcvoS 

was used a:s a nickname of the ’ epithet’ type(dub.) j Adesp.: 49 

(impli es P eri d. es/Zen s mo ti f) ; 6j( A spasi a) j 61 ( ”N evi Pi si strati da” 

of Peiid.es’ circle).

All ego ri cal Pl ays and Scai es( poli ti co! all ego ri es):

Cratinus: Ai©vver-,A£fe,«rv%pos ,prob. . Cf. 240, 241, 241 A.

Eupoli s: M i .Cf. Fr. 321- .

Plato: 185a, b, c.

Strattis: perh. . The mysterious title may also be

reL evant, but its significance is. dubious ("Lemnos as Andromeda” is 

one theoretical possibility,’’Lernnian Andromeda” another, and the poss

ibilities do not end there).

Heimippus’ Fov*/ and other plays which had or possibly

had the Perides/Zeus motif (this is conjectural for 'flOyvaj favori ) 

may be relevant.

( e) Other Attacks on Living Individuals and Moitions of Living

P erson s

Po et Ref.

Cratinus (1)

3>

62

97

98.8

m ~ mention

Person Involved

(Metiobius)

Lycurgus

Lampon

Gnesippus

Medon

Ground

m( pro—Cimon) .Prob. not 

a real person. <

m(Egyptian connection} . 

cf. b. ii above.

as

m( vocative) n

m( a flover-seLler) i
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118 Lampon m( alive)

119 Chaeiis m( a flu te-pl ay er)

13t a pol. anarch ’’Lycambean office”

163-17 Nicias, father m as a porter( cf. b.i above)

of Hagnon

163.18 Pithias in( employer of Nicias)

195 Clisthenes m( dub. sign.)

202 Chaer ephon poor and squalid

203 Lycon poor

242 Pan del etas m, but cf. section c above.

262 Hyp erbolu s came early to public life(or

newly come...)

299 Bud.emus m

317 Connus poor and starving

^4 Bolbus m( a dancer)

Crates 33 ' Megabyzus(??) (dub.)

Callies 15 Perid es & P. taught rhetoric by A.

Aspasia

Tel edict ll Morychus a.s a politician

17 Chiydll a as mistress of Pericles( cf. ’ <

40 Socrates Eur.’s help flora him( cf.Lit. 1

42 P eii d es too powerful

H ermippu s 46.7 Cleon as antagonist of Pelides

63-7 Si tai ces as an Athenian ally

Eupolis 7 Phaeax IQ

cf.36 Pyiilampes?? (so Wil amounts)

40 Pho rmio m(the admiral)

43 Aristarchus hostility to his gen oral ship

35A some general? m as a commander round Minoa
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44 Myrrhina

cf. 55 Autolycus

97 (a) Cl eo eii tu s

106 Antimachus

cf.110 some politician?

110A;-X5 Ni ceratu s 

110A. 12 Callias

114 Pericles Jnr.

146 a Protagoras 

167 (a) Cleocritus

194 Hyperbolus’

mother

206 Phi?inuw

207 Syracosius

210 Adiman tu s

211 S til bides

(211) (Ampho t era s)

as having had Leogoras’ wealth 

wasted upon her.

his victory

m

m( a banker}

fit only to bum at crossroads, 

dub. sign.

as well-breakfasted

as impeded by illegitimacy10'' 

as present (cf.!46b and 147)

m

insulting simile?

too attentive to a TToAi5

as an excitable public speaker 

as victim of outrege(he speaks)

cf. section d above.

m

(prob, fictitious)

.212 Hi erodes ironic salutation

213 Donus, son 0 f as having wax in his ears(i. '

Pyril snip es deaf or unheeding)—(pun), cf,

2j8 Hyperbolus as Cratin. 262

244A Pericles?? cf.Goossais in HPh 61(1935) •"

349

250 etc,,Pho rmio character in ’Taxi, arch s’

263 Xanthias m ( a hl ack smi th )

276. 4 Archestratus m in an uncomplimentary list

290 Cleon ironic m

297 Lampon m

352 Socrates as impoverished

i
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1

Austin 95.90 Alan eon m

ii 96.72 Syraco sius m

ii 96.74 Execestus m

ii 95.166 Pericles Jnr. in as vodos

Phrynichus 15 Chaerestratus m

21 Meton m

22 Nied, as as strategist

26 Syraco siu s for curtailing Comic

Araipsias 9 So crates as shabbily dressed

cf.ll (sophi sts' (in chorus)

27 Eu darau s( — emu s) m

Plato 64 Glaucon m

101 Pi sender m
\ 101 another Pisander m

107 Cleon on whom the speaker .1

125 Andocides m as .

133 Archinus &

Agyrihiu s ra

135 Sporgilus m

140 Bacchylides m( a fLute-player)

141 Apol exi s m

179 Lais m(poss. after death)

169 Hyp erbolu s ?as overthrown

Philonides 4A ? some politician? peril, speaking in ago

relations with the E

6 Thersmenes m

Archippu s 16?? Aphye(?) pun on her name?

21 Daesias m

25 Heimaeus m as cruel to fish

•a

•a

s a
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27 Eu elides mm for sake of puns

Athexine

Sepia,, d. 0 f Thyrsus

Cobius of Sal amis

Stra.ttis 1

Batrachus

the archon who on- protest that he ruined Bur.1

10

gaged HegeLochus

Epi crates

play

m( scomfhl)

26 Lais m

33 Meg alius &
J

Theopompus l

Lini as

Peion

m

m •

16 Peion m

18 Isaeus m

Galii stratus as having bribed some

32. 5 Theolyte

” Ph a dam an thu s” <5
1

m(nsme used to imply an old

56 (wife of}

hag attractive, apptLy. )

m as suitable general (pun) ?

97

Thrasymachus

Chares ■->m ;

Polyzelus 3 Th erani en es m of his 3 choices

ll Dionysius as rich and eivied

Sannyrion 9 Archinus &

Alcaeus 11

Agyrihiu s

Gorgias m( a doctor) 'a
1

Cf. si so titles c f plays which are, or in elude, personal names.
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Favourable Mention of Living Individuals

It is extremely rare for Old Comedy to pass a. favourable verdict k 

on any living individual, for the obvious reason that praise is such | 

poor comic material compared to cm sure. The mo st striking exception M 

is when a Comic poet is speaking of himself, as it was traditional in 

the parabasis( and sometimes eLsewhere) to sing one’s own praises loud.rj 

Favourable notice is also taken of the work of other literary men of
J

whom the poet(or a character in his play) approves: cf, for all such
’ * £5

comments the section on Literary Ciitieisa.Outside this field of lit-? 

erature there are some passages which praise politicians or other | 
well-known personality es, but the praise is usually in character for J 

the speaker or else Is ironic. An obvious case is where Philodeon in . 

Vesp. 596sq. praises Cleon’s concern for the jurors. Ano ther is where 

young mm are represented as eulogizing Phaeax’ s oratory in Eq.l~577ff 

In both cases it is important to consider the character of the speak?-;•ft*
er.Probably ironic are three fragments outside Aristophanes which $ 

apparently praise the living: Tel ed. 41, Eup. 212 and Amipsias 9«In the;; 

first case TeLedid.es seeiis to be implying that Nicias had an evm J 

darker secret to ke^n quiet than Chaiides, and his reason. for retie- 

mce, a%u<|ypov£»v' dz j^oi 6o«£i f

is somewhat puzzling, for he was under no obligation to mention Niciajs
|o3

at all,if he wished to hdp Nicias keep his uneasy secret.In Eupolis; 

212 the salutation ckpoKX££$ yScXr/irrr

seems more likely to be a prelude to an insult than to praise: cf. the

irony in Plato 106.In Amipsias 9 the last line says that, though so
• > t it";poor, So crakes never brought himsdf to play the fl atterer( ourr^> ttot ;

z ''I
rrA>j Ko\*tK£us'^i }.Professor K. J. Dover \vell points out that there,J 

may have bem a ’’sting in the tail” in the next line,Possibly, for i

example, a statement to the effect that Socrates had no need to play j
z "the Kc/W; as he had such skill as a. ktewyS could have foliowed( cf.f4l

TeLedid.es
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Eup. 363. and. Nu.179). The praise of Thersmenes in Ra.967ff seems sim

ilarly io be an iionic hit at the man’s political versatility rather 

than a gamine expression of approval.In fact,if one excepts what the 

Comic poets say of themselves and of other literary and artistic fig— 

ures, there seems to be no clear instance of sincerely intended praise 

on the poet’s own behalf of a living individual in either Aristophanes 

or his rivals. There are,however,many neutral mentions.

Attitudes to the Dead

As topicality is so important in Old Comedy’s comm aits upon pers

onalities and trends,it is not surprising that the dead are paid far 

less attention than the living, except in a few plays where dead pers- \ 

ons figured as characters, either themselves brought back from the

, Underworld or visited there. Thus the degree of attention given to dead 

politicians in Eupolis’ is extrone because the plot Involved

the return of several of them to Athens.lt is interesting to note that 

in Fr.112 Eupolis revives the tradition of ’’head” jokes against Per— ; 

ides along with the politician himsdf.lt is also interesting to ob- : 

serve the praise of Perides’ rhetoric in Fr.98,no doubt in contrast 

to the inferior oratory of the time of A^o» .This is a very different 

attitude to Perides’ verbal dexterity from that found in plays of 

Peiides' lifeta.me( contrast Cratin. 293 an<3 3^0 and Hemipp. 46, where 

scorn is shown for his empty words). The change in attitude can be par- 

all ded by Aristophanes’ treatment of Lamachus in plays after his deatl 

compared with the hostility towards Lamachus displayed in earlier work;
»O<

of Aristophanes.

Apart from plays where dead persons are characters, there are oco--
I

asional comments on the characters or achievements of dead individuals 

or references to their part in historical evouts or to their manor- 9 

ials or tombs. A notable comment on a dead, man’s character is found in

• . -

Athens.lt
himsdf.lt
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Eup. 208, where it is alleged that Cirnon’s character was marred by a J 

fondness for wine and a too carefree nature and lightly hints at his 

alleged incest with his sister. Such brief assessments of dead indiv- \ 

idusls are found also in Cratin.l( Cimon), Phrynichus 3USophocles},Eip.4 

154( Hipponicus), Phrynichus 69(a harsh verdict on the musician Lampius)| 

and the ad espo ton ( cf.Kock I p. 293)unwi sdy assigned to Eupolis’ 

by Wil smo vi tz an d reckon ed Eup. Fr. 10 4A. in Edmonds( Th emi sto d es). In 

Aristophanes we see the technique in such passages as Ra.82 or 84.Not 

ell notices of the dead are favourable: to parallel the severely cens~-¥ 

oiious Phrynichus 69 we have the remarks on Cleon in Pax 47ff, 269 f, 75^ 

sq. and the allegation that Pericles brought on the Peloponnesian War X 

to cover himself against possible charges of cor ruption(Pax 6O6ff), as ,? 

well as the pleasantries of Eup. 1^4 and 208(and cf. further on Liter—
$

ary Cii ti cism) . Vili fi cation o f th e dead is no t,however, common.

References to historical events occur occasionally and sometimes

involve remarks on individuals associated with then.Most such alius- ¥ 

ions are in Ari stophanes( as Lys. 27^ff, 619,1150fft Vesp. 962, Ra. 689,Lys. 

1137 ff), although in Eupoli s’ZJqfxoi (Fr.ll9Edm) Miltiades swears by his ¥ 

battle,Marathon. Several passages both in Aristophanes and without re- ?i

fer to the time of Thanistocles or to Theraistodes himself in fond

terms. Suda passages are Plato 183, Teled. 22, Ar. Ea.8l2ff and 88 4f. ’<!
J

The passages relevant to this section outside Aristophanes are J
1

Cratinus: 1, 223, 274,X£i'pWV£S ( cf. 228},7^//\c>^o« (cf.2& 6)

Eupoli s: >96,98,109, 111, 112,119,12BA(Austin 92. 4Lsq.), 128 B( Austin
, ""I

92. 60sq. ), 133,154,196, 208,A^k°< in general. Cf. 108A Edm( Ad. 36IK.),if |
Jjj

rightly ascribed to Eipolis.
/ 3

Plato: 183,191,rJo»^r«./(cf.68)
t I *‘,§1

Td edides: 22, cf?Hcr 1 oSo 1 Ph erecra.tes: ftr«Ao» ( c f. Fr. 94) f

Phrynichus: 31 > 69. .

Cf. also passages of literary comm ait on dead poets( e. g. Theop. 33# 6ratin
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68a), and plays such as Amipsias’ .

Literary Ciiticign

Tragedy

(a) Aeschylus 1

References to Aeschylus in Old Comedy outside Aristoph

anes are minimal.Nevertheless,one of than—Ph erecr. 9 4—shows that 

Aeschylus was a character in Kp^ur/r^Aoi f which seens to have involved 

a visit to the Undergorld( cf.Pollux 9-83 and Pherecr. Fr.89,perhaps 

describing a quick way to the Underworld, as in Ra. 120 sq.). A es chylu s 

sp eak s o f hi s o wn achi even en t s: 1

©<r*ri$ ourois, s^otKoSo^r)er^

This is similar in tone to Ra.l0Q4f, bo th passages marking Aeschylus’ $ 

service to Tragedy and his legacy to poets to follow. Tel eclides 14 

is the only other mention of Aeschylus outside Aristophanes: there it 

is said that Philodes, though ugly,has his great-uncle Aeschylus’ u 

spiiit().This paucity of references to Aesch

ylus is not so surprising if one observes that outside ’Frogs’ Arist- i 

ophen.es himself only mentions him briefly and rarely(Ach. 10,Nu. 136bf f» 7

Av.807,Lys. 188, Thesn. 134, Frs. 153> 643, 64.6 end 667,if th.e 1 ast-mantioned'j
I

be not a reference to Ra.83?). Aeschylus was not,of course, topical, in j
1

lo# ;
the way that living Tragic poets were. 5

1
References: Ph erecr. 89 Teledid. 14

(b) So pho d es

Sophodes is not often mentioned either by Aristophanes <4
or by his rivals,but it is dear that Cratinus and Phrynichus shared 

Aristophanes’ high opinion of the po et. Cratinu s in Fr.15 deplores the 

refhsd of a chorus to Sophodes,but the granting of one to the inf

erior poet Gnesippus.Phrynichus in Fr. 6 b says that Sophodes was not ?

ophen.es
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yAv^iS oirS’irrro^vroS Hp^v»oS * a metaphorical Pramnian vine,

neither too sweet,but of little character,nor adulterated in quality, 

but with the true flavour desired by the connoi sseur.In Fr. 3L Phryn

ichus has another eulogy of Sophocles, spoken by some character who 

evidently envies his successful life and freedom from misfortune, 

describing him also as the author of many fine tragedies.With the im~ f 

agery of Phrynichus 65 cf. Aristophanes’ description of Sophocles’ v.oik^
''.‘I

as honey-sweet in Fr. 5SOA and ^3l.

References: Cratin. 15 Phrynichus XL, 65. cf. aLso Eup. Austin 98.7'f|
1

fa
( c) Full pi des

In contrast to Aristophanes the other Old Comedians have j
S3

little to say by way of direct commoit on Euripides. The commonest poih|

is that Socrates helped him compose, an allegation made also by Arist-|

ophanes. This charge is found in Callias 12 and Teleclides 3? and 40, *

and is,of course, a comic explanation for the sophistic element in

Euripides’ work. Euripides is associated with Socrates also in Ar. Ra.

149ff and. is called by Aristophanes ’’the nursling of Anaxagoras"( Fr.

676b). Cratinus in Fr. 307 coins the word EuPtn * P < rr° hL, tt-s

("be a Euripides-Aristophanes enthusiast"}in his description of an 3 
/09 -5

over-inquisitive and interfering spectator. This suggests that those 

who thought highly of Euripides would be expected to have a taste 

for the comedies of Aristophanes also.Plato(Fr. jP} seems to have found j
i

Euripides’ sibilants irritating. J

We have,hovever,no certain instances of charges outside Aristoph-1

sues that Euripides maligned women or corrupted social and moral 

standards or —save possibly for the corrupt Eup. Fr. 363—that he had 

defects in technical skill.One adespo ton (16}i s aimed at Euripides’ 

supposed hostility to veinai,but I exclude that fragment from consider"
3

ation here on the grounds that it may well be Aiistophenic itself for '
J

all we know. Adesp*97A i s similarly excluded*Nevertheless, there were :g
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perhaps such criticisms once in plays vhich dealt vdth Tragedy.lt 

is possible, for instance, that Euripides was tiled in Phxynichus’

of 405 B. C. ( cf. Er. 32 and al so Fr. 3^’ s envy of Sophocles’ 

successful life and easy death),but there are no decisive indications. 

Stratti s in Fr.I calls Euripides’ ’Orestes' and may

have had more to say about the play and Hegelochus' disastrous slip 

in con text( cf. on ’Tragic Actors’ below) .Nevertheless, as our evidence 

stands,it looks very much as though Aristophanes was abnormally fasc

inated by Euripides and his work. Even the Aiistophanic fragments •

provide as many instances of critical comm out on Euripides as the
Hl

fragments of all the oilier Old Comedians put together, and in three 

extant pla.ys( Ach.,Thesm., and R3.) Euripides is a particular focus of 

attention.He was evidently a character in two lost plays too (A/> 4^a- 

and H: cf. Ar. Fr. 2-?0, Scfcol. Vesp. 61).In Fr. 471 Artstophanes 

admits that he has elements of Euiipidean style himself, while Scnol. 

Plato Ap.lpc tells us that , £Kbj^j$£?rc> ini riO

fAv ? S’ ovV-rov' ,perhaps referring only to

Cretin. 3^7 (which he cites immediately afterwards), or possibly vdth 

other such passages in mind. At Vesp. 6l Xanthias declares that the 

play will include no , which can

probably be takoi as an indication that Euripides had appeared before 

Vesp.in plays besides ’ Achamians’. The scholiast says that he was so 

introduced in. and ,but we do not certainly know the

dates of those plays, and Aristophanes may well be alluding to a play 

or plays other than his own.If so,our evidaice for criticism of Eur- •, 

ipides outside Aristophanes improves. See also on Tragic Parody in the 

appropriate section below.

References: Cretin. jP7 > Call!as 12 ; Tdeclid. ^,40 ;

Fupolls 363 > P-tato 'JD ; Stratti s 1 } Theopompus 34 • 1

Tragedy.lt
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(d) Other Tragedians

Some of the minor Tragic poets who attract ahtoit-j 

ion in Aristophanes scarcely figure or do not figure at all in the

surviving work of his rivals. Agathon in particular, a character in /
'J

Aristophanes’ ’ Thesaophoriazusae’(although elsewhere in Aristophanes ; 

noticed only at Ra.83ff and in Frs. 327 and 599), does not win a ment- j 

ion from any of Aristophanes’ rivals. This may be fo rtui tou 3, o r the 

degree of attention paid him in Thesm. may have been quite abnormal. 

Outside Aristophanes only Eup.Fr. 411 has any possible relevance for I 

Phrynichus the Tragedian, for whom in Aristophanes cf. Vesp. 2P0,,269, <

14901 Av.719,Ra.910,1-299f, Th esn. I64f f,while Iophon,Theognis,Thespis,

Patioc3.es,Ion and Pythangelus a.re all Tragic poets mentioned in Ar-
113

istophanes but not in the other Old Comedians. The only Tragic poet 

who is a butt of Aristophanes’ rivals but is not mentioned in Arist

ophanes’ surviving work is Gnesippus, who is attacked especially by 

the generation of Comedians before Aristophanes.

Few of the attacks on the minor Tragedians, especially outside 

Aristophanes, are concerned with their literary standards. Mo re common

ly tine jokes are about their characters,physical appearance or social t 

status. Some minor Tragedians seen to be given quite generous attention; 

by Aristophanes’ rivals as a whol e, compared with the rather scant 

noti.ce taken of Aeschylus,Sophocles and ever Euripides in the non-
3

Aristophanic fragments,but the passages which mention the minor fig
I

ures have in most cases been especially cited because they do just 

that,in order to illustrate some point in the Aristophanic scholia. J

For instance, four of the five mentions of Acestor outside Aristophsn-^
' 1 

es in Old Comedy are so preserved, and four of the seven mentions of 

Melanthius. The position of Gnesippus is exceptional, as he is not ment-i 

ioned in Aristophanes.

f

Most of tlie passages dealing with 'the minor Tragedians seem to

Eup.Fr
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have been only limited jokes, both in Aristophanes’ end his rival s’ 

v.oik,but there are some exceptions. The most obvious is,of course, the 

Agathon scene in The an. Plato 1.28 may show a context which debated the 

respective merits( and faults)of Morsimus and S then dus at length, while" 

Gnesippus is attested as a character in Cratinus’ (Fr.97)«
r- 1 * 5Meletus was a character in Aristophanes’ Gjs, end MacDowdl takes?

nfe ;
it that Xeaodes appeared in Aristophanes’ ’Wasps’in person. 7

The comments on these minor Tragedians’ literary standards are as

follows. Cratinus 85 declares that Acestor will take a beating if he 

does not condense his material, the implication apparently being that ? 

Acestor was guilty of bad organisation of his plays and was unduly 

long-winded or else given to incorporating scenes of dubious relevance/
-V

at the expanse of a concise development of the plot. Callias.,in Fr.13, 7 

sums up Acestor as ’’Sacas, whom the choruses hate”, which perhaps means | 

that his lyrics were particularly difficult to sing because of some <7

defect or idiosyncrasy in their composition,'.hich made the poet un- 7■4
popular with his choruses. Perhaps they were just plain bad. Plato’ 3 

reference to Xenodes as &v-S£K<y<y^voS (134)probably makes ’the same 

ciiticisn as Ar.Pox 782, where Xanodes and his brothers are %

(’’searchers for arti £i ces”). The allusion may -well be to Xenodes 

as a dancer,not as a Tragedian,as his brothers are induded in the 

similar criticism in Pax .Tine sons of Carcinus were perhaps renomed ;ih
J

for their desire to -incorporate new variations in their performances 'a
(but cf. Schol.Pax 792).Baleer reasonably sees a measure of double ent-Tj 

m ’i
endre in tine passage( cf. Ra.1323) .Philodes1 handling of some legend 5

is deplored by Cratinus in Fr. 22 2;

CVlTEp TOV Xoyw J

The same Tragedian is the target of criticism in Tdedid. 14, where |
Uo &

he is said to have the mind of Aeschylus, for all his ugl.iJiess.Xn Plato/J 

123 Morsimus is apparently championed by someone against an admirer ofj 

Sth&n dus, but we know so little of either'that it is difficult to seeirj
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!2-» .

the point of contention. Sthsidus is also alleged to have used other 

poets’ lines,in Plato Fr.70.In Plato 13?,where Mdanthius is described 

as , there may be a reflection on his literary work,but the ref

erence may only be to his conversational- habits in ordinary life. The 

literary standards of Gnesippus are splendidly derided by Cratinus in
M-e. Jpeakei-

Fr.15, where o^describes that poet as unfit in his opinion to be a 

SiS4c-Ko»'\o£ even at the Adonia. As the Adonia was a. woman’s festival 

where the woman bewailed the dead Adonis( cf.Lys. 339ff)» the implication 

is apparaitLy that Gnesippus’ choruses wailed like the woman on such
’U-

occasions.In Cratinus 256 a chorus of Gnesippus is again ridiculed.

In a passage of double an tan dr e they are described as woman hair- 

pluck ers, plucking (on harps)vile lyrics( also limbs)in the Lydian mode. 

The chorus seans in context to be hypothetical, but no doubt Cratinus 

felt that Gnesippus’ chons! lyrics warranted such censure.

Referaices: (passages underlined are concerned with tine poet’s work,

other referaices being given for compl etaness. Tne sign + " 

indicates that the fragment derives from tine occurrence of 

the poet’s name in the text.of Aristophanes, the scholiast 

quoting the passage to illustrate Aristophanes’ mention.}

Aces tor: Cratin. 85+ J C alii as 13+ jBnpolis 159 J Theop. 60+ jMetagen. 

13+

Xenod es: Pherecr,14+ ; Pl,_ato 1_34+(p° ss. concern ed with poet’s work) 

Philo d es: Cratin. 292 ; Tel edid. 14+, cf. 29 

Mo rsirnus: Pl a.to 128

M d anthiu s: Call!a.s 11+ ;Pherecr.l3? J Flip. 41+ ,164+ jPlato 132+ 5 

Leu con 2 ; Archippus 33

Mdetus: Sannyricn 2

Sth an dus: Plato 126+. 70

Morychus: T el ecli d. II+, Pl a to 10 6
■•••A

Gnesippus: Cretin. 15 ,97 , 256 , TeIedid.l6(No thippus) T 34 ; b'ermipp..| 

___________45(bothlppus)j cf. Sbp. 1 'ffi & Chionld. 4. (loth as lyric poet),,j>$
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(e) Tragic Actors

Notice is occasionally taken of Tragic actors both 

in Aristophanes and in other Old Comedians. The most celebrated case 

is the attention given by three Comedians to tine slip in pronunciat

ion by HegeLochus which did much to ruin the effect of Euripides’ 

’Orestes’. The slip consisted in distorting

£K kty <vv©«S orU

into &K Kif°dJ0<S opto

which introduces an unwanted mar ten (the Ancient Greek equivalent of 

our domestic cat)into the passage. The simplest joke on tire error is in

Ar.Ra. 33Jf, which depends upon the mere recollection of tine incident 7
1

for its humour:
A0> 400-7'Cp Xiy’SlV’*

/ \ "S' \
£k kV^t<v'r<A>Vz y^p ctlvOlS -r»T .

The jokes of Strattis in Fr. 60 and of Sannyrion in Fr.8 are more stub- 7

itious,if not especially effective. Strattis’ joke in wives a mi sun d- |

I A-£

erstanding of the notorious phrase. Someone says y<Ay/’cp£> and is §
e 3

taken to have said y^Ay opto by another, who promptly looks round ihr 

the marten. The joke is rather spoilt (for me, at any rate) by the some-
d

'/hat heavy-handed explanation of the misunderstanding that follows.

In Sannyrion 8 Zeus,it appears,is musing over what animal form to
|1>V

adopt in order to approach Danae.Momentarily he thinks of a y^X^ 

but dismisses tine idea then he considers that HegeLochus would give
1

him away with the infamous line. Tin ere is clearly some attempt to build'; 

up to the pun-hline in 11, 3-4, although our text is uncertain.Hegel- hi 

ochus’ slip is coisured also in Strattis l,and in Plato 215 the actorM 

voice is said to be displeasing.lt is interesting that two plays of 

Strattis seen to have given substantial attention to Tragic actors,

One bears the name, as it seems,of a Tragic actor, Collipid.es, known 

from Ar, Fr. 474 an d Plu tar ch. A g e si 1 au s 21. Ano th er, th e play from which

displeasing.lt
Collipid.es
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Fr.l is ci ted, has either the title ^vRpuTroppcy/o-r^s (’’Human—destroy-^ 

er”),w.ith reference perhaps to the man who hired Hegelochus,or else i

?Av© puj-n op £ o-r^S (”A Human Orestes”), with reference to HegeLochus’
. <tfc y

taking the part of Orestes,one would sunaise. 1'n either case the play >
i

probably had a fair amount to say about HegeLochus. This makes it

possible that Strattis paid more tian the normal amount of attention 3
. ’ j

to Tragic actors, for they do not generally figure prominently in Old 

Com edy. 1

References: |
j „ f -i

H eg do chu s: Pl ato 215 5 Strattis 1,63 and title nv&pwiTopp«w«-ry or 
■’/tvOpi^jrfopZcr'n-jS

Callipides: Stratti s’ k^XXiTvuiS^S

Reno phon the actor?: Theop. 43 J

Cf. also the references to dancers in Cratin. ^4 and Callias .25(Bolbus) 

and cf. on Xenodes in (d)above.

( f) Rem ark s on Tragi c Po ets no t now I d m ti fi abl e

There are a few passages where there is clearly literary critic- 7

isn of some Tragic poet in context,but where wre cannot establish the 

identity of the Tragedian.In Plato 68 it seens that some Tragic poet 

has retained from the dead,while in 67 there appears to be a reference 

to Tragic diction. Both passages come fiom uo^r-vi

Similarly both Phrynichus 54 and Phrynichus 55( from Tp«vpp§'oi )refer ; 

to Tragic poetry .It is evident that there was discussion of the style 

and artistic merit of some Tragedian(s) in the play, as one would sur

mise from the title. For the possible implications of Phrynichus 32 SJ
see on ’ Ehrip.ides’ above.In Plato IjJ) there is a complaint of the 

dedin e in standard of the delivery of choral lyrics: in stead of prov-7 

iding spectade by dancing,modem choruses do nothing,but stand still : 

and wail. The complaint is set in general terms, but may have hinted 1 

some particular poet’ 3 work. In addition to the above passages it is
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very likely that certain plays dealt predominantly vdth Tragedy on 

the evidaice of their titles or of hints of content. These are includ

ed in tie list below.

References: Cratinus: cf. 2.6QA & B(71f>M )

Plato: ^K£UmZ (cf. 128,133} ; A^v£s Oo.yrJ (cf. 67,68,70) > peril. ’ 

rJoifjTVjS ; peril. ^o^io-T-ori (ef.1'34 & 140) 5 poss. even/Z^/^Sou^oj ?? 1 

Phryni chu s: /JnxXauGSp©* (cf. 54 & 55) 5 Moucr^i (cf. 31 & 32)

Phllonides: peril. rtpovyw/ ,if this play be not Aril stophan es' .

Strattis: cf. KtA^urmS^s and. peril.’flvBpcurropp^fc-r^s (Fr.l)or .- 

?Av0foJTropte-TqS (others besides Eur.?}

Ni00chares:perii. ; perih.cHp<*fcA’*js Xop^yoS ??(or Comedy?)

In addition to the above there are also passages vhich belittle 

Tragedy generally. Cratinus depaids,I take it,on the assumption 

that the audience vill be sleepy and bored after enduring the preced

ing tragedi es. The same notion that Tragedy is the dreary prelude to 

Comedy is found in Ar. Av. 7^7ff. Crates 24 declares that the plot of his 

rJoriSi^i is another noble tale for Tragedians to use,probably a hit at < 

the fact that Tragedy preferred ready-made plots from mythology, where-Ji 

as Comedy had to devise its ovn.Cf. the Middle Comedian Antiphanes Er.a 

191 for this thane. J

Com edy ;

(a) Ronariks on Other Comedians

Aristophanes

A common joke against Aristophanes was that he was bom 

on the ’’fourth”, an allusion to his producing some plays 'through others, 

as Heracles, who performed so many labours for Eurystheus, was bom on | 

the fourth. Tlie joke is found in Plato( Fr.100), Sannyrion( 5z and Arist-- J 

onymus(4) .11 was also, to judge from Nu. 540, the practice of some of 

Aristophanes’ rivals to poke fm at his baldness. Eupolis does this
,.,F3
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in Fr.78. It Cratin.324c it is peihaps Aristophanes who is nicknamed 
z

—ivioi . a few ciiticisjis of Aristophanes' work are also found: both 

Eupolis(54) and Pla.to(8l) make fun of the hauling scene in Aiistoph- 

anes’ ’Peace’, while in Fr.7'3 Eupolis claims that he helped Aristoph

anes write the ’Knights’, a reply to the Aiistophanic charge of plag

iarism (in Nu. 553f it is alleged that Eupolis’ was a vile trav

esty of ’Knights’: this passage of Nu. was never perfoimed, but Aiist- ' 

ophanes must have made a similar charge el sewh ere). Eupolis is probably 

teasing Aristophanes by laying daira to have helped him compose a pi ay. 

of which he was particularly proud. Cratinus in Fr. 300 (from Hunvq 

of 42-3 B. C.) had already accused Aristophanes of borrowing from FUp~ 

olis,andin Fr. 3^7 coins the word Evpin rr-ofavifeiv’ to describe 

an over-incuisitive spectator’s enthusiasm for Euripides and Aiist- 

ophanes.No really substantial criticisms of Aristophanes’ style of s? 

Comedy survive.

0 th ers 5

Cratinus’ references to Ecphantides include the allegation that 

Choerilus assisted him in the composition of his plays( Frs. 335a> B, c) 

and the nickname K»-ttvi<vS (’'Smoky’1,usually said of vine going bad), 

either hinting that Ecphantides was not a lucid writer or that he 

was ’’going off" with age,like vine.In Fr. 324& Cratinus quotes some 

words of Ecphantides,perhaps proceeding to make some comment on his 

sty!e(?).The same poet speaks of Callias( 324c) and Eupolis( 200).In 

Fr. 308 he complains of the over-use of the theme of the hungry Heraci 

a reflection on the methods of his rivals comparable to Aristophanes 

remarks in Nu. 537sq., Vespb^sq. ,Pax 734sq. ( esp.74Lf) • There is a lot 

of evidence of comment on Comedy and on its exponents in Cratinus.

By contrast there are few passages of relevance in Eupolis.In 

Fr. 357 he casts doubts on the Attic origin of some of his rivals, 

perhaps with Aristophanes chiefly in mind, and in Fr. 244 he shows

e;i

8

contempt for ’Negarian’ Comedy by using the adjective of a poor and

ophanes.No
ophanes.No
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obscoie joke.With Fr. 78(on Aristophanes) these are his only comments
H

on Comedy other than his own.

Among the others, Strattis pokes fun at Philyllius’ use of torch- <

es in Fr. 37>and in Fr. 5^ speaks of Sannyrion’s ’’leather aid.1’, which 3
$

Bergk took to mean the Comic phallus, although the context of Athos-. 

aeus makes this doubtful.In Fr. 20 Strattis speaks of Sannyrion again, s 

alluding to his thinness, whi ch was such that Aristophanes included

him as Comedy's representative on an embassy of thin poets in ;•
/ \ 

.Pherecr.185 is similar in purport and wording to Ar. Fr. 253;boto. * d7’
pa.ssages speak of Comic choruses of earlier days. Ecph an tides 4, although

'i
corrupt ,probably expresses weariness with the oven-use of 'Megarian' j

1
Comedy by his rivals. . |

(b) Remarks of the Poets on Themselves

Cratinus’ is oustanding as’a comment of an Old Comedian !

upon himseLf.lt is the only old comedy in which a Comic poet set
5

himself among the cast and is a remarkable piece of seLf-satire from 

an elderly man, disnissed as senile by Aristophanes only a year before j 

(Ea. 526sq.). Cratinus makes comic capital out of the stock charge again-j 

st him, that he was a drunkard,by composing an allegory of his recall

to faithfulness to his wife, Comedy, whom he had long neglected in his
z nt

addiction to .The scale of toe self-ciitied,so utterly surpass

es anything else said by the Old Comedians of than selves. Two frag- 

msits of 1 ,U7',V*1 particularly deserve our notice here: they are Frs. 

195 and 196. They appear to tell Cratinus how to work Clisthenes and 

Hyperbolus into his plays, and toe at toe start of Fr.

195 seems to indicate that Cratinus has previously made some un sat
is 1 ii*

isfactory suggestion him set f. Zi elinski folio wed Fritzsche in arguing 

that toe speaker is Com edy, advi sing Cratinus how to improve his 

comic technique in some play which he is composing or has composed. 

This is a very plausible suggestion. Tire mold f of the Comic poet’s

i

•1

himseLf.lt
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receiving advice direct, from is nowhere else attested,but

I s, o f oou r s e, do s dy link ed to th e p eculi ar ci renin s tan ces of th e 

play, that is if Fritzsche and Zielinski are correct. Several other 

statements on his own work are found in the fragments of Cratinus, 

more in fact than in any other Old Comedian save Aristophanes( the 

evidence for Eupolis is a fair way behind Cratinus in tills respect). 

In Fr.l8 Cratinus deplores the poor literary taste of an archon who 

could refhse not only Scphocles(Fr.l5)but himself a chorus, and in Fr. 

32? he is probably complaining of the audience’s folly in not award

ing him the first prize on a previous occasion.In 162A. 5_6(Austin 73* 

5~6)he expresses a fear that the judges may err under the weight of 

circumstances( what circumstances we do not know),one of the not un

common statements of concern by the Comic poets that the merits of 

their votic should not escape the judges' notice or that the judges 

should not give a biased decision and thus prefer the work of some 

other poet. For such seitiments cf. also Ar.Null.I5sq., Av. lIO2sq., Bccl. 

1154sq. ,Pherecr.96. Fr.237 testifies to the labour involved in comp

osing ,while it is possible that Frs. 135 enb 136(146K and
1)6.

!45K) speak of the content of ?OSu£f<s^s .If so, they stress the dement

of novdty. In Fr.l69 Cratinus expresses confidence in victory( the

"feast of clever spectators" to which the chorus say they have come 
JSV

is,of course, the victory feast), while in the textually dubious Fr.

323 he speaks of the audience as the best judge of all of his work

(1.2), though the purport of the lines as a whole is not clear(some 
or

have thought that there is censure of the audience in 1.1).

Eupolis has less to say of himself than Cratinus in the surviving

fragments.He claims to have helped Aristophanes vri te Ecp (Fr. 78/ and 

stresses the unfairness of preferring "foreign" poets to ’the Atfcio- 

bom Eupoli s( Fr. 357) * Fr. 223 seems likely to herald remarks on the 

Comic art, for it addresses the audience as •
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wS?£s Xoy-T^. -rwv untuOu^uv ^oPCv 

a metaphor from the avOvvqi of magistrates, an amusing end apparently 

novel, image. The line is an iambic trimeter(or possibly part of a 

trochaic tetrameter,but it is far tidier as the former, as it could 

then begin a sp eech}, whi ch is somewhat surprising, but less so than 

Plato 107, for a character in the prologue could be addressing the 

audience, to give but one possibility. Fr. jp6 makes some joke at the 

exp ease of the of the play, as it seems, charging him with

meanness ( so Pollux interprets pun«»-p*-jTTpoV ) ,The point is probably 

similar to the rsnarks about economy in Ra. 4o5ff or the joke about
/ c tsaving the the sheep in Pax 1022. pvflbptorxf ©✓ is,however,

a strong word.

Ph erecrates in Fr.96 threatens the judges with harsh words if 

they do not treat him fairly and give him the prize, another example 

of the technique noticed above on Cratinus l62A.In Fr. 79 it is inter

esting to see Ph erecrates explicitly draw attention to a metrical

novelty, a form of the metre later to bear his name,but which he calls
/ ■> t

O'VfMTTUK-'l Ol AY^TT^-icTTO I .

Metagar es 14 is an infonnatlve commeat on Metagor es’ methods. The 

poet says that he varies his plot from scare to scare bo feast the au 

iarce with many fresh side-dishes. This seems to point to a widely 

varied plot so constructed as to bring in many el snorts of Comedy on 

a somewhat episodic basis. This could perhaps be done by having a ser

ies of very dissimilar visitors coming along in the manner of the 

later scares of Aristophanes’ Ach, Av. .Pax c-r Plutus, and with as much 

variety. The fragment suggests that Metagen es concertrated on individ

ual scaies more than on overall effects, to which Crates, for instance, 

seems to have given greater attar tion.In fact, Crates Fr, 24 seen,5 to 

show some pride In plot composition: Crates declares that he has pro

vided another grand tale for the Tragedians to use.

Among the other Comedian3,P.la.to speaks of hi s .practice of allows



ing plays of his om to be produced through others, either selling

them his work(cf. Si* ttevivS ) or else employing other persons as
Fr, *66)

5»£<Y(fi<*Aot .vie know now from Pap.Oxy. 2737Athat Plato did produce 

plays through others, first vaituiing to act as his own 0/£°rO<-'rAoS 

in the case of KfiSovyoi .The relevant passage — from a commentary 

on a play of Aristophanes—is as follows:
/

..j •«* I C-patTOC&t ~

{'?£■ £U £o/<tyU£J 8 7 
c\vTou 5e rTp^Tov 
TOUC OU^OTJC ^£VO-

/ ’ o
yt-lfVOC- r£T<vproC OrTTi^C 

TVerXlV £?£ 7'OUC A iy

Tf Ivn
ci 1

n X^T^voc on 
£<*JC (ulv W O1C £<?»&OU T^C

This seems to make it very probable that Plato is indeed speaking of
14-0

himseLf,in spite of the similar Fr. 100, aimed at Aristophanes. The < 

problem of whether or not Plato means himself in Fr.107 has been 

considered above. The only other relevant passage in Plato is Fr.133, 

where he may have attacked Archinus and Agyrihius for their reduct

ion of the poets’ pay( cf. Ar.Ra. 3^7 snd Sannyrion 9). Phryiichus in

Fr. 26( textual!y doubtful) makes a complaint about the limitations
\ „>/ i

imposed on him by Syraco sins’ avo^eTi law —although h

tills does not prevent him from naming Syraoosius-.iust as in Aristoph-^
1

anes’ ’ Birds’, performed while the decree was in force, some in di vid-
KX m ' £ hyuais from public life xvere named in passages of ridicule. n*)

ovoyncvo-r< is evidently a great simplification of the precise terms

of th e 1 aw.

It is dear that there was much common ground in the sort cf 

comments which the Old Comedians made upon themselves and upon ’their 

rivals. What is most obvious in surveying the evidence of our fragments

1
.'A . :i
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is firstly the unique position of Cratinus’ as a Vx>xk of liter

ary cri tldLsra, and secondly the comparative abundance of passages ind- 

i eating comm ait on Comedy in Cratinus’ remaining work.

Referaices:

Other Comedians on Ar.:

Cratin. 200,3D 7,poss. 324c(or Phryni chus?)

Eupoli s 54, 78,po ss. cf. 357

Plato: 81,100 |

Tate&i d. poss. 43 J Axi stonymus 4 ; Sannyiion 5 1

Other Comedians on Eachothere

Cratin. 335a, b, c, 324a, 334 ( all. Ecphan ti des}, 3'24c( Call! as— al so Ar. o r 

Phiyni chus), 230 (Eupoli s), 3D8 (more gaieral)

Eupoli s c f. 244( ’ M eg axi an ’ u s ed con t emp tuou si y), 357 (no t sp eci f± c, bu t 

may hint Ar.?}

Ecph an tides 2( contempt for 'Meg axi an’ Comedy) j Ly sippu s 4 (non-speo- 

ific charge of re-using material) J Ph erecrates 95(en earlier Comedy) 

X85( choruses of earlier days) ; Hexmippus 64( Phryni chus) , Strattls 

20,54( Sannyiion), 37(Philyllius)

Other Comedians on Themselves and Their boric :

Cratin. passim,195 &■ 196 in particular. Also l8,poss. 36(?and
/ 14*

/i if£n gaieral?),poss. 73 ,l62Aad init. (Austin 731,169,222, 

237,323,324b,pxob.329, cf.Pap.O:xy.l6ll.3L(p.73 ad fin. Edm.). cf.174? 

Eupoli s 78, 223, .244( ? ), 3D 6, 357

Plato 99,peril.107,133(?)

Ecph an tides cf. 2 ; Crates 24 ; Tel edict po ss. 4( rebuke to audience

Lysippus 4, cf.Pap.0xy.l6ll. 3t(p« 203Edm) ; Ph erecrates 79,96 J

Phryni chug 26 5 Me tog axes 14 ; Sannyiion 9(?)

Possibly Cratin. 33? is an indication of comment on the theatre 

(?on Comedy?) n’L so. Cf. al so Cratin,.?3 and perhaps even 347•
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Epic

Evaluative comm ait on ©pic poetry is rare,no doubt because of 

the absence of topical interest. Eupolis, Pl a to and Ph erecrates have 

nothing to say of it,uni ess Pherecr.152 and 153>sn apparent comment 

on the discrepancy betweai Hesiodic and later standards of conduct 

towards guests,be considered relevant here( there is no criticism of 

artistic standards). There is also very little critical comment on

©pic poetry in Aristophanes hums el f. There may well have beai rather

more in Cratinus and Tel edides. The latter'sSot has a suggest

ive title, and we know from Ihog.Laert. Prppon.12 that Cratinus in his

in Homer and Hesiod and in other early poets in that play.Homer may

be © tzt^Xos in Fr. 6. Fr. 332 shows that Cratinus treated the 'Ma.rgites 

as Homer's,while in the context of the concocted line

Cratinus is said to have accused Homer of pi eon asm (Fr. 63 a). Of later 

Comic poets Theopompus has Odysseus comment anachionistically on the 

aptness of a Homeric simil e( Fr. 33), ^hil e Metagsies wrote a play with

the title^O/uqpos Zj ’H=n<^-v|Z ,perhaps,if one compares Ra.l032ff, a.

play treating Homer as a manual for military training.

References: Cratin.: 68a, 332? ( of. Diog.Laert.loc. dt.&Frs. 2.

& 6) ; TeLedid. ;c /-/ir/oSo< ;M etag cues : cf. ’^e-KkjT-^ ;

Theop.: 33

0 th er hi terary an d Mu si cal Criticism

Cratinus has several references to early poets,but most of then

were evidently no more than minor allusions. Thus, although Fr.

speaks of Polymnestus of Colophon, the dtharode, Fr. 2L7 of the infer— 

io r lyric poet Tdaliens, end Fr..243 of the "Lesbian bard" (about whose

idoitity the ancients did not agree, al though many d aimed tliat the
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|?O
allusion wa.s to Terpander), Cra.tinus does not seem to have said any

thing of substance of any of thou in context. N ever th el ess, the occurr

ence of their names suggests that there was some literary or musical 

interest in context, even if not in th on. All three phrases have some

thing of the proverbial in them.'Whether the ’’mention” of the "very 

early dithyramhic poet” Geddes or Cedides in n^vo-i-riv* (156) was 

trivial or not we cannot tell,but the name occurs in a context in Mu. 

985 which suggests that the man was a type of all that was out-dated:

<3f p 1 =■< y£ /<®rl MITTOAtWOq K^l T£ T T« y * °r V 1 .

K°r» kh-j feciSoV K4?* &oVy3ovi/fcjv\

It may in fact be ’that the man’s name was used similarly in Crat- 

inus, and that it was only a guess of the scholiast that Ceeides or
lETt

Cedides was of such early date, for an inscription of the later part 

of the Fifth Century records a victory of a Cedides( with the ’ d’) at 

the ThargeLia. This could be the same men,perhaps a laughing-stock for 

an archai.c styl e( ? ). Even if these references were all relatively 

tri vial,it is dear thet at least one of the older,non-qric poets 

figured prominently in .Ibis is,of course, Archilochus him

self, to Thom Fr. 6 refers as the "Thasian brine”, with reference to his 

part in the colonisation of Thasos and to hi s mordant invective.*04' 

Archilochus was a strong influence on Cratinus: cf. on ’Parody and 

Borrowings’ below. Frs. 229 and 2jp( X£if>b->w $ ) and Fr. 70(E.uvi?^i ) 

also suggest comment, on (lyric)poetry in context. Cf. 67 also, and the 

significance of the title ,hy which were meant lyrists, dth-

arodes who, according to Harpooration and Pollux,performed at reLig- 
15 6

ious services at Athens. Athoaaeus( 15-698c=Fr. 68b Edm) attests the use 

of parody in the play, such as we see for ourselves in Frs. 69 end ?0- 

cf. on ’Parody and Borrowings’ bdow.

Eupolis in Fr.l’J? deplores toe view that it is out-dated to sing: 

the works of Stesi chorus, Ainu an and Simonides, whereas one can hear •.
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^o»z\o» singing the verses of Gnesippus( who wrote lyric verse as 

well as Tragedy)to call out their paramours.In Fr.l3?A Edm(366K) 

Eupolis similarly bewails the fact that Pindar* s poetry was neglect

ed because of the general disregard for beauty among his fellow cit- 

i zens("Arro t^s tmv ttoWwv °i <j> i/\oK«y\.i=vs : Athon.i. 3a). Fr. 3&1 again 

mentions Stesichorus in connection with a reca.tai to the lyre(not a 

cri ti cal p assag e, ho wever). X t i s d ear th at som e so phi s ti c mu si ci an 

appeared, in ( cf. 3, 4,11,17) and that the play showed some rustic

( the \ypoiKos of Pap.Oxy. 27^.ii= Austin 237, and hence the chorus 

of go a.ts^ attempting to acquire an education( cf. Strep si ades in Arist

ophanes’ * Clouds*: whetber /5’yi'S or Nu.*/ dates first is uncertain)1^ 

Austin Fr. 237 shows that the rustic attempted a shield-dance at some 

stage in AtyxS and was instructed in how to perform the movonents 

properly by his ” ”.Fr. 4 shows that the teacher took a fee

for such instruction. Fr. 17 names the sophist-musician as ’Prodamus’,

a name not otherwise known in this connection.If the name is correct

ly reported by Quintilian,!t may be that of a character’ invented by 

Eupolis, similar to those of Prodicus and Pronomus. It is possible 

that it is a mi stalee for one of these names, but the fact that in 

Austin Fr. 237 the character is simply designated o Sis£<rK«rX©s 
suggests that he was not identified as a celebrated sophist in the 

pi ay. Perhaps the name Prodamus was a deliberate compromise between 

Prodicus and Pronomus. The name do es, ho wever, o ecu; in an inscription 

from Melos(I.G. A. 435^*97 Fick). Cf. fhrther on ’Philosophy and 

SdaitifLC Theories’ below. Whether Fr.77 describes some musician 

from real, life is not apparent,but,in view of Eupolis’ taste for 

topical comm or t, on e would suspect that it did so. The description of

the man,.in double entendre, uses homo sexually suggestive language to 7
161

convey his versatility as a musician and dancer. From tie same play 

( )oome two other fragments suggesting that di thy ram bi c( and 7

perhaps other) performances figured in Vie play. .76A bids some giii Jg

%25e2%2580%259d.Fr
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play a cyclic prelude, while 76B complains that someone is intoler

able in that he is in conflict with the tune(4vr»rrp4rru 

All this suggests some el on exit o f literary and must cal cri t±cism( end 

paiody?)in Bin-nyi . Fr. 3^3 shows another 'red tai’,of both old-style ant 

oontemporary song(lyric: ). Someone declares that he will listen to^

bo th, examin e thon(}gnd choose which seems light to him. 

Parody and critical comment seem to be indicated in con text. Ko ck sees 

a ’ gmeration gap' si tuation, recalling the conflict over the merits 

of old and new-style poetry in Nu.93bsq. > whm Strepsiades wanted his * 

son to recite for him. This is a possible view,but it may be a teacher/ 

pupil relationship(or some oilier}.Vaguer indications of literary crit

icism may be found in Fr.245 (or predominantly parody in context?}and

perhaps in Fr. 200. Edmonds’ suggestion that in Fr.127 someone is idea t
V

ifying with Orpheus is one of his more feLicitous conj ecti,ires. The 

obvious reason for someone to wish to impersonate Orpheus (or to im

itate him) in a play in which mm returned from the dead is to bring 3J
back persons from the Underworld, as Orpheus tried to bring back Eur— 

ydice( cf. Edmonds p.359jnote ’ e’}. Whether it is actually a lyrist

who takes on the role of Orpheus is not apparmt, as some other person^

may have thought himself equal to the part. Edmonds’ guess that Cin— -{
s

edas in particular is involved is risky,but it is a possibility. Evm?
• fif someone does think of trying to bring back the dead by playing the? 

role of Orpheus,it does not necessarily follow,cf course, that tha.t s 

method was evmtually adopted in the play. The method may have been a *7
• I

’ false start’, as it were. In Fr.8l Dauocritus of Chios is mentioned J 

under a nickname.

The most important passage of comment upon lyric poets and music

in the Old. Comic fragments is unquestionably Ph erecrates Fr. 145(with

144B Edm,i. e. Iff/K). There Hovc’iKfj makes her complaints to Zukoioc?—7;
/

Vvn of the gross mistreatment which she has suffered, at the hands

i
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of certain lyric poets,using language not only appropriate to the

musical context,but also to sexual assault. Nou<fii<^ traces her suce-
Iessive ravishings by Melanippides,Cinesias,Phrynis and Timotheus,

each worse than the last in the outrages which he perpetrated upon 4

her. She claims that her woes began with Melanippides, whose innovat-
I bi i

ions made her ’’slacker by a dozen notes”(1.5 Edm),Dhring understands • 

this to mean that the compositions of Melanippides were pitched low 

in comparison with the old. music,which seems to agree with what is 

said of tiie older-style Dorian mode in Nu.9^9 aid the scholium there-;- 

to. The Dorian haimonia was higher in pitch than the harmoniai which
t / >/

tiie innovators favoured: cf. Schol.Nu.loc. cit.: truvrovoi/ otrswjS

/ > > / t z
UV|S TTa-X^v^-S cr , ©l/K Ot V£ifA£.v>|S oi V£oi <£VT£V0»y6'csV .

AcuStk-Y is taken by lining %o mean ”a great mass of notes”, <

taking as a round number as in Ra. 1129. He understands the J

allusion to be to the wider compass of the new music. What is said of'^ 

Cinesias,’’the accursed Attic”,is more obscure, as the simile in 11. 

16-17 Edm is problematic.He is described as having beoi the aid of <

with hi s” extra-harmonious beidings(modulations) ”, which both
uf Ibb < . <j

During and Borthwick refer to ’’frguo.it modulations from mode to mode’’, 

even,it may be, within the same strophe. Dionysius of Halicarnassus,in 

the passage cited by During on p.l83f of his artl cl e, sp eak s of such 

departures from the basic mode by later dithyrambic poets(naming Phil?- 

oxoius,Timotheus and Telestes in particular) and records also how the 7

music could be at times enharmonic, at times chromatic and at times *
•

diatonic. The simile (”so that in his di thyrambic po etry, as among the p 

shields,his right seemed his left”)has been variously interpreted. i
i(>~i it? >"

Mein dee folio wed Hanow in talcing -the” boa dings” in context to refer 

to physical movements of the chorus and in concluding that in 'onseq- 

uoiceof the ’’extra-harmonious bendings”(or ” turnings”) the chorus was 

at times in idle wrong place according to the strict requiranoits of

* /

104

frguo.it
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the music.Meineke adduces Schoi.Ra. 153 in support of this,which says 

of Cinesias that n Toh X°P°''S TTo^X^ /<ivvjr£i .He

interprets 4«-tt»2^s in the simile as ’’ordines mill turn” and concludes 

that for Cinesias’ light to seem his left in such a setting he must 

be facing the wrong way, which Mein dee takes to be a reflection on 

Cinesias’ cowardice,of which Lysia.s may give a hint in XXl.fO(he 

speaks of Cinesias’ success in avoiding military service, at any rate) 

Ko ck an d Edmon ds folio w 14 ein ek e an d H ano w in th ei r g en eral in teip rot

ation. The f^p^iovicx are more convincingly in teipreted

by Ddiing and Borthwick as I have described above,but it is dear 

from the simile itself, as Mein eke observed, that, the physical movo- 

maits made by the chorus in accordance with the musical innovations 

in question must also be in point in the passage, as Borthwick acknow^ 

ledges on p. 66. The viev that Mein dee takes of the simile was also ray t
14Aown natural reaction to the words. Bdiing seens misguided in understand 

ing °icnTitf,v of the reflection in shields, as in minors, for,

as Borthwick very reasonably observes, "the gratuitous introduction 

here of shidLds is curiously unmotivated.’"The artide in the phrase 

4V n-cvVy AeTri&tv seems to me f ar mo re un com fo rtabl e with' During’s 

interpretation than with M ein ek e’s, al though During himself regards 

the presence of the artide as fatal to the ’’battle-line” view. The
„ C z > ' ’7lpun that During thinks he sees on and 'Hp'6-7Tpor does not seem con

vincing to me.Borthwick argues that there is an allusion to the

(cf.Ra.153 for its association with Cinesias)with its shidd
x > I

movements,but I find it too difficult to believe that sv

means ’’ ’in his shields’,i.e. in the shield movements of the Pyrrhici

dance”, as Borthwick daims. The in teip r station is linguistically very'|
I1

uh easy in my opinion, and I shoul 1 ton aider neither During’s view of ? 

the simile nor Borthwick’s an improvement. on Mein eke’s. If Cinesias 

was a notoriously cowardly or bungling soldier, and if sv
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can legitimately be taken to refer to battle-lines even with the 

article( and it seons less difficult to suppose so than to follow 

either of the other tvo suggestions), thoa we msy believe Meineke, 

but none of the interpretations offered is without at least some 

difficulty.

Phrynis, bi outf ik claims, ” threw in (introduced) some personal twist '1
‘i

and completely finished me with holding and turning,with his twelve 

harmonies on five strings.” Aristophanes too(Mu.970}associates Phryni: 

with kym-H , and Timo theus called him ’ItovokC^rrT^s, (Fr.8 Eiehl).

Du ring7’takes ^Tpof&iXos to be a tuning mechanism, but Borthwick’7 well £ 

rejects this view and understands it of a violent whirling, an irreg->J 

ular rotatory motion( cf. the imagery o f Pax 864, where we hear o f ot

Korpkivou o-rpopiAoi ).Both During and. Borthwick accept the trans- »<;
l Amitted rrevrs as the number of the strings, and the foime/: offers

‘75 J
detailed remarks on the tuning involved,but is perhaps inclined to 

accredit Ph erecrates with a more precise impression of the meaning j
I7*V

he intended than he need have had himself. Eorthwick well supposes 

that ScoatK’v is a round number, chosen perhaps for its sexual assoo- .'j 

i a.tion s( Cyrea e the prostitute can offer twelve varieties in Ra. 1527* 

and Paxamus in the first Century B. C. called his work on sexual pos

itions ScudjKvo>/ jcf.Plato 134 also).Yet, for all his faults, '
/ •'/)

Phrynis was not too bad. Timotheus,however, Movekrj na.rre.tes, surpass--
‘ 1 

ed all in his passion for ”o ff-route, extra—harmonious ant-runs and »a 

unholy overshoo tings and high-pitched trills.” The "ant-run” image i
J

is used in Ar. The an. 100 of th© lorries of Agathon:
/ -> / , A / o. Zy , i^U/pyLAFjkoS ^Tp'vrToi/S^ T i vvpi

The same image must explain Philoxenus’ nickname Mu .Mein eke 

took the reference of the image ‘to be to the scurrying of ants to

and fro,which is for us a more natural image,but Borthwick adduces

th 1 ’/ t / \ f IPe phrase °!V<y?*p^7-o5 c VpoTro'S ouroS “iijS \on Eur

ipides’ rfoXi/vopSA )from the Byzantine Treatise on Tragedy publish^

•1

176
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ed by Brovning^to support the alternative, that the allusion is to 

the wincing galleries in an ant-hill( the music following a similarly : 

complex and winding path). In Fr. 26 Ph erecrates uses the ‘pathway of 

music’ image again. For the sexual double entendre of the fragment
17V *here discussed fiom the musical angle cf. on ‘Sexual Humour’ beLow. ?

For fhrther evidence of musical interest in Pherecrates cf. Fr. 42 -

and Fr. 6.In the latter tw persons are considering the identity of 

the worst cithaiode.Meles’ name is volunteered, while Chaeiis is said

to have the next-best claim on the title. ■

A few fragments of Plato refer to lyric poets and musicians. Fr.

184 makes fun of Cinesias’ looks,not his poetry, and Fr.173 introduce

es paiody of,rather than criticisni of, Philoxenus’At?rrvov ,hut Fr. 4

191, which questions Damon about his tuition of PeiidLes(? after Dam-- |

on’s death) may well ir.Iim.?.te a substantial comment on their reLat- < 
<71

ion ship, which endured until quite late in both men’s lives. Fr.140

reveals some referoice to the flute-player Bacchylides. 7

Fr.2 of Phrynichus asks someone whether he did not once teach
, / „ i’’this man”( Tourovi j to play the lyre and flute. Who the teacher and 

pupil were we cannot tell,but the passage is reminiscent of Plato I9I, 

above. Fr. 6 of Kovvos , as well as the title of that play, suggests 

attention to lyric poetry and mu si. c in context. Cf. the brief allusiont 

in Fr. 64 also. The principal passage of Phrynichus which offers crit

icism of music is, however, Fr. 69, a most unflattering assessment of 5
/ x ' IFC . t > iLaniprus. The transmitted textfwith A'vpous and not Bergk’s v»yA°rpouS )

a
translates, ”... that seagulls sang the dirge when Lamprus was a- :

J
dying, a water-drinker, a whimpering arch—sophist, a. mummy of the Muses,i 

an ague of nightingales, a hymn of Hades. ” Not all these metaphors J 

can be interpreted with certainty. ”Water-drinker” is obvious: Ora tin.
1

199, for in stance, preaches the doctrine that a drinker of water is a
qIV i 'dull poet, ’’fin ague of nightingales” probably hints the distress that 

the poor music of Lamprus caused those songstresses of nature.
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’’Mummy of the Muses” may be something similar,or Were may be en v

allusion to the physical appearance of I»emprus( about which we know
l?3 1V4

no thing}.’’Hymn of Hades” is explained by Erfurdt as ’’homo centu and- 

i to res en ecan s”, which is probably the true interpretation of the * 

metaphor:! emp rus is seen as the musical servant of Hades in that his * 

work is death to musical excellence and likety to be the end of his 7 

listeners. ’’Whimpering arch-sophist” perhaps considers Lamprus an 

academic quibbler without real artistic talent. ;

Among the other Comedians' work it is interesting to notice an 7

entire play directed at Cinesias by Stratti s. Frs. 18 and 19 of the 8

homonymous play poke fhn at Cinesias’ physical appearance, whx3. e Fr.

15’s reference to him as ^epKrovo$ (’’chorus-slayer”) is probably

a reflection on his artistic standards rather than an allusion to
/ ir$ , / }

his alleged abolition of the \oP^Y>°r . Amipsias’is an int

eresting title,but we have no indications of what Amipsias had to 

say of the poetess. Amipsias also has a kovvos ascribed to him(like 

Phryni chus), but our fragments suggest that philosophy was probably 1- 

more prominent than music, in that play.Whether Polyzdus’ Mo k

had any literary criticism is unknown.

References: The passages underlined are the principal comments on

literary and artistic standards; some of the others are y 

mere ’maitions', while those marked + are concerned with | 

something other than the poet or musician’s literary or 7 

artistic standards,but are recorded here for completeness?

Cratinus: Fr. 6 and fOX,°1 in g en eral(Archilo chus), cf. 67, cf. 70, g 

73A & B, cf. 77, cf.134,135,156,119,1751,217,229,230,233(4-?},236,24.3, 

5)5’^V£?S«^< in general.

Eupolis: THyis in general( cf. 3> 4,11,17, Austin 237—some sophistic 5 

mu si ci an), 76A, 76b, 77,814-, 7127,1^,179 A, 7 cf. 200,245, po ss. 296)1 f Pan H 

antes is the Lyric 00et, 303»36l. Aus tin 9^.61 &.ll6ff.



Plato: 14O,l84+( Cin e si as), 191 (Damon),173*

Chionides: 4 ; Tdedides: cf.l6 & 34+(Gnesippus—but as T-ragedisn?) ?

Ph erecrates: 6(M el es, Chaeris), cf. 42 ,I45(with 144B-— MeLenippides, Cin— 

esi as, Ph ryni s, Timo th eu s) .

Hermippus: cf. 42( Diagora;s); Phrynichus: 2,6 and in goier--

al?, 69(Lampins) ; Amip si as: cf. and fcowa<i • Stratti s: 15> t

18+,19+ and Kivxj<riV^ in general ; Theopompu s: 3,24+,50 & 64.

Adesp.: 65

Philosophy and Scientific Theories

The plays in which philosophy and scientific theories or their

I, 
i

« 
i; 
3 
3

exponents are known to have received major attention outside AxLstoph-
]

anes are few,and most mentions of philosophers in the fragments are 

trivial, concerning their characters or looks. There are,however, some £
I

plays in which the satirising of philosophical and scientific theories 

and of those who held them was clearly very piominent. Fr, 1 55 of Crat-' 

inus strongly suggests that the title of the play to which it belongs,
n / IH l*r1 i<\vprfT°ri , refers to philosophers or to their pupils, for the fragment '^ 

satirises a theory of the philosopher Hippon, the seme theory of which

Aristophanes makes fun in Nu.96, ttia.t the relationship of the heavois 4
* 4

to our world is like that of a Trv»yius to the charcoals or dough in- c
i??

side it.Guthrie traces the charge of atheism commonly made against 

Hippon in later writers to this play, as Schol. CI g-., A1 ex. Protr. 103 3

records that Cratinus spoke of him as ^cnf3rj$ ,in Fr. 226, <4pyi/f°'<oTr- -j 

ic-Trjp«yS Aoyto^ , the ”silver-coiners of vords” may be sophists, +

whose verbal skills a.re their livelihood, as Kock suggests. We have
iif) , ialready noticed above the presence of a. sophistic musicians’’Prodamus”)

in Eupolis’ AfyxS , f rorn whom the rustic receivedinstruction.lt is 

also dear that Protagoras figured in Eupolis’ JCoA/vkeS .He is said 

in Fr,146a to be present in Callias* house,while in Fr.14.6b he is

I

-I

receivedinstruction.lt
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■said to presume to make pretentious statements about what is up in 
no

the heavens, while he eats what is out of the ground. The contrast bet- ? 

ween the inteilectuel pretentiousness of the men and his need to eat f 

the same humble food as other men is similar to the criticism, levelled; 

at Socrates in Fup. Fr. 352, that he has considered every other problem $ 

except where his meals are to come from. For all their lofty,idle and ? 

conceited thoughts philosophers are no more able than their fellows 

to escape from the needs of the belly. The description of Protagoras 

as AXir^pios (’’the sinner” Jon account of his ma.teri alls tic -views 

shows the same reaction as that of Cratinus to Hippon,whom he att

acked for .Fr.147 seems to derive from the same context and

to recount Protagoras’ conversation at the table.He is said to have

directed Callias(so Athen.i.2?f)to drink in order to have his lungs
in

flushed out before the appearance of the Dog-star. The motif of a

character reporting the actions and remarks of a philosopher at that 7 
H2-moment off-stage in anecdotal style is reminiscent of the scoie between 

Strqosia.des and the student in Mu.133sqq.. where the student tells some; 

stories of life in the School. Eup. 353, which bids some sophist teach a 

person how to practise idle chatter,is also reminiscent of 'Clouds’
.J

and suggests that some man is asking a sophist to educate his son,poss^

ibly in /tfyrs ,as we know that a sophist-musicisn was show teaching^

there, although it is clear from Austin Fr. 237 that”the xustic”himself ; 
M3

receives some instruction.Possibly, as in ’ Clouds’, bo th father and son 1
|

became pupils in the course of the play,or it may be that "the iust~ 3 

ic" in Austin 237 is the son and not the father.If so,Frs. 2 and 3Edia -J 

could be the words of the son expressing dissatisfaction with the 

goatherd’s life that his father leads and expects him to lead also, 

while Fr. 4 could be the fe.ther offering payment to the sophi.st if he | 

will educate his son. All this is speculation, as we do not know that 4-

Fr. 353 comes flora »d»y^s and Were may be only one "xustic’’in the olny|
73
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We must remember too that Lu cl tin speaks of Eupolis as well as Arist

ophanes as bringing Socrates onto the stage and composing comedies 

about him. Exactly what lies behind Lucian’s statemait we cannot tell,

but it must indicate at least one major passage dealing with Socrates *
i

in Eupolis’ plays.In Fr..2j3? Eupolis makes fun of Ch&erephon’s complex-: 

ion,while 165 brands him a toady^oA^ )of Callias. *

Amipsias’ ko^d with its chorus of fyovrirrw (one of whom was 

Socrates: cf. Fr.9)®ust have had much to say of philoscphy,but no comm— J- 

ents beyond toe brief description of Socrates survive.In Hermippus 

Er. 4 we have signs of a philosophical agon,it appears. The metre(iamb— 

ic tetrameters catalecticjand the sharp tone of toe first lin e( esp.
r- / J

co Trovqpt; , suggesting a retort contradicting some statement of anoth

er person)point to this conclusion that toe fragment is from an agon. •>
K5 'j

The speaker describes what seems to be Time,or the cycle of toe year. > 

He is round to look at, and contains all within himself as he revolves,- 

and, traversing to e whol e earth, he gives birth to "us” (mortal s? }. H e i s $ 

called (because -ir£v-r°r },and,by virtue^:' --g-
of being round,has no aid and no beginning,but continuously revolves 4

and will never cease rotating every day. The essence of toe idea is J,
IU £

Hera.ditean,but toe concept of cycles of time found a. place in many « 

pbilo sophies. Other hints of philosophical interest in Hermippus are ?

sligb t( cf. .22 and 42).One fragment of Theopompus pokes fun at Plato $
£

the Philosopher with allusion,it would seam, to the passage of toe 

•Phaedo’(96e) inhere Socrates expresses bewilderment over toe process 

by which one and one can become two, and one divided into halves can

also become two( cf. also Resp. 524d.9sq. ). Thi3 reference to Plato may <
- -,'S

well have been no more than a passing mention and Meineke is probably- 

too speculative in suggesting that toe of toe title was

PIato(to whom he sees allusion under toe name of Aristyllus in Eccl.
iVZ mg

646 ff and Plu.to_s X1.3f: toe raan ^iere is a coprophile, and Meineke takes 

our title to mean "homo deli dis et amoribus d edi to s”) .Plato w-as, ho
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ever, a focus of attention in Middle Comedy, and Mein eke’s guess is not J
too ' J

absurd. Schmid , for instance,is inclined to favour the theory. The 

la-r^i of the Comic poet Plato may have dealt with philosophy,but Fr. $ 

140 reveals that the fluted-player Bacchylides qualified as a ’ sophist’d
lol *;

in the play, and so there may have been attention rather to literary ■
‘i

standards and musical skills(or partly soJ.Cf. the sophist-musician J

in Eupolis’ A<ye$ . Whether Ph ryni chu s’ kowoi ,if indeed a differsit •, 
lt.X <St

play fiom the homonymous vork of Amip si a s, deal t with philosophy in 

the way that Amip si as* play evidently did,we cannot teLL. ;

Critici sm of philosophy does not seen to have been a major pre- d 

occupation of any of the Old Comedians,but most of the principal rival; 

of Aristophanes have left signs of giving philosophical matters occas

ional, end sometimes prominent, attoition. 5

References: Cratinus: cf-154 ,i55,20.2, cf. 226, 333, r^°rV'®Trrer‘ in general. 

Eupoli s: A t yr $ ( cf. 3, 4,11,17, Au stin 237}, 146a, 14.6b,I47( Pre tago ras d

in koXcv^s },l65, 2^,352,353,36l. Cf.Iucian loc. cit.

Plato: cf. ^od>ioT4-(

Teleclides: ^,40 5 Hermippus: 4, cf. 22 and 42 ; Phryni chu s: poss.%

Kow&s ; Amipsi as: 9 and kowos in general ; Theopompus: 15. ;
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Physical Humour

Sexual Humour

II
g
MI® tfiM I KlitI
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I 0

Sexual humour is much less well attested in the fragments of Crat

inus than in those of Eupolis, but several interesting indications of 

his technique in the use of such humour survive. Cratinus’ liking for 

proverbs, for coined words and for such verbal devices as puns and double

entendre quite often colours his sexual humour, and he shows a fondness H
L ip / f ?for ri di cubing passive homosexual s. He coins words like Iwvokuo-oS i

z 1 / 1
(’'Ionian™ arsed”) to describe a pathic,he calls catamites ('’grip-' g

. , y ! 'S
pers”), he distorts the proverb racTovri KygroS into gvSovrt

TfpwK-roS (or fvfovr/ S’rTgtoxrcS )* in an

attack upon someone for submission to pedi cation. In the last words of

i B 
i'4

Fr. 273 a woman^is said to dedicate the last drops of her vine not to 

the Corinthian <^£vcS ,like Sthcjieboea to Bdl erophon, but to the Corinth-
/ rs

ian 7rfoC «By a neat Trpotfiokuwv substitution the passage tidily
, f

and dim a.cti call y combines reference to the alleged drunkenness of wo™ •
1I

men and to the ravenous sexual appetites that Old Comedy claims for 

them. The para-oracle in Fr. 5-6 epitomises these supposedly insatiable I
lusts in its prediction (or direction?) that lustfbl women will use t

s '
OAir^ot (perhaps because their men will not be available ?). Fr.l83 is 

a light and amusing double entendre from Hurivq ,in which Cratinus’ 

passion for Mendaean vine is translated into sexual terns. Cratinus’ 

neglected wife Comedy complains that if the old man catches sight of a 

newly matured Mendaean wine he sets off in eager pursuit of it, exclaim- . 

ing, OljiA <*7T‘vAo$ ^cr/ Atc'KoS * '

The words ‘yrr'oXoS and XzvkoS are chosen because they help to sustain z
z

tiie double seise,being capable of describing both a fair-skinned pers™ ,
a >

on (’’soft” and "fair") and also a. tempting wine(’’mild, smooth” and
6 c. / •’’dear”,perhaps:LSJ are utterly mistaken in giving a "bad «

l. > f '
sense” here, viz, "weak”). The sex of the oivitf’Koi Is taken- to he male •

Vi■ai

■41
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by Meineke(ll 117)> followed by Lesky.Edmonds seems to take the sex 

to be female(l p.87)scf. his footnote^I.inguistically,it is easier to 

see tile ’’nice young vine" as male,but one v.ould have expected Cratinus’ g 

infidelities all to be represented as heterosexual. For the passage to
> / A

refer to a girl, the fact that the diminutive oivi<r»<o$ is masculine 

would have to be a misleading coincidence. Probably we sliould accept „ •(/
Meindce’s view that Cratinus is here represented as lusting after a

?■

boy,but I am reluctant to do so.It may not be irrelevant,however, to note 

that the Souda’s article on Cratinus says that he was not only 

but also ttcoSikwV , though some have doiied that that infonii

ation should be taken at face value. Both. Meineke’^and Edmonds’1 are in— ■b
- £-\

dined to take that view. At any rate, the question, "Will it stand three? 

refers in one sense to adding three parts of water to the vine and in 

the other to three acts of intercourse?In Fr. j$9 the coinage 

("mele-faced woman") suggests that the character of the person so descr-3; 

ibed was belied by his outwardly masculine appearance( so the glosses of b 

Eustathius 1571« and Hsch., s. v. 4)jin Fr. 3^3 "the coin

age is taken by Bergk'Jto denote a woman able to put up with
j,’

whatever censure was levelled against her by the villagers,pethaps on
■S

the grounds of her sexual morals.In Fr. Ill Edm( 109fQ there would seen

to be double entendre. The scholion on Theocritus 11.10 cites the passage., 

to illustrate the obscene sense of poSov (for which cf. Pherecr. 108.29, j
i

fbr instance), and it is likely that all four foodstuffs listed are in 

double entendre, if any one of them i s. For pojA* (o f breasts) cf. , forinst^ 

anee,Pherecr.loc. cit. 1. 29 or Ar.Lys.155 J for cQA'vcy (of the pud- ?| 

endum muliebre) cf.Pherecr.i3i* 4, Cora. Adesp.ll^, and Schol. Theocr.loc. j
t

cit.; does not appear to be attested in an erotic sense

el s evh ere.

Cratinus, then, quite often employs verbal devices in the examples *■351.1
of his sexual humour which survive. The other striking fact about. these
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passages of sexual humour is that the derision of passive homosexuality 

is particularly prominent in them,more so than in the surviving work of 

any other Old Comedian.In Aristophanes, for in stance, heterosexual jokes 

outnumber homosexual jokes by roughly four to one. The preference for 

heterosexual jokes is rather less marked in Eupolis(partly by rea.son of 

his fondness for sexual slanders against individual s), but in the frag

ments of Cratinus the number o.f passages making fun of homosexuality 

(predominantly passive homosexuality) is approximately equal to the 

number of passages with heterosexual referoice. The passages in the latter 

category are Ers. IllEdm, 241, 273, 279, 5)2,333^3^1E,peril. ^3,prob. 53 and j 

97, while in the former category are Frs. 4-.. p rob. 10,151« 265( Schol. Ar. Vesp. 1 

II87), 4Q.2,4L9, 446, and (active nole)l52 and prob.l83,i. e. 7-10 ex

amples in one case and 8-10 in the other. In addition there is a myst

erious reference in Fr. 195 to the notorious patiiic Clisthoies. The 

title of Cratinus’ is probably an indication that that play 5

contained some substantial attacks on soft living and effeminacy ( it 

i s, however, po s si hl e that the play primarily derided shirkers of milit- 3 

ary service,if one compares tire title of Eupolis’ ^urpi-Tturoi q ;

yvvyi and Ar. Nu. 691-2): Er.98 seeas to be the words of the chorus listr-i 
ing the flowers with which they garland then selves. The theory that the 

chorus of AporTrc'T'tdLS was really meant to represait effeminate or 

cowardly males is,however, precariously founded: there is no positive

indication that the chorus were not genuinely fsuale. Against this subst-d
•3

antial evidoice for the ridicule of homosexuality and effeminacy in plays
. J

of Cratinus must.be set not only those fragments in which humour is d
I

extracted from heterosexual behaviour,but also the potoitial for hetero-«
.1

sexual humour in such plays as (the bizarre attempts of leus

■ $3
.A

must.be


•1
11 si

to have his way with Nemesis), (Dionysus and

Helen),and Huriv^ (the marital infidelities of Cratinus and his recalls 

to faithftilness to Comedy) .It nevertheless seems that Cratinus quite |

frequently made passive homosexuality and effeminacy the targets of his<
«5cii tidnu.

The fragments of Eupolis are particularly lich in sexual humour. 
> /,His /IutoAukoS was, to judge from our fragments, a particularly obscoie i

I
play. The athlete Autolycus was evidently derided as a cat.amite(i. e. of 

Catlias) and colled Eutresian(Fr. 56), a pun possibly anticipated by 

Teleclides( cf. Fr. 57),hinting the soise ”well-pi erced”(£^ + Tcrp»}<r6v< 

i. e. frequently subjected to p edication. Not only Autolycus, but also bo th

in, s parents, Hho di a and Lycon, were the targets of abuse, and it has bear 
u

plausibly conjectured that the referoice in Fr. 42 is to a brothel run 
t v » > \by each: o?Kotr<rt S’ gvOcyS * av ~rp»eriv KnXiS

yf 'i £^(t07 Ek^o-ToS -J
17.Frs. 47 and 50 refer to sexual intercourse,in language similar to that -$] 

later employed by Aristophanes in Lys. 229-3X Aristophanes has
h

Otf rtpoS ToV opo«f>oV «fV»rT£V<^J ~TtO I liptfiKor f S

while the Eupolis passages are respectively j]

er/<rAr| Sa KtoX^vas tvQu -rovpo^cnf

and <*rv£K.c*S /<<?/ /^S'sXupioS ~rc e'KfXoS .

Fr. 44 reveals that in the second version of the play there was a scene

hi

where Leogoras, the profligate father of An do ci des, complained. of having

squandered his patrimony on the courtesan Myrxhin a, whil e the assert

ions that Eupolis makes about Ehodia elsewhere ( cf. Fr. 21.5 in partic

ular) make it likely that she was represented as sexually abandoned 

in Au 7"oAuro5 also.It is possible that loth Fr. 62( Aprp ortri or ,lack 

of buyers) and Fr. 48( eXXtjxsvi©* 3owv«ri ?Tp»v £‘o*£ Sa/? }

h
3%

a

’’you must hand over your harbour-dues before you go in”) refer to pro st
ir

xtution,but not demonstrable.In the latter case the sense would be tliati

-rtf

also.It
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payment must be rac.de before admission to the brothd: the ’’harbour” 

would be the prostitute’s vagina. For the imagery —in a. much more el

evated setting— cf. Soph.0. T. 1208 ff:

£ < >/e,VTC$ r| jjfcfcrsy
TTeyiSj J<«r» TTXTp'i 7T£if£/V‘.

There is a considerable likelihood that Fr. 52 is intended to suggest

cunnilin c.tu s:
£Tn C*S (^£°rS ^-trc^63\/ p>ioV CCS JAOybi^oV trpi^e^.

—S TVoXkwV Aorr4<5h>v *robs TTtpAci^^S,

The reference to ’’having licked the edges of many dishes” may veil draw’ 

on the same imagery as Ar. Ec d. 846-7< vhere the point is made more dear

ly: JfyueVcS S',£V vW$ rrTTriK^v' <r7-oX*jV £)(4*3V

tZjV yirVeriKWV' ^icykorOcv/pEt 'rpv^Aicy,

The intexpretation is assisted by Eustathius’ observation(1539*33) >

TO yuvrr* KgJOV* <Yl cToVcV Ts. Aiy'LT’Vl fc.'Yl ^OlpoS /<<v

( cf. Taillardat,hes Iraages d1 Ari stophan e, para. 116). Ano ther seen e o f 

obscene humour, excretory in this case and not sexual,is intimated by 

Frs. 45, 45A and 46, where chamber-pots are being emptied. The overall 

impression is that obscaiity, above all sexual obscenity, was a very 

strong dement of the humour of AutdAukoS .

/AuToAifKos ■ vzas apparently Eupolis’ most obscene play,but there 

are many indications that he generously onployed sexual humour else

where in his com edies, of tai in abuse of individuals?In Fr.llOB Edm 

(92. 23sq. Austin}, for example,he associates some demagogue with male .1 

prosti tution. There are doubts about the precise restoration of the !

passage, and. there have been several differoit reconstructions of the !
-3

2.0 .;«
sense,but I understand lines 25~7 of Austin’s text to have one of the 7] 

following senses,depending on whether one reads TiS (van Leeuvoij

or tvvtS (Wilamowitz) at the end. of 1. 26:

. ®{

rac.de


i

>/ 4(a) (with Ti$ co'/ ) "And he wouldn’t even be speaking Attic Greek,if |
• *•’he were not ashamed before his friends at being one of the non-politio- :

X> J
al male prostitutes and not one of the haughty kind,but he’d have to -<

Z1
hang(or bowjhis head and go into the brothel-...’’

(X remove the comma after in Austin. N tv<r<yviv

probably contrasts with the pretentiousness of 1.24 Austin.)

(b) (with T<Va-S ) "And he vouldn’t even be speaking Attic Greek,if

he were not ashamed before his friends,non-political male prostitutes & 

and not the haughty kind,but he’d have to hang his head, and go into the:

brothel... ’’

I prefer the former sense, with its contrast betweoi the type of TTopvcs|

the demagogue had pretensions to be and the lower type that he really
c / n *1wa.s.For such a reflection on the character of pqTepeS cf. Eup. Fr.llo, 

where an appeal is addressed to Miltiades and Pericles not to permit
a

AO votyASVor to lUl e the dty, /m Tel'S Ctyvp&iV f.A/<OVrSf|
\ / c / * T*jv' err p*r~rrjY lory, .For a similar attitude to pqre/»£$ cf.Plato 

l86,Ar. Bed.Iliff,Eg. 42^ff. We learn from Aeschines I..21 (and passim) 

that a citizoi who had prostituted his person was debarred by law from
ill

holding certain public offices or speaking in debate, an. important fact? 

to rononber in interpreting such allegations in Old Comedy. Those vho 

beat their fathers, shirked military service or threw away their shields- 

were similarly not entitled to be heard in public debate(Aescbin.I. 23 f), 

which enables us to see greater point in Aristophanes’ gibes against C-~S
Cleonymus for this last offoice( cf. also Eupolis Fr.lOQ Austin).Moi vho 1

had squandered their patrimonies were also debarred( Aeschin.I 2P):cf. ?A
in that light Eup. Fr. 44 and .Fr.77 onploys a simple but none

theless amusing double entendre to hint that some musician is not only

versatile as a dancer but also as a catamite : 5

Kc^XeoS U£V «
\ / / J

K«vf Si»rdy»-\Asi s Tpiyvxjv'ois

118 "J
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K<JT/KiV£l Tv«S /<O^60V-*lS
TiGuS ^vto crKtXq*1 <

Hie situation in Fr.158 is somewhat obscure: .;

7MKy$i4s«7* £K tzov' yz/v'q-iK^v £^/rtc. —(6) ri AqpslSs 

oltk 01 KqS ' 'Trjv' <r£wrt>v yvyuv4<r£/S S4^t4-p7V3 |

Alcibiades is bidden leave tiie women, but the first speaker is told that)'

he is talking nonsense and it is suggested that he go home and give his 1 
23own wife some exercise. Mein eke takes it that the man is warned that Ale 

ibiades will demonstrate his virility on the speaker's wife unless the 

speaker( A) exercises her himseLf.He does not explicitly identify ' B' with 

Alcibiades, but Kock and Edmonds do so, otherwise following Mein dee's lead. 

Botlie supposes that a slave is ' B’, impudently replying to ’A’, who has ) 

bidden Alcibiades quit his banquet with flatterers and prostitutes.Koch p 

and Edmonds take 'A' fs words to be an allusion to Alci siades* homo sex-.;; 

ual wrays in youth(Pherecr.l55 may have such a point). The words seen to > 

be a parody of a formula used. of a boy attaining the status of £'^7/3oS
js

or of an ephebus achieving fbll man's statu s( so Schweighauser, following 
is . y

hints in Xen. Cyr.l. .2.8 and Tereice Andr. 51), and. the diction of

<5«i^o.p-ror may well be intended to counterbalance the language of the 

first sp eak er(^/4<*p is normally a word associated with high poetry, but 

it is found also in legalistic language: cf. Den. 25. 53?'where it appears J

in a quoted law). Cl early, the interpretation of the fragment is uncertain]
1but I may add a further suggestion of what the situation may be. The pj 

women in question are perhaps the yz/Vq-TAes of Fr.l6l, the

*» present in Callia.s' house in KoAm«$ ( cf. Fr.169). Vie are told by 

Maximus of Tyre (20.~/z cf. Edmonds I p. 370)that at Callias’ symposia, as ± 

portrayed by Eupolxs, t^s koA4K£i<»s 7c <v<9Aoz f<^‘ s7^'/5*1 ,4

orAX*vi v"»rtt£.iv«=ji /<«v< *'Sfa^7rc>£ti}£<£'»S tqSov'^i t j[ reward for playing the Sj

flatterer, then, was '.Athonaeus cites our fragment(l^)in order;

to show/ that Alcibiades w/as TtooJ yw«4$ :he says nothing
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about any homosexual allegation here.I vender whether the situation is 

that some guests or flatterers of CaLlias are being permitted to enjoy 

the in tum(offstage) and that the first speaker is telling Ale-

ibiades that his time is up, as it were, and that it is the speaker’s turn 

to daim his due. A3- ci blade c, the no to rious , refuses to leave

and tells the man to get away home and exercise his own wife,if he must 

have sex. By this interpretation tfX^vrcv gains in point. The metaphor 

’’exercise one’s wife” is paralleled in A sd epi ades in the Palatine 

Anthology V 203( v.Mdneke II p. 495)‘The idea is similar to the imagery ,i 

of the sexual games in Pax 894ff.If ray theory of the significance of 

Fr.158 is correct, there would be a substantial dement of sexual humour 

in at least one scene of koXanets. For the reputation of Callias himself 

as a vomaniser cf. ,for exam pi e, Ra. 432-434.

Fr. 206 is of special interest in that it represents a supposed 

member of the audience as having sexual designs on one of the cities 

which comprised the chorus in floAsiS:

o ‘thA'ivoS ovtdS irpoS txutijv

Oiffc <V7ToX'/?><<i>£<S £JS cvrrciKI°rV' TlVor'

The motif is similar to that of such passages as Pax 883ff> where Ariphn- 

ades is said to be eager for Theoria to come his way:

1. £J<£|Vot?» V£Lf £1 . Q * T« Of*
I

ciyaV rr«tp' orirroV avri^oAtov'. ♦ otXX’ co yutcAt
\ Y \ } > 1~rcV ^tvyueV orVr»]S 7rpoo'Tr£«r^J>V £xX<>^-£.r<v 1 .

Both passages exploit a common technique of making sexual jokes about 

female p ersoni fi cation s. In the Eupolis passage there is a tranda.ti.on 

of what may be designs upon the wealth of allied cities into sexual 

terms. Phil inus is told to take his eyes off the city and direct his 

attrition towards some colony, seen,it would appear, a.s a more legit

imate source of gain. Cf. Ehrenberg, The People of Aristophanes,p.ll8, for

the so cd. si and poll tied aspects of this fragment.
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From the sane play comes Fr. 233, where the following observation

is ma.de of Cyzicus by some character:

5 C ~ cf\ k*Z k J . t 5 ZyoA>|v' -r^v' -rev' kno'OoV £kKof.ily£iv.

The city is seen as a place where, during his period of garrison-duty 

there,the speaker was able to purchase the sexual services of ransn, 

boy or greybeard for a trifling sum and spend all day enjoying a woman’.', 

favours. The addition of yf^vrq. is,of course, comic hyperbole to emphas

ize the availability of whatever form of sex was desired. The phrase 

~rcv tc-ierOov eKKop^n v* makes a pun comparable to that in Ar.

Fr, 266: ttov^e^ cj<rTUfti
kX'vr^{iiov'«>

to be capable of derivation
2(o ’ f y

Kock end LSI take the verb £KKopi4,£iv' to be capable of derivation 

from both kopiS (i. e.’’de-bug”) and kop^ (i. e. ’’deflower”), and Kock

makes his understanding of the pun dear in his translation, ”Cur virg~ < 

initabe me spolias, tsmquam lectum cimicibus purges?” Edmonds sees toe 

sam e ira ag e, whil e Taill ardat i s con t en t to quo te Ko ck (p are. 18 7). On e may "

quote here the pun in Thesn.760 also,where the verb fkKo^fiV (norm— 

ally "sweq? out”)is made to mean ’’deprive of one* s kopq "(and also 

hint ’’deflower” in passing,no doubt). The simple verb kop’^t'V is a.tt-is att

ested in the sense ” si ft, d esn”in papyrus(BGU 1120. 40),implying toa.t 

the word could be derived from kopcs (C in LSJ J, ''-Pesora”, and mean

’’sweep”.We have thus three levds of meaning for

(a) ”de-bug” ,(b) ’’sweep out”, (c)”de-£Lower’\T t may be that we should i

see toe Aiistophanic pa.ssage( Fr. 266) as dependent upon (a) and (b),sensu

ob sc eno, rather than (a) and (c),bu.t all three ideas may be present. 

Editors are very coy about the Eupolis passage under consideration, and; 

Edmonds’ translation is too euphaiiistic to be of any use at all in 

determining what he took to he the pun, or image if to ere is no pun.

ma.de
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Bo thesis more helpful: ”Licui tque to to die cavum purga.re( literally, ”d esn 

the hole”}.” Professor Dover suggests to me that the image is that of 

poking a broom(or besomjinto a coiner and thoroughly cleaning it out, 

and this surely is the primary sexual sense of our passage. The vord 

could also bear the soise !,de~bug” and refer to the communication of 

parasites as a result of intercourse with a woman whose personal hygiene 

was not of the strictest-: cf.Nu. 713-4 for humour from the assaults of 

bed-bugs upon the private parts. We should,however,observe that the 

soise ”de-bug” in the Aristophanic passage is made clear by the addit- £ 

ion of teX/vT-qptov ,and it may be that Tiipolis was not 1

aiming for such a pun.On the sexual significance of eKKoperf cf. now g 

the entry on xop» icopcovq in the supplaneit to LSJ(and see Meineke

IV p. 642("Adesp.l060) and Archilochus 15 end 49 Diehl for the sexual
, t zy ,sense of Koptov^ , which plainly denotes a voman —in the KfAqr* ,<j

po si tion—in Archil. 49 }.

Both Pl ato and Ph erecrates have left us one long fragment of sexual
.q

double entendre in addition to more limited, sexual jokes. These fragments
■' rg&j

are Plato 174 and Pherecrates 145(with 144B Edm,157K) , and it is infbrm-gj

ative to compare these with eachothsr and vdth a third passage of part-
• •

icularly rich snd concentrated sexual double entendre. viz. Ar.Pax 696ff 

In Plato 174(at line 7ff)Aphrodite lists offerings which the eager v.o-3 

moi must make before being admitted to Phaon’s presence. The first offeiG 

ings must be made to Aphrodite herself and comprise an uncastrated flat* 

cake( ttX-ikous £VQt\nS : cf. Av. 569. vhich antedates Plato1 s passage hj

over twenty years), a. pregnant fine-meat cake(i.e. a well—risei one,
< z 3

^va,o$ sixteen entire thrushes with honey mated(

fKKM&x’ o\oK\vjpoi ptfui y^t£v<v, )and twelve hare’s
> i, A,

meat portions,which are described as ct^a^vcy ,a word of dubious 7^

significance here, but which must be the ’ punch-word’ of the phrase, what*
y

• \ "fiever precisely its sense may be.Meineke conjectured sTr/crgAi
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supposing a pun on crfkivsv in its obscene sense(LSJ II), which is the
X'lbest explanation of the passage offered. As Fam ell remarks, some of the 

humour of these lines derives from the incongruity of the epithets and 4 

the objects to which they are applied,in particular the use of adject

ives appropriate to animals to describe foodstuffs(f 

but there is also,of course, a dominant suggestion of fertility or sex

uality in most,probably all,of the epithets.Having asked these things , 
%

for herself,Aphrodite proceeds to declare the proper offerings for

certain other deities or phallic demons associated with her, some genuine
• i

and some probably inventions. The passage now rises to its peak of verb

al dexterity and humour(ll. 12—18). Three half-measures of purse-tassels 

(an aphrodisiac in the ancient view: cf.Plato 173*9-10)are prescribed asj 

the offering for Orthannes( for whom cf. Strabo 13*1.12, for example) j here 

there is a pun on opBos , and the whole phrase alludes to the a.chieve-| 

rnent of an erection: Av. 834 is another double entendre —and ritual or 

fo rmul ai c p aro dy—on * p 6 is 5 cf. al so Ec cl. 916). Fo r Coni salu s( ano th er ,;j

phallic demon: cf. Ar.hys.982 and Schol. ad loc.) end the ’’twin assistants”;;
3 $
(i. e. the test! cl es: so Athen.IX. 39 5^ and medical writers) a nice little1

plate of hand-plucked myrtle-berries is demanded. This combines two sex-rl

ual images, that of words denoting plates and rims as slang’ terms for the 
30 J

female private parts( cf. hr. Ecd.846-/ and Eup.Fr. 52) and also the ass

ociation of words beginning /'(vp - in Old Comedy(as ^wuprov' jn hys.

1004, lAVpfivt'S in Ea,9u4, the name in Ar.Lys. and possibly Eup. Th
z

44 —although it was a common Athenian name—and I think also s
Ji J

in Lys.801:all denote or hint the sexual organs).’’Hand-plucked ” dLar-^ 

ifies the image and refers,of course, to depilation( for which cf.Pher- ; 7 

ecrates 108. 29. Ar. Ra. 51-6, etc. ) to tidy tine pubic hair as well as to the 3 

picking of berries. The next line(”For the gods (to not like the on ell of; 

lamps”) explains why the alternative method of depilation( for which cf, J 

Ec cl. 1 ?-l 3i fo r example)must not be employed. To judge from several ref

erences in Old Comedy to in timate ton so rial details, there was much

Eup.Fr
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appreciation of such descriptions of the state of cultivation of the

female pubic hair.In addition to the passages already cited cf.Ar.Lys. >•

87ff, 1,824-ff, Vesp.I374f,Pax 89Off, Ecd. 720f f,perhaps th e singeing . i

scene in Thesm(where ’Mn esilochus’ is disguised as a. roman)—itself 4
ax o

owing something,it seems, to a seme in Cratinus—and also Eup. 278 A and-*? 

Arehippus 4-5A( a m etapho ri cd garden of Aphrodite: for cf. D.L.2,

23.6). That image of Arehippus alludes to the pubic hair in a more poeticj 

style than slang terns such as ex*05 (implied, by l,ys. 1169) and, e.s I | 

suspect, (implied, as I believe,by Ecd.97 and Ly s.8OQ-8Q4)3?but,-

although the register of vocabulary and imagery may vary,it is clear
.A

that Plato was on safe if well-trodden Comic ground in our present

passage.In 1.16 Jacobs' restoration^ J
„ r Z \ Z -2

TrayijS TEV'cipvq i<v<ri TE j<°r‘ /<u v/jyLT^-ts -

/ t c .seems to me probable for the transmitted iTtrpy^ rxT«vpr>js . Farodl’s
. z"* ■denial of the fbll sexual sense of this pa.ssage(he proposes c-Trupw-z 

I*T’fT^p-rrjS Jig dearly misguided, although his article makes an import

ant point on the litual significance of fairer' tx k<m KUVvjy.j|
j

The passage as a whole is so manifestly packed with sexual double ent-^i 

endre that to reject a second sense in 1.16 when we have dear evid

ence of the obscene potential, of the word all his abuse of

tine ’’old commentators" for their "wanton emendation and unnecessary 

suggestions of obscenity" Faro ell would have done wdl to read Mein—

3

dee’s citations and comments on 1.16 before taking the ’obscene’ sense.

of the word to be ’harlot’ !}and when the whole fi’agment rould suffered
-5

from the absence of such double entendre at this point,is astounding. | 

Kvmy ig the penis,the Kavnya'Oi (the "huntsmen") are the testides 

(developing the same image), and,if Jacobi7 irwyljs is right( and it is.|

the most plausible con j ectu re), there is an allusion to anal intercourse
/ Z H

The money-offerings to /opStov ("On the Backhand ("Bend- i

ing-dovan")are intended to suggest prostitution, while the "skin" which |
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is the offering to Ki’A»j5 ("Mount")! s probably, as Jacoby suggested,

an cA<(?/3oS , even -though the soise of Z, £<* is noun ally that the

woman is astride the man in sexual intercourse. The nearest parallel to i

the suggested soise here is Ar.Lys. 158«where "skinning a skinned dog"

refers,in one soise, to masturbation with an ©Ai<r/3oS .Hie image in Plato 
\ ' y *is not entirely dear,as the "mount" is the man in the 1 «

po si tion, whil e the "skin",on Jacob?7' interpretation, is an instrument ; 

used by vomon.Probably the passage is not to be too dosely pressed for? 

logical coherence: the men tion of the "mount" suggests the "rider" also, 

and the offering named is appropriate to the rider.

Plato’s passage is a clever concentration of obscene humour snd 

parody of ritual language. The basic theme is evidently one known to ; 

Comedy twenty and thirty years before, for not only do we have in Ar. Av,Z 

565 qv ? rru-pcurS opviQi

(where puns on },but already in Ach.792ff humour is:>

extracted flora the concept of sacrificing a to Aphrodite and 4

skewering it on a spit(i. e. on the p eni s). Pl ato ’ s passage is in effect; 

an elaborate development of such themes. There is,however, some skill inya 

organisation(the passage becomes more intense till 1.18 and then rounds 

off the jokes of this type in 19-21 before the impact of the double | 

entendre weskens/and there is a good measure of variety in the obscene .; 

jokes.

By contrast, Ph execrates 145(with 144B) is less inventive and re- £ 

uses some jokes? A1oi«rii«:yj complains that she has been grossly mistreat; 

ed by certain di thy ramble poets, whose outrageous behaviour towards her.^

is translated into sexual terms.I have already considered the musical J■/
n?

criticism in this fragment above. The sexual humour depoids to a large s 

extent on the double sense of "tvisting"(, ^<c>g<rT'r£,'/’ ).The 

idea appears in lines 9 snd 15 of Kock’s text and is used again in the.. 

lines incorporated as 11.25-26 in Edmonds. The repetition is somewhat ■;
i-i?

* 7*
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disguised by the presence of other points in two of these three pass

ages. There is the obscure joke against Cinesias ’’among the shields” in
40

11.10-12, while in I1.25~26Edm(if we accept Etasley’s oonj ecture j
* ' 4

for Rattt&jY , as I think we should) there is a pun on two senses of 4 

ktrjATrwV f viz. "bending's”(x*^rr°rl )and "caterpillars’^ kn-pn^t ). The phrase;/ 

Cve-Trf.£) .Ttv$ seems to prepare for such a pun. At 11.5 end

26 Edm we find another joke which appears twice, that of ”loosoiing”

oojSikor .Nevertheless,in spite of being rather repetitious,

Ph erecrates uses skill enough to save the passage flora any danger of | 

becoming tedious, partly by overall organisation( this is another ’dim- £ 

actac* passage)and partly by varying the imagery in two places, as not--4 

iced above. The element of musical comment also helps to compensate fbrvj| 

the relatively limited sexual imagery, compared with that in the Plato ■ 

passage just considered and the lines of Aristophanes’ ’Peace5 discussed 

below. The most colourful sexual imagery in Pherecrates* passage is in 

11.23ff Edm, where the sexual implications of the ’’off—route, extra

harmonious ant-runs and unholy overshootings and trills" which filled j

Music with windings are the climax of the double entendre. The eccentric?;
u <

copul atory manoeuvres suggested amuse not only because they are bizarre^ 

in thenseLves,but because they are desfcribed in language which simult- J 

aneously conveys the musical outrages.The remaining imagery is less 

exceptional: the idea of sexually ’’loosening" a female is attested in /.j'•wa.j
Ar.Lys. 419«where in a passage of obscene innuendo, a well-endowed cobbler 

is invited to visit a man’s wife and loosoa her shoe( the superficial

seise) and broaden it out for her: h

"Tteur CW 0'V TnS MSefrt • J

£A&toY OttzuS OrV gjjpvTXpwS

The use of k«rTo purred of sexual intercourse also has an Aristophanic; 

parallel (with the simpl e verb) in P ax 698. Eo r £rTpo/J»Xov

,42-cf.Borthwick: the sexual sense is of inserting the glans penis.
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The Aiistophanic passage which most closely resanbles the above 

fragments of Plato and Pherecrates is Pax 894ff, whei’e there is a doubled 

entendre description of the games which the council will be able to hold) 

now that they have Theoria. They will be able to wrestle on the ground, j 

take up an all-fours po sition, throw her down on her side, take up a stand* 

leaning forward on their knees, and, enoin ted. below in the manner of young; 

men for the all-in contest, strike end dig with fist and penis. Thereafter; 

they will be able to hold a chariot race where mount will ride by mounts 

and chariots overturned, upon eachother will make gasping and panting 

approaches. And other charioteers will lie with their penis-tips exposed,- 

fallen around the tuming-point.s(k^g»Tr^iZ: cf.Pherecr. above). The passage 

depends upon the double reference to athletic games and to sexual inter

course in a variety of positions. Aristophanes does not labour the point, 

but changes his imagery a~ 899~?OO from wrestling and boxing to chariot:-/ 

racing to freshen the humour and to allow the double entendre to be dev

eloped in another connection. The theme of the sexual games was later to 

be exploited by I.u ci an, Asin. 10. In Anacreon 88 Diehl there is the image

of riding a woman as one would a horse in a race:

jcrOt 'reij yt-tE/ oiv re' ToV ^Xivov 19
C / o / J > \ > ,V C /tjvtOfS O Q-Tp£c$3 enyxi <<T dpoyuoU,

Cf. also Theognis 257-60,1.249—5^,1267-70 for the woraan/horse ,man/rider 

image. Aristophanes’ passage seems to me to be richer in its sexual hum

our than the fragmoit of Pherecrates( although,of course,it does not have 

the additional el an ait of musical criticimn or any corresponding elem

ent) and a little less highly wrought than Plato’s pa.ssage( which has, 

however, a further ekouent in its ritual parody) . A ri stophanes elaborates 

two basic th an es( wrestling and boxing in 896-99, chaiio t-racing in 900

905), each for just long enough to let the audience assimilate and enjoy/ 

the joke.but Aristophanes does not over-work his material, and the humour 

does not lose its freshness. The second theme is more ambitious in its
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imagery than the first,but in both cases the sexual sense of the lines 

is made quite obvious by the insertion of unambiguously sexual words 

(TW Trial f <YTr£vp6j\^p'l'/c( },lt is arguable that Aristophanes’ lighter 

touch makes his passage more effective overall than the more intense 

sexual humour in Plato Fr.174,but Plato handles his theme quite well 

si so. Pherecrates* passage has a very amusing climax: of imagery at 11.

.23-6 Edm,but seems to be resorting to partial repetition in plaoes, whidn

detracts a li.ttLe from its effectiveness.We may recall that Aristoph- ?
• •>

sues makes the joke against Pherecrates in Lys. 1*73 that he * flogs dead -J 

horses’(to use our equivalent of the idea of skinning some creaturo— t

” is possibly a substitution for the sake of the sexual joke also^
■

present,but one would, skin dogs for the manufacture of dog -skin caps 

( KUV£<yi ) —already skinnecjt
TC TOV 4-V paKp'vfc dS J KlfV«» &£j*i*** ffAiVfjV*,

Aristophanes may have had in mind such repetition as we see in Fr.145 J 

of Pherecrates, as well,perhaps, as tine re-use of material in other ways^

A few remarks may be made on other indications of sexual humour in 7

Plato,who seems to have found orotic themes to his liking.We have not- J
J

iced briefly that Fr,I73>ulso from ’Phaon’, contains sexual humour. This •-7 

long fragment shows aman(who is presumably Phaon} examining what he f 

declares to be Philoxaius’ 'Azcrrvcv ’ in the attempt to discover which ? 

foodstuffs are aphrodisiac. There is some loose parody of Philo xenus 

and of dida.ctic hexameter verse,while the sexual humour derives from a 

references to the value of certain dishes in assisting tine powers of ??- 

erection. ’’Purse-tassel s”(/£°^A&s ) are recommanded in 11.9-10 as they ■ 

■stiffon a man’s body(vo y^p 4v£pc$ op0c? ).A mullet is dis

missed as an unaphrodisiac food( 11.19-20}, unwilling to assist in tans- i

ioning musd es, whil e in 1. 21. we find, the scorpion-flsh spokan of in the, 

following terms:
crKopzTioS —- (€)n',w<rzi£ y"£ <rou-rev npto^row vttsAO^v,

Ensley’s suggestion that there is a change of speaker after is I
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rightly ,in ray opinion,approved by Meineke ,Kock and Edmonds.Phaon,or 

whoever is the first speaker,is about to read out something about the 

scorpion-fish when, the other person interrupts with what may be an imp

atient wish (’’...may it creep^on you and stab you in the arse-hole! ”/in |

the manner of Ach.92f>or may simply mean ”... would creep up .. etc. ”
/ ;

There may be an allusion to the punishmort of by forcing objects
5^ ■?into their anus( cf.Nu.lO83ff), but the use of a scorpion-fish for this 

purpose is not, to my knowledge, attested anywhere else. For the sting of 

the o'Koprocs cf. pt Arcy Thompson, A Glo ssary °f Greek Ftshesy s. v. ). As • 5 

TV°rZ£*^ is also appropriate of sexual thrusts( as Pax 874}, there may well"] 

be the additional point that ’’creep on you and stab you in the arse-holej 

could suggest an act of pedication.

It is dear that Plato’s ’Phson’ had a substantial,indeed predomin

ant, element of sexual humour. Th*=re would also seen to have been strong J
h
A-1

elements of sexual humour in some other mythological burlesques of Plato]
1

His ’Lains’ may well have made much of that king’s pederasty,while his .•! 

'Adonis’ probably dealt with the passions of Aphrodite and Dionysus for j 

that youth(in citing Fr. 3 Athaiaeus, 10. 4^6a,mentions Dionysus as the ] 

male lover, which may be an indication that Plato substituted that more j 

humorous deity for Apollo, eLsewhere named as the lover of Adonis,in
/ -J

the manner of Dionysus’ substitution for Paris in Gratinus’
I

<wSpoS ): Fr. 3 prophesies that two deities will he the end of Adonis, 1 

Q |A£\' fX’WUX^GptOlS £p£T|x0lS,O & fA^lZVWV,

The ’’rowing” image is,of course,well attested in Aristophanes(Teillard-l 

at, para 180). Plato ’ s ’Europe’ included a score where oom eon e( Zeus?) J 

contemplated intercourse with a sleeping wornan(Europe?),hut was advised!
, ' I

by another that there wore sexual -rrbrpaijnSts ( side-dishes)if one’s part}
*3

ner were awake during intercourse. The passage breaks off at a point 

where Zeus,if it is indeed he, asks for enumeration of these rr«tf>o^fS£S

A 'set-piece* passage of sexual humour seens about to follow.In Plato's?
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• ■$
I
J

. 1

Zxus K^kou-^evoS Heracles is stricken with passion for a girl whose 

footwear is named as the prize in the cotta.bus —against Heracles’ v

( golden?) cup(Fr. 46j cf. 48A) .In his ’Cleophon’ Plato may have made some- ** 

thing of the charges of sexual excesses sometimes levelled at Cleophon: $ 

cf.Fr.59.To return to mythological burlesques,^ and Nu£, no doubt

had erotic eleraents( cf. the legends).

Space permits only a few brief comments on some of the other frag-

rnents which contain sexual humour.Phereei’ates Fr.102 is of interest in f

that it raises the possibility that there was a scene in comparable

to that in Ar. Ach. 729-817. Ph erecrates’ words are

A>$ TOUT I puy^oS £<d
4

Kock observes,’’Scaena similis videtur Aiistoph. Ach, 768 sq. ’’ The line ! 

does indeed sound as though the speaker is refusing to accept as such 

something offered as a pig,but whether this points to a£^o?; cs’ scene. 

is not dear. Cratinus 3 is worth a mention in this connection also:
• • • ,7^’Tpot $£ To'fi’lV «=/Aa.oi£ ,

Kock understood this fragment to refer to girls, a likely enough idea. 

Metagenes Fr. 4 shows a context where 0 p^<rTp«Sls and oruXqTp&rS 

were described. The fragment is a parody of didactic hexameter verse 

and amusingly re-applies an epic phrase used normally of budding an 

adversary’s legs beneath him with a death—blow/. The ’’burden.—bearing”
a

men are not only merchants,but men who have not had sexual release for v;]
.. v c? 1- '•>. f isome time: ... vuvi 0 ry-<uz s

>/ v ? x c/ f -<vp-ri ^v'O«rA<’trifqrS twA^rp! °°rS? cyi T£ tS^ktT**

(jjopTtyftoV zsno fAtfOoV ^Aucfy/
• . I

The buckling of the legs in the sexual context is the exhausted oollapsi

after the release at the moment of orgasn. Autocrates Fr.l describes 

appreciatively the movements of girls’ buttocks a.s they dance(the 

’dabchick’ image is also in Ar. Fr. 29):
> t...KM Tbi'Z

TO ^<f.V to e> ctuGiS £»S
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>z
cx'VtO ’fcfPWf over’ j

■£? / . eZ. . . 1©«<v kiy^AoS «vXXfTX». |

Among several instances of sexual humour in Theopompus is the following i 

reference to fellatio as the invention of the Lesbians(Fr. 35}: l)
tZ I v. K , s. x / J

• • • IV<Y TO TVe,\o»» °V VOUTe K«r« ©puXoiyx^ v'cV I

5 > C Z / ;
Ci *]JU£.Tfc^cO'/ C"Tcyui«>TtOv'

£«TTA> , & cjj<*cT» TTorlSivS Aitf^lWV

£lSf)£iV

f» ■» c / / flThe phra.se 01 V| j4vrg.ptcV o'To^^-rtcv is intended to be suggestive in j
' ■4,

this context of oral stimulation. In Theop. Fr. 32 we have a situation
;4nearer to the New Comedy than the Old,in which a slave, Spinther,i s evid-j

ently pretending desire for an old slave-woman in order to get her to J
.7

drink some vine so that he can achieve some ulterior aim.
7j

Several titles suggest that sexual humour figured strongly in cert- ;

ain plays. Alcaeus’ /%,^ire^tEAJ and Amipsias’ Moi^oi are two
71

obvious instances,while titles which name women with whom Zeus had liaid 

ons or which otherwise recall erotic episodes in mythology are others. j
One suspects, for instance, that Alcaeus’ n^'^’vn would not fail to ex— |

■ 1
ploit the possibilities that the legend of her desire for the bull could;

,.i

offer. Titles which are probably the names of courtesans are a third 

group: three of Pherecrates’ comedies are apparently so named. ’ Women’ 

plays may have given scope for sexual jokes also, while it is likely that; 

such humour figured in ’marriage’ plays such as Archippus’ ^Rp^kX^S

fepZov and Nico chares’ .In f act, al though we have|
$

only a small number of fragments of his work, the titles of the comedies ■ 

of Alcaeus suggest that,like Plato,he favoured mythological burlesques 

with erotic mo tifs, as well as composing other plays with potential for 

sexual humour or erotic situ.ati.ons.His burlesques are ,

and , while is cuite possibly
•t >a courtesan’s name.We have already no-bleed the title ' M

phra.se
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, and there is also a ^rpos among the surviving

ti tl e s. Onl y £CTf «>-y^$ »* i s a ti tl e wi thou t app a.r aa t eio ti c as so ci ahftft

ions. Some other Old Comedians whose careers extended into the Fourth
.. "'J

Century also wrote erotic burlesques and ’courtesan’ plays(a striking 4 

title in the latter group is Cephisodorus’ ZtvriXviS ),but the evidenced 

is particularly strong for Alcaeus.Our best indications of the content 

of mythological burlesques with eroti.c themes are,of course, the long 

fragments of Plato’s ’Phaon’ considered above. .3

Generally speaking,hetero sexual jokes considerably outnumber homo— ft 

sexual jokes,but we have already noticed that the fragments of Cratinus'4 

do not reflect this imbalance, whil e those of Eupolis do so to a lesser ft 

degree than the surviving work of Aristophanes. By contrast,hetero sexual 

jokes greatly predominate in what we, have of Plato and Ph erecrates, 

and there are comparatively few homosexual jokes surviving in the remain? 

ing work of the minor Old Coraedians.Nevertheiess,plays with titles likeft 

Strattis’ Xpv^rrrrref and Alcaeus’ are likely to have made ,ft

much of their homosexual potential. Homo sexual jokes are often linked tog 

personal abuse and therefore tended to appear less commonly in the Old ft} 

Comedians whose plays were less censorious of individuals. Ph erecrates

tvas,of course, such a Comedian,but it is a little surprising that there-H
■ tare no allegations of homosexual vice against individuals surviving 

from Plato’s political attackc, for he was in part a political poet.Of 'ft 

Aristophanes’ extant plays, ’ Thesmophoriazusae’ has the most homosexual 

jokes, with ’Knights’ not far behind. The two extant Middle Comedies have ft

only three homosexual jokes between then( Feel. 112, 365iPlntus 153-ff) > tu't :- ■ fty
an old comedy such as ’Peace’ has only three such jokes(ll,7-24,763), whilj 

’Lysi strata’ has only one( 1090ff). Jokes about masturbation are few out-; ft

side Aristophanes and only about one a play within that Comedian’s ext-ft]
, S3ant vorfcs .Referaices to sexual stimulation of a partner other than by ji 

full gaiitaL intercourse are found,outside Aristophanes,in Theop. 35
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Strattis 40( fellatio),Ehpolis 52( cunnilinctus —probably), and Strattis 

3(manual caress of the male genitals) .Eup. 208,Pherecr.91 and Cratin. 279 

are comparatively rare references to incest.

References:

Cratinus: heterosexual: 111Edm, 241, 273, 279> 333‘(included in 1.2Edm), |

341E,^3,P3X>b. 53 and. 975 homosexual: 4,prob. 10,151, 263( Schol. Ar. Vesp. 

1187), ~$>9i 40 2,419, 446( all passive),I52,prob.l83( active); 3i 6(mastu rbation - 

—foil ale); vagu e: 14,443, peril, cf. also 87(v.Meineke XI p. 69) an cl 195*

The plays most likely to have had substantial elements of sexual humour 7 

are , Aiovutf»X£pos , N'/^.geris and pexh. M^vAO^xoi .Bergk

(p. 183) greatly overstates the case for moral charges against ILippon in
_ z ■ -J
florVorr-roH . >

Eupoli 3: hetero sexual: 44, 47(unl ess,like 77,homo sexual),prob. 48, 50(unl ess 

hom.: cf.77),prob. 52( cunnilinctuo; ,poss. 110A. 7f( Austin 92. 7f—v. dub. ), 

I^,l58,l6l,l69,176,206,208(inceslt),215,229,233(also hom.),poss. 266 & 

268, cf. 273, 278A, 344, 35L, 354Edm(-Austin 95- 47 f), 399, 417, 414, Austin 95.100:
x- \ , .2ff. Cf. 367, where Schol.Pax 740f speaks of 2tuf Moi/os in Eupolis(or Cra.tr 

inus—vhich is more likely: cf. ’Nemesis’ ); homo sexual: (po ss. 47 & 50, if 

not het. ),56,77,82,110B( Austin 92. 23sq. ),ll8,l64,233( also het.), 235, cf. | 

33A,poss. even 110A(Austin 92 adinit.)—v. dub. ; m as tu rb a ti on: c f. 63.

(or of sexual intercourse?); vague: 67,81,poss. 244,poss. 334, 308, cf. 3?8, : 

434A, conceivably Austin 95* 54ff( circumcision) .

Plays most likely to have had substantial elements of sexual humour: 

$u-ro\vKoS BvnT«i» ( cf. Schol. Juv. 2.91 + Fr. 77), ,perh.

’AarTp^Tturci >j TVSpoyuwi ,peril. ^/Aoi ( cf. Wil nmouitz ap.Kock I p.33P. 

Ph erecrates: heterosexual: 35> ( c f. 6 2}, c f. 71,7 2 & 7 3( P erii. in tim ation s o f 

the motif of fattier and son in love vith the same courtesan?),91 (incest?;’ 

cf.!02( seene?),108. 28f,131.3,145.(uitii 144B),149,155(perh. also

horn.), 154A, c f. 17 2A, 17 2B ; homo sexual: p erh. 3.55( ®1•c'° h ) 5 as tu rbation: 

20 4( m si e) —bu t c f. hys. 953 ? 5 yagu e: 9 7(P erh. c f. Eccl. 70 7 f f) •
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Plays: the 1 courtesan’ plays f H £r*Aq ('!), and ’ZrniVja’^JV *)

<S}(kvmv (?}.

Pla.to:het erosexu.al: 3(alsc> hom. ), 43, 46,48A, 59,117,159,173^174,175,178, 

cf.179.Cf. 64. and 64A ; homo sexual: 3( al go het.),247 j masturbation: pxob.

1?4.18( female) ; vague: 54b,255.

Plays likely to have had substantial erotic eLoaents^ZlStcvis -

6JHV| ? 2 £VS l<«yj< £VO<i ,perhsps

Others: Crates: het.:23,poss. 26(breasts?), 40 j vague: 21A ; Callias:het.: 

1,23, cf. )f\~orX4vr*i ; Tel edict: het.: cf.12 & 13,17, 34, cf. also 1.6; hom.: 

49,poss. 57 ; vague: 66 ; IIermlppus:het.: IQ.perh. 46.1;hom.: cf. 53.7 f ?; 

tli e play may have had much sexual humour; Can Ilia rug: het.: 6, cf. = -

6a ; cY. ~Tijp£us ; Phrynichus: het. 33, prob. 53,74, ( cf. 76) ; hom.: 47 ; 

vague: 53 ; Myrtilus: cf.and perh. (=so domi tes?) ;

Amipsias: het.: cf. 34; Ad 0^301 ; Philonides: het.: cf. 5,7 J Archippus:het.:

poss.l6, cf. 27, 45A ;/A/xi/srrfvtcv >£H(><vkX^s ; gtratti s: h et.: 3, cf.

26,poss. 36( cf. Edm. }f 40( fellatio}, 4L(poss.hints fellatio?}, 51;peih. 52 is 

in homo sexual double ort. ( cf. Cratin.87 snd Meineke ad loc. and ’’riding” 

imagery of sexual relations: the play is Xputf'irrn'oS, who was carried off '« 

by Laius}, cf. Austin 22Q,100(if by Strattis, which I doubt]—in the same 

context there was heterosexual humour( Austin 220.93ff)l vague: 54( the 

phallus? ); Xpvo- tirrroS f j Poliochus: f<op» vQ S ■ Met- &

agenes:het.: 4 ; Aristagoras: vague: 6 ; Theopompus: het.: 21, 32,35( fellat

io),94 ; hom.: 29 ; vague: ( cf. 37), po ss. 71 ; ,

poss. fcerrr^XfSfcS , n^VfAorrq ; Polyzelu s: het.: po ss. 7,10, Fov«u 1

poss. ^iovuiTcl' fcVeo > rr^$ fcva* ; Sannyrion: ,

(cf.8),,f£zJ ; Alcaeus: Jlpt. :18, 23,2^, , K^XKicfW t

Fl^cri j n v\«, 1 <rr f> «r f Ho»^£u<yx2vq-i ?cfgpoS f^tos ; Dio cl. es&

het.: 16 ; hom.: 4 ; cf. (courtesan) ; Philyllius: flvp| /favrzte ,4

No, u tfiK^c^ ; C ephi so do ru s: h et. & J 

hom.: cf. 3 ,’AvtAms ,poss. ; Apollo ph an es: Aa-AiS (??} ; .4
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Nico chares: h et.: 12 ; A^v^i > f%Xvr£j<>- , ,c Hps kA^s <

p£vcS J Ni cophon :*fl&*3v<S , FoWt ; Au to crates: h eh.: 1 ; '•:

Eg thycl es: /^T»x4vr*y .

Excretory Humour

The fragmaits of most of the non-Aristophanic Old Comedians do not 

provide us with many instances of excretory humour. The exception is Eup— 

oils, who has nine fragments with el agents of excretory humour( Strattis i 

has four.Plato and Cra.tinus each three,others not more than one each). -
-1

Eupolis apart, the figures sean modest by comparison with the number of
Soinstances in Ari stophan es, who has ten relevant fragments, while of his

s>
extant plays ’Peace’ has about two dozoi scatological jokes, wi th ' Ecd~ •> 

52
esiazusae’ and ’Frogs’ not very far behind.We must,however,be cautious |

• -s
about inferring that Aristophanes favoured such jokes more than many off 

his rivals, for we have some hints that substantial scatological scenes < 

once appeared in the comedies of some of the other Old Comedians. Ra.. 12-h 

14 scoffs at Ph rynichus, Lycis and Amipsias for exploiting such humour 

in scenes where complaints are made about the physical effects(particul-S 

arly on the bowels) of carrying heavy items of luggage:
__ ■> ,-v \ / , Z

— to Tt ovjT £b£j T^UTA' T*r 6'KSi?^
P j* /

£m'£.p TToh-jlTtd £OVJT£p f|»UVI^OS

flwOc TToifjV' km Avki$

No passages of excretory humour now remain from the work of these poets;’ 

(though Lycis scarcely counts, as he has no fragments at all, there are $■ 

seventy-nine fragments of Ph rynichus, not counting those dubiously ascrib

ed, and thirty-eight of Amipsias), and the Schol.Ar. ad loc. reports that -J 

Didymus made an observation to the same effect: Tpvvi^oS *£ c
, „V f . ”» f ~ 3—. J \ h > ■

<y\56i.\' TCUTaA £TToiVjB-£V XV TOlS (Tto/, OyUfcVOlS cvtiTOlf * £l/<O$ £/

ZV 7 . / S' J Z\ z-\ tTo»s e, ttcXczjXoct/ £'Vsyi ToioifTe Tl.

We must,like Didymus, either infer that what occasioned Aristophanes’ 

remarks has perished or else suppose that Aristophanes’ daim was laugh*
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ably unfair to the poets in question. That would seen much less likely: .

cf. the contenpt in Dionysus' reply in Ra. I6~l8. There would appear, then,

to have been scenes like that at the beginning of the ’ Frogs’(cf. also <

Eg.998 for the motif in Aristophanes) in the work of at least three of -4

Aristophanes’ rivals. Although Aristophanes makes Dionysus forbid the use;

of the scatological^ and oth er) jokes attendant upon such seen es, Xan thi s.s :

manages to make most of the prohibited ronarks all the same(with all the?

no re effect), and it would, of course, be quite wrong to think that Arist- 1

ophanes rejected such humour in his own works. Whether Schol. Nu. 295 had

any evidence beyond the text of Aristophanes on which he was commenting

for his statement that Aristophanes’ rivals (in particular Ehpolis and

Cratinus) ’’brought men onto the stage defecating and performing other 
53

obscene acts” has already been considered. Probably the plural in the 

text of Aristophanes on which the scholiast is commenting car* be takai 1 

as an indication that there were scenes of excretory humour in the plays 

of some of Aristophanes’ rivals as visually explicit as the Blcpyrus 

scene in Ecd. XLIsq.or the scene in Ra. 479ff> v‘here Dionysus lo ses control 

of his bowels in terror, were later to be.In Vesp.936ff and Thegn.6l.2f 

urination is-imulated on stage.I have suggested above that there may 

have bear the motif of luggage-bearing moving the bowels in Eupolis’

’ Taxi arch s’(Dionysus did at least arrive with plenty of luggage), but 

there is no definite evidence for scatological humour in con text,only 

a hint!that the opportunity for it was there.No one actually simulates 

urination or defecation in our fragments of Aristophanes’ rivals,but 

in Eupolis’ (Frs. 46) sora eon e empties chamber-pots. BI ep-

yrus’ appeal in Eccl.. 371 that the goddess of childbirth should not peri 

mit him to become a ” <r kw 1S ” sounds as though it has a

general application to comedies not only of Aristophanes,but also of hi 

rivals.lt is thus likdy that there were some scenes depending heavilyj 

upon excretory humour in the plays of the other Old Comedians beyond

there.No
rivals.lt
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what our fragments suggest. One must,of course, rouember that passages of; 

excretory humour were much less likeLy to be cited by later writers than* 

passages of linguistic or pro sopo graphical interest.In fact,most of our 

fragmaits which contain scatological humour have been preserved for thei? 

evidence on philological points or because they reveal something of the 

nature of vessels used in excretory pro cesses. Some good examples are 

Alcaeus Comicus Fr. 4, kcrT£yk£<yov' -rtjs ?

cited for its second ao ri st, Eupoli s 45,

vjxv <r\poop £V£ovp v yffOOV*

cited for the Attic augmentaction of the verb, and Phereci’ates 88,

TTpoS ~ryj TripSt-r^ ,

cited to show that the X4<r«vv\ was not necessarily a fixed obj ect.

Our evidence, then,is, for most of Aristophanes’ rivals, sparse,but

there are,nevertheless, some interesting examples of technique. Cratinus 

26 uses the image familiar to us from Aiistophanes(Vesp.1105.Pax 335)°f 

breaking vdLnd in unrestrained and carefree d.elight(’’lively insouciance” 

is Prof. Dover’s description of the mood}?As in Vesp.l?P5( where it is 

Said of Philodeon ^V^Acwr’ ecTKipr* >rr£7TopSfi /«rcyjA,^ ) I

there is the notion of energetic movement in context too. The man in

Cratinus’ line leaps and breaks wind with abandon in a transportation
S5of pleasure at some occurrence, which,If our transmitted text is correct,^ 

displeased some other, whose reaction was a snarl at the ground:
$

TTpoS yrj'Sj ° S’ rj £ KQTT&TQ fbil

The passage reaches its climax in the obscene imagery of delight. Strattit 

51 speaks of someone's not evoi having time to answer the call of nature:
3

0 1 } \ 4 Z i£1 pi^OZ y cvVTOS CT^oArj <T£T<V»

As an image of preoccupation the idea is obvious,but nonetheless amusing^

because of its vulgar forcefulness.The remark in Eupolia -224. seems to be

a rather similar image of poverty: J
Z/VOI yip OUK A<C«Woi/



Neither of these particular uses of excretory imagery is paralleled in J 

Aristophanes,but it is striking,by contrast, that the common Aristophanic ] 

joke of defecation in tenor is not attested in any of the other Old 

Comedians,uni ess,in view of Vesp.lI77(. *» 60S iq * A AouYf' f rrzpZtro

Crates l8( o'Kut^X^v zfainr’ £yT£p$£ro prefers to toe effect of fright J 

upon toe bowels( so MacDowell).In Eup.llOA(92 ad init. Austin), Theogmes H 

is spoken of so(11.9-10):

JutcC S’sknO’o ©aoyevyS 
7ij</ cXvjv' TTtTTe f>sZ;5 ,

toe interpretation of toe passage is problematic,but the scatological 

element conveys (a)toe effects of over-eating and ei to er( b)l ethargy and^ 

slototol relaxation or ( c) exhaustion and digestive disturbance after 

a torashing( so Jensen’s interpretation, for which v. Austin adloc.}.

If toe latter, cf.Ra.1096ff^if the former EcdL. 464, Nu. 8 ff, Eq.115.

toe imagery of Shpolis Fr.163 seems to derive its inspiration from 

Pherecr. Fr. 131, which probably antedates Eupolis’ passage by at least 

five years.In Eupolis Fr, 163 it seems that toe man described is Callias, -t 

whose indulgence to the parasites who frequented his house is conveyed >;

in the following words: 1
t\ / \ /Zv s

fS <vs

<■>£ ^piyi7TT^r<Vl . |

Callias’ every movement and function is seen as toll of profitable mean-,.
•34

ing for the flatterers who prey on him.He has the smeLl-of favours(
1

with an abstract is one of toe commonest of Old Comedy’s metaphors: cf. 

Taillardat p. 437 n.3),toe walk of wanton dances,he excretes sesame-cakes] 

and. he spits apples, toe imagery is intended to suggest Callias' affluenci
I

his voluptuous existence, and his generosity to parasites.He is the sourcj 

of favours, entertainment and. good food, toe passage is shorter,pi tiler .-,1
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and more rhythmic than Ph erecrates’ and culminates in the obsceni ty( as 

such passages commonly do), which carries the image to its logical comic 

extrone, thus epitomising the servile depordarce of the self-seeking flsti 

erers upon Call!as for their maintenance.In Fr. 204 Eupolis appears to 

be using the especially Cratin ean technique of distorting a familiar 

phrase or proverb for comic effect. A anal]. man is insultingly described, 

not as (which appears to have been proverbial for 1

something very small, as the dessert left-overs of the voracious fox 

would be little indeed),but as «VTrorri*T^t ’ 4X(ifT^KciS (”P^ece of fox

dropping”). The pun and the assonance are,of course, essential to the 

effectiveness of the joke, as well as the uncomplimentary excretory im

agery. Finally, Cratinus Fr. 49 vorks excretory humour into the slaying of 1 

Cerc.yon(or perhaps someone seen as him)by representing him as being 

discovered in the act of relieving himsaLf in a vegetable patch:
ToV kfpKu oV'-v 0’ ft7rc7rcvroZ?VT’^£/£d^

^*zr< TfeuS girphiv' <yTT£nv/

The undignified occasion of the despatch( and the speaker' s boastful 

tonejare the principal elements in the joke.

As in Aristophanes,it is generally true that jokes about the pass

ing of urine are much less common than jokes about defecation,but it so 3 

happens that four of the nine passages of excretory humour in Eupolis re

late to urination. 'Three, however, are from line same con text, it seems(45, 

45A,46)’, and there is no reason to think that the general proportions 

were not true of Eupolis’ plays also.In Aristophanes the proportion of 

jokes about urination to those about defecation and the breaking of wind 

is about 1: 6 or 7«

Referorces: Cratinus: 2.6, 32, 49 : Eupolis: 16, 45,45A, 46,110A. 10(92.3.0Aust~: 

in), 163,224, 204,35^-• 5 5 FI a to: 5.116. 222. : Ph erecrates: 88 ; Crates; 18 ; 9 

Stratti 5:9« 51.63, 43 ; Theop.: 62 5 Polvzelus: 4(i f we emend to I v«rrroTm-T'-s 

ijo-nS with Bartley In 1.4)' ; Alcaeus: 4 ; Dio cl es: 17 % H ennipp.: 8 2.1



Dietary Humour

A great many fragments refer to the processes of eating and drinking 

and to foodstuffs and wines(many being cited for this reason by Athenaais 

in particular). A large number do not contain what can be described as a 4 

sp ed fl c’j ok e’ , but they are nevertheless indications that there was som 

dietary point in the context.A precise account of all the forms which 

dietary humour could take would be impossible within a short comp a ss,butl 

I propose to consider some of the more important indications of technique 

in Aristophanes* rivals* surviving work, as I see them, and to discuss 

some fragments in detail.

I

A,

1
• l->

The vice of gluttony was a common target of ridicule. Passages where i
”45t

named individuals are attacked, for such excesses are listed, above. Cratin- 

us,for instance, seems to have devoted a choral passage to the greedy eat

ing habits of Larapon(Frs. 57 and 58), while Hermippus in Fr.45 makes fun oi 

the gluttonous Nothippus(i. e. Gnesippus?)by declaring that, were the Pel

oponnesian enemies tasty foodstuffs, No thippus alone would swallow? down 

the entire P eLoponn ese. Pl ato satirises Glaucetes’ devotion to the turbot
<. s

by nicknaming him ’’Glaucetes q ipr/rrv "(Fr.106), while Eupolis derides 

the greed of Pisander and Theogenes in Fr. 110 A( Austin 92 ad init.). Crat- 

inus’ made capital out of the poet’s own weakness for wine: the g
4c-

witty double oitendre of Fr.183 has already bear described above. The

scene in Eupolis’ AurokufcoS where brimming chamber-pots were emptied( Frs.s45,was no doubt a reflection on the quantity of vine drunk the I?

night before by those who passed the urine, while in Fr. 35L Eupolis 1 
* \ -accredits Alcibiad.es with the invention of the drinking-bout cry,7 

TT^('»PO,boyJ"). £

Eupolis’ dearly made much of the way parasites found

Callias an easy prey. Someone directs in Fr.149 that the items "supper: 

100 drachmas" and "wine for £1 atterers: ano th er min a" should be recorded 

in some list,while Fr, 162 declares that no fire,no iron and no bronze

Alcibiad.es
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can keep the flatterers from their visit for supper.In Frs.172 and 173 

hungry parasites are described as y^c-Tpoand -
z>

,I.e. "men whose god is their bekly" and ’’hunters after the 

smell of the frying-pm’’, while in Fr.148 someone is said to gobble down 

his food in greedy fashion: Acv‘£uG-a-(jp.t X^uy^tc-v IvS^fibv TPyvt';

The chorus of flatterers then selves decrib e their way of seeking out 

rich but senseless hosts who will entertain them(Fr. Iff?}. One of the para

sites who fed at Callies’ expense was evidoatly Protagoras,In Eupolis’ 

view, for Fr.l46b speaks of him a.s eating the things from the earth at . 

C&Llias’ table, for all his pretentious charlatanry about what is up in 

the sky,If Eupolis’ l<oX^»<fS was the most thorough treatment of the 

in Old Comedy,it is nevertheless true that the thane of the hungry , 

parasite was exploited elsevhere.Amipsias(Fr.l) and Theopompus(lj>) bo th ;
J

liken parasites to the voracious kestreus(mullet), while CratSnus in Fr. 

44 speaks of ”1 eech-throated” uninvited guests at supper.His coinage

(’’whirlpool-bellied”)is another vivid description of a. 

voracious eater. Sannyxion(10)speaks of ("flatterers for

bread-morsels"}, a woi-d also in Ar. Fr.l67.Pherecr. 32 also speaks of a
• ■>

parasite, and Eupolis 346 describes parasites as "friends round the 

frying-pan when it’s time for lunch".

The thane of Heracles' vast appetite seems to have beai a favourite?, 

with many Comic poets. Aristophanes exploits it in Av.l574sq. and in Ha. j 

62ff and 5^9sq., although he affects to express weariness of it in Pax: t 

741.CratLnus in Fr. 308 similarly sees the motif as over-exploited.No

doubt most comedies in which Heracles appeared could not resist the reg-J
1

ular dietary jokes, and there are many titles which suggest that Heracles' 

(or someone substituting for him)appeared. These &recH(Philyll— 

ius)(Archlppusj/Hp’vKX^s rH-yuovyUsvo£ (Nico chares) y]
* z > "■ 

(Nicochares), (Pherecrates),

e*xAijs( Ph erecrates), (Cratinus—cf.Fr.2L for a dietary interest)/]]

exploited.No
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f<fpi<^7ns(HeTinippus),«z‘«rvrpi«H fafkaftrzS (Plato),while we know that

Heracles was a character in Plato’s Z.£its K«>kcu^£vc? and was offered V

a meal in the piay( Fr. 46.If), although it is not dear whether or not 
£i

the meat was actually served.

The drunkenness of women was another favourite thane. Cratinus neatly 

combines it vith a hit at excessive sexual desire in Fr. 273*Both Phryn—j 

ichus (fr. 71) and Eupolis(in his ’Maiicas’ —cf. Ar.Nu. 553ff)had scenes 

where a yperVS pt&v&i performed the co rdax, while two particularly good; 

examples are to be found in Ph erecrates. In one(Fr. 70)a girl is said to 

be a fit vine-mixer for frogs when she serves the potent mixture of two J 

parts of water to four of vine to a woman who prefers her wine even stror 

ger.The mixture is declared not merely to be watery,but to be pure wat

er, and to be un drink abl e. Some other fragments cf the same play, Koftnww , 

refer to the serving of food and vine, and it is likeLy that at least ond 

scene had a substantial elenent of dietary huraour( cf. Frs. 67> 68,69 also). 

The other fragment is Fr.143,where woman are said to serve their hus~ | 

bands vine in shallow cups vith no sides but almost entirely bottom,
I

while they themselves drink from capacious cups, described as "like wineM•J
transports, well-rounded, thin-sided,hollow and belly-shaped. ”1 f accused

■‘3

of drinking too much vine, the women can claim that they’ve only had one?-;

cup, even though that cup is the equivalent of many normal vessels. The i
■? i

speaker’s tone is indignant( cf. £<TJ in 1.1 and the impatient exaggeration- 

in 1.10), and he is obviously protesting against the way women cheat thei:

husbands. The passage is evidently from an agon( cf. the trochaic tetram-^i
•I

eter metre) and states the masculine ’case’ in what seens to have been a J 

’women’ play(7irpot.wus ).Fr,192 seems to be another indication that Pher-

ecrates made fan of women and wine.Plato makes an allusion to the cravin

of women for vine In Fr. 174, and there are a few other passages which

touch upon tine theme.

Several substantial fragments have been preserved, by Athenaeus of q
-1

what may be termed the ’Golden Age’ or ’Time of Plenty’ theme, the theme ;
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u
of the ’Idler’s Paradise’, as Baldry calls it. These passages describe a 

paradise where men have no work to do but food appears spontaneously for ? 

them. Sometimes it is the mythical Golden Age or Elysium that is meant, 

sometimes some remote paradise where all good things abound, sometimes, 

as it seems, a promised fhture period of ease and prosperity. Dietary 

imagery is the backbone of such passages, vith rivers of soup rolling past 

the diners, animated foodstuffs presenting themselves to be eaten, and othe 

bizarre pictures of a fanta.sy world of ease,luxury and the super-abund

ance of good food to be enjoyed. The passages draw their inspiration 

ultimately from Hesiod’s description of the Golden Ag e( Op. 109 sq. 1, esp— 

ecially from the notion that the earth bore fruit without human labour 

in those joyful days of Cronus, contained in Op. 117-8:

TToXXoV 7X k«H e^Gcv'OV'.

> /
The word QVTcy^-ToS is,in fact, almost the theme-word of the Golden Age 

passages of Comedy: Baldry(p. 50) rightly recognises its importance.lt is 

regularly used to empha.sise that food was there to be eat or without 

human toil. The word ip first seen in Comedy in Cratlnus’ n\ovT-e< ?Fr. 

l6lEdm(l6OK): T^irrtfis feos *r<\yQ6X.

Fr. 160Edm(l.65K), from the same play, conveys the abundance of food in the 

reign of Cronus by specking of using wheat-bread for knuckle-bones and

of barley-loaves falling from trees in those bygone days. Elements of
64

both these images were imitated by TaLedides , as Bergk observed,in Fr. vj 

1.14, &£. TCyMoi5 K®r< ^V«rup4<yrfolS CH TT'/ZSiS <Y>' •'JCrTp’rl^vXi^OV'
'I

and Fr. 33,... &pvTTErT£cn •• .Another fragment of ^Ao9tc< ,l66lkhi i
(l64K),asks whether it is really true that strangers are feasted at the j

Korns. (at Sparta) and whether sausages are really hung up in public halls!
fa 5

for the elders to bite off with their teeth.Bergk suspected that this ■I
fragment did not refer to Sparta itself but to some land of plenty des- j 

ciibed in the play(in terms recalling Spartan institutions),but the

importance.lt
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language of the fragment suggests rather the real Sparta to me, and Fr. 4 

l64Edm(l62K)refers to the &moSi<* >a Spartan dan ce( cf. Pollux 4.101,

S'ittcSi^ Acw«tovu<ov and Ar.hys. 1243),in terms which may ind

icate that the dance was featured in the play.lt may be that there was 

a Spartan character (or more than one)in the play Who was asked about 

the state of wealth at Sparta and who perhaps performed a Spartan dance. = 

Frs.l65Fdm(l63K)and the puzzling Fr.l62Edm( incorporating l6lK}are prob

ably firther indications of the importance of dietary humour in HXovro* ■. 
Edmonds’ supplements in Fr. l62(=Austin 73* 43sq.) are,of course, conj ect~ 

ural in the extreme, and his overall reconstruction is highly risky, to say 

the least.His notion that the black female tunny is addressing a group | 

of fishes would seem in context an unlikely suggestion,but it must be
, , I

admitted that in Fr. 3^-3(from an unknown play) there is some probability 

in the view that an assembly of veg etables( quite possibly,of course, 

only reported and never seenjis described: j
t fTod's Soke?, TtuS S’^XXoiS our Xa^vcnfi'''.

There,however,one must remember that the interpretatd.cn of the datives J 

au directly dependent on Sokc? is not inevitable( the sentence may be 

incomplete—sc. ^p?|cr(5'vt in the next line, for example?). Austin' s suggest-- 

ion that the sense of Fr.l6lK is ”Haec omnia tibi sum”( citing Av. 716
'M

and Plautus Capt.86^f) was also my own reaction to the fragment and far
I

surpasses Edmonds’ view in probability, as I am sure all will agree.lt 4*3;2
is very di fficult,however, to make anything worthwhile of the context, and; 

Edmonds at least demonstrates to us how dangerous it is to try. 4

There was a chorus of beasts in Crates' , and it would seem thal

they protested against being eaten, for Fr.17 appears to be the word of 

some spokesman of the beasts bidding men eat other foods and the alarmedj 

reply of some man, concerned that this will mean forgoing some favourite?!

items of his diet. The thane of the animals rebelling against being made?;
, { 4

the food of humans was to be revived in Archippus' l/Gvss ,where the

•-JW3

play.lt
interpretatd.cn
agree.lt
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fish seem to have gone to war with humankind, while Ar. Av. 1076sq. plot- '• 

ests against the way birds are treated by Philocrates the Poulterer( cf. 

Archippus Fr. 2Jj9 where Heimaeus’ monstrous treatment of fish is attacked) .' 

There may have been something of the theme in Plato’s (cf. Fr.

28),but that is doubtihl. Athenaeus has preserved for us from Crates’

two substantial fragments from an agon(the second, Fr.l 5, i s in
' .j

iambic trimeters,but Athenaeus suggests that it came from the reply to 

the speaker of Fr.14—i. e. the agon was prolonged beyond the formal <1
stiucture, as in ’Frogs’Jin which two persons appear to have promised . •

their own style of ’Golden Age’ to come, each trying to surpass the other

in his proposals.Who the speakers are is not dear,but they both talk as

though it was in fact within their power to create the Golden Age 'they v

describe(14. 3,15*2), while the second speaker refers to "his own” people ?-

(“ro?s auo?s ,1. 2),i. e. ,on e presumes, those who support him or are under

his power or care.lt is quite possible that both speakers are seeking

to "bribe”, as it were, the first speaker in 1.14(who may well be, as Whitby
66

aker argued, the second speaker in Fr.l7,i.e. a man learning that the

eating of meat is over and that Golden Age relationships between men and 
£7 ,

beasts are to return).In that case,Fr.l4 is the offer (or rather part 

thereof)of the beasts, through some spokesman, and Fr.15 is a counter™ 

offer from some party interested in persuading humankind not to comply
J

vith the beasts’ suggestions,but still promising them a Golden Age of §
4>B

sorts.How far one should press the practicability of the proposals is
» _ J

uncertain,but it is difficult to see how a mere beast could have power 3 

to make everything able to walk( 14. 3) .Perhaps there ha.s bear some divine 

intervention( could the speakers conceivably be deities,one wonders—

possibly Cronus and Zeus?—cf. Tel eelid. 1, where one suggestion is that
jS*> to i

Cronus speaks) or possibly personi fications are involved. At any rate, 7
-J I -/2 ~J i :

it is dear -that Baldry and Norwood are right to rej ect Melneke’s int- W 

erpretation that one speaker recommends a life of luxury and ease, while

care.lt
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the other recommaids a simple life in accordance vith natural laws. The 

view was reiterated by Kock,but it is impossible to draw each a distinct^ 

ion( legitimately) between the proposals of the two sp eak ers, bo th of whom 

seem to be describing a life of ease.In the earlier passage(14)one speak

er explains how he means to abolish slaves.He will make then quite red- i 

undent, for all the items of the scullery will be able to move and they t 

will do the work th on selves. L a.dl es will do their o vn pouring, cups will 

wa.sh themselves, foodstuffs will see to their own serving. A fish, when tolc 

to come and be eaten,will call out that it is only done on one side and- 

be instructed to turn over and sprinkle itself vith salt and oil itself.j 

Crates* lively examples of the scheme at work culminate in die warning 'j 

of the personified fish that it is not yet ready to be eaten. There is J 

no dietary humour in Fr.15, but it speaks of the ease vith which the
Sj
■J

speaker will make it possible to take a bath, developing the idea of 

Golden Age luxury in another connection.
•3

Our principle fragment of Tel edid.es( Fr.l)i s of the ’Golden Age*

y

74type. The speaker describes in anapaestic tetrameters the life that he

gave mankind.He stresses first that life was peaceful and free from 
* /fear and disease, and then recounts that all necessities were ,7]

' "'I
spontaneously avail able. He passes at this point into tire typical imagery; 

of the Golden Age theme. Every gully flowed with wine, barl ey-cakes fought] 

with bread-loaves at men’s lips,begging to be eaten, fish wait (from mark

et) to one’s home, cooked thanselves and laid than selves in position on j 
.3

the dining-table, a river of soup flowed past the dining-cou cb es rolling ^

along hot portions of meat, while streams of sauce were at hand for those.
- *3

who wished to moisten their morsel s. Ground-barl ey cakes sprinkled with 

spices were by one’s side, while roast thrushes complete vith slices of J
*•1

.‘■d
milk-loaf swooped into one’s throat, and there was the cry of flat-cakes^

1
jostling eachother by one’s jaws.Boys would play knucklebones with sLicei

/i’i

of sow’s matrix and. ta. t-bi ts» Th en men. were fat, the speaker declares, andj^
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tliere were plenty of giants in those days. The passage has several stand

ard features of the Golden Age theme,but. makes particularly entertaining 

use of personification, conjuring up images of foodstuffs fighting with 

eachother in their eagerness to enter the mouths of men , and of tlirushes, 

not only ready-masted but prepared with all the regular trimmingspwoop-'i 

ing into the diners’ jaws. Such simple but vivid imagery, the emphatic 

positioning of many key words and the felicitous overall scale of the ' 

set-piece make Tdedides’ passage a particularly manorable piece of 

Old. Comedy.I take a more favourable view of the passage than Baldry, 

who considers it ponderous.

Pherecrates has two passages on the ’Goldoi Age’ theme,or rather 

passages which, desciibe a time or place of plenty. These are Frs.108 and/ 

13D.Fr.108 is from McrxAX*js and describes Elysium, to which, it seems, the
76

miners have either deliberately or acci den tally tunnelled. Some woman is •:

recounting her discoveries there to a man who can barely control his
77 J

enthusiasm for what he hears.Norwood dismisses the passage as a poor cop; 

of Tdedides, and it must be confessed that in two places Pherecrates 

does appear to draw on the lines of Tdedides just considered., as Baldryj 

also observes.He repeats the image of the ready—prepared thrushes .fly- q

ing to men’s mouths and combines with this Teledides’ description of d
1

the pleas of the food to be eaten, while at 1»5- there seems to be ano the; 

possible hint that Pherecrates’ piece was not free of influence from 

Tdedides’ —on the whole—more effective passage. The lines in guestioh 

are the fol lowing: i
Tetedid.1.4-5 .. . .j

7T£f»\ -TO?5 cr TtCV ^-vOptSlTCOV «g£T£UOU’6'«rJ ']Tdedid.1.12: GTTToh 5 k per*eh -rev (feZrpvy’ aiczn'£ToVrc
Pherecr.108.23-4: orrr<v< £?$

TT£fl T~O 0-TO|,1 > £lT£rovr ‘ u k<VT tVIT 1 U/.

Tdedid.1.9: t^rro'T'p i £;c^crof rourtuvTikA

Pherecx*. 108. d: rjvnXouv 5icy V6oyn$ 7"ei Z?airAox^/yo,f
* * • 1
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Ph erecrates expands the element of description of foodstuffs available - 

and introduces some new images in the first nineteen lines of the piece, 

till the interruption of the second speaker.After the commonplace image

of the river of soup(here converted into livers of soup and of gruel),

Pherecrates speaks effectively of how easily and effortlessly the well—a; 

oiled morsel slipped down the dead men's throats(ll. 6-7): 1
£lT^<eip>| TC K'YU TkjV ivOCCW'

ptTy \riTe>po,V k.'WT'X' TOi? Xo-puyybS TOiS V£hif>olS,

He follows this with a novel image of the abundance of food. Black-pudd-. -1

ings and sizzling slices of sausage were piled up on the liver-banks • i 

like ( fresh—water) shells( the livers being those of soup and gruel).Phea 

ecrates then passes into a list of appetising dishes to hand,building 

up to the second speaker's fomented interruption. The language is calc-;?

ulated to make the foodstuffs sound inviting, and its effectiveness de

pends on evocative adjectival phrases: "And there were perfectly-baked 

slices of fish, elegantly dressed with all kinds of sauces,and tiny eeLs-3 

enveloped in beet. And whole legs of beef most succulent were near to

hand on little platters, and trotters boiled just light too, with a delio-

ious aroma, and ox-tripe as well, while loins of pork with skins browned !

with roasting lay to one si.de in the most dainty of settings, resting on
Jthe top of cakes of fine meal. And there too were groats of wheat snowed^ 

over with milk on dishes as big as watering—cans, and slices of beestingsi
1

B: Ahi You' 11 surely be the death of me, still keeping me here, when

wze can dive down just as we are to Tartarus!"

The first speaker then increases the man's longing for this Underworld^ 

paradise by telling him more.Nor was good food the only attraction of 

those subterranean regions, for girls newiy in the bloom of adolescence 

with their "rose-beds"(i. e. pubic region s) tximra ed strained full cups of

dark, fragrant wine for those who desired to diink. After heightening tie

listener's enthusiasm for a visit of his own to the Underworld by this

si.de
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mention of the sexual attractions of the place, the speaker rounds off 

her description by pointing out that whatever one ate or drank was re

stored. twofold. The passage may show signs of recasting TeLedides’ earl

ier treatment and be arguably less effective in its imagery,but -there is 

the added eLenent of the tormenting of the appreciative listener by the 

mouth-watering description, and there is also the description of the sex

ual side of the paradise to enrichen the piece, and it is dear that the .?1
1discovery of the Underworld paradise and its consequences were the back

bone of the play.Gf.lO9 also. '

The other fragment of Ph erecrates which deals with this theme is Fr. 

IjP, from rUfcpy-t .The speaker seems to be anticipating a time when trad

itional methods of wo iking the land for food will be no longer needed ant 

there will be a new period of prosperity and. of effortless abundance
I

comparable to the Golden Age. F. Ritter supposed that the speaker was 

Wealth replying in an agon to Povertvf cf. Ar.Plutos 804-14 for a descr

iption of the material benefits Wealth brings),which is a very plausible
yi S'* itheory, rightly treated with respect by Mein eice and Baldry and others. '

j*Norwood reminds us of Plutus 5^7 sq., where Poverty warns that certain 

trades will be neglected if Wealth is given back his sight.0ur passage 

of Ph erecrates would make a reply to such a point. Ritter supposed that 

Ph erecrates wias satirising Athenian hopes of getting gold from Persia, s
>4

an idea which Mein eke and others have viewed with favour. Cf. Ach. 102—4 , 

113 etc. for the question of getting gold from Persia in Old Comedy.Bald-

ry,5is suspicious of the theory and interprets as "luxurious

livers,gluttons1', following Schmid in extracting that meaning from Met- > 

agenes’ title zon’rptf’M ("Schw^dger" is Schmid’s word). Perhaps we>

should be w'ary of speculating about the ’’Persian’’ connection of the 

plot, as M etag cries’ title is indeed a warning that "Persians" may not 

be literally meant.Perhaps Athenians became "Persian" in life-style ands 

wealth as a result of being freed from the constraints o f Poverty. Schmic
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takes our fragment to be from a parabasis,but I find, that unconvincing, 7
• -X *5

as the passage suits an agon so well: cf.72ovavov in 1.1 jn particular.

I find bis notion that Fr.l>L is from a parabasis too no more convinc

ing, and Sifski sKqui te rightly does not treat either fragment as a par- V 

abasis extract. On e venders whether "stammt aus einer Par abase" is really 

what Schmid intended to say, as the idea is so improbable.it any rate, we J, 

see that the speaker’s tone is wildly extravagant. The familiar image of 

the liver of soup vath its attendant meat or breadstuffs is invoked 

again, end other organs of nature besides the river are seen as sources 5

of ready-prepared food. Zeus will rain mellow vine, and the trees on the ?■$
mountainside will shed not leaves but roast chitterlings of kids and

$
tender little squids and boiled thrushes(for the tree image cf. Craiin.

160Edm). The passage aims for a strong verbal impact.H-lpfv and tmsv ftoV ? 

are thrown into juxtaposition to express the speaker’s contemptuous 

rej eciion of his opponents methods of providing the necessities of life.
.*.‘5

£>, stresses that the time for such old ways is past. At once the than©-. j

word of the Golden Age( -j-toi pn confidently hurled forth
r> \ *to explain why the need for the old methods has passed, aid Apr W 

oSccv immediately stresses that the food will stream by at every

roads~raeet( cf. Strattis 6l}.The gushing of the copious streams of soup 

is conveyed by the onomatopoeic eru/Sivk, in 1.4, v/hile

the source is named as the very Founts of Wealth. The same fulness of 

foim for greater impact is seen in 1.9 as in 1.5* The verbal force of

11.6-8 is assisted by an appreciative diminutive and two probable coin

ages, the second toe sort of sprawling polysyllable familiar from A list-';
38 ?

ophanes. |

The last substantial, passage of the ’Golden Age’ type preserved to 1

us from Old Comedy is that in Metagenes’ icnr/paM , a play never 2
•>*}

perfoimed( so A then, 6. 270a), but evidently a satire treating the people
Mof Thurii as luxurious livers. Metagenes’ passage follows unimaginatively

'i i-il

improbable.it
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in the tradition of the thane and. shows very little trace of individ

uality,of a. novel image or twist in the basically trite motif.His piece i 

is the dullest of the surviving Golden Age passages and really has no 

significant originality beyond the fact that the liver imagery is trans

ferred to the Syba.ris and Crathis. The image of foodstuffs rushing to the 

diners’ mouths is revived in a weak form from TeLedid. Fr.l.Ni cophon’ s 

ZtipqVES (Frs. 20 and 2LEdm—13 and 14K)in eluded a passage of the Gold

en Age sort,but it has not survived to any great laigth and what remains-

is not of great significance, except in as much that its imagery of snow-w 
* ’ .d

ing,hailing and raining foodstuffs may owe something to Cretin. Fr. 121, ’%
© St QO-rtKjthf/V v<T£.l

as well as to Ph erecr.l 33. Hermippus 25 and Strattis 61 may be brief ex— .'

tracts from Golden Age passages. There is no true example of trie Golden |
•'1

Age set-piece in our extant plays of Ari stoph an es, though there are sorne^ 

passages which are not far removed from the type in theme( cf. Baldry,loc;h 

cit.p. 58 f) .Nevertheless, Athenaeus( 269e) gives us a hint that we should 

have found a parallel in Aristophanes’ (v. Fr. 908£dm) .Our |

fragments of that play make it plain that it had a strong dic-tary int.er-i 

est, as one would expect from the ti tle: cf. Frs. 488, 492, 496, 497? 198, 502, t 

903> 526, 527« FrA88 praises Pluto’s realm and the lot of the §

dead, but that need not mean that there was an Undeno rid visit in the 

play. The title was very reasonably connected vith the ’’friards round 

the frying-pan at lunch-time” of Eupolis Fr. 3^6 by Buevem and takai to £
1° fit |

denote parasites. Binebrf,Bergk and Kock all approve this interpretation:-^ 

Dindorf was content with Suevem’s suggestion that the play wa.s aimed at 

C alii as like Eupolis’ KoX«h<£S, but Bergk and Kock are more convincing inti 

supposing that the play was directed at A1 cibia.des, especially in view j 

of Eup. Fr. 35B1. At any rate, food was clearly a major topic in the play. '4
4

Hermippus Fr.82 is a particularly good example of the aopreciative i
I

description of food or wine. Bionysis is speaking of the merits of variatv|
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vines. Mendaeon wine is what makes the gods wet their beds, such a sur-
'•:S-

feit do they take of it.Magnesian vine is the giver of pleasing gifts
I * 1},Thasian wine has the aroma of apples,and both far ■*

Jsurpass all others, save for the peerless Chian vine, that freer from sorr

ow. But now Dionysus passes to the highest vine of all,which is called 

”meLlow”(a"triTp}.It gives an instant scent of violets, roses and hyao-

inths tiie moment jars of it are opened, a fascinating smell that possesses 

the whole room, ambrosia and nectar combined into one. This is the drink, ,$ 

Dionysus deci ares, thi s is the one that should be served for his fiiends^

to drink at the feast,while for his enanies Peparethian vri.ll do.The j

epic-style catalogue names toe vines in ascending order of merit,until

Dionysus overflows in eulogy of toe drink that is dearest of all to him. 

There i.s a marked transition from humbler but still excellait vines to <1 

•toe final,unsurpassable perfection now to be described. The formal intro-^l

duction of 1.6 segregates the peerless beverage from all others,while j

11.7-10 seek to convey toe instant ,overpowering, all-pervading, captivat-.

ing beauty of the odour of toe vine. The threefold emphasises the

richness of its aroma.;/<<yi <£jto crToptyroS urnvviy,of4£*'ita>f

lays stress upon its immediate impact; QterTTz.tr ty underlines its en- 13

chanting quality, k^oA- rrSv £^£1 its pervasiveness,

/0 X \Kri vaKTap ofiaif its sublime deliciousness:
, V e. \ f \ (

£crTI ot Tl$ oivoS ;'rcv' od tS" VT p /‘vv' Kq-Af oua’i ,
O ? V / / c <* , .

©If K<^t tvTTO (rTCM^roS V UM/ciy-op £V *><--'V

J? 1/ ’/v c / V 9 *. » «• / ,
O^£i O£ po&U3\'J 2> IS <+!<•'</'Q CISj

oSp>y rr?v S’ S&,
f \ 1 e. o V \peertq !<v< o^oir* Tcur'ecri tvo n<op<v.,KTA.

The passage ends wi th a hit at the inferior Peparethian vine, which is

declared adequate for enemies of Dionysus.Plato’s passage examining toe

and is in some ways a comparable set-piece.

aphrodisiac qualities of foodstuffs(Fr.l7J) has been considered already.
1 

Si

QterTTz.tr


Lists of various sorts feature in the voxk of several Old Comedians, | 

a striking Aristophanic example being Fr. $21, from his Q&tcr/.to^o|s/^ouc*- 

x. /3' .Quite commonly the list is of foodstuffs,perhaps in many casesj 

from the sort of context where an invitation to a meal is served.lt is

in such a setting that Aristophanes coins the longest word in any Eur— i 

opean language, that in Eccl. 1169-75* Ph erecrates ’.vid Philyllius have lef 

the greatest number of fragments of such food-lists: cf.Pherecr. 4^,148, 4

175A38 jPhilyllius 13>19> 24,26, 27( some perhaps from the same context), 4 

In Eupolis Fr.14 the goats which form the chorus of recite the ■

food they eat, while there are fhrther examples of the food-list in Call-j 

ias Frs. 3& 21,Metagen. 16,Wioophon 5Edm(15&—cf. Fr.lEdm also}, Eupolis Fr 

3L2(?},Plato 17(?}, Archippus 11 & 12(?},24 & 26(?), and Theop.ll(?),indu< 

ing some passages vhere we have not enough context to know how long theg- 

”list” was.In many cases •'lie list is no doubt intaided to vhet the listx 

etier’s appetite and to emphasise the grand scale of the feast,but in sud 

a passage as Eup.14 it is not so obvious what value the piece has as
1

comedy,beyond simply introducing the chorus in character.Perhaps the
3

list was delivered in some amusing or lively fashion (possibly a forlorn ' 

attempt to charge through it in one vast breath or suchlike: cf. R. G. 

Ussheron EccL. 1168-76). Cratinus’ list of flowers in Fr.98 seems a sim-d

ilarly barrai piece of comedy,uni ess there was something to enjoy in the*
I

• ‘3

manner of deLivery or else the Atheiian audience had a less sophistio- ‘
'..Ti

ated attitude than we to such lists. Some English songs have lists of a -9 

sort within thaa(cf.,for example, ”Ehglish Country Gardai”, which lists ! 
the flowers that grow in such a setting),but the musical interest vouldyj 

seen an important addition to a bare, reci ted list. Such a list as that 

inShdcespeare’ s Macbeth Act IV Scene I,5sq. (the ingredients that the
1

witches put into the cauldron)ha.s more intrinsic interest than the foodt-i
ifr 1

lists of Old Comedy or lists such as those in Cratin.98 or Ar. Fr. 321, 4

Still,Old Comedy had a great interest in physi cal, pi ensures, and eating

served.lt
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and drinking vied with sex for pride of place.

Complaints of the quality or nature of one’s food or of torment from 

hunger are sometimes foundA memorable example is Pyrrha's remark( as it 

surety is) to Deucalion after leaving the raft or boat in Ph erecrates’ 

Jvltfpftqkiv£pwrroi. Weary to death of a constant diet of fish, she pleads,

j'ef7TO7'’ b/iTtd [4 oh

We have noted the seme in Ph erecrates’ l<opi<^wcc where a girl is rebuk~
j

ed as being a suitable wine-mixer for frogs( Fr. 70).In Fr. 23 of the same .'3 

poet we have a complaint from the Gods that they are unfairly treated . 

in the distribution of the meat in sacrifices, while in Fr.13 Pherecrat- | 

es has the image of nibbling one’s fingers in hunger like the octopus ;
•r

(cf.Hermipp. 24, Alcaeus 33AEdm,Pla.to 93)*It seems that Dionysus found 

the harsh soldier’s diet disagreeable in Eupolis’ : Frs. 2^4
35

and. 255 are probably complaints from him,while Fr. 2^0 may be an indie- 3 

ation that Dionysus and Phonaio took a meal in tjne course of the play | 

( cf. also Fr.253)-ln Fup.322 someone complains of missing his evening 

meal.Other complaints about one’s diet can be seen in Craiin.99>1-92,-2l8,i; 

221, Crates 17,Phrynichus 57A, Theop. 54,Philonides 1( and 9?)>possibly

Strattis 14, and perhaps some other fragments open to various interpret- 3
*4

ation s. 3

It is particularly difficult to draw the line between what is a 3
J

dietary ’joke’ and mere mentions of foodstuffs and the like.In some cas-rj
.. .3

es it is quite obvious that the reference to eating or drinking was a 3j
ft

specific joke, and in some cases it is clear that there was an attempt 3
J

to build up atmosphere in context with a vivid description of good food:^

or drink or suchlike,but in a great many instances the reference to food■ '■ -a
or drink that is preserved is not substantial enough to determine what 

was said in context,v/hile even where we have a few lines of context 

there are cases where it is dubious whether the humorous eLonent is tang

ible enough'to label the passage a dietary ’ joke’.Probably the least



distorted picture of the evidmice v.ill be given if X list every pass

age which could reasonably be conceived of as a ’dietary’ passage (not 

necessarily a firm joke), in eluding all indications that a Comedian i

made some referaice to food,unless thay be quite clearly not from a 1- 

true dietary con text. Hence, for example, the metaphorical mention of ©cxrrr;
cl ;

in Cra.tin.6 would not be counted, as the point is not a real diet

ary one, whereas such a vord as Crates’ <r^rcl (Fr. 49}would be 3

counted, as it may be from a true dietary context.In some cases the do- 4 

dsion that a fragment is or is not relevant will,I fear,be somewhat 

arbitrary,but it seems to me that some element of such subjective judg- 4 

raent is unavoidable.I mark some of the most significant fragments in thp 

list below.I give also the plays involved. J

References: 4
M / f -

Chionidesi/ir^X0’ 5,7 5 Magnes: Zl»ovu«fa$,' x ; Ecph an tides: zVrnfot 1

Cratinus: 7^ p^^Acy(oi cf. 3( doubl e ent.?); 2t( sacrificial cont- ;;

ext); 27 ; ZbovvcrqAt^vS cf. 3$, 40,44, 45 ;

50,57 & 58(abuse v.Lampon) ; KAso^oirAPvvi 86,92 -/VJ^AO^oZ 99,103 ; |

Aduevs 111, cf. 116( ref. cottabus) ; 121 ( cf.Golden Age?),124( ref.

ritual),125,129 ; 142,143( Cyclops’ cannibalism), 14.4,145,116, {

147,149 ; flXovTot 160 & l6l(Goldan Age) ,162,165,166( co pis) 5 

l69(victors' feast) ; ntrnvq personification of ,lS3(wine-lust), |

18 4,188,188 A, cf. 189 & 190,19.1,19 2,19 3,199( vine the poet’s steed);

/©I 206(raet. from food), 216 ; TpopwvioS 218,221 co 232( ref. rit

ual?), 234(libation), 23$ & 23? (Golden Age—but not really dietary in what 

we have of 251( vomiting), 266( vomitong) ; from unnamed plays

237(womai and wine), 274,280, 288,291 (libation),.295, 297, 298,331,303, J>8 i

(H erad es), 73-3( • Personi fi ed vegetabl es), 317, 3^0, 326, 370,371, 397, 41.2, cf. 

423,445 ; Crates : rifrov^s toein this play(Ato.lO.

429 a), 1 9 5 11 & 15(0olden Age—toe latter not diet- ;

ary,but included for corapleteness),17( beasts forbid meat-eating) ;

■ 1551
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cf.19 5 cf. 26 ; ToXjui«ri cf. 33 ? Unnamed cf. 40,44,49 ; |

C alii as: ky kAw7T£s 3( li st) 9 4( feast con text), 6( do. ), ~f, 9 ( ref. co ttabu s) ; jj

rUSArayi 14 ; Unnamed 2X(list),29 J Teleclldes:Y^dnfcrirovfs 1( Golden 

Age),cf.2,8 ; 10 ; npyr<fv£it 24 & 25 ?£r£pf,ef 3^? 33( sacn~ j

ifice) ; Unnamed 78? 48 ; Thugaiides: Unnamed: 2 ; An. shorn aies: -j

6,7,8 ; AiovirtffcS 7)<rKzjrqs 11,12 ; Unnamed 14 ; Lysippus: cf.l )>

Ph erecrates: 1,4 7,8, cf. 10 (Golden AgeJ, 10 A, 13( octopus/ .J

hunger),16 ; ftv&pccfiypcmAyS (title) 5 AnroyWoAoi 22,23(Gods complain of
• / <1

sacrifices), 25,27,28, 29 ? rjaqgs 32(parasite) ; ,4ouAoS»S<v«rK’rAoS cf. 39?-J$ 

41 (training of slaves in art of serving vane?), 44,45(list), 46A( train— 

ing in preparation of food?) ; £TnA^tjpGjv 55? >6 ? frcvoS ■?

rtav-vv^iS 6l, 65? 66( ref. co ttabus) 67,68, 69?7O( all ref. serving

of food and win e), 7 5? °f• 78 ? KporTr£rq-Xoi 80, cf.8l,82,83?84,95? cf.9&A, cf.||

L 2
97 ; Aqp<>» 102(? seen©?J>104 ; 108( Golden Age)

<^ePurroi 120,122,123 J 127, cf.l 26,13D (Golden Age),13L(“0

beLcher of mallow.. ”) ; 178,139 ; TvfAvvJs 141,143( v.omen and 3

vine) ; Xgfptov' cf.l47,148(list),152 & 153(unHesiodie lack of hospit- 
' -3
ality) 5 ^v^jp^rcA^S (title) ; Unnamed 156.159.161.167^168,169( cooking), 

172,172B,173,174,175(list),181,184,l88(list),190,192(v;omei and wine), cf/ 

197, 202, cf. 208,2I4,217,.2t8 , 221,230 ; Hennippus: ft pre tv/A»Ss $ 11 ;

Ak]^ot«vi cf. 20 jFtfpto-nij 24(octopus/hunger) ; ©£ci 25(cf. Golden Age?) 

KQicurmS 37, and piob.’Heracles' humour ; M©»p«*> 41,43? 44,45(Nothippus

could swallow Peloponnese), cf. 47( ref. cottabus) > 2Tp°rT»toT<vi 51? 53( sacr- d 
/ 1

i fice), 55(Ghian cup: cf.Pherecr.i92), 57? 60 ; ^o^o^opot 63( catalogue of
jj

imports) ? Unn.air*ed 76,81,8 2( vine catalogue),83?84,91 ? j
r\ S

Eupolis* AfysS 1, 5, 6(paiody of prayer?), 7?8,10,12,14(goats’ diet),19? ■
z j\ f *«

cf. 20 ; fto-TpvrsvTci TVLpoyvv'M 41; <Av'roXuKo$ cf. 52, 59 ? ^xyrrTv* 68, ; 

cf. 76,85 & 8 6( ref. co ttabus) ;Afyoi 110A & B(ll-12), cf.l .21,122B, 125,128 A 

& B(preparation of food) ,1.28 C, 133 ;£<A<^T£S 138( copis),144,145,145A /

Ko\m<$$ 146b,147,148,149,150,154,159( the flatterer's life),l6l, 162,163 | 
|
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( "who smells of favours.. M),172,173, cf.!75A jAC-kcovcS 179; 186,’

cf.198, cf. 204,+ the diunkai cordax of Hyperbolas’ mother 5 HqXjiS .205, j 

cf. 228,23)A, 236A ; 250,253,254,255 j $'A°t 272, c£. 275 ; Xpu<ro£yj

r/vos 277, 261, 269, Cf. 298, cf..299,5)1, cf. 3)2 ; Unnamed 334, 3L2(list?},322, j 

325,326,35>, 35-, 332,335,335A, cf. 345, 346( parasites), 347,350,352,355, .365, 1 

cf. 367(Herad es? ), cf. 370,374a, 379, 332,407,427, 434, cf. 437,4$, cf. 5( ref. j 

sacrifice) ; Cantharus: lapsus cf. 6$ Unnamed 8,10 ; Phryni chus: Kpov-oS. 

12 5 /^ovorporroS 23(Herades}, cf. 27 j MoG<tm 34,35 ; Hoifi-Tptyi cf. 40; 'j 

X+rupoi cf. 49 ; Tp^ytojoi 6)rrt:Xtu0£po/ 50, 56, 57, 57A ; Unnam ed 60,60A, * 

61, cf. 65,68,71 (drunken cordax) j Myrtilus: Unnamed 4 ; Amipsias: 

crySi^ovT^s l(parasite), 2( ref. cot tabus —cf. ti tL e), 4, 5 ; 6, cf. 3

title ; KowoS 7,8,9 ; l8(poison) ,19, cf. 2L j Unnamed 22,24, 25,.)

33 5 Aristonymus 1 ; HXioS Tiytov cf.2,3 5 Plato : ■

9 ; TfCmtS cf. 15,17(11 st?) /£opr</ 28,29,33,35,^ >£upti^ cf.44 5 

*Z$US fc‘VKaUyU£v'c$ 46( ref. cot tabus—so 47), 49, cf. 52(+ Heracles) ;/<sj 55 5 

KXfco^tov 56,6l ; Av*wv£$ 69(meal offstage, cottabus),71 5 Mtvc- :

Af-ioS 74,76 ; 86 }X«»VTfiM /<£pKu)n£S (tit!e~~Heracles?) >

n^'S^fioV 91,93(octopus/hunger) ; fltio'^v^poS 95,97 i 106 5

nonpjs nomi(?),113 ; nfkrfaiQ 123 137,144 ;

149,190,151,156 160,162,163 fTrrzp/SoXoS 171,172 ; 173 1

(aphrodisia.c foods), 174(off erings for access to Phaon & women and drink 

(?}, cf.175,176 j Unn am ed 18 5( vomiting, etc. },189, cf. 190,193, +9 5,19 6,198, ’ 

.20l(prep.of food), 207, 208,236,244, 246, 259 J Philonld.es: fcofopwo* 1, 2 &

3 ; Unnamed 8,9*12, cf.14 ; Leu con: cf.1,2 j A r chip pus: 4> * ~ 1

2,7(?) /Np^XJjs cf. title,9,10( oooking), 11,12, cf. 13 5

16,20, cf.21, cf. 24(list), 25(Heimaeus’ outrages to fish), 27,28, cf. theme |

uvv«r 1 ;of foodstuffs in rebellion $n\»vroS cf. 35 J Hegemon: ^‘X
y , / J

Stratti s: ftvOptoTTCpf*’®^ 2, 4 : KcvXX»nni3^s 11,11 A, 12 ; Kiv^cri'tS 13,14 J d) 

22, 25, cf. Austin 220.124ff( fea st in en tion ed) an d ib. 159 f( vh ere i 

vie should prob, read ),ib.!71 & 179 periiaps(ref. to prayers & ’J

. jg
.-^3
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I1

sacrifices)—but the fragments are prob, wrongly ascribed to Strattis ; 

q n^uevvUs cf. 26,29,31- ; Hor^io. ; +t/\o KrqTkjS 44 >

57, cf. 58, cf. 59 5 Unn am ed 6l, 66 ; Polio chu s: Kop«v©«<nrr>|S

cf.l ; Unnamed 2 5 Metagcnes: AAp«v» 2,3 5 ©oup<orrcpo-^i 6( Golden Age), ;?■ 

cf.8 ; 4bXo6uT^s cf. title, cf.l4,15 J Unnamed l6(list),17«l8 ; Theop- ? 

ompus: ^ijjpo'Sicnof 6 6A,8,ll(list?) I3(?arasites),14(?);

©qo-ttS 17,19 ; K^z\Xor,0'^po$ 22,23 ; R«vtt^\.S£S 28 J), cf. 31

32 5 JOSiro-crtvS °f. 33, 34 5 n<r^4>fXvj 40(vomiting) 48 j ^3

51 j ”rp«vr< t-6r< <5>s 54 ; cf. title, 62 ; Unnamed: 64, cf. 65, 67,68,70,

76, cf. 78,80,93 J Polyzetus: A^o-rirvSCpii^ 1, cf. 3(poison) , 4( vomi ting), 

Heracles?? ; AiovvsroV Fov'q-i cf. 6 ; Mou <r£o/ rbvvf cf.9 J Unnamed cf.12:^ 

Sannyrion: flXuiS 1,3 10( flatterers) $ Alcaeus: rorw^qS^S 5,9 ;

fipoS t"Xyxo$ ^5 J K°rXX‘o-Tc<j 17 J cf.1-9 J n*irX«j«<rr/><^ •.,<j

24,25 J Unn am ed 23 A( o c topu s/hung er) j Diod es: M tX rr r«H 6, 7,6 ( cooking); 3 

Unnamed 14 ; Philyllius: 61 fyrits 2 ; 3,4( serving of a meal), 5, 6 ;

AwStkcvnj 7, cf. ti tle /Hp<vtc.Xljs 8, cf. title ; /UoXtis 10,13(list) j

19(list?) : Unn am ed 24( li st), 26( list?), 27( li st), 32 ? H cni o ch

us: lo proves 1 ; f/oXifciJ7<ro£ 2( ref. cooking) ; noXvrrp'v^^/( cf, 3 :list of<< 

fish,but not dietary—-included here by way of warning that not all such / 

lists can automatically be taken as dietary humour); "f pc^.Xos 4 ; Unn amed 

5( drunken women: Aristocracy & Democracy) ; Demetrius: Xi/cAi* 1 ; Unn amed 

5 } Cephisodorus: 5( ref* co ttabus) ; ?S 8,9,perh. cf. title? ;

Apollo ph an es: K p qtx S 5, 6 S Nico chares: ’A ja u,w vy 1 •4 H p <v/<A y s ou pi (.v a** 

(title) fA/p«»-KAJjs Xap^y'oS (title) ; cf. 10( ref. co ttabus) jAq^vtvi
■ ' 'Jf

11,13, cf.14 ; Unnamed 15.cf.17 J Nicophon:*f\0 &' ry s l(list?) ;

5(list),8 ; 13,18 19 (vomi ting), 20 7

(cf. Golden Age),.21. ; Unnamed cf. 24 ; Arcesil aus: Unnamed I ; Auto crates: 

Unnamed cf. 3 5 BplIycus:l<dp^Xig-R-oS cf.2,3( copis) ; Unnamed 6,8 5 tilth- . 

ycl es^fto-^roi y ^rrirrcXq 1.
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Other Physical Humour

The folio wing list of references includes all other 'physical hum- < 

our' jokes in the remaining work of the Old Comedians other than Aiish- i 

ophanes and embraces also a substantial number of fragmoits where, althou^ 

there is no specific joke, there is an indication of a context where 

there could have bem an eLemoit of true physical 'humour'. As with diet/-: 

ary humour,it is again difficult to draw a line between a 'joke' of this 

sort and a mere reference to a physical function or suchlike, and I have 

thought it best to give fee evidence in its fullest form,perhaps too fill 

a form if the strictest criteria be used to decide what is ' humour’, rath-- 
er than to attempt to draw such an arbitrary line and perhaps exclude 1

some fragments from the list which others would consider of importance.

Space does not permit anything to be said in detail about the elements

of physical humour included in this section, particularly as some aspects^

of such humour have already been considered. Cf.in particular the section^ 

on Violence (as a stage-action) under ’The Visual ELeuent' and the sect-j 

ion 'Jokes about Physr. cal Character!, sties’ under 'Ridicule and Critic

ism. There are also some points of relevance in the section on Costume in ! 

.fhe’ Visual EL anent’ ( e. g. Cyclopes, Amazons). Some points of imagery and
klvocabulary vail be found discussed in the appropriate chapter beLow. They

range of physical humour is,overall, very much what one would. expect by y 

analogy with Aristophanes, while none of -the Old Comedians seems to havey 

made a particularly eccentric or remade able use of the type of humour

covered in this table.

Referoaces:

Physical Appearance:

Fatness/gross bodily proportions: TeieeLid.1.15 ; Hexmipp.9 J TAip.182 ; 

Plato 64 ; Theop. 4 & 5 5 Philyll. 23 J thinness: Tel eelid. 5 j Eup, 127 y 

(legs),292,poss. ef. 194(?flat-chested?) ; Plato 64(legs), 184 ; Strattis 

I6(legs),l8, 20,poss. 54,64 ; Theop. '$)•. 3,3?(legs) > Sannyiion 2 j small

1

1
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stature: TeLedid.46 ; Pherecr.14- ; Eup..284 ; cf. Theop. * ;

cornpl exton: Crattn. .283* 425 ; Ph erecr. 182A ; Eup. 19,92, 23? ; Theop, 24 ;

( cf. also Call!as 11 for whiteness of skin—”Xiukottp^ktoS ”) ; features:--’! 

shape of head: Crattn. 71,113,240 ; Tel edid. 44a, 44b, cf. 47 andposs. 43 ; | 

cf.Hennipp. 79 J Eup.112 ; StrnttLs 34 5 bushy eyebrows: Gratin. 217A, 433 ;
"I

one eye: Crattn. 14l(o f Cyclops: cf. all ’Cyclopes’ plays); Hip. 260 ; bl eaiy-rj
.M

eyed: Eup.9 5 cf. Ph erecr. 132 ; cock-eyed: Eup. 182, 276 ; hollow-eyed: Crattn.:
I

288 ; prominent nose: Eup. 260, Archipp.l ; bald: Eup. 78,276 ; po ss. Td edid.; 

43( dub. ) ; cf.Hennipp. ap. Scholia Anonyma Recentiora in Koster’s Schol. 

Recentiora in Nubes, ( Schol.in Ar.I. 3.2), v.on 53/1 & 540b; colour of hair: 

Gratin. 208, 33& 5 Ph ereer. 145. 22( Eda. ), 189; Eup. 276 ; Cqphi so d. 3( th e si ave- 

n am e ‘ X antintas};length of hair,lu mi riant or curly hair: Crattn. 35$,353 5 

Crates 27 ; Ph erecr. 33,189, 223, 225 5 Hermipp. 58; Eup. 419;Plato 1-24 ; 

hair-cut: cf. Crattn. 41 ;Hermipp. 14 ; Eup. 278A ; beard-style,laigth of 

beard, etc.: Gratin. 101,433 ;Plato 122,124 ; Philonides 10 ; beared essness: 

Crattn. 10 ( cf. 256) ; tooth!essness:Pherecr.74,8.2;Phrynich. 68,79 5Dtodes 

14 ; wiinkl es: Theop. 75 ; ugliness: Tel edid. 14;Plato 217 ; brand-marks:

Eup. 276; Pl a to 187 ; bodily hairiness: C ratin. 29 55 Pl ato 3 •

Dt sabili tl es:
' Si

Blindness: Cratin.l48( Cyclops); Eup. 276; cf. Cratin.6 also ; deafness: Eup.5 

253 5 dumbness: Strattts 55 cf. Cratnm. 6 ; lameness: Alcaeus 2 ; Myrttius | 

4; Phryn.70A ; injured hand: Eup. 247A 5 hunch-backed: Eup. 276 ; impo tent:: 

prob. Pl ato 64 ; ” &ivrp*fH<s cf.Metndce on Strattt s 74( signif. v. dub. ).
->$2

Gait: Ph erecr. 131; Eup. 163$ Ph ryni ch. 59 5 Ari s tonymu s 2; voice: (li sp ) C alii as 

19; Phryni ch. 10; Archipp. 45 ; (other) Callias 33;2herecr. 144A;Hermipp. 3 ;

Eup. 412; Pl ato 215; Pol y a etu s 12 ; smell: Eup. 16 3; Pl ato 18 5 ; hybrid bod

ily form: Eup. 156( C ecrop s); cf. also on ’Costume’ ; depil atton: (1 ack of) i 

Pherecr.195 5 (threat of)Crattn. 123, cf.I89, cf. 3^4 ;Philonides 7 jEip.
348 ; (otherwise)Crattn, 64A; Eup. 33$ snd cf. 278A ; bathing, washing; Crates'! 

15;Pherecr. 2,9,69,195JheinilPP* 76; Eup.136, cf.l08;Polyzelus 4 ; . ;

a
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(battling after fever}Pherecr. 53 J (scrape body after bath)Archipp.5^5 

(unwashed and dusty)Eup.108A Edm( really an adespoton); (body-scent for 

raai}Cephi sod. 3 j childbirth: Hip. .256;PIato 64A;PolyzeLus 8; cf. Cratin.110 

(hatching egg); giving sack;Phrynich .29 > blowing nose: Cratin.35^=5 cf. Hip 

283 > spitting: Eup, 163 ; do-waxing ears: Pi ato 64B ; trimming nails: Crat-: 

in. 455; (toilet in gaieraL: Hip. 421); vomiting: see1 dietary humour1 ; 

eructation: (listed also under’ dietary humour’ ) Cratin. 58jPherecr.13M Hip* 

198; scratching:Hernipp. 78 ; ’’fighting with lice”: cf. parab.Pax 7 40; poss 

cf. Eup. 233 J sleeplessness, deprivation of sleep, early awakening: Cratin.-. 

218; Ph er ecr. 208; Hip. 36,108 B; Pl ato 209 ;Ni co chares 16 jSannyrion 10A;

( si eep o th erwi se: cf. Ph er ecr. 19 ; C an th aru s 3> Pl ato 43}.

Discomfort: from cold: Crates 33$ Strattis 55 5 from heat: cf. Strattis*

; cf.Pherecr,158( fever?),80( fever), cf. 69 (dehydration after hot

bath) ; from pustules on the buttocks:Heimipp. 54 ; cf. Cratin. 2L4(?) ;

(dis com fo rt g en erall y) c f. Pl ato ’ s H £ p S ? <.2
Illness: fever from dietary indi scretion: Ph erecr.80;Ni cophon 3.9 Edm ; 

swellings in groin: Callias 26 ; headache: TaL edi d. 44a ;Pherecr. 2l8 ;

cough: Ph ryni ch. 60 ; pi agu e an d m ang e: Hip. 191 J (raange)Phrynich. 26 ;
' 1

pimple on tongue: Myrtilus 3 j boil: Pl ato 127 5 pustules on buttocks:
1Heimipp. 54; cf. Cratin. 214(?} ; blood-1 etting: Crates 4L ; sickness more -c 

vaguely: Eup.l(of goat);Plato 13i(Humah?) ; cf. breathlessness and lack ¥i 

of strength and vigour: Pl ato 199 A, cf. 21A ;Theop. 7L
• aJ

Viol ence: (vi sible, reported and threats thereof) 1
- I

depilation as piwi ohm ait: Cratin. 123; Philonides 7; so apptly. Cratin.I89
* :1

binding to plank, etc: C ratin. 115, 341 J Hip. 110 B; Pl ato 249; po s s. cf. Eup .95* i 
112 Austin( v. dub. ); torture of slaves: cf. Hi eop. 63( branding: apptly. Hip. J 

259—slave or criminal); whipping(u snail y of slaves): Cratin. 27 higher ecr. 8 

89;Hip. cf. 72,429; Pl ato 12, cf. 63,164; Crates 35>8hrynich. 36; cf.NicocharesJ

l6(?); cf, Ar.’s remarks in Pax 744ff; specific reference to injury to a
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partl cular part o f th e body: (punch in face) Phrynich. 23,68 ; Pherecr. 

l55^>Keimipp.8O; (bite off ear)Heimipp. 52 ;( strike backbone)Plato 252; 

references to bruises: Apollophanes 3 ; Cratin. 35^ jother references to.

• viol ence: Cratin. 3&.( choral assail t?), 148 (blinding o f Cyclops);Pherecr. 

76(?—if pronoun refers to a person), 58,136,224; Eup. 110,1220,259A, 249A, 

cf. 262, cf. 370,323A, cf. 408;Plato 23,128,1^(?) ,198;Metsgen.9(& 19A if not 

the same fragment); Theop. 77jWicochares 8(?);perh.Nicophon 2; Teleclid.l. 4 

(animated foodstuffs); cf. Strati!s(??)Austin 220.17 & •

The following may also be recorded here, as being of possible relevance: 

Dances: references in Cratim. 120,219; Eup. 411, 446;Plato ljP;Metagsi. 7> 

Autocrates 1; Apollophanes 1&2 ; Cephisodoius 2;Nioophon 25.

Agitated manner of public speaker: Eup. 2O7( cf. Aeschin.1.25sq.& Arist. 

Ath.Pol. xxviii. 5 for the Athenian concern that public speakers* posture 

and mannerisms should not be undignified or unbecoming)

The reference in Eup. 339 is obscure, but some sort of physical contortion

is described.
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Parody and. Borrowings

Literary Parody

When Aristophanes parodies ano tiier literary artist or borrows from

tiie language or style of some such figure, it is most commonly a Tragic »

poet who is concerned, and of all Tragic poets Euripides was especially 
i

likely to be parodied or quoted by Aristophanes. Epic,iambic, elegiac end 

lyric poets are much less frequently parodied or quoted by him, while 

even Aeschylean Tragedy is really prominent only in the ' Progs’, and Soph- 

odes is not parodied on the scale that Euripides is in Ach., Thesn., and ; 

Ra..«vh ere scores of Euripides’ ’ Tdephus’, ’Helen’ and ’Andromeda’ are the 

object of parody,or where,in the case of Ra,, there are substantial crit*- 

i ci sms of style through oomic imitation.lt is possible that the chief 

point of Aristophanes’ lost /VoAotfTKwV was parody of Euripides’ ’Aeolus’ 

for we are told by Pl atoning2" that the play ridiculed the Tragedians’ 

versions of Aeolus: Z^foAoV to To yolS 'rp«vyzp?o?S

oiOf-e-irpti .The title suggests that a Sicon(perheps the 

master-caterer referred, to as Tvjs in SosiPa^r’s

(ll.lpff of the only fragment) and spoken of as though ? 

a figure of an earlier generation} assumed the role of Aeolus in the 

play( cf. Cratinus’ /\(ova<Tcr\£ ^-rvbpo S , for example, for the possible 

implications of such a title }. Our best parallel for Aristophanes’

substantial interest in parody of Tragedy and of Euripides in particular;
i / M

is provided by Strattts,whose <Pqishows signs of having been prim

arily a burlesque of Euripidean Tragedy, and in particular of Euripides’ v 

own oivictf-ri .Fr.45 takes aline from Euripides’ play(460) and follows-^ 

it with ludicrous bathos:

Acy^iyj anc^oV*
tz
OTTvY*

OV.

imitation.lt
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Fr. 46 begins vith the words of Ear. Pho aiissae 5^6, again as an intro— ?
‘ *1
duction to bathos. Instead of ’’Then sun and night a.re slaves to men”

zx \ / / '"j
(iiO’^Xios fAtv w£ SotrXLuii ^>po~ro?s },Strattis has chosai to :

convey this servitude in terms of a children’s game,in which the sun was?]
•?)

commanded to emerge from behind a cloud, and,of course,in time duly app

eared: £/0’ kjXioS ftlv irc.iQ(.roe\ -ro?S

ott><v Xsywc/v t£%£XJ :I 4

The humour is hardly inspired,but we gather from this fragment and Fr. 454‘J# •!
that part of Strattis' technique in this play was to borrow introductory^

4
words from Riripides’ text and. to allow the Tragic tone to dissolve into 

a grotesquaLy inept bathos. Fr. 47 shows that not all of Strattis’ comedy 

was closely related to the text, of Euripides’ homonymous tragedy,but the|
■ '-ihit at Theban peculiarities of vocabulary is manifestly suggested by the§;■}
setting of the plays at Thebes. Edmonds’ suggestion that Fr. 4$£ is spokanl

’ ~ si
by Euripides himself is probably wrong,but Iris guess that the vords of ,hi

that fragment are from a prologue and refer to Strattis is probably right
7

The fragment apparently speaks of getting some man to parody Tragedy, an- ■
4other indication of the importence of paratragedy in this play: 5■> v7 \ v ■> v tY’vp <yUTov rr<vp<vrfx>y£p5/)cf<vi n ft 01 3

K£vf > 1

Who, then,is the speaker? We now have evidence that it may be Dionysus as.ili
prologue, for chance has preserved a brief citation from this play in a sj

/ v n
commentary on some other old comedy,probably Cratinus' >a citn

ation which suggests that in Strattis’ play Dionysus (a.) was a character,;
4}

(b)was the prologue (c) entered by means of tht^^<vv»| .The citation, it 4 

is true,is very difficult to understand as a whole, and I feel no more

able than Lobel(or Austin,who obeli zest Su’Xt ) to decipher some words in 4
■ l

the centre of the passage,but I think that the above inferences are very?!
aplausible.I give the citation as articulated by Lob el and Austin:

* 3
(sc, C-rp^mc. from 1.8) sv tc.

—*.a
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Atowcoc OC ©u peel CIV" ^vAvpVt 

SkpA K£aj[

T£ p*oV VK6° Kf£-

f4*fALVoC CCcTftp tTtl Kp*r-

SqC .
In the context, the commentator is clearly speaking of the use of the 

/**JX*V*7 vaI^ous Old Comedi esflle has already cited from Strattis’ Vtr-? 

XX«rvros(sic} the lines

4tTTO T-jjC Kp£^S»jC- * y«^p /c^vC. y I vfoy>l<V I •

O J^^-rVOrrolOC fA* CoS T^ICT^ /<O|r£)£\£TC<0 .

t/ / » V / r~ -In our fragment the line rjKzo k psyxnytsvoS AJcrnep i <r^s £n< Kp*fc»p 
/

is manifestly a similar reference to entry by means of We '))(*''•'''} 3

and the tone and vocabulary of the line are distinctly aimed at recall— 5
-7

ing a Euripidean prologue( cf., for instance, Ar. Fr.l). A few words before, 

the opening words of EUripides* 'Hypsipyle' are found in Struttis' text:!
X / d «-K f SAioW'iroS oS Uupco/o-iv'

The most natural inference is that Dionysus is identifying himself in the 

prologue of the play,having just entered on the .If the patron

god of the theatre was indeed the prologue of Strattis' play,it would 

seem plausible for him to be the speaker of Fr. 48A Edm, with its appar— 1 

ent reference to getting Strattis to parody Tragedy. Strattis is probably 

explaining in his prologue that his comedy is a parody of Euiipidean 

Tragedy and of boiviee*' in particular. The prologue scare would,of 

course, be at least one new el snort added by Strattis to the basic kernel 

of Euripides’ ov^t .Outside <Po/v, ev<sr‘ there are two other fragments!

which show,or may show, an interest in Euripidean parody on Strattis' pari
1

Fr.60 exploits HegeLochus' blunder in the pronunciation of Orestes 279 ) 

(also exploited by Aristophanes and Ssnnyrion), while it is possible that' 

Fr. 66 is in beaded to parody Eh ri pi dean lyric style. The lines describe

caterpillars or millipedes:
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/ A /TTpT<rokotrp/5'£s_> cvi k vt^ <j>v\\ouS
-> ,\ , > . / 
oa'°v K^ttoU'S Trevr^kovrcv UoSccV

f2 > J . /
»xv^<r‘ £'p<*TrrropLV°<\

TToScm/ cr^-rvpj^fwv' p<\i< poKSpicaiv
' e \ i ’^opouS AKreTovoV/ TT®!^ U>«<yM40V' 

n£T<*\°i K^d ©p»S<» K/v&o/
Sui^pc^V T£ cr^XivcCV

"Leek-trimmers,who in leafy gardens go with fifty-footed tracks, 

with the feet of long-tailed little satyrs, whirling dances by the 

leaves of basils ana lettuces and sweet-smelling ceLery.”

Kock sees the passage as comparable to Ra. 1339 ff» a parody of Euripides: 

<XxU'O V£<5 cyi TTcvp’ <Y£v4o|S 0 °rXX<?<TqS

KV^iCfCJ crTtO|>lvX\L’T£ !

T£”yy o W&°r I frcrX .

There is some similarity of construction and thane, and it is possible |
' 1

to believe, with Kock, that the metrical complexities of the passage are
.1

meant to be parodic, although this is by no means clear.Tn Ra. Io c. dt. the
jj
ametrical parody is much more distinct. Strattis may only be seeking to -j 

describe lowly creatures vith a faintly laughable solemnity, the humour J
iof the lines residing in the grand description of humble caterpillars or
y

millipedes,but there is the possibility of a gentle Euripidean parody.

.1

There are other indications too that Strattis may have exploited 
/parody of Tragedy on a large scale. The similarity of the title Z^m/poS j

riffu Kvoyx£vo$ to Spintharus’ tragedy Hi pi is suggest- i

ive, though we have no indications of what Strattis may have owed to Spin-;
/ , 1

tharus’ play beyond this title.A fragment of Strattis’ TpcuiAoy (41)seem<
J

to exemplify the sane technique as Frs. 4.5 and 46( especially the fbmer)^
1

Words from a tragedy are folio wed by a comic bathos. The whole first line;

of Fr. 41 may well be a Tragic quotation on the grounds of the metre and. 1
if

the form .Mesineke’s guess that the line was part of Sophocles’

ZpwiAoS could well be correct, and the play could possibly have been a i
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treatment of that tragedy comparable to the treatment of Euripides’ 

4>cuvucrtfe/ which we have noted above. Some other titles of Strattis raise 

the possibility that the plays to which they belong may hove parodied h 

Tragedy,but it is always possible that the plays simply burlesqued leg

end. Two obvious cases in point are M>qS£i<Y and ‘t’lXokrynjS (all three 

great Tragedians and some minor Tragic poets composed plays of the latt

er title), while Xptf v/roS bears the title also of a Euripidean tragedy. <
ij

is attested as a title of a play of Aeschylus,while there is ] 

a possibility that (whatever precisely the mysterious comp- *

ound title may signify) parodied Euripides’ or Sophocles’ trea.tmait of = 

the Andromeda legend in their respective plays of the title .3

Both Aeschylus and Aristias wrote an (in the latter poet’s /:

case the play is thought to have been a satyr drama), find it may be that J 

Strattis’ (or ,if that be the correct version off

the title, which is variously transmitted) was a parody of one of those ; 

dramas. K'lXXin-rr/S'hS , which bears the name of a Tragic actor for its title

may well have given the opportunity to incorporate Tragic parody too, and
, / * / P- I

Fr.l(fiom nvQ^u.'rrop^9-it,-r/js or /AvGfwuopf.s-rqS Jig a possible hint that Trag

edy was to the fore in that play also. The overall impression is that 

Strattis’ form of Comedy probably made an extensive use of Tragic parody 

and burlesqued the plays of several Tragedians, for, even if some of the 

above titles indicate only burlesque of leg end, it is likely that in at 

least some cases there was a definite attempt to recall a particular"

Tragic antecedent. For other Old Comedians of the later period there is ;•XI
less reason to suppose that plays of theirs which bore the same titles jj 

as tragedies were burlesques of Tragedy rather than of legend, alone, and;i1 

in many cases there are titles which suggest mythological burlesque but] 

which do not coincide with any Tragic title.Polyzelus’ plays about the , 

births of various deities are obvious examples.One play of a contemp— j
; i

orary cf Strattis which must have been, paratragic, although it may not j
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I
3

have been aimed at any single Tragedian,is Alcaeus' .One j

fragment of that play (I9)is derived from Ehripides' ’Orestes’(866 end J
1

87I),but v;e have only four lines from the play in all. i
I

As far as we can tell,no play of Eupolis was predominantly Tragic

burlesque.In fact, the only indication that there may have been any para—*
Jd

tragic scene in Eupolis’ works is in Ar.Nu. 555^ where the more likely ; 

interpretation of Aristophanes' words would lead to the conclusion that 

both Phrynichus and Eupolis(in M<ypiK^S )ha.d scenes where the Andromeda

legend was burlesqued and where some particular Tragic an tec ed ent was

perhaps imitated.If so, the Tragic antecedent could not be Euripides’ I

’ Andromeda’, as that play postdated .Sophocles’ ’Andromeda’ would,.

however,he a possible candidate. N everth el ess, it is possible, as we have -i-i 
•: J

seal, that Aristophanes' words are not to be so understood, and that he ’J

means only that Eupolis incorporated into his a scene where a ;
■

drunk on old woman danced the cordax, a theme familiar from a burlesque of!
“9

the Andromeda leg aid in Ph rynic,hus( without the implication that Eupolis’J 

scaie was itself a Tragic burlesque or burlesque of the Andromeda legend}

Nu.555f Is not decisive either way.lt is quite possible that Plato ^6 !
j

(with which cf. Amipsias 8)is an indication that the Andromeda, legend wasj
' ’H

worked into Plato’ s ' Cleophon',perhaps with Cl eophon’s me ther in the
/ t 'role of Andromeda. Cratinu s’ and Stra.ttis' probably J

7}
included Andromeda scenes, and so it appears that several passages of 

Old Comedy made capital of the theme of her exposure to the sea-monster.*^ 

Aristophanes himself,of course,parodied Euripides' 'Andromeda' in Thesm.7 

1056sq.,but lines 1060f of that same comedy reveal that it would have 

been chronologically impossible for Eupolis in (or Phrynichus

before him) to have parodied Euripides’version of the legend.

We do,however,have several indications that Eupolis employed. Tragic j
1

parody in more limited ways, and it is evident that he drew’ phrases from ;
■ '4all three grea.t Tragedians. From Aeschylus, for* instance,he has borrowed J

1
all but the last word of Er. 192( cf.Persae 65): •
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7f£nSpo,/<£V yU£V O TT€/kt£ iTToXlS M<KfMK^S ,

Fr. 212 is modelled on another Aeschylean line, Sept. 39 ♦ Borrowings from 

Sophocles are detectable in Frs. 36,205, Austin Fr.98.711 and possibly 

Fr. 514Edm, while in Fr. 244A(ll.l4ff) Eupolis is drawing on Soph. Antigone 

712ff.The speaker in the passage of Eupolis uses the gist of the Tragic 

passage to reinforce an argument. The key structure of the original- is 

retained,but between the first three vords and £K<r<o4tTVt 1*2 the new 

element appropriate to: the situation in Eupolis’ play( H poc'it^Xt-/oi }is , 

inserted. The text requires some supplementation,but it is dear that the 

point is that he who will yidd to arguments is saved,while he who con

tends against them is lost. The texts of Sophodes' original and of Eup

olis’ adaptation are respectively as foliows(Eupolis 244.A Edm is Austin

97l» °p^iS "n^p0) ^£t^A<4f3f5c>is
5£v8f>ur/ V7T£| i<ti |<XSv<vS o)S f 

Tor' £' «vVTiyci ZOVT J «YVT0Trp£^ F J e^noXXuT'Vl , 

cvutcos <>£ v«>,oS o err is gyKpofrq ttoS<v 

T£IV<vS Un£lK£l UTTt/oiS k^TtO

CTTptT/roiS To Ao/rroV ct£Am<vviv' V'W-ri'XXcrA'i.

(Soph. An tig. 7-12 ff)

°P*rS Tt^rpof peiSpoifflV^ OTotV kj£ 

rjv -ns £iKj| -7-0,5 AoyoiS ,

£ S’ ’'svTi'rii V4ov wortpx'juvos °’X£T"vl*
v /©fVvws ox y<vos ...

— cyHO oAdSj^YOpujrT^
(Eup. Fr. 244A. 14f fEdm)

In 1.16 of Ehpolis’ text(Ecim-—1.25 Austin) the papyrus has ^uroTtpu^vos 

oi^£7-<m (”is gone, stem and all”), which—if correct—is a substitution 

for fUTonp£|uv>«\jtoAXvtm in the Sophodean original. Edmonds accepts the ?
3 / .

papyrus text and takes MnwpvpiFos to mam’’rump and all”,but it 

may be doubted whether the word is any more than a slip of copying( so ? 

Austin takes it), for the iTpjoke,if such there be, d- 3
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though it is exactly in the place vhere one would expect it,is strained 

Greek and not very effective comedy. The feeble joke would also be made 

at the expense of the imagery, the tree simi.le being lost and the naut

ical simile incorporated too early.In fact, whether or not one accepts 

cvlrorrpuyxvog ?it must be confessed that Eupolis does not seen to have 

made particularly effective use of the Sophodean similes.Of Eupolis’ 

borrowings from Euripides, Fr.119 is worth quoting here. Eupolis reca.sts 

a passage of Euripides’ ’Medea’ (395"8), where Medea asserts

OU' yc,p T^Y dfc-rroiVorv tytb er£.f&c&

ya**Xi c-Tcy tTovytwv k<vi J^nvfpyoV

£G-ri\s, sptqs
1/s /

y°ri p 60 V ~riS <=a»tccV O|XyuV£J K£°rp.

Eupolis preserves the wording of 1.398 and retains also the first three 1

words of 1. 395^ substituting for Medea’s oath by Hecate an oa.cn by Milt
'S

iades sworn by his victory at Marathon: ‘ "|

ojt y&p t^y M*p°c&£)Yi -njY Ijarjv J^X^y J
X*‘pfc)V T7S <ww'/ Tov'l^ov AXyuva? K£°rp.

3The Tragic borrowing is a neat setting for the old soldier’s threat.Less;; 

effective, to my mind,is Eupolis Fr.IllEdm, which depaids on Eir.Fr.8lON. ,?]

The Euripidean original is -s
I Q c. a f \ 3

pitylcrToV cyp vjV (pV&tS ‘ iO y<yp hi + KoV -4
j v \ ?. 'I \ »\ -n z ' uovd£i$ Tp?.«SwV £ir ^pFpyrov «vV TToT£. i

.•I
Eupolis works the substance of the first words into Aristides’ reply in

.4
the following exchange,in which Aristides further remarks,with a dist~ ;

-g
/ Z 'inction recalling the /Sirens controversy, that , although his nat

ure was principally responsible for his being so just,he took his part 
15

with di readiness in assisting that nature. Eupolis makes an allusion

to Fur. Fr.888N in Fr. 34-2( cf. Ar.Ra. 1400}, and the opening line of F??. 5L4 1$
>1•’Sdrawn either from Sophocles or Euiipides. The line is sen tortious and is-s 

evidently taken as an introduction to some reiaaiks about the susceptibil-j
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ity of assemblies to the powers of persuaslon( cf. the vords of Scbol.

II. 2,333; 'yyugt 51 k'ri TO TT®* k yn o \o v TWCV ).

Austin Fr.92. 35(^OB.13Ectrn} derives from Eur. Fr. 55^N.

There is not a lot of evidence for the use of parody of Tragedy by 

Ph erecrates, but Fr.193 is one instance of his adapting Sophocles for his 

comic purposes, and it is possible that Fr.94, where Aeschylus speaks,is .■ 

based on a Tragic, and presumably therefore Aeschylean,original.. The srm- i 

ilarity of Ar.Pax 749 to Pherecrates’ line makes it possible that both 

were imitating the sane source,uni ess Aristophanes has borrowed direct ; 

from Pherecrates(it is least likely that Pherecrates has adapted words i- 

that Aristophanes used of himself and applied then to Aeschylus).It seams 

very reasonable to conjecture that Pherecr. Fr.145 begins with a Tragic 

quotation, but we have no knowledge of the original. No where does Pherecr—; 

ates detectably borrow from Euripides in his surviving fragm nts.Plato
J

has only minor borrowings from Tragedy now attested( Fr. 202A (Aesch. )$ 

Frs.134. 2,l85c,135( Eur. ) ) and, although he may have used paratragedy in s 

his mythological burlesques,none of his plays on such thones is demonstr

ably a. take off any particular tragedy.He has,however, several plays which 

probably criticised Tragedy and which may weLl have had substantial el—7 

cm eats of parody, like Aristophanes’ ’ Frogs’. For Plato’s comm ait-s on 

Tragedy cf. above( esp.pp.89f and 92). 4

I have deliberately said nothing yet about Cratinus’ use of parody, ; 

for our evidoice points to the conclusion that he was raiher less inter-j 

ested in Tragedy than in the work of ^>ic and iambic poets and other i 

early poetry.He borrow's from Sophocles but once(Fr. 3HF), and his debts i 

to Euripides do; not now appear extensive( Fr. 273 sud. Fr.llA Edm, with 

—dubiously—Fr. 275^).He may have intended parody of the prophecies of 

Io’s wanderings in Aeschylus’ P. V. (Cratin. Frs. 2O6A, 2Q7« 2Q8)in his 

toi and there is some similarity between Cratin. Fr. 55 511 Aeschylus 

Suppl. 234 f f (p erh ap 5 coin ci den tai), but he does not sees to have imitated;]



Aeschylus very often. There is no reason to think that Cratinus’ Hu/ueviS’- kJ
16 il

iS parodied Aeschylus’ tragedy of the same trtle.In Cratinus' VVp*r» 

there were evidoitly para tragic mono di es( cf. Frs. 260 A and .260B),and it J

is possible that Fr. 65 ends with a Tragic quotation or adaptation, in view;!
1of its metre and its resemblance to Eup. 128 A. 8. There is a clear warning j

' 5
here against any supposition that Cratinus altogether neglected parar- 
tragedy,but , taken as a whole,our evidence that Cratinus imitated and J

parodied Homer,Hesiod, Archilochus and other non-tragic poets is more
' 1

striking.His >o^^Swas a burlesque of the events in 0d.lX in the Cyd- Hs
ops’ cave, and most of the longer fragments from that play reflect Homer— J

1
ic language and situations. The full list of references is given in the $

1
summary at the end. of this section,but here I may make a few general 

points. Firstly,it is clear that in general outline some scenes at least k
Z"cannot have been much different from the action in the Odysy^y. Frs.l4o

and 147, for instance, cl early belong to a score where the Cyclops is giv- j
•A

en the wine which will lead to his undoing, and the instruction that theij 

Cyclops should, at once ask his prisoner's name(Fr,146)is a piece of dram-- 

a tic irony in that it depends for its effect on the audience’s familial1- i 

ity with the false name Odysseus gives in the Odyssey and. the conseq

uences of its use by the Cyclops to his fellows after his blinding. Fr, 3

148,if lightly assigned to this play, would seem to show/ that the fellow ;^
/ ‘ J7Cyclopes did indeed come (whether or not they were seen] to find out what:

1
ailed their comrade and did indeed receive the misleading reply of the J

'.it 
?]

deluded Polyphemus that No-one was responsible for his distress. Fr. 143
. a..

is manifestly from the point in the play where the cannibalistic Cyclops-'
W£3

has Odysseus and his companions trapped in his cave and is threatening S
to devour then each in turn. Frs. 1^8,138A and 139 make it apparent that .k

Odysseus and his men altered on a. boat and that their arrival at the a
IF

land of the Cyclopes was the first scene in the play. Fr.137 probably

comes from the point in the drama where -the blinded Cyclops learnt his
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in
tormentor’ s nsme(his true name, that is). Such is Kaibel’ s view, though 

2.0
Norwood thought that the fragment opaied the pi a,y( the chorus Introduo- 

z»
ing itself)—cf.,however,Hephaestion's remarks on Fr.l33.The overall, 

impression is tin.at Cratinus built his burlesque around the kernel of the j
Odyssean treatment of the story and made no startling changes to the plot!

'•I
that we can detect. Th ere i s no sign, for in stance, of such an innovation j 

as his substitution of Dionysus for Paris in the legend of the Judgment 
as treated in his AioYtrc'tvXr^vSpos . OSvcrt/ns cannot be shown to have par—J 

odied the actual words of Od.IX, for none of our fragments is closely 

modelled on Homer’s text. Fr.lj^, however, approximates to Od. 5.277* Probably) 

Cratinus concentrated on burlesque of the situation and events in Od.IX J 

rather than on distorting lines for comic effect.His imitations of Horner^ 

ic style in’OSumjs were probably less direct than that, for the most 

part.He does,nevertheless,have closer parodies of Homer elseahere.In Frv-| 

315 ke has di started 11.14. ?91, viz. J

^ot'XklS‘V KSKXjjff'KOlTC'l 0£o/? ®fvSjf»£S

to •VcrXt<fS<* KIKXnC'Kotrc-1 $£oi > ?£ KUyS^X-/. |

There is a pun on two senses of y®rXKiS .One is the original Homeric sense 
zt, 4

of a kind of birdj the other is di sou ted. Mein eke, Kock. and LSI settle for
■J

the simplest view, that yorAkiS is here made to denote also an obj ect of ‘ 

bronze(cf. ^pyirpis and ),but BergkX3and Edmonds have other sugg

estions. Fr.95 is inspired. by Od. 22. 412, vi z. |

OU^’ acri^i £tt> cvvSpicr/Y' o-G°rl
«}

( cf. Archilochus Fr. 65Diehl J

ov yXp £<r&X\ K.M'O^VCuts'i KfpTo^Vv' f.rr’ <*v5|> £v*»V )
1

and -Cratinus’ version remoulds the thought into iambic trimeter form,
•iwith some adjustments of vo cabul ary. Th e epic flavour is ,however, dist~ 3 

inctly retained: 4>^OV£pcv‘ ^v0pwrr©*S

KT<vyn£vojS £tt ’ /4t.y<r i

Fr.68a is interesting in that it is s. concocted line in Homeric style, -3
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TOV 7Tpo<*•£</>H KpZIL^V Aiopi^S^S, 4

Porphyry, who gives us the fragment, ran arks that Cratinus made fhn of 

Homer for pleonaan in the first four words. Evidoitly Cratinus had a
2

passage of literary criticism of Homer in the context, which included at § 

least this one ps endo-Hom eric concoction. Homer, we must recall, seems to $ 

have bear a character in Ao^oi (cf. Frs. 2 end 6. 3), where there may 

veil have bear imitations of his style.We know from Athen.i5.698c that <j 

th e play from which Fr. 68a derives included at least some parody(k£>^fqTM 1 

—sc. TTorptoS/cvis —Kp*rfi.. .£/ HimjSq-tS ), while Frs. 67, 69 an d
’•'-i

70 attest the literary interest of the play(£vv'tiS<vi } also. Aristophan es XI 

himself is witness( Eg. 5^9) to the popularity of the passages vhich Frs.

69 and 70 began. The former is a parody of Hesiod’ s^HpqV’ ^pLftroTrcJSi A — g 

ov (Theog. 454):Cratinus apostrophises Bribery with the words X

XXtogoi e-vKoTr(Si\s |

The image in Fr.70, T^ktovzs £ViT«vX<v^<to7 v^vuv
■I

derives from Pindar,Py th.3. 113 and N em. 3. 4. We have already seen that Fr. J 

65 may incorporate a Tragic borrowing, and Fr. 67 hints that some interests 

was taker in dithyrsmbic verse in the play. The overall impression is thaj

literary comment and parody were very prominent in and. that '
5

poets of various goires were imitated or commented upon in the course of J

the drama. The title refers to a family of citha.rodes at Athens, which is |
325 c

itself an indication of the chief interest of the play. Bergk suggested $f 

that Fr. 317 may belong to £vVz?S°r\ ,but with insufficient reason. The ’? 

lines parody Hesiod,0]n 299 ff, which is as follows:

n£p<rq35'?ov y/vos, 'S* Xkjwos X

c^rAarj Sg. <r> gy crr^^otvoS |

e<|So»rjjfiihrOV &£ "TtriV 7Ti^tTrAf}crl K'vkiijY.

Cratinus’ text is dubious at the end of the second line. Two different 4

versions have been tran smitted to us, and Bergk and Kock suggest emend- X?
, d

ations of their own.Whatever is read.it seems clear that there must be

read.it
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some allusion to Connus’ proverbial poverty in later life in spite of

his earlier Olympic victories as a flute-player.Exempli gratia I give 

Edmonds* text, which combines the versions of Schol. Ar. Eq. 521 and of the 

Souda: £a-Oii. K<*i trq y^cn-pi SiSou X‘*P,V’> a~£ Ai^-iXs

, Kovv^-s &£ KoXiro-r^o-voS era c£>i\^crq .

In con t ait and style Frs. 240 and 241 imitate works like Hesiod’s ’ Theo— 

gony’. Cratinus is in those fragments giving the ancestry of Pericles/ 

Zeus and Asp asi a/H era. Bo th are givoa a significant personification for j 

a mother.Pericles is a son of Faction(2.rXcris );Aspasia i s a daughter of 

Lust(K<vr«vrrayc<n/VM : for the word in this wider sense than that of sodomy ; 

cf.lys. 776 and 137 j "where adjectival cognates convey the idea of lack of j 

sexual control and lustfulness) .Periles/Zeus is not vscjtaXrjyip/r^s , j 

as in Homer,but p/rrs (a hit at Pericles’ malformed skull), while

Aspasia/Hera is not^owttiS ,like the Homeric Hera,but is a /r«kXXvK^

KU /wms , ano th er ch arg e o f sexi&L dep ravi ty.

Cratinus’ debt to Arch-ilochus in his playmust have been ,i 

oon 1 derabl e, al though only one fragment surviving from that play is an ,'i 

adaptation of what we have of Archilo chus(Fr. 10 is a modi fi cation of 

Archil. Fr.107 Diehl, with a small metrical alteration) .It Is likely,how-ci] 

ever, th at Fr. 6 refers to Archilochus in the words ®<y<s-/<w ct-Xyrjy (with j 

allusion to his part in ‘the colonisation of Thasos and to his mordant i 

lampoons).If the chorus(or semi chorus, it may be) did indeed include the j

old poets, as I have argued above,it is very probable that parody played ,
•4

a substantial part in the comedy. Frs. 6,7 and 8 are all da.ctylic hexametbl
s

x :3ers with some epic flavouring. Fr. 9 is corrupt, but Mein dee sees in it an ;
MJ

Archilochean metre, although his suggested emendation is but one of sev-?1
d

erl(Bergk^sees a Cratinean behind the line). The fragment is too myst- ;
Jerious out of context to permit any confident restoration. There is ev±d--‘ 

ence outside /)p\iAo^oi too of Cratinean debts to Archilochus.Fr.l98( from;

}is one of three passages of Old Comedy based on Archilochus Fr..i 

52 Diehl(Eupolis and Aristophanes also adapt Archilochus’ words for thlij
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purposes). Fr. 27 5^ appears to have its origins in Eur. Fr.1110 Maude, but
25 *1Blass1 view that the lines are wrongly ascribed to Euripides and should 3 

be assigned,on grounds of metre, to Archilochus has considerable credibil

ity. The iambic trimeter folio wed by a h eniepes is weLl attested as a
30 <3

metre of Archilochus’ epodes.If the ascription to Archilochus is correct* 

this is further evidence of Cratinus’ interest in borrowing from that 

poet.In several other fragments Cratinus reflects the metrical patterns 

of Archilochus’ verse. Frs. 212 and 2L2A are the greater Archilochean; the 

longer lines of Frs. 3^, 57 and 58 have the same metre as Fr. 323, where 

Hephaestion points out a difference between Archilochus’ own use of the 

metre and that of later poets such as Cratinus.In Frs. 57 and Cratinus. 

has a Tel esill eion accompanying the longer line;in Fr. 33 a Reizianum.

The longer line, the Archilochean its elf, predominates in Ar. V esp. 1518-37 

and is used continuously in Cratin. Fr. 323« 11 is also used consecutively 2 

in Pap.Oxy. .2743 Fr.8 col.ii(=Austiii Fr. 220.94sq.), which prompts me to 3 

suspect, with Austin, that tire fragmoits of Pap.Oxy..2/43 are not correctly; 

ascribed to Strattis’ Ar,and that they are periraps from some play 

of Cratinus( Austin reason ably guesses zlpcvTr/riSiS because of the mention 

of Lampon loc. cit.,but we can do no more than conjecture on our slight
•a

evidence). All that is in favour of the ascription to Strattis is the

occurrence of a. proverb within the text which is known to have bear used;] 
3»

by Strattis,but a proverb could have appeared in other comedies, and
1

Cratiirus was particularly fond of proverbs. The mention of Lampon, rather
□j

surprising in Strattis,would be entirely at home in a play of Cratinus J

(for the mortion see Austin I.98).Luppe’s suspicion that 11. 59-60 are

traces of Euoolis 92. 32~33Austin(A£u4oi )is not convincing to me, as the
v i

traces are so very slight : ? C-Tp «rrj
? To/ ? /J

' _ / I
Nor in my view does he get sufficient support from 11.123 ff( where he 

sees a joke against the dead men brought back to life in tire word . |

a' .‘1



<=Ke£>X>-jK£c( ’’vorrns”) and connects the sacrificial context with Rip.92- 41ff 

Austin) to make us think of Eupolis rather than Cratinus as the author, 

but tiiere is,of course,no certainty here in the ascription,only conj ect- 

ure.In view of his use of Archilocheans(predominantly)in Vesp.loc. dt., 

Aristophanes himself might be another candidate for the author of the 

piece.lt may be worth recording here that I had already formed a suspic

ion tii at the fragments were from a play of Cratinus before I discovered G 

that Austin had. similarly favoured that poet as the author. We have a 

little evidence that Eupolis could sometimes imitate Archilochus too, but 

Cratinus’ debt to Archilochus is particularly con spi cuou s. In Fr.128 Crab- 

.inus adapts another early poet, Solon( Fr.8. 5 hi ehl; EL.& Iamb.i. 124.), re

casting Solon’s line

VfAiccV yMfcV /k'vwtciS 4Awrrg.Kos

in tiie form 4X<Lrrrj<£, StopoSob-EJTai „.

In his play kX^o/^o-uCratinus apparently made much of parodying rid

dles in hexameter verse.One such is Fr.87.

It may be that Cratinus’ attrition to the non-tragic and ’early’ 1 

poets was to some extai b a reflection of the goieral preference of the 

Comedy of his time,but our evidence is not sufficiently dear for us to i 

dedde this with confidoice.lt is true that there is little sign that 

Hennippus, for in stance, had much interest in parody of Tragedy, whereas he 

has left tvD hexameter catalogues(Frs. 63 and 8.2)in epic style,but Old 

Comedians as late as Metagoies (cf.Frs.4,17 andl8) and Theopompus( Fr. jQ)* 

imitate or adapt epic language, and Pherecratss recalls Hom er( Fr.149), 

Hedod(l5? and 153) and the Theognidea(l53)ir* his X^tp^v , a play late 

enough to speak of the musical standards of Cinesias and Timo then s( Fr. F 

I45).Five titles of the Comic poets Metagenes, Theopompus, Diod es and 

Plato raise the possibility of parody of Homer or of epic in g 01 oral. My 

own suspidon is that there was something of a resurgence of interest .in 

the parody and burlesque of Homer in toe last years of Old. Comedy(or

177
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piece.lt
confidoice.lt


early Middle Comedy} after its comparative neglect by Eupolis and Arist

ophanes.

Plato in Fr.173 purports to quote Philoxenus(o f Leucas). Someone(Pha- 

on?)is seeking to discover the aphrodisiac qualities of various food

stuffs and describes a book in his hand as 7

4*1 Ao£> fvoa -riS o4r«vp7-v<r/«=>r

This ’’cookery-book” is taken by Athenaeus (i.5b)to be the of

Philo xenus, but our remains of that rork are in lyric verse,uhereas Plato’, 

extracts,if such they be, are in dactylic hexameters. There is also a cons

iderable discrepancy between the style and also the standpoint of the 

fragments which we possess of AtTavov and the lines which Plato purports'^ 

to quote in Fr.173* in our fragments gives the impression of hav

ing bean a narrative po cm, and no t the didactic work that Plato seems to 7- 

imply.Probably Plato has not attenpted a dose parody of Philo xenus, but 

simply uses his name because of the culinary associations of his 

and attaches to it a parody of didactic verse vaguely on trie sort of

culinary subject with which Ae?7tv©/ dealt. There is probably no attempt 1 
* M

to reproduce Philo xenus’ styl e(or metre)or to reconcile Plato’s didactic’; 

verse with the narrative AcTttvov .in fact, the description of tine book as S 

et’iX<»^,fv'ov -ns j>Tu<ner is probably best taken as an indi.ca.tion ‘chat

Plato is producing not a parody of Aritrvov' but a free version of an im~ i 

aginary ’’Philo xenic” oook ery-book, cast, as befits such a. wo di of instruct

ion, in to the didactic style and metre.
■

We have some interesting indications of lyric parody in Eupoli s. Th ere 

seen s-to have been such in Aiy*$ (cf. Frsll and 7 especially, wi tin 3> 4 and k; 

Austin 237), where a sophist-musician was a central character and gave 

instruction to an ignorant rustic. Fr. 293 points to tine presence of a 

lyrist in XpiAmfV ( c,f. also tine rhapsode in Fr. 29 4), v.hil e in Austin,?

96(npocrnvXT-/o< )we have a mention of ortfXrjTM in tine comm on to ry( 1.116} 

preceded by what appear to be lyric quotations from tine text of Eupolis •>

178
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in 11.106 and 113ff. Fr. 3Z3(P^ay unknown) is of particular interest in

that it asks whether a person wi shes to hear the old or modem style of

6oS>j.The reply is that both shall be delivered and the listener will then

give his verdict on the styles.We should peitsps compare the passage in 
34*Nu. where Strep si ades tells how his son and he fell out over a recital of 

"old” or ’’new” poets, where Simonides and Aeschylus represent the old. 

style, and Euripides the new. Whether it is Tragedy or lyric poetry with 

which Eupolis is concerned in Fr. ]P3(or a mixture of both, as in Nujis not 

apparent,but there was evidently parody of musical styles(and criticism 

of then)in context.

Our chief conclusions, then, about the use of literary parody in the •? 

comedies of 'the Old Comedians other than Aristophanes are these: that 

Strattis has left the best evidence for large-scale burlesque of Tragedy 

and may be suspected to have made paratrsgedy a prominent feature of sev

eral of his plays( while in he may well have included some par—

ody of lyric verse}; that Eupolis had no play which was predominantly a 

burlesque of Tragedy, as far as our indications go, although there may have 

been a paratragic scene in his MtpixZs and we have some indications that/ 

lyric parody was found in certain of his plays(perhaps Tragic lyric in -5 

some cases,but we do not know); that Eupolis nevertheless used limited 

borrowings from all three great Tragedians and occasionally from some J 

other literary predecessors, such as Archilo chu s, whil e Cratinus,by cent- 

rast, seems to have dram more from epic and. other non-tragic sources and; 

seems to have paid considerable attention to Archilo chu s, though he did 

draw sometimes on Tragedy as well.

References:

Epi c: ( a} Hom er

Cratinus: Fr.9b( cf.Od. xxll. 412} ; Fr. 13?( approximates to Qd. 5* 277) » Er. -5 

3L 5( 11.14. 291} J Fr. 68 a is a oon co cted line, using Homeric fbimulae

the coinage <v^pjuoyxXio$ (Fr. 323} is inspired, by Qd. xvn.ii.163 ; 3

•
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burlesqued the eucounter with Polyphemus: there are elements of Homeric 

language in Frs.142,143,148,149,150 J cf. slso Frs.l'/l,220,5^4, poss. ^2; 

with Fr.l cf.Od. xi.136, xix. 368 and also Pi.N.7-99. (Cf. also Frs. 2 & 6} 

Eupolis: ef.l59.il(e<k\v$t$ <*\Xo£ } and 1&L( gfXfrroSsS : cf.Il.

6.424 for the epithet of cattle, and cf.Hsch. ( s. v. yav . £pX . )for the sense 

when applied to worn m (v, Macr eon 94 Page).

Ph erecrates: Fr. 149 ( cf. II. 9 . 270).

Plato: cf. Fr.l73» 6( cf.Il.9*97—vaguely-—but Plato purports to be quoting j 

Philo xmus).

Tetedides: Fr. 66(T£f>rroTf )paxodies v-gpui Kt fcyvv'oS ? t

Henoippus: 63(liue 1=11. 2. 484, and there are several other Homeric phrases) 

Metagenes: Fr.l7( of* II. I. 586 and 1. Si) ; Fr. 18 ( cf. Il. xii. 243); 4 adapts a,? 

Homeric phrase(in a catalogue context).

Theop.: 30 ( cf. the Homeric simile).

Plays which may,on the evidence of their titles,have included subst-;

antial burlesque of Homer are(in addition to Cratinus’ ',OBv<rc-z|S ].

CaLlias’ kA tones ,Diodes’ ^i’KA^rres ,Metagenes’ rier^r^i' ,

Theopompus’ vcrtrivS and n^v^Acrrq ,Plato’s MtveAtiOS (??) ,Nicophon’ 
and Theop.’s .
(b) Hesiod

Cratinus: 69( cf. Theog. 454) ; 317( cf. Op. 299f)J 240 and 241 imitate in oon4j

tent and style works like Hesiod’s Theog. ;l69( as also Eup. 289) draws on d
1

proverbial notion first attested In Hesiod's ’Marriage of Ceyx’,if Schn- j 

eidewin's Qnondation( ap.Bergk, Comm.p. 440)of^Hc-ASoS for ‘Hp^KXs-iros be accR 

epted. Cf. also Cratin. 2 for interest in Hesiod.. It is possible that all-^j
M

udve animal and other names and epithets in Cratin.94(and perilaps 77) ?j
, / > I

and Plato 246a are meant to recall Hesiodic periphrases( as Op. 524, 571), o 

but such allusive descriptions were not solely associated with Hesiod.

Cf. Bergk, Comm, p. 121. if

Eupolis: cf. 289(v. on Cratinus above).

Ph erecrates: Fr. 152 is H esio di c\ Great Ko ea e? I, and, as it contains no hum—-j

•;3
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orous eLements( these appear in Fr. 153 later in the same con text), it may 

be an undoctored citation or a ‘straight’ imitation of Hesiodic style; 

Athenaeis says that the whole of Fr.153 is parodic of the

ascribed to Hesiod,but the resemblance must be in content ra.ther than in/ 

phraseology, and the passage contains a quotation from the Theognidea. 

TeLedides: cf. th e ti tL e 74 on oSo i . .

(c) Vaguer imitations of epic and didactic style:

Hernipp.82 (the wine catalogue) ; Plato 189 (a drinking feat)—cf. also
z ’

on Philo xenus of Leucas ; Eupoli s 350 (Tq ... ); Pherecr. 239 (?—

Metsgoaes 4( apptly. from an epic-style catalogue con text) ;poss. Hi co chares 

19A(<xyw»Gp^?v' , an epic and Ionic foim).Cf. also such hexameter lines as 

Cratin. 6,7j8( see below for pa.rar-orscular lines).

Tragedy (a) Aeschylus

Cratinus: Frs. 206A, .207 and .208 may well be inspired by the description 

of Io’s wanderings in P. V.; Fr. 55 may owe something to Suppl.234.

Eupoli 192( cf. Persae 65) j 2L.2( cf. Septan 3?) •

Pl a to: .202A ( =Persae 10 40) Strattis: 18 (b eginnin g of A. Fr. 1324 ).d
' '1Theop.17 and Polya. 2 may be inspired by the narration of Io*s wanderings!

in P.V.

It is possible that Pherecr(like Pax 749)is following some Aeschylean or
’ -j

iginal in Fr.94(Aeschylus speaks).

(b) Sophocles 1
Cratinus: 341F Eupoli s: 36. 2( aids with words from S. 80414); .205. 2( cf. j

't
0. T. 629) ; 244A.14ff( cf. An tig. 712ff); cf. Austin 98.7ffj jl4.1 may have a . 

Tragic antecedent in Eur. 3234 or in Soph.134). /

Pherecr.: 193( cf. El ectra 86). Philoni des: 7( cf* S. Er. 7424)

Strattis:poss. 15 owes something to EL. 6( dubiou s). a

-•3
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(o) Euripides 3
j

Cratinus: 273( cf. E. Fr. 664N); cf. ?75B( cf. E. Fr.lllON, lines suspected by 

Blass to be from Archilochus in fact, which is very plausible on metric-p

al grounds—and because of the imitation in Cratinus itself) ;11A Edm(l
. 35 3

Dan./may indicate a borrowing from E. Fr. 4.73^» xl

Eupolis: 119. 2 Edm( = Medea ^8)j122C.,3 Edm( =E. Fr. 907N);HOB. 13Edm( Austin' ? 

92. 39—cf. E. Fr. 558N>jlll. 2Edm( cf. E. Fr.8lON) jperh. 3L4.l( Tragic antecedent 

in either E. 323J or S.ljN) 5 342( cf. E. Fr.888N).

Plato: 134. 2( cf. E. Fr.88^);135(poss. cf. E. 727W);l85c( cf.Orestes lObposs. J
• §

166. 3 takes off Euripides’ fondness for oxymoron?—cf. Ach. 396ff.

Phrynl chus: 46( said to parody Soph, or Ear.—Fr. 62J!J). .1

Archippus: 456 has its origins in E. Fr.l70N(or Aesch,.l6lN). ,?

Stratti s: 45.l(=Pho ari ssae 460); 46( cf.Pho or. 546); 60( cf.Orestes 279);Austir

74.12( opening words of E. ’ .3 ’Hypsipyle’, Fr. 752J}> 66 is perhaps intended^
1

as a parody of Ear.’s lyric style ; 48a is prob, an indication that 

there was much paratragedy( esp. of Ear.’s own Phooiissae).in Strattis’

( cf. Frs. 45 snd 46 Strattis}.

Metagenes: Fr. 10 includes a phrase from E. Et. Z87«

Theop: 34 seams to quote Eur. (with a substitution}—cf. E. Fr.894N. 

Sannyrron: 8.5( Orestes 279, wi th H eg elo chu s’ slip}.

Alcaeus: 19( cf.Orestes 866 and 871}.

Both Phrynichus and Eupolis seem to have burlesqued the Andromeda 

1 egaid( cf.Nu. 555f)« as Cratinus prob, did too,in }but Eur.’s
/ 'r^

BvSpopisS'v dates too late to be the target of parody in any of these |]
|1

three passages. Plato’s may have burlesqued the Andromeda

1 egend( Fr. 56—cf. Amipsias 8}late enough to parody Euripides’ treatment

of it, as Ar. does in Thesm.

Minor Tragedians

Philo d es: c f. Tel ed.id, .29 (Philo cl es 4N}, in di eating th at T el edi d. ei th er-1

p aro di ed o r comm or ted upon Philo cl es.‘17
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Spintharas; the title of Strattis1 ZtuTwpoS rtopjKoo/xfvoS may owe some

thing to Spintharas’ title cHFU/>//< *0^ <£✓£$, but xdth what signif

icance we do not know.

( e) Tragic Adespota.( references as recorded in Nauck)

Eupolisi 116(156n)—Meineke^guessed the second line to be a parody of 

Euripides,but there is evidence only that the line may be paratragic 

(the prosody of Tzk^ is Tragic);123a.8Edm aids as Cratinus 65(with 

Tragic metre), in di eating that either Eupolis is imitating grand style in 

Cratinus or else both poets draw on a common source in Tragedy(not in 

Nauck); 244A. 21Edm has a strong resemblance to Ar.Ach.lo2 and either 

borrows from Aristophanes or from some oommon(?Tragic?) source,one would4 

suspect(esp. if Goossms' restoration be correct—hut cf.Austln adloc.,* 

viz.97*?P)—not in Naudc.

Tel eelid. 35 possibly had a Tragic antecedent(or just high style?)—not 

in Nauck.

Ph erecrates: 145 prob, begins vith a. Tragic quotation (not in Nauck). 

Strattis: 41 ( 5&LN). The first line is perhaps a Tragic quotationxMelneke 

suspected it to derive from Soph.’s ’ Troilus’(the fragment is from Str- 

attis’ ’Troilus’).

Ni co ch ares: Er. 1A seons to be para tragi c( cf. diction, and scansion of 1. 3)~ 

not in Nauck.

Plays with the names of Tragic actors for their titles may well have 

ha.d elements of Tragic language and parody.Plays including literary

critlcicm of Tragedy must presumably have had similar elements of Tragic
3

language and parody in most cases. See above (in’Ridicule and Criticism’), 

for a. list of such plays. Some mythological burlesques may have parodied 

Tragic antecedents(in most cases we have no way of telling whether they 4,- 

did or not,but cf. Strattis’ <£'o*v7<rtf'n? ).Cf. also Alcaeus’
V. / .T p ©rycjj pic< ,'
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( $ Vaguer Para.tragedy

Spin til er’s address to the cup in Theop. 32 is a paratragic touch(cf. Ar. 

Eccl. ad init.). The following fragments may also be thought to be e.sp- 

ecially likely to be seeking a vaguely Tragic tone in their phraseology 

or vocabulary:

Cratinus: 359 Pherecr.: 63 Theop.: 25 Philyll.: 4 Sann.: 4 

Alcaeus: 14 Nico chares: 2 Henio chu s:l ..

$
Com edy

Some passages where Old Comedians have phrases found elsewhere in Old f; 

Comedy may owe their verbal resemblance to both poets’ imitation of a 

common source. A case in point is ©up. Fr. 36 and Ar.Plutus 541,both irnit- 

at ing Sopho cl es. Sometimes a Comic poet e:xplieitly quotes words from an—' 

other Comedian (as Ar. F.q. 529 or Cratinus Fr. 324a), and sometimes there app

ear to be unacknowledged bo ravings-direct from an earlier Comedian (Heim- 

ippus 28 seems to have been the source of Plato 190).Cases ’.here a comm

on source is known are omitted from the list below, and some instances 

where a common source is suspected are likewise given under the possible^ 

common original.

Cratinus: 324a. affects to quote Ecphantides(but the words include a phrase 

of the lyric poet Pratinas—q. v.} ; Fr. 290 and Ar. Fr. 359 have either a j 

common source,or el se one Comic poet imitates the other. ;

Eupolis: Fr.98.5 and Ar. Fr. 58OA have very similar wording and imagery ;
J

146b. 2 and Ar. Fr. 67-2 both aid in the same phrase ; Fr.l80..2 is the same]

line as Pherecr. Fr.l63 J 193 seems deliberately to drawr on Ar. Eq.l88( cf. j
. .. i

Ar.'s claim in Nu. 553f that Eupolis recast his Eq. to compose ) ^4

Ehp. Fr.92. 48 Austin (128A.8 Edm)appears to have the same line as Crating■io
/" / _ V •-SiFr. common source?}. . by

-J
Pherecr.: v. on Eupolis for Fr.l63* With Fr.185 cf. Ar. Fr. 253-

'lPlato: ( cf. Bergk, Comm, p. 420 f for Plato’s debts to o ther Comedians) 5^*2 j 

is the same line as Araipsias 8(poss. with alteration of case); 190 seems;
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to be modelled on Ileimipp. 28,or possibly vice-versa. ; Fr. 19x=Ar.Fr.l86 

( cf. Clea. Al ex. Sir. 7. 752, where it is said, that Plato and Ar. plagiarised: 

"eachother",in ’'Daedalus" in Ar.’s case and apptly. also in Plato's: this 

strange statanent seems to mean that the same lines were found in the 

"Daedalus" of both poets}.

Heimippus: v. on Pl a.to fo r Fr. 33.

Strattis: 22 is reminiscant of Cratin. 19 3( common source?}.

1 ambi c, EL egiac and Lyii c Po ets •

(a) Archilochus

Cratinus: 10 mo di £L e s( wi th a m etri cal adj u s tm an t) Archil. Fr. 10 "/Di ehl ;

198 is based on Archil. Fr. 52 Diehl ; 275B is pwb. adapted from Archil. 

Fr.84 Di ehl, though the apparent original is explicitly ascribed to Eur. 

(Fr.lllON)—cf. the metre ; Frs, 33,323, the longer lines of 57 & 58,212,

2L2A Edm and poss.9( cf. Meineke) reflect Archilochus’ metres. Cf. the
». 7

play /Ipy^o/ai and also Frs. 131 and peih. 199-1 • Cratin.95, though deriv 

ing from Homer,is similar also to Archil Fr. 65 Di.ehl.

Eupolis:357-1 is based on Archil. Fr. 52 Diehl; Austin Fr.95-23? seams to

indicate a remini seance of Archilochus:

J SlV * Tr%-f>*V To 'A U of —Ao^£ioV

236 has the same metre as Cratin.10 ; 13? has a run of Archilocheans.

Ph erecrates: 65 is part of a greater Archilo ch ean.

Strattis( ? ?): Au stin Fr. 223.94sq. has a run of Archilocheans. The fragment 

is tentatively ascribed to Strattis, but I have argued abovethat Austin ;) 

may well be right to suggest Cratinus as author.
- ejtlejf’, I.3ZSM-

The adespoton which is CCC1II Meineke( vol.iv p.674}d-s modelled on

Archil. Fr. 70 Diehl. Bergk(Comm. p. 11 ff} guessed that Cratinus’

was the comedy flora which the lines derived, but ill ere is no positive 

evidence, although,on chronological grounds, the lines are likely to have •• 

been, written by someone of Cratinus’ gaieration(Metiochus was a friend / 

of Pericles).
j
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(b) Pindar

Cratin.70 has the same image as Pi. Nem.III 4.

(c) Alan an

Cratin. 352 uses the same proverb as Alan an Fr.l24(PMG) ,if the transmitt

ed text of Aleman be correct.

(d) Solon

Cratin.128 adapts Solon 8.5 Diehl(El.. & I cmb. i. 124). Solon was a charact- — - * ;

er in Cratinus’ Xtiptov£S , but his verses may not have been parodied. '
•>]

(o) Pratinas
3

Ecph an tides 3 has a phrase of Pratinas(PMG 708.I5). Ecphan tid. 3 is itself i
id■

a quo tation in Cratin. 324a.

(f) the Theognidea

Pherecr. 153.8-9 quotes(with a slight variation) Theogn. 467 and part of 33

469. The lines are thought co be by Evenus: Ph erecr. refers to them as

1
(g) Philo xenus of Leucas i|

V > / '-1
Plato 173 parodies a K«r!v»j ... o^'vprver^ of Philo xenus, thought by Athen 

1.5b to be Philo xenus’ Aeinvov (wrongly?). i

(h) Lamp redes ij
Phrynichus 72( cf. PMG 735) I

(i) Hipponax. d
■•d

perh. cf. Eup.74 (metre)

(j) Sappho |

cf. Ainipsias’
I

(k) Cine si as

cf. Strattis’ Kiv’^af^s . |

Vaguer lyric and musical parodies:

Cf. esp. Eup. 293* 294, 333ill( wi th Austin 237), Austin 96.1O6ff and ib.ll3-ff>

Pl ato 10 (?); Cratinu s’ £~Jm •
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Non-At,tic Characters, (Parody of Dialect}

There is defini te evidonce for the appearance of non-Attic charact

ers ^peaking appropriate dialects outside Aristophanes in Old Comedy. 

Clear instances are Cleophon’ s mother in Plato’s (Fr. 60),some

Spartan or Spartans in Epilycus’ kto^AnrKoS (Fr. 3), some Dorian in Phil- .$ 

yllius’ flo\us (Fr. 11), some Aeoli o-speaking character in Strattis’

n<nr*x*vk$ (Fr.28).Itis extremely likely that Dorian-speak ers 

appeared in Edpolis’ Zr/Aro-rxs (ef.Frs.lj8 and 140), and it seans probable 

that a Dorie~speaking doctor figured in a play of Crates( Fr. 41), that • 

there was at least one Dorio-speaker in Apollophanes’ /<py-r£$ (Fr. 6), 

and that some Ionian character^ Protagoras?) figured in Eupolis’ KoAvkcS 

( cf. Fr. 170, where Pollux says that Eupolis was Ioni ci zing). Aristophanes 

has characters to parallel all of these to some extent,but (i)he has no i 

instance of a character speaking barbarisms in order to imply that some I 

leading political figure related, to the barbarizing speaker was of for—J 

eign extraction, (ii)he has no Dorio-speaking doctor, (iii)he has no Ion— ) 

ian character definitely attested. The first technique, that of repres- 

anting the parent of some demagogue as a foreigner unable to speak corr-j 

ect Attic Greek was exploited by Plato in his k\to^JSv( v. Fr. 60), prob ably- 

by Hermippus in his ’Apt-otj-ZjA^Ss-S (with Hyperbolus’ mothencf.Frs.il & 12) 

and possibly,we may suspect,in other such plays,as Eupolis’ 1

(where the drunken old woman of Hu. 555f is Hyperbolus’ mother, according J 

to Schol. Ar. ad loc.). The technique is a more vivid development of a 

simple verbal allegation -that the deaagogue was not of true Attic deso- 

ent.In Fr.l65 Plato explicitly cites some of the slips in his Attic C-r— 

eek that he claims that some politician (Hyperbolus?} has made. The techn-) 

ique is somewhat heavy-handed,but is comparable to the explicit listing

of Theban words and their Attic equivalents in Strattis 47, and in his /
i.

mockery of Arrius(Catull.84) Catullus uses a similar technique. Continu

ous and. substantial examples of Doric Greek in Attic Old Comedy outside.'),

\4
... . ...... ... .Js

mothencf.Frs.il
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Aristophanes are not found, the best example available being Epilycus 

Fr. 3, which is bat four lines. The evidaice of titLes,however, suggests 

that in several plays there mast have been a considerable aLena.it of 

non-Attic Greek.Our evidence suggests that most of the Old Comedians 

must have beai vailing to exploit the potential of non-Attic speakers, 

although there is no certain indication that Cratinus, for example,had 

any Do lie-speakers ever in his Ao>K<^v£.s(a title which Bergk^and Mein eke' 

thought dubious).One must add that even the presence of a non-Attic 

word or line among our fragments is not on its own a certain in di cation J2 

of the presence of a non-Attic character in the play, as Ar.Pax 47f and 

214 and Ar. Fr. 5^3, r instance, wam us,but it is usually the case tha^ 

a non-Attic line or phrase in our extant plays of Aristophanes belongs a 

to a non-Attic character, and the sense of the line can assist one's 

conviction in dealing vith a fragment. There is the possibility in some 

cases that a word or phrase in a non-Attic dialect was part of a liter—.;;

ary quotation or panody.Of the barbarian policeman in Aristophanes’
-’ Thesmophariazusae’ there is no trace in his rivals. h

Referai cess

C ra.tinu s: pi ays which may have included non-Attic characters are A**^*^: 

©pJttm (?), nXovroi ( cf.lo4) (?}, (??},V)p)(,/Aoxkc,i (??)• 733 and
hl404 have non-Attic words.

Eupolis:13 8 and 140( from 'Helots’)are Doric; 435 and 444 are Doric forms.

315 has an Ionic form, 426 has a non-Attic(Ionic,Doric and Arcadian) per—J

\ z - ‘feet of A<vli/^ya> .In 2oO a ci th anode is addressed as 'Sicilian' and i
' ■

’Peloponnesian’, suggesting that if he spoke he would use Doric Greek. 1
3

Pollux speaks of Eupolis 'loni casing' in KoAvkxS :Protagoras’ presoice 7$

in the play may have given rise to the lonicisms. Cf. the titles

and (Ionian cities' presence in the chorus involved lonici sms??), j

as weLl as £1 Xcorss .

Pherecra.tes:.cf. the titles HffAi (if any real 'Persians’ were involved)^

aLena.it
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and Hcto/xoi .

Plato: In KXso^wv Plato made that politician’s mother speak in ba.rbar™ 

isms(Fr. 60). (in Fr.l68 Hyperbolus’(?)1 apses from Attic Greek are recorded 

and in Fr. 234 the hapax for 4c-k^s is probably a barbarian). Cf, the 

titles Aixtcvss noi^f >c£XX^s A/^eroi (?),poss.

(if an ’international.’ play-—but the signif. of the title is dubious). 

Chionides: cf. the title Ttocirpoi .

M agnes: cf. AuSai Crates: Fr. 43. parodies the Doric Greek of doct-

ors.Cf. titles (?). C alii as: title A’yirrr-rioS

Teleclides: cf. titles or ?JGtvi (?)/H^/oSoi (?).Frs.57,

60 an d( parti ally) 5^ have Doric forms,hut with what significance is un

known. Hennlppus: barbarisms in 11 & 12(Hyperbolus’ mothei?};96 has 

Sicilian associations. Canthaius: poss. cf. titl e (if an

’international’ play) Amipsias: cf. title 2<*rr£w> (?) jisi stonymus: 

cf. Fr.9(Boeotian) Archlppus(or Aristophanes):poss. cf. /Vy<roi ,

Strattis:Fr. “£> (from M*ke8ov£S ncyvc-vvirS }apparently indicates a 

non~Attic sp eak er. (Fr. 47 upbraids the Thebans for not using correct Att

ic vocabulary, citing examples). Metagenes: ( ©ou^iorra^ccvi is prob, not 

relevant here). Theopompus: cf. title MjjSoS Phil yllius:

Fr. 11, though textually doubtful,!s clearly in Doric Greek and spoken by 4 

a Doric character^ from FloXtiS ). panetrius:perh. cf. £(i<s.\'i°r z

Apollophan es: Fr. 6 is Doiic( from Kp^rzs ) Nico chares: cf. titles 
-

and AwMS .19A has an epic and Ionic form(literavy or dialect parody^

Some mythological burlesques may have included non-Attlc characters,; 

but there is no evidence to suggest that they did. Some ’ women’ and 

’peace’ plays may have been ’international’.

Parody of Ritual

Although a good many plays may well have included ritual parody,in 4
"3

comparatively few cases do we have firm evidence that any represen tat- i
-
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ion of ritual acts figured in a comedy of sny of Aristophanes’ rivals. ’< 

We may strongly suspect that a. sacrifice or libation was included in the ! 

action of many plays,but the nearest approach we have to a dear indio- 7 

ation that ritual acts associated vith sacrifice were visible in any 

particular play is Hermipp. 53( from ?},viz. :

cop* yvti'rT’eiV’ £7?i vo7s ftpoxs K®h TqV TTtp tOt/c'O'vi

iTfpi Ocr<)>uVr

Cratin. 2?1 probahly implies that a libation followed, virile Teledid. 33 -■? 

is probably spoken to Hermes in the course of a sacri fice( always pro vid-7 

ed that the words are not reported in the play, as the everts in the Tsupp

le of Asdepius are in tire Plutus of Aristophanes). Theop. 70 seems to imp! 

that a sacrifice is supposed to be taking place in the stage-building, 

out of sight of the au di ence. Cratinus 21 probably reveals that the imp— ! 

edimenta of sacrifice were visible(in ^ovcmpis ),but the condusion is I 

not certain. Eup. 1.28 A( Austin Fr.92.dsq.) seens to in dude instructions 

for the preparation of a sacrificial feast,but the actual processes of J 

preparation do not appear to have beer visible. In Austin .220 (dubiously 

ascribed to Stratti s), th ere is apparently some talk of a sacri fi dal 

feast al so( cf.lines 125 f f, 1591( mention of Thyestes?),171,179)«

Of plays vhich are especially likely to have made much of ritual, 

the most interesting is Eupolis’ .Mdneke(l pp. 119-126) gives 7

most of our external evidence for the contait of the play, from which we -I
S

gather that the ” were devotees of the Thrad an goddess Cot- S?

ytto,and that the drama was aimed at Aid bi ades, who was alleged later to.|
$

have dipped Eupolis in the sea for the dipping which the poet had givoi w! 

Aldbiades in the theatre.One may tentatively infer from this dubious 

tale that Aldbiades was ’’initiated by immersion” in Eupolis’ playfso -7
’ S3

Edmonds deduces,p. 33^) • The scholium to Juvenal 2.9-1 is our p ran dp al

source for the action of the play.Its text is as follows:Baptae titulus '

libri,quo impudid describuntur ab EUpolide,qui indudt viros Athaiiens- j
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es ad imitation em feminaruai saltantes lassare psal trism( "the ’Dippers’ 

is the title of a work in which shameless men are described by Eupolis, 

who makes Athenian men,leaping in dances in imitation of woman, weary a 

lyre-girl”}. The phrase "lassare psal tri am” seeus to balance "lassare 

Cotytto" in the text of Juvenal on which the scholiast is commenting, 

and it seems to follow that tie lyre-girl was playing the part of Cotytto 

in some travesty of the religious rites associated vith that goddess(so 

Edmonds very reasonably infers,loc. cit. ).0f our fragments of the play Fr. 

77 accords weLl with the dance "ad irai tation en foninarura", as its descr

iption of musical and dancing skill is so worded as to suggest sexual
44

versatility( as a catamite) also. Frs. 76A and 76b indicate that musical acc- 

orapaniment earned mention in the play. 76A in fact addresses a girl who 

is to play a dithyrambic prelude on the fLuteiher presaice is interesting 

in view of the role which the Schol.Juv. gives to the lyre-girl. Frs.85 

and 86 hint,but do not indisputably prove, that cottabus was played in the 

drama, which would be quite in keeping with the mood and setting of the 

play as so far deduced. Fr. 68 is a further confirmation of the impression 

that debauched merry-making was to the fore .in , for someone is

described as wearing a ga.fiand , even though he had had no lunch,no mors

el to eat. The person was evidently looking forward to the evening revel £ 

and planned an early start to i t( cf. Ph erecr. Frs. 2 and. 29). Fr. 8 4 is an 

ecstatic cry, while 72 and 87 indications that magic was prominent 

in the play. The relationship of the/SXtttm to the prosecution of Alo- 

ibiades for his travesty of the ELeusinian Mysteries is a pro bl em.Mein eke

(I pi24-ff) concludes that the play was produced in 415 before the scandal’
S:

became public, and. that Eupolis did not,indeed could not, direct his pla.y 

against the profanation of the ELej.sin.isn Mysteri es, but was concerned 7 

only to ridicule Alcibiades and his circle and the cult of Cotytto, which; 

he apparently thought contemptible and depraved. Mein eke rejects the theo.r 

ry of Buttmanr?, revived. by NorwoodJ7that Eupolis recast the travesty of the
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ELeusinian Mysteries as a travesty of the rites of Cotytto because of ,-h 

the greater suitability of the latter to ridicule on the Comic stage. 1

The theory involves one in chronological difficulties if one takes the . 

date as 415( see Mein eke I p.l25),but one cannot deny that Mein dee’s alt- 

emative assumes an uneasy degree of coincidence, uni ess Alcibia.des was 1 

notorious already as the sort of man who might convincingly be portrayed 

as sharing in drunk aa parodies of religious rites. Whatever the historic- ; 

al truth, and X am rather inclined to favour Mein dee’s view,it is at
3

least dear that a large part of 'the play must have been devoted to par-;^ 

ody of ritual. Fr. 333 long been suspected to be another fragmeit of 

<6«4Trr<s-i and may weLl be so,in which case some ceremony of dipping gam- 3 

aits seems to be revealed. • ;■

Four plays of Cratinus may conceivably have had danoits of ritual 1, 

parody.lt is likely that the opportunity to make something of the rit~ f 

ual associated with -the descent to the cave of Trophonius( cf. Nu. 5^5^ r
I

and the long description in Pausanias 9 • 29 • 2sq.) in the oomed^ of that 

title would not be missed(the same goes for Cephisodorus’ Tp©£c/>v,oS ) d 

and the legend. of Busiris(for which see Apollod. 2. 5-11) and Fr. 21 would ! 

lead one to suppose that the question of human sacrifice was an etLemoit^ 

of Cratinus’ &oucr£ipiS and. tiiat some parody of sacrificial procedure

m ay have been incorporated in the play. There is a weak hint in Frs.Sl

and 83 that touched to some degree upon the cult of the Thracian ;
4PBendis, and. the title assists the view that the play was to a large ex-3}

tent concerned vith that cult,but we have no firm evidence for what Crat-
*1inus may have said of the cult and there is no positive indication that'^

ritual parody va.s involved in the action. As for the ,it is poss--
i

ible to suspect tiiat the play was concerned in some way with the pur- '

i fi cation of DeLos(niod.l2. Thue. 3«I°4), but there is really nothing
•-;3

to support the conjecture save the title.Frs.30 arid 32 <k> reveal that ■ 

there was at least some mention of processions or of a procession in the'! 

text, but that is not any firm indication that any visible procession or^
* -5

parody.lt
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So
other ritual act was portrayed in the course of the drema.Our best evid

ence outside Aristophanes for any such visible parody of a procession is 

Nicophon Fr. 6 Edm(l6K}, where someone is asked to move away from the 

chair-bearer, suggesting that some procession or similar event at least 

comparable to the Panathenaic procession was in progress in the play, 

unless the lines are part of a narration.I give Edmonds’ snended text, 

exempli gratia:

v'v,cr^5°r our oAiyov Y”£

<VTTo <$j£y©<£opoir • \{5r)0'TXo$ £1 kocrj^ioS .

In Cratinus’ X^/p^ovgS there seems to have been some donent of ritual 

parody. As Solon seems to have made ar appearance in the play( cf. Fr. 223), 

it has been thought that the ritual was concerned with the conjuring up t 

of the ghost, and this would seen a very plausible suggestion.Bergk(p.

23?) shows that the remark, of Schol. Soph.O.C. 477( /<°h ot tovs K*&-~

errivzXotrvTs.s ~rrp^>S 'rrjv’ fo-Tervr«ri )is j_n keeping with:

this interpretation by citing the words of Schol. Eur. &Lcest.ll33, viz.

U’^X^Y^Y01 yo»7T-£i%iS -r«i £7r<vyoirc-»/7z Kh

<r%°>-yozrcr>v .Such a remark as Pherecr.170,

Vl&OYi’ 2Y<74fV Kcy'l TOV ft&tov.v'

is more probably to be taken as a joke then as a true indication of 

parody of the Adonia, as the explanation is so explicit.

References: ,,

PI ays which are likeLy to have included or seem possibly to have ind— 4 

uded ritual parody( cf. also below):

Cratinus: ©py-T- < ( cf. Frs. 8l & 83), /£°vez/p/s ( cf. Fr. 21), po ss. twites
•$

(? cf. 33, 32) J OS .

Eupolis: ( cf. above), N'ovp.qvivi (?). J

Ph erecrates: ‘’hrvvs q n^vvu^s (?) Plato: Af OKfi^Izp&Y (?)^£of-T<v» (?)j

Crates:C&>pr*« (?) Ari stomenes: YeyrxS (?) Lysippus: (?)>©wp<ro

/coywoS (?) Ph ryni chu s: Xfo-c-rm (?) f (?) Ami pdas: K&o fA*< y > (?:
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Philoni des: (p erh. cf. nPo or-ytov (?) ). M etag ores: 4hAo0vTi?s (?)

Theopompus: (?) Al caeng :c/£^os Pv^os (?—so ell other

’ wedding’ plays) Philyllius: (?) C ephisod.: Tpo^tcvioS

Dio cl es? (?) y

Some ’god’ plays such as Pherecrates’ /A vvo^oAot ( cf. Fr. 23)may else ~ 

have indudedsacrifices or other ritual acts. Such titles a.s MiJSii't also 

raise possibilities.

Sacrifices: apptly. Tetedid. 33 i cf. Eup. 126 A (but offstage?); apptly. ;; 

Hermipp. 53 ; Cratin. 21, 291 (? ) j cf. Austin 220.125ff,l?p,1/1,179( Stratt

is ? —or Cratinus?); cf. Theop. 70(offstage sacrifice?).

Processions: perh. Nico phon 6 Edm.

Other Ritual: Eup. 333( cer ononial dipping of garments); Cratin. 232( con.jur- 

ing up a ghost?); ?158 Eup/*; Th eop. 14( sho wering of nuts at wedding— 

vi si bi e? ); C alii as 6( cup o f H eal th after m eal); cf. Ph erecr. !'£• ( singing o f 

Paean at drinking p arti es); Ph erecr. 170 should prob, not be taken to 

indicate parody of the Adonia. i

(prayers: v. Phryn.l7A, 73 • Eup. 6 ; Ph erecr. .20, cf. 87» cf.!3ZA)

Parody of Legal Language and Procedure

We have seen that there appears to have been a trial-scene in Phryn- 

ichus’ . Fr. 32 speaks of two urns,one for acquittal,one for con

demnation, showing someone which is which, and wre may surmise that some 

trial has just reached the stage where the vote is to be taken ( cf. Vesp.
52.

986ff) .Whittaker,however, sees a ’’proagon”,less convincingly to my mind. . 

There vTas also a trial-score in Cratinus’ Flurn/q , for Fr.194 asks from, 

which um another person will count the votes first,implying that a. vote 

has just been taken, and Frs.185 and 186 support the supposition that 

Cratinus was tried in HyTivrj . Fr.185 is in fact a familiar sentiment in 

legal speeches. CI snort o f Alexandria, who gives us the fragment, ci tes 

similar expressions from Lysias and Aeschines( cf.Meineke 11 p.U8).The 

Schol. Ar. Eq. 400, who sketches some points of the plot of Hvnvn , speaks^
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4

of Comedy’s pursuing a £u<r| against Cratinus, and it seems

that the poet spoke Fr.185 early in his defence. Cratinus’ XefpccwfS 

may also have had a. court-scene, for Fr. 233 declares tha.t the speaker has^ 

brought three shameless creatures from the , the magistrates
'i;• v

who presided over trials involving commercial disputes between. Athenian 5 

and foreign traders and who in the first instance heard cases where for—| 

signers were accused of illicitly usurping citizen rights( cf. Ar, Fr. 225) « *
X:

In the latter circumstance the case was passed on to the HeLiaea.One may* 

suspect that the three ”shameLess creatures” of Cratinu s* context were 

to answer a , and it is likely that their trial figured inJ
"I

the action of the play following this passage(at what length we cannot s 

tell). As Solon was revived in the play,he may well have acted as presid-* 

ent of the court or he may have given judgment himself.In Eupolis' 

Aristides acted as judge(Frs.l22B,122C Edm, Austin Frs.92, ?8s<u and 92.

100 sq. land tried at least one off aider. Two further plays of Cratinu!

may possibly have included trial scenes,but our evidence is very incon— |

elusive. at least included a reference to the voting-funnel (Fr. 133)

and spoke of ooriuption(Fr.1281,but one cannot legitimately claim to do 

more than speculate on such weak evidence. The fact tha.t Fr,1.28 is a 

parody of Solon may in di. cate that Solon was a character in as in :

Xflpuwas .Whether one can gain a hint of a trial-scene in JAp^»Ao^ot 

from Fr.7 is extremely dubious,but Kock goes so far as to conjecture that 

the agon of the play took place at the spot on the Acropolis described. 3

It is not inconceivable that the fact that Zeus cast a vote there had

sorae significance for the action in the pi ay. One may also recall, here t

Judgment of Pa.ris(or rather of Dionysus)in Aiovvc-<yX£<fe,<*v'Spos .Bergk 

(Comm.p.357) sees a trial-scare povTrtX'i~toi ,but is being perilous!

speculative in suggesting that Euthyphro prosecuted his father (for ill—'4

icitly pretending to citizen rights)in the play.lt is true tha.t the

Souda. tells us( s. v. ) that the Prospaltians were made fhn of

in Comedy<Ajf ,but we have no dear sign that there was a trial
• 4

...

play.lt
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in /I pocrTrvX'ncu .It. is possible, than, that Cratinus several times in dud-

ed. a trial-scene in his plays:besides the evidence adduced above there

is some sort of investigation into the source of Hagnon’s wealth in Fr.

I63, from flXovToi (Austin Fr. 73« 66 sq.}. There does not seem to be a true

1 tidal’,but 1.10(line 66 in Austin) at least has a distinct law- court

•flavour: fAvp<\S revs Tf^ocrkikA^Zv'ofvs •.«

XPl ’ Kt)\. 7
F3

Archippus 27 is a piose parody of a treaty, for which see belov.-.Pher

ecrates 34 appears to be part of a similar parody of a treaty or resolut

ion or suchlike appropriate to a ’ women’ play:
' * •

*lST<>riS T£ KM tmS

Eup. 35 snd 125 Pdn sean to be parts of para-decrees or prodsmations, 

■while Cratin. 3^3 appears to indicate that sn assembly of vegetables 

(visible?, reported?) was Involved, in oon text. Archippus 29, 0

is an amusing parody of toe beginning of a public address, delivered in 

this case to a. group of fish.

References:

Cratin.: rivriv^ (194,185,186?} (cf. 233),?poss. (cf.133,

128??),?poss. ( cf. 7??}, cf. f7/\c£roi (cf.l63«10 Edm), cf. also

Judgment in Atovtrc-vXs^*v'Spo$ ?

Eupoli s: jwqi (12233,1.22C) ,po ss. H ( dub.—cf. Bergk,loc. cit. }.

Ph ryni chu s: Mw* 1 ( 32)

Archipp. 27, £9 5 Pherecr. 34 J Eup. 35,^25 J cf. Cratin. d.3. Cf. al so the role* 

of various fish in Archippus’ , e.g. toe k^v^—fish as herald.

Para-orades and Riddles ,

Crates’ complex riddle of Fr. 2? earns comment fiom Aristophanes in 

Fr. 333, who refers to it as an effortless composition vhich 'was thought 

brilliant in the earlier days when the Comic poet’s art was still some

thing great end worthwhile. Although Aristophanes seems to speak with an 

doctnt of irony,Crates’ puzzling riddle was evidently a. famous piece of;
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Comedy, end is cited as typical of the (unsophisticated) standard of 
5-4

humour of the time. Edmonds attempts an explanation of the riddle, prod

ucing a not implausible solution,but it is not so important for our purp-r 

oses to unravel Crates’ meaning as to observe his technique.!t is dear 

that he intended the riddle to be very obscure from his words of the last 

line of the fragment, which invite the decipherment of the allusive lsng—
,S

uage and use the proverbial notion of the difficulties of knowing the 3 

date by the Cean calendar:

TT<v» ’ £ Klco vis

Presumably Crates had one character set the riddle to another in his

play(s£4y4»oi ) and. a solution or solutions were offered. Tb e fragment man- <

ifestly depends for its effect on a rudimentary form of verbal cleverness

and exudite allusion,perhaps enhanced by the situation in the play(was

tliis some sort of test question which some poor soul had to answer?}.

Cratinus may veLl have devoted much of his KA to/SovAmi to riddles,one 
S5

of which appears to survive in part in Fr.87« Cl eobulina at any rate is 

described by Diog.Laertius (i.89)as orwyyaiTfcov iro^Tpi^v

and the inference -that much of the play must have exploited that reput- ?.

ation is natural. Edmonds compares the scene in Vesp.l2l6ff ’where Philo— ■ 

cl eon amuses by supplying humorous endings to drinking-songs, which is 

indeed a possible hint of what sort of comedy /<A£.oy2ovA?w» may have conn? 

tained, but,of course, we lack any real insight into how Cratinus organ

ised his play.lt is possible that Eup. ?35 is intended to be a riddle,or d 

rather the beginning of one,or else is pax’a-oracular.Our best example 

of the para-oracle outside Aristophanes is Plato Fr. 3, while it may be j 

that Cratin. Fr. 3^6 is.part of an oracular utterance.

References:

Cratin. KAto^ouA^i , Fr. 31-6; Crates 29; Fnp. 236 ; Pl a to 3«

Oth er Paxodi es

Pherecr.137 is probably a parody of sophistic orthocpela( cf. Ra. 1159).

A •

play.lt
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Eup.l60 may be a set-piece arguing the value of the flatterer to man

kind (cf.Poverty’s speech in Ar.Plutus), which could be seen as a parody 

of sophistic alignment. Crates 22 may be intended as a parody of medical 

teiminology(XnToTrtoy^vi,<v).ln Crates 38,Tele&id.7,Phrynichus 14,NicochaiM

es 6 and Nicophon 7 Edm(l7K) there may be indications of parody of cert- «
7

ain roikers* songs. i

-3
4

«51

I
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Imagery , Vocabulary and Verbal Devices ,

vith Breg-ch of Dramatic Illusion i

%
In this section I propose to examine our evidence for the use of J 

imagery and verbal devices by the Old Comedians other than Aristophanes 

and to look at some points of their vocabulary and also to make some re

marks on passages where dramatic illusion is allowed to lapse.Whoi refer-
ji

ring to images in Aristophanes I shall frequently make mention of Taill-j 

ardat’ s Les Images d’Ari stophane , an excellent classification of the sink 

iles and metaphors of Aristophanes which. usually lists other occurrences 

in Old Comedy of images found in tha.t poet, but does not normally take 

note of images found only in other Old. Comedians and not in Aristophanes. 

Unfortunately, an exhaustive das si fi cation and analysis of the imagery 

and vocabulary of Aristophanes’ predecessors and rivals is not possible-, 

on that scale within the scope of this thesis,but I propose in this sect

ion to expound what I consider the main features of the imagery and of
$

the linguistic devices of Aristophanes’ major rival s( and of some of thex; 

lesser Comic poets where our evidence is worthy of note) end to examined, 

in detail some of the most striking illustrations in individual passages 

of these main features in practiced shall consider first the evidence 

for the four rivals of Aristophanes whose work is most substantially, 

albeit still very meagrely,preserved, vi z. Cratinus, Eupolis,Ph erecrates / 

and Plato, and thai proceed to the less well represented Old Comedians.

Cratinu s i

Our fragmoits show Cratinus to have bear a verbally vigorous and 

inventive Comedian, fond of bold coinages and word-play and capable of 4 

powerful, though sometimes complex,imagery and probably more given than $ 

most Old Comedians to working proverbs into his text, sometimes with a 

humorous substitution.One of the most colourful pieces of imagery in ? 

Cratinus is found in Fr.l86, from PuT»vq ,where the poet Cratinus has 1

apparently just delivered a flood of verse, and some bystander employs



the image of a river in spate to convey his amazement at the flowing 

verse of Cratinus: '
orvey^ rVrrcX/Xov ru)V fiTwV Toy piuyuvroS’

kcyVq^OVO'l Sw§£ KCrKpOXTVOV .

’JXicroS Zv "ryj ^4pvyi * T\ s/rroi^t ’ fri^

* K \ > /> / ; \ /£• ^LOj y<yp £7ri^sy <r£i TIS <>ri/T*otf VO crTbyCic^
c/ ~ / •
<vTT<vvrV ToVr* KAIF0TI TFOIXj^cr /\Z,

The image is developed and intensified from its original evocation in

line! by the use of p£v^<‘vroS. Both k * ^^oQa-i and

Rpoyvov <t^>5 £rr<yjtY convey the immensity of the volume of the poetic

flood, while the dim ax of the first three lines is the exaggerated image

of the River Ilisus’ being in Cratinus’ throat, the vivid language being sJ' IX?
carried well ovei’ into the ridiculous for humorous effect. The consummat

ing observation that if no-one bungs up Cratinus’ mouth he will overwhelm 

everything around vith his verbal torrent ludicrously treats Cratinus .1 

as though he were some vesseL discharging its liquid contaits( cf., e. g., 

Ach. 463). a humorously irreverent image. The application of the bung wouldZt 

net be metaphorical, as in Ar.Plutus 379?

TO o-vo/U> rZv p^-ropccv' f

but literal. The concept of a flood of verse or speech is a relatively 

common image,but Cratinus’ employment of it is strikingly vivid. As Ar

istophanes had used a similar metaphor in Eq. 526ff of Cratinus’ former 

(but in Aristophanes’ view bygone} successes,it may well be that Cratin

us meant to recall Aristophanes’ imagery and intended the echo to be hisq•;
1

reply to Aristophanes' two-edged praise. The relevant part of Ari Stephen-

es’ metaphor is so expressed: "Thai, recalling Cratinus, who once used to 

stream along in a flood of praise and gush across the snooth plains,

sweeping away from their sta.ti.on oaks,plane trees and rivals by the root 

and carrying them headlong before him...” For other Aristophanic example 

of the ’torrent of words’ image cf. Taillardat para. 53 4. Ph er cerates hag
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the image in Fr. as we shall see, while Cratinus employs it again in

Fr. 33>A: yXtOTFvT\v -rz. roi
5/Stoc-i'/ £V Svjjaco

Kt-Xwv' Xoywv
*7 / / x. /rj TT<vVTer KlV^c-ziS XaywY,

The imagery of the old poet1 s lust for wine in Fr.183 has bear considered 

already.In Fr.l84 Cratinus declares that he is ’’wasting away” in longings 

for vine^KTqKoyxo-i ,he declares),while in Fr.199 wine is the poet’s

’’swift steed”: ciVo$, *roi tt/A^i v^yurs /rrnos «£c »$<£>,
<y r s v t ' >^\a /Vocop og. rriv'MjV ^p^c-'rov' O2J'o£V ‘W 7TKo»S.

The contempt for water as the drink of the artistically dull appears also 

in Cratin. Fr. 288, Ar Eg. 89 and Phrynich. Com. 69(o f Lamprus), whil e the idea-J 

of stimulating the wits with wine is found in Eq.90ff«The metrical form r 

of Fr.199 above suggests that the first(hexameterjline may be a quotat

ion from,or else an imitation of, some poet,quite possibly Archilochus. %
£

Further examples of Cratinus’ rich vine imagery may be found in Fr.273 7

and Fr. 2?8?

Fr. 206 is an example of the ambitious imagery sometimes employed by; 

Cratinus: ov7zp t&Js AwrToSuTeris ® tto^os. 7t?jvZjc-< 7r«y<f3,\X&*.i

(”So constantly is the strait on the boil for robbers whoa hunger takes ?
7S

them").Kock,I feel,rightly interprets the smse,as Edmonds’ version, vi 

"So fliiiouaLy boil the straits of the sea

with highwaymen needing a meal” ,

which interprets the dative as one of materiel, as it wrere, and not as one:
5 A

of advantage, seems to me much less pointed. The image is from a cauldron 

o*f soup or stew or similar foodstuff. The strait .is seen as the pirates’ 

cauldron, ever-ready to supply them with plunder when they feeL the indin 

ation to seek it, while the merchant snipping is seen in the role of the 4 

simmering contents of the cauldron, at hand to provi.de an immediate meal .A 

Fr. 3?3 incorporates what seems to be more bold Cratinean imagery, but 

text, and interpretation are uncertain.! give Kock* s text:

provi.de
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Xyi'pjS /x/y* t+IS vntfcSeflSj

T^S /jjAZTZp^ o"»4’»«»S KpiT^S "vpio-Ti Tr%vru;^
C^S'V^o*'* ZTIKTS. <T£ y^Trip ZkfHooy 7jfot/>>?<riS

As the piece stands I take the sense to be, ’’Greetings,0 throng so fill 

of forced laughter on the morrow of the festival,best judge of all of 

our poetic mastery, fortunate your mother bore - you,(the) noise of 

the benches." The word o<^pr/oycA.tus —if correct—is evidently a coinage

inspired by Homer Qd. xviii.l63(pzTov ... aye\*>-<rir£V j”she forced a 1
J

laugh”),and Cratinus is clearly addressing his audience through his chor-g 

us,but beyond that there is scope for a variety of in teip relation s and

textual emendations.Meineke(lI p. 194) suggested reading pie for in 1.3 h
-1

and taking the "noise of the ben dies"(i. e. of the seats in the theatre) toi■ abe the applause of the audience which greeted the choral entry, a not un-^
i

reasonable hypo thesis, but only one of several possible views In line 1 ,]

the sense is likewise obscure,but the general view is that some censure 

of the audiaice is intended, allegedly for laughing emptily at Cratlnus* -J 

rivals’ pla.ys(so Bergk, Comm, p. 9 f«M ein eke II p.l92ff),in view7 of the emph-4 

atic . There is,however,no adversative particle in line 2(one 4)

could,however, readily introduce one by reading ny S' ),nor any explicit i
. ""’'ireference to the voik of Cratinus’ rivals in the first line, and it is i1not easy, as our text stands, to force the sense that Bergk and Mein eke 

wish from our fragment. Mein dee parenthesises f*iy 5 oyuXs. :-j

to make the dative t«hS £rri^(5a»s depoid upon fa),but this does
(I

not rescue the first line from perilous obscurity nor does it make the

contrast that Mein eke wants between CratAnus’ rivals and himself. The 1
- 4

only vray that I can see of producing such a contrast is to read o #3 
in 1.2 and to suppose that there is a line missing between the first tvo.j 

lines of our transmitted text, a line in which the oontrast was made deal
J?

unless one drastically smmd the first words of the passage( e. g. to qAXcus 

fAi>/ ...with in the following line,^^^ perhaps being part of a

substantially lost preceding verse,but such a solution is very perilous).;
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In this case it seems that the extreme obscurity of the imagery is due, 

at least in part, to textual corruption,but Fr.169,quite possibly the 

opening vords of , shows that Cratinus was capable of using a

■quite involved image in such an address to the audience through his chor

us. Using a favourite technique of recasting a proverb,Cratinus declares $

OIO wG O TT«tX«VloS

Aoyof atVTo^--rQirS i/vni

KofAl^usV £rU O£M"aJV,

(‘'Here we are again,in keeping with the ancient saying that the excel!.— 

ait go of their own accord to the feast of d ever audience-members”). For.; 

the syntax cf. Theocr. xii.12-14. Cratinus hints that if the audience are 

clever they will give him the first prize and his merited place at the

victors' feast.

In his interpretation of Fr. 226(«^f>yupoKo7po-r»jp%s Aoyuj/) Rock may no3 

be too ingenious. He takes the "silver-coin ers of words" to be sophists ?;• 

whose verbal skills were their source of wealth. The imagery would be all4 

usive and somewhat complex,but such seems to have been Cratinus' manner s 

on occasions.In Fr.333 there is the vivid metaphor Icjn-rcrr^cr^c-Q^t 

Aoyois ("gallop at with words", "make a verbal mounted charge upon..

The image is of a mounted assailant's riding at some en emy, conveying a. ~ 

vigorous verbal assault. Ar. Ra. 1101 f has similar military imagery of a | 

verbal battle. Such military metaphors are collected in Taillardat paras.| 

58I-584. Fr. 35 speaks of drawing up beautiful hymns to Dionysus as though: 

from a well: oT£ crfc* ToW k^AovS <£v<vpirrou e* *
x-

The image is of the class that speak of s. poet's source of inspiration. | 

In Ra.1299f« for exampl e, Ari stophanes uses the metaphor of plucking fLovAb
t/ V ' > \ JL * -5ers from the meadow of the Muses: ... «v<y yuy To/ wtw cPpuv»^to 

Moir«rmv i£.poV o4^£'z)v SpiTrcoV.

Taillardat in Ch. XXXVIII lists a variety of other Aristophanic images 

employed in this connection; for more imagery of the poet's art. outside < 

Aristophanes cf.M etag, 14, Ph erecr. 5 4 and Lysippus 4.

233
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Cratinus Fr. 3^4 has a striking metaphor;
€</npo^SoS ^or £ on ^o'oio'Tos') <r 5 *•> ovoy^vroS otrScV flTl J

Kock,I think, rightly perceives the seise: the notion is of someone so 

wealthy and ostentatious as to wear a fine garment hanging over his 

wrists,with ovo/xvros (good name) here substituted for the garment. The : 

person, then,made no ostentatious display of his reputation, that is he > 

did not become contemptuous or arrogant because of his high standing. . ; 

The image is similar to that in Eupolis Fr.ll8 Edra, which begs Mil trades 

and Pericles not to permit to rule any more, 1

£rri ttoiv c-gsupoiv" £/\kovT'‘Y crT p^T^yi^v. -

Eupolis seons to have in mind the flaunting of their youthful successes! 

like a luxurious, trailing robe.Both passages express pride or conceit « 

by the use of metaphors from do thing. N either image has a parallel in 

Aristophanes,but the metaphors would appear in Ch.XVI in Tailla.rdat 

(para, 335) they beai Aristophanic. Both Cratinus and Eupolis have
I

another image of conceit or haughtiness—that of raising the eyebrows ixrS 

pride or disdain—which is attested in Aristophanes Pax 2P5(Taillardat 

para 326).Eupolis speaks of a demagogue who has risen,he alleges, from | 

the lowest origins, so(H0B.l Edm); cufrpirs
> /

Cratinus(Fr. 355) has the concept in this form: <vv£AKr<y7s e<j?|>un trz^ivov 

The conveying of the emotion by means of its physical manifestations is, 

of course, a familiar device of humorous description: two extreme example^ 

are the conveying of the emotion of fear by its effect on the control 

of the bowels, and of carefree delight by the excretory detail of the 

unrestrained breaking of wind associated with the mood in Old Comedy.'
5}

Fr. 306 is an effective piece of Cratin ean imagery with a witty pun.bj'*’9
Every person in the audience is bidden wake up, j

3
•rTro vZv rroj^rtuv A^pov' ‘■\favT'°c.

We do not know for certain whether this fragment is from aLenaea play :
-J

or a performance at the Great Pionysia,but X strongly suspect that Cra.t-
;■§{

inus is joking at the expense of the Tragic poets, for at trie Great MLon!

6
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ysia on each day a Tragic poet had all his plays performed( three traged

ies and a satyr play), and one of the Comic poets followed with his comic 

offering.Like Aristophanes in the ’ Birds’ (786ff), Cratinus,I heli eve,is 

jokingly suggesting that his audiaice found the tragedies a dreary bore. 

He bids them wake up from the sleep that, the wearisome tragedies have 

induced, as Cratinus’ choius are entering( Aristid. 49. ^6 records that the 

lines were found fV r~oir > and he tells them to clear fro

their eyes the trilling nonsense of poets whose plays fell all on the 

self-same day(and were forgotten the self-same day). Cratinus’offering, . 

of course,would in one sorse be a one-day affair,hit the memory of its ” 

wit and oitertainment would endure. The soporific trifles of the one-day 

poets are dispelled or cleared from the eyes in two ways: the Tragic 

chorus has now left the orchestra,,and hoice the audience can be said to i 

have dismissed or sent it away from their sight; but the Tragic trifles - 

are something which they must also dispel from their eyes like heavy 

drowsiness. Such striving for verbal effect and oiergy in the use of 

words are typical of Cratinus.

Fr. 256 exemplifies Cratinean double entaid.re:

itco bi :
o I'x Xtcy^Of^olf di Svo’k’vAoS

J orVroV o } 7T<ypo!-'r» X"Tpi W/ <

£^WV /tfSrc-Tl T/A-

v « /. ZAo Vertov' 7TpW^po(,

L . J
HtAq bears two senses and is internal accusative in the one soise and <§

external accusative in the other. Gnesippus’ chorus pluck out foul tunes

in the Lydian mode, but the passage also bears the meaning ’’pluck (depil—

ate) ugly limbs in the Lydian wa.y”(likoiing Gnesippus’ choius to slave-

girls who remove their mistresses’ superfluous body hair,plucking ugly.f

ywlfy no less than Gnesippus’ insufferable choius) Cratinus superbly do- < 
r/ie- speaker-' |

rides the same poet’s choruses in Fr.15, where 'A declares that he would|
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not consider Gnesippus worthy to act as a &$<w*c\’Aos even at the Adon

ia, a women’s festival, where there were,of course,no dramatic productions/ 

but where the wails of womai were to be heard no less than in Gnesippus’

effeminate choruses. -

An example of a Cratinean pun is Fr..267: 

q 7T<yiS y'rp £«rri'/ CM k)v& .

(perhaps, ’’The child’s with child as she’s bear with a man.”}. The word

play is dear, and. the double pun(TT4?s /^rr«yis and tto/S)is i 

more impressive than most Greek puns. Fr. 56' is another piece of word-play/ 

depending for its double sense on two meanings of rroXiS (’’city-state” and . 

also a game). The point is made clear by the insertion of Krrv^,for "dog”-' 

was the name of one of the pebbles used as pieces in the game. Our trans-/ 

mitted text is n^vSiovfSor TTcAllos £ t>cri Xtv

■ TfjS <5 ■•S ? ’ ryv

Km KVVy ,<Cr^ TTo\iV qV TTM^°*-r£nv'-

7 1The ’head’ jokes against Pericles in Frs.lll and 240 are further good TJ
a

examples of Cratinus’ liking for word-play,while in Fr.l63.12Edm it is a J
1

not implausible conjecture that there is a pun on the name of Hagnon. Frsi| 

415 snd. derive from passages of word-play also. 7

Cratinus, as Bergk perceived, was evidently a great coiner of words. $
• ,r<

This is a field in which it is impossible to be precise about numbers, as- 

one cannot always make a confident decision as to whether a word is an .1 

invention or not.One can be subjective and give figures for words which -j 

one considers likely to be coinages or one can be objective and give 

figures for words which are hapax,but in the former case one person’s 

opinion of what is a plausible coined word is likely to differ from an- |
I

other’s, and in the latter case one must remember that not all words 

which are hapax can legitimately be taken to have been inventions and no'|

all invented vords need be hapax.One does not,in any case, vish to reduce] 

literature to mathematics, and I do not intend to attempt to quote hard i

and fast figures for the total number of coinages in each Old Comedian, g 
* ■
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although I shall give some slight numerical indications .Nevertheless, ; 

to guide general impressions I have appended to tliis chapter lists of 

words which I should take to be in varying degrees plausible as coinages<

(necessarily somewhat subj ective), and also lists of words Which are hapax
3

or are first found in each of the four major rivals of Aristophanes. The 

first thing that strikes one is that the number of words which may be j 

coinages or which are hap ax or very rare is extremely high in proportion j 

to the number of lines which survive of most of the non-Aristophanic
j

Old Com edi an s. Th e reason for this is obvious: a large number of the words;;-23' si
are preserved in ci.tations made for the purpose of illustrating the word]

3
itself, and the imbalance between rare and common Comic words is due to !

•3j-;
the diligence of lexicographers and grammarians in hunting then out. The

1
proportion of rare words in the fragments of Aristophanes’ lost plays is:!fi

-'1
also high,in comparison with the frequmcy with which such words occur ;

1
in his extant plays. An easy means of seeing just how far our sources diSf^j

tort the picture is to ascertain howr many plausible coinages and hapaxes;]

occur incidentally in our fragments, that is in fregmaits which are cited;]
j

for something other than the word itself(or the essential point of the S
1
aword).I have indicated this in the appendix to this chapter by underlin- j

ing the words which occur in this way. A glance at the appendix will shov/J

i-1
that such words are distinctly in the minority, and,of course, they norm- ! 

ally occur only in the course of fragments of more than a fev words’

length.We must therefore understand that,had wTe a play of Cratinus or of]
y

Eupolis or of any other Old Comedian apart from Aristophanes before us, ;
Jt

we should not find coined, or very rare words on any tiling like the scale J
!

that we do in the fragments,just as Aristophanes' extant plays do not |' fi
j

enploy such words as frequently as the fragments would suggest.lt is also

apparent from a glance at the appendix that I have found far more plans-'
•j|

ible coinages in Cratinus than in Eupolis, whose fragments are roughly !‘it
equal in number to those of Cratinus, and. that -the number of hapaxes in 

Cratinus is similarly larger. As tor incidentally-occurring coinages, then

suggest.lt
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number in Cratinus is arguably between 8 and 11, while there may be bet- 4 

ween 4 and 7 in Eupolis.In the Aiistophanic fragments there are probably; 

sevm(Frs. 333* bis),prob. 198, the titles ^ioXoo'ikw/ , frjpvr^S^s and

Tp,<^^Xrjs ). For Ph erecrates the figure is probably between 12snd I55 for ;!

Plato between 8 and 13-The number of na.turaily-occuriing hapax.es in each 1

poet gives a similar impression: the maxima are for Cratinus lo, for Eup— j 

olis 10, for Plato l8,for Pherecrates 23.0ne must remember that four of ; 

the in ci dm tally-occurring coinages in Pherecrates are titles, while
'1

three fragmmts between them(77,H3 and 124) contain sevm of Plato’s 

relevant coinages,but we still get the impression that both poets were i 

not backward in their use of coined and rare wo rds. Nevertheless, Ph erecr- |
I

ates’ apparent coinages are less striking, for the most part, than the 

probable inventions of Cratinus.We must resist the temptation to draw 
more definite inferences than the reliability of our data justifies, but I

I
I think that one can risk saying that,on this evidence, we should expect -i 

a play of Eupolis,on average, to have contained fewer coined words than 

a play of Crata.nus.Let us now consider the sort of coined words used by 

Cratinus and the contexts in which they app eared. II ere, o f course,I draw 

on the full range of apparent coined words.
i

Cratinus,like Aristophanes himself,has a substantial number of prop- 1 

er name coinages, that is invented vords where one element is a proper
name. The adjective TTpoT^OwS , for in stance, in Fr. 4j8 describes a woman J

Jt ;
as ”pre-Tethys”( with a pun on TTpof^G^ ). As Tethys was the wife of Ocean- 

us and therefore a primeval deity, the notion behind the coinage is prob;-; 

ably the same a? that in passages where Cronos’ name is used to suggest;!
a

that someone’s views were outdated or that the person was otherwise the 

r^>resmtative of a bygone age: cf.Nu. 3?8,929,1070 for such associations 

of Cronos’ name and also the dubiously ascribed Nicophon Fr. 22(—P^ilonifij
K \ V 1

es 13), viz. vwi Si jKpovov Tldrovou wmr£TrtTT^mTot vfvo^iicrr«vi

In Nu.998 the name of Iapetus,brother of Cronos,has the same asrodat-
• ■

ions. In Fr. 73^ Cratinus derides the Boeotians as <2

hapax.es
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Toi^ )<poVTT & PS'S yAoS <vv5'pu3V

The contemptuous ^wcySoiwroi condenses into one word the proverbid

boorishness of the Boeotian people( cf.Pindar O1,Z>.I52)» Cratinus in Fr.

335a combines the names of his rival Ecphan tides and. of the servant of

that Comic poet(so Hesychius)who was alleged to have assisted his master

in the composition of his works, one Cho erilu s, in to the compound XotfA-

fk^tvnihjs .In Fr. 263 he introduces a new elemait into the name of Andr-

odes the demagogue in order to make an ’occupational’ joke against him,

calling him 7)v$poi<oA<!UvQKX*js( ’’Androdes of Colonus”,i. e. of the KoAwvoS

fty'op'Hos , where labourers were hired). The esspanded name incorporates a

sneer at the man’s lowly origins and menial employment, as Cratinus saw

than.In Frs. 69 and 401 Cratinus coins the names of personifications of

Bribery and Corruption,Aup<a ( cf.&Op©*' ) snd^d^o ( cf. ).In the
/oformer case,by a distortion of a Hesiodic epithet of Hera,Bribery is 

described as cruKcrr^SiXoS”flg~sandsll ed”, a. hint at the blackmailing 

activities of the ,in Fr. 397 Cratinus conveys the voracity of

a man’s appetite by the coinage y«va-T-f>o^4pv/2Sis (’’having a Charybdis of 

a bdly”), while in Fr. 419 he scornfully labels a catamite ’’Ionian-arsed” 

(?kovo J<v<fo£ ).

There is some evidence that Cratinus,like Ari stophanes,occaslondly 

used ooined words in concentrations. For Aristophanic examples cf. ,fo.r 

in stance,Ra. 841 f, where Aeschylus thus addresses Euripides:

crir yMf T»rv r) cU crr&JyLjvXl
\ ' ' t t c

|<«rl TTTlC^orrot L 1<V‘ p'tTTTVd^

Ach. 60 2-5 i 3 ano th er exampl e:

ToUS £7T( ai^opc>iSV~r^ Tp£l$

Tgi <r<w|-uvo()j<v/v/TTrrovS n

£TTpovS 7T<V{A ~rous S’ £/

Some further striking concentrations of coined words can be found in 

Lys. 457-31 Ka»837ff,Hu. 33?f«Pex 810 f f, B,a.966. Two passages of Cratinus
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reveal something of -the same technique. One instance is the second line 

of Fr. jp7: t/s Si- <rv't KojxyoS n$ £ pair a

7J7roA£Trro Adj'oSj yvtv'yWoSi<o|<Tyj£ , Zrirp/7nX<yf ia-To<£cvvX6iV 

All three vords in the second line are hapax. For such a description us

ing a concentration of fare or coined vords cf. Plato Fr. 124. .2, viz.

TcV V7Tqvo^/ov crn^pr-to^iryv ^U'nok&vSuXoV 

The other passage of Cra.tinus is Fr. 208, which builds up to a polysyllabic 

coinage of uncertain form and incorporates another coined word as the 

passage develops towards the climactic tricolon, vi z, the invented corap-t 

ound VzteTrXouToirovijfoS* The corrupt word at the end of Fr. .238 is perhaps 7 

the most ambitious coinage of Cratinus now surviving, though a rival has "■ 

now appeared in Pap.Oxy. 2738( Fr. 237 Austin), where Luppe emends and 

supplements the transmitted text to produce the form Fofyo£pvKovroSo4f)k
/ rW

c *4M , ^hi ch h e randers ”Go rgo schl aig enbetra ch terin”(literally, "Go rg-5

on-snakes-onlooker”). The most substantial polysyllabic inventions in 

Old Comedy are now to be found in Ari stophanes. Apart from the enormous 

compound in Ecd.1169 ff, a word of twenty-six el on oats according to Mein-j 

eke’s emendation, there are coinages of five el orients in Vesp. 220. 505 and 

Lys. 457. The only coinage outside Aristophanes in Old Comedy which has

even four denents is that in Eupolis Fr.129 A,71^<£i ktdXe^ oTT^o/rTf^-oS,
J

vhich is actually cited for its polysyllabic p ropo rtion s. Al though Arist-: 

ophanes has the most extravagant examples of the use of the polysyllable,

he does not employ the technique of inventing such words more than two •
, 1 

or three times a play on average( counting as invented polysyllables 

coined vords of three or more dements), and so one vould not expect the.<|
T ’

device to be very frequent in his rivals. Po s si hl e oainages of three or j 

more dements outside Aristophanes are to be found in Cratin. 10, 208(bis)] 
3D 7, and Fr. 237 Austin, Crates 4.2,Ph erecr. IJD.S, 19 H ermipp. 38, Eupolis J

' -;t
129A, 173, 256A,Philyll.17, the dubiously ascribed Philonid.l5(^icophon J 

22) an din Austin Fr. 220.97( : the fragment is tentatively!

a scribed to Stratti3,but may be from a play of Cratinus) .Our evidence
a
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shows that there were a number of Old Comedians, most notably Cratinus, 

who at least occasionally employed the invented polysyllable. The coined 

vjord ( X£ipio7ToX4>orF'£/Mwvr^ Jin Phereor.133.8 is an interesting indication 

that Aristophanes was not the only Old Comedian to string together names 

of foodstuffs into rambling compounds in dietary passages.

Our fragraaits show that Cratlnus not infrequently used coined words 

in abusive or censorious passages. Some of the examples already cited in 

other connections above are relevant here also, and to ere are other in star 

ces.In Fr.71, for exampl e, Pericles is described as

(’’squill-headed"), while in Fr. 240 he is ("head-gatherer^

a pun on , an epithet of Zeus.Lampon in Fr. 62 is

Kv/^jXiS (’’begging axe-vi elder", i. e. begging priest, with reference to

the sacrificial axe). Some persons are derided as <ywpoXtioi in Fr. ±C(’’un--
%

seasonably beardless’’) .In Fr. ^9 someone’s effeminacy earns him toe descr
, / . • 1 

iption ( "manly-looking voman"). With allusion to a passage of .4

Homer, as we have seen*Cratlnus calls his audience cv^psjo yh'AtoS 4

( "laughter-forcing")in Fr. 323. J

These and other examples of Cratinean coinages testify to that Com-
J

edian’s interest in verbal inventiveness. Cratinus seens al so to have 

been fond of working proverbs into his text?Proverbs,like rare words, 

were particularly liable to be cited in later works, and we must be caut-
1

ious in case toe diligence of p a ro onio graph ers has given us a completely^ 

distorted impression.One can do something to restore one’s sorse of bal-o 

ance by checking how many proverbs occur in passages cd.ted for toe prov-< 

erb itseLf,whereupon one leams that very few of toe proverbs in toe 

Old Comic corpus do occur without being specifically cited. The figures 7 

involved are in fact so small as to be meaningless as stati sties, slid one? 

is forced to include specifically-ci ted proverbs in one’s calculations. 7 

One sees at once that far more proverbs have bear cited from Cratinus $

than from any other Old Comedian among Aristophanes’ rivals, and one must

2
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either conclude that the paro amio graph ers were especially thorough in 

■quoting proverbs from Cratinus or eLse that there were more proverbs to J 

quote,uni ess a measure of both be true. One is inclined to think that 4 

there must have beau proverbs in greater numbers in Cratinus for so muchs 

interest to be drawn there at all,but one cannot demonstrate that the 

paroemiographers have not contrived to give a grossly misleading impress

ion by quoting from Cratinus out of all proportion to the natural incid-i

once of proverbs in the plays. They quote over twenty proverbs from the $
*

lost plays of Aristophanes, whereas four occur naturally, the latter beingj 

approximately the number that one would expect by analogy with the aver-, 

age number of proverbs in the extant plays of Aristophanes.In the frag— 

meats of Cra.tinus there are around thirty-five instances of proverbs or 1 

proverbial exp res sions( some dubious),of which only three occur altogether
I

naturally,A glance at the appoudix to this chapter will show/ that far 

fewer proverbs are cited from the other major Old Com edi an s, an d the

conclusion would he,if we could be sure that the paroemiographers have 3 

beau eva.il y diligent, that proverbs were rather more in evidence in plays] 

of Cratinus and Aiistophanes, although not,of course, found more than a i 
few; times per play in either, and we should suspect that of all Old Coni—j) 

edi an s Cratinus was the most likely to incorporate proverbs into his 

plays(it is worth recalling that the fragments of Aristophanes are rauch^j 

more numerous than those of Cratinus, although a lot of thou are no t, esp-wi 

eci ally substantial).

Let us consider how/ Cra.tinus used these proverbs. Fr, 52 xs a good 

example of the simplest use of a proverb:
ot §£ TTUTrnn ^oVCsri -TT£f ITp£^CVr£S , o 5’ OVOS

The proverbial notion of being a donkey in rain was used of those who li 

were unperturbed by or indifferent to some circumstance. Cepliisodoms in t
I

Fr.X has the same proverb similarly used: ■ J
/ i > \ r~-^ <- v / V e c( ,CTKtdrTTTlS yU fy/tO Ot 'TOlS AoyojS OvbS ‘

The proverb is something of a forcef.il colloquialism in context,but is

forcef.il
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not a. specific joke,of course.Quite a number of ’animal’ proverbs are 

found in the Old Comic fragments. Crates, for example,uses the proverbial i

expression V5 ("pig passing through roses")in Fr. 4 of the
' 53

gauche end un teach able, of those vith no appreciation of finer things;

Strattis in Fr.70 uses the proverb o cicvujf & ("the tree-flea is 1
■ -1 

at home"), apparently a saying applicable to those who could not settle; |

Diodes in Fr. 5 has the expression cvXXer'rt I k^o-rpwS

("he’s aleaping mullet with, delight”). Cratinus in Fr. 5* speaks of the

orvXite("the ox in the stall"),of one who is no longer of service;

and in Fr. 3H someone declares that

koKKufo/ -rbv <?A£KTpuov’otfK

("They aren’t letting the code crow"). For a good Aristophanic example of 

this sort of proverb cf. Fr. ~y^f t vi z. XuKoS eX<vv£V ("he was the open-mouth

wolf",or "tire wolf opaied its jaws"), a saying used of those who have < 

been di sappoin ted o f some gain or prize.Cf. also Ar. Fr. 523- The most fam—

ous of all Greek proverbs is found in Cratinus Fr. 33,
v \ . „ \ •

^tlOf Y«vp X^XlStOY' OV TTOIS.I

("One swallow does not make a spring"),a direct, gnomi c use of the prov- ij
erb, as far as we can tell. Fr.l6 gives us a little more context and all- J

I
ows us to feel something of the way in which tire proverb was fitted into 0

the play: & TOY' kiv^vv'ov' £7401 Skj

7TP60V<o Tr£TCfip<YC-GM.I I I
The allusion is to the proverbial idea of getting a C ari an (mercenary or

slave considered expaidabl e) to face dangers before one faced them onesdl.fi
•f

("try it on the dog" is our equivalent idea, as Prof. Dover raninds me) orJ
'3

garerally of trying out a danger by proxy first .Someone in the play sees'
I

himself as having bear cast in the role of the Carl an in tire proverb. As 3
..-l

far as we can see, there is no really humorous point in the words,but it J
J

is conceivable that the speaker WAS a Carian slave or that there was some 

other special appropriateness in the use of tire proverb.In Fr. 24 we may j 
perhaps suspect a little more confidently that the proverb was humorously;

onesdl.fi
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appropriate in context, for someone sees that the old saying is true fiora^ 

what has just been recounted or observed in action, as it appears:

qv' o \c?yc>S 60$ TV^iS y^[>wV.

Theopompus in Fr.69 has a similar assertion of the truth of the proverb:

§IS TTe^S^S of y£f>ovT£S O f Oto ~rZj Xoytp,

The saying was evidently a popular one in Old. Comedy, for it occurs also 

in Ar. Fr. 378 and in Nu.l4L7. where it is used as part of Pheidippides’ P 

justification for beating his father. Fr. 6 is interesting for the insight y 

which it gives into Cratinus’ use of the proverb:

TrjV ^A^t^V of ’ %-tt<y ?

£U ‘YTT^n’tS-vro KM i

ov ^l/vTOl ropv K6j£c>V O TVc|>Ac>S £oH<£ A^A^Y* . 7

The ’’Thasisn pickling-biine” is Archilochus, as many have observed, and |
1

the fact that his words have been so effective explains why he is said h 

not to be durab.lt is Zielinski’s very plausible conj ecture(GIi ederung
j

242}that the "blind man" is Homer, for whose apparmt presence in Wf^A->5
I scf.Diog.Laert.ProoQQ.I2?If Zielinski is correct, then -there is a.dd~|

itional point in the proverb, for Homer was,of course,by tradition a blind
a

po et. 1

As well as using proverbs in their true form Cratinus occasionally 6
I

made a humorous substitution in the proverbial expression. An example is j
3"'IFr. 4, where Cratinus has adapted for his purposes tire proverbial wSwti J

KlipTcS ("he sleeps while his weel traps its catch") in to cvS’ovTi
K 'pi

TTpnJkrro^ wipe? ("he sleeps while his arse-hole traps its catch"). By the-?|

substitution o f -rrpwi<ToS for Kup-roS Cratinus has changed the proverb info

a. homosexual joke against some catamite. flptoKToS is something of a rr<vp*^

TTpoc-^okryv' substitution. Fr. 229 is a more complicated recasting of a

proverbial idea, that of the donkey’s inability to appreciate the lyre j 
• .'-1

(ovos Aup=rS : sc. a verb of hearing). Cratinus combines with this notion
' „ 1

the fact that losers in a game of ball were said to "sit down ’0/01 ' " ,?g 

( so Schol. Pl ato Th ea et. 14.6 A) an d p 10 du ces

durab.lt
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’ J

ovol 8’Kot0r}V~°f I T^S Aup><*S

("they sit down ’donkeys’ farther(or too far) from the lyre”). The referenc 

would seon to be to persons defeated in some musics! contest. Fr. 112 is a 

di stortion of a proverb which appears in its true form in Fr. 35^, viz. 

5/fvpor -rov Aiovu(fov oryDvrt$ ("considering Dionysus Psyra”:Psyra was a 

snail and infertile island the name of which x^as used as a type of what 

was worthless and con temp title; hence those that v/ere slow to drink at 

parties x*zere said to con si der Dionysus Psyra).In Fr.114 Cratinus adapts 

the proverb to ^up«v ts -r^v £ir^pryjv ("and you consider Sparta

Psyra"), evidently with reference to someone who thought little of the 

Laconian city. Fr. 347 is Azpvtj 0£srwv(*a Lerna o f audi ence-msabers"), a 

distortion of A/pv^ KokZov ("Argive Lems, of ills"), referring,

according to Hesychius, to the practice of depositing miscellaneous rubb—

ish in the marsh. Cratinus presumably meant mischievously to equate the
/ / § 0£<vr<n and the »<«***, as well as to suggest the vast on circling mass of i 

spectators’ faces. There is another good example of the distorted proverb " 

in Fr. 169, quoted above, and there are less good examples in Fr. 76 and per^ 

haps in Fr. 3^« Fr. 3^3 may be intended to recall the saying p

ov ttwv'ToS ‘Yv’Spcf is Kop/V0ov fc-O’ o kAouS (dub.). Cratr- ;•

inus is not the only Old Comedian to use substitutions in proverbs. Eup— g 

olis, for exampl e, adap ts tpmSi ^^«t-ip<wV ("don't on trust a knife to a < 

child") in Fr.90 and produces TTv/^ t> Ko'^ ("don’t entrust public S 

affairs to a chil d"). Th ere seem to be further instances of the technique^
4'

in. Eup. Frs. 264 and 371,brut in both cases there are difficulties of inter|

p retation. Th ere are further non- Ari stophani c examples in Strattis Fr. 5-,

perhaps Theop. 6a and Adesp. 49, vid.ch is probably from some pre-Aiistophen-

ic comedy.Within Aiistophanes the technique is not common,but is seen inf

use a handful of times.Probably the best instance is in Thesifl. 526 ff, where

the proverb vira ai0w c-xopmo^ is adapted to suit the situation:
v / . c ■> XThV tta po1M1 o
' Z <- \ / A. K

•r>)v TrA •> > • ef7Tb \i Otu
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I , <
TT“fVTI TTOV )(pq

X*.'/ <■ / > ft .■ Jiav| prjTtOp «rOp£lV.

Cratinus may have used this technique somewhat more than Aristophanes 

and some of the other major Old Comedians(it is not now to be found in 

Plato or Ph erecrates, but it is attested perhaps three times in Eupolis)

Imagery, then, verbal inventiveness, proverbs and word-play were import

ant features in the technique of Cra.tinesn Comedy.

Fupolis

Eupolis was not so verbally inventive as Cratinus. There are far few-- y
t

er apparent coinages in his fragmaits, and only 4-7 of them appear with— y
isA 1W, s.

out the benefit of specific ci tation. Nevertheless, hi s fragments include %
•.'1

some memorable inventions, among them the polysyllable with the largest 

number of elements in the Old Comic corpus outside Aristophanes(Fr.l2?A).< 

He coins such vords as v>s'©"hunter after the sudil of the-^ 

frying-pan’’Jin Fr.l73> (’’one whose god is his belly": cf. suet

compounds as , Tyvyodvyutov and )in Fr.172,,

irrrroS (’’horssnan by constraint’’}in Fr. 24IA, Aor/zo-cr/kovSu,\o$ ("Conquering— 

vith-tiie-knuckles-Damasistratas")in Fr. 408, and^./outToSov^p°r ( ”po etic p 

frenzy,Musical agitation")in Fr. 245«In Fr.141 he describes a PaLoponnes-

ian obol as ( "fair-tortoised"), with reference to the design :
- , , a

on the coin, while in Fr. 256A he invents the compound

which is a oonfLation either of o~/<tvcc/>opof end Zi lurry $ (an epithet

of Dionysus),or else of ^/^uo^so^oS and o-t^tic^^s .it may be. Fr. 2 has aj 

lively coinage: <rir 5’ <v’y/<v££iS £vQ^i

(’’...but you sit here and blether about goats!"). Eupolis’most daring £

surviving coinage is probably Fr. 436* s Tttpi ("turns”, "roundabou

of the pestle in the mortar). Nevertheless, our general impression is tha-

the plays of Eupolis did not contain coined words on the scale on which q

they seem to have been used by Cratinus. The proverb is .also present on a 
z

reduced scale in Eupolis . Tw of the best examples are in Frs. 263., ovoj ]
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«u<pocy ("you’re the ass healing the trumpet"—from

in which -the unsoldierly Dionysus underwent training, the proverb parody-^ 

ing OVcS Xvp<vS , for which cf. Cratin. 2£$?>or so one would surmise) and

269, <^£«rTior>jv cJv*jc-<v--ro ("the Chian bought a master"),but in gen eh
~s

al his enploymsit of proverbs seons to have been more restrained than 

that of Cratinus—or Aristophanes.

Fr. 278 is an interesting piece of verbal humour:
v c x . k |

o /c*»v/>£V$ TM piS^S A<v/2>fcJV

«\rro vrrqvyS -rtjv . i

The word £kt^>o|>4v is substituted Tr<vp«* rrpoeffco kiXv for the sake of the! 

social joke(the was introduced —or reintroduced— by Cleon in j

428).Instead of clipping superfluous hair from his customers’ upper lips,i 

the barber is here represented as trimming off the ’property-tax’. Fr. 3h i 

seems also to be organised for verbal effect: d
/ > / 3

fj£/<r<vvSpos £4$ niKTcoXov
'I■j - _ f~> f - y y i a

K<YV7-nrvd<W Tllf crTf^T^S te't'KHrTtiS tjV cyVkj p. ;
' d

The first line is probably meant to sound as though an account of the d
g

devastation that Pi sender was working on campaign should follow, but in— |

stead there is the bathetic stateraent that there was no coward to sur— j

pass him in ’the whole force. The stricter metre of the first line may be-r| 
/ '1

intended to assist the bathetic effete, while fc<vK»<rros replaces the 

«^pjo-ros which we might have expected. Fr. 127 has another Tr^ocr^c^io,v

substitution,while Fr. 361 is an example very similar to Wu. 177-9.Both
I?

passages end with an accusation that Socrates was a thief. The similarity^ 

between the two jokes Impressed Schol.Nu., to «±iom we owe our fragment of j 

Eupoli s.
--1Eupolis did not neglect the pun.In Fr, 112, for instance,he revives the 

’head’ jokes against Perid.es. Mo re effectively,he makes a pun at Cleon’s- 

expense in Fr. 3P8: 'rrpZo7-oS ptf ’

X«irl p£lV '/Tpo^T-rr’orS , TToAXVTTCOV' TJjV’ TToXiV,

The point is apparently that Cleon first used tire salutation ’ ’ ir

Perid.es
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an official communi cation(after the capture of Sphacteria in 425 B.C.). 

Eupolis contrasts the salutation "Rejoice"( "Greetings”, etc.) with the harm 

that he claims Cleon did the city(no doubt he is thinking in more gener

al terns than of the events at Pylos and Sphacteria, for even if Aristoph

anes and. others —perhaps including Enpolis— begrudged Cleon the credit 

for the victory, the capture of the Spartan soldiers was a conspicuous .v: 

success for Athens). Er. 213 puns on the name Danos, a son of Pyri'lempes,
J

and tire Athenian . As in Aristophanes’ ’Knights’ (v. 43), the A then—

isn is treated as rather deaf(i. e. to good saise),and the idea is to
iA

behind the proverbial expression ’’have wax in the ears"in context. There 

are fhrther examples of Eupolidean puns in Frs.-235> 404,434 and weakly in 

35E(with assonance,or rather rhyme,in 1.1).

Of particular interest is Er.llOA Edm( Austin Fr.92.1 sq.}, which is to 

built around a theme word, . The precise sens** —or seises— t,

of S1 <v<rTp££s.iV is —or are— obscure, and interpretations are varied.
r

Wuest in Phil.91(1936)pp. 114-5 favours the seise "twist”(on the ’ladder’^ 

i. e. torture), a seise vaguely echoed by Page'^in his "put through the
£

mill” and by Edmonds in his "make to squeal"(both reflecting a. figurat-4 

ive notion of "torture": cf. the words that Dicaeopolis uses of his dismay 

at seeing that he must eidure the music of Chaeris, viz. „■

TJjrz? B’^ttsG^vov' k*y'i St£crTp>%,^v'. i^v ,in Ach.l5)hg

May errand Maas?hovever, win the approval of Demianczuk, SchtnidZ'and o thers >
» 1

for their suggestion that has an obscene seise( "copulate

with"). The simple verh <3-Tp£^£»v is,of course, shown to be capable of 

bearing a reference to sexual intercourse in Pnerecr. Fr.145. In our pass-; 

age of Eupolis the best case for a sexual sense can be made for 1.8,wherd

oXk^S is known to be a word that could,later at least,be used of a wo-J
J2Z

raan( as in A.P. 5*^^°) ♦ J ensen,however, saw no such point and construed 
/oAi-UStoy tiV^cvutctJ as the object of &i.irrwtsvn and not <$l£e'Tp'to 

c /
(his explanation is quoted by Austin adloc.). He took oAk/ys in 

the sense of " food-vessel (oAkA-s <r‘i Ve,yAjy£r )" in 1.7«’Clearly,our into

X)
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erpretation of this problsuatic fragment must be guiderl by -the ob.serv- l 

ation that the passage is concerned with getting people who are weLi-offi 

compared with the speakers to support (in particular, feed) those .wito less 

to eat. The word ’ auv ’in 1.3.1 appears to mark a transition from two an

ecdotal cases of people who have been subjected to To S ivc

to some cases of people who merit that fate. Pi sender and Theogenes were > 

greedy gluttons, the latter pretending to wealth he did not really have, 

Callias wa.s a profLigate nriJLlion ai re, and Pauson a notorious starveling. 

Whatever the passage is taken to mean must make full sense in toe light 

of those facts.Linguistically the most difficult line is 1.8,where
•I

caused Demianczuk doubts about the text(if correct it must = , i
/ I

’’once for all") and the imperfect is rather puzzling. Pinal
1

agreement on the sense of toe passage will be difficult to obtain,but to|
1

illustrate what I think may be toe purport of the piece J. give this 

' provisional translation of Austin’s text( 11.1-15)>which is probably corr

ectly supplemented as far as it goes, though there are doubts about the 'i;

first letters of 11.8-9»My translation of as "put through
Ji

it",oving something verbally to Page,is meant to convey the sense of

"pressuri ze"( force greater generosity to others)as well as "torture"in i
j

a figurative, and in Theogenes’ case more literal, sense( cf. Ach.15, which.
> z iin spite of ,does not have to refer to having toe eyes distorted, i

'1as 1ST take it, though it may do so):

"And what is more they say that Pi sender wa.s put through it("v/as
1

tv.isted")at his lunch yesterday when he declared that he wouldn’t feed .

some guest-friend who hadn’t a bite to eat. And Pauson came up on Theog- ?;••! ;3
enes(the verb TFpocrurr^rfi^t is appropriate also of wind, which may be of - = 

relevance here in the dietary context/as he was toning to his heart’s

content on one of his cargo-cariiers(i. e. on the food brought therein)

and gave him a peelingf- tor a toed him) and put him through it once for

all, and Theogenes lay there collapsed in a heap, farting toe whole night 1

long. We must first put Callias through it, then, and toe people within they
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long walls with him, for they have better lunches than we do, and Nicer- h
' 1atus of Acharuae... ” O;

The passage is part of the antodeof a parabasis. The ’ thane-word’ device*
-I

is not Aiistophanic, and is not attested again in the Old Comic fragments.
• 3
The imagery of Eupolis can be very amusing and vivid at times, and isfj 

sometimes used to embellish the political and sexual jokes of the poet. 1

Eupolis does not seem to have produced the rather heavily-done images of;1?
•’f

which Cratinus was sometimes capable,but had a more consistently light 

touch.He was,however,probably a little less zestful than the eider Coin- l 

edian in his use of words and verbal devices in general,if our fragments^ 

fairly represent him.Eupolis’ most famous imagery is inFr. 98, where he d 

speaks of the aLoquance of Pericles.I translate Edmonds’ text:
-vj

’’This man was the best speaker in the world. Whenever he came forward ]

Ao speak,like a top-class runner he could give the orators a tai feet

start and still speak fast oiough to catch them up. 3

J3: A svift-speaker you call him, and so he was; but besides that swift

ness of his there was a power of conviction that sat on his lips, so did
•d

he beguile us,and he atone of the orators left his sting in those who j
.1

heard him. ’’

The image of persuasion sitting upon Pericl.es’ lips is adapted by Arist-J 

ophanes in Ra. 679ff> where it is not Persuasion,but a Thracian swallow j 

that makes its din from the barbarizing lips of Cleophon. Three homely
$
?J

images adorn Eupolis’ eulogy. The first, from the race, conveys the speed

with which Pericles spoke(so explicitly 1. 4}; the second is an image from’

the perching of a bird on a branch; the third from the sting of the bee, *
ki

used to convey the enduring effect of what Pericles said. The light simply

icity of the imagery weLl conveys the whole-hearted admiration of the |; I
3

speakers for Pericles and gives the lines great charm. Fr. 207 describes 

another orator,but likens him to a puppy running to and fro on a wall- '■;) 

and yapping away. The speaker’s excited mo van aits( not seemly in a publicd
,25 , . $5speaker) and possibly harsh voice seen to have prompted the comparison:
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£lfp 3-KOCTi oS & ? £o l K£V j yVlK} <»'*’ ^£Y7? P 
TO?S KUVlS/o,<ri -roi'o’v' £7?< T^V T^X1^'

yi'p £7TI TO fr/\«»KTZ? 7T£p‘rPf XWV

Fr. 223 has a maaorable image: XoyivrM tzcV UTTLuOwtov x°i>coV

("auditors of the accounts which choruses must render..."}. The audierce 

(or perhaps the judges in particular) are seen as the Aoyie-rq-/ (suditr- 

ors)who must examine the accounts of the dramatic choruses, that is ass

ess the merit of their performances. The metaphor is borrowed from public

life at Athens,where certain magistrates were liable to submit accounts.
c 'nfor scrutiny on relinquishing office and were said to be trrrfvWwoi 

or subject to this scrutiny. Some of the striking sexual, excretory and 

dietary imagery of Eupolis has already received comment in the chapter 

"Physical Humour". Such fragments as 48, 52,158,162,163,198,206,223, 224 

and 284 are discussed there.Hie personification of the cities in n^xsis 

has also beai considered already.One might add here the more limited 

personification,or rather humanisation,in Fr.l,where someone is talking 

of goats and tells of the way they vail let their goatherd know if they ■ 

fall ill and warn him of the approach of a wolf.Fr. 37 combines personif

ication with a touch of ironical self-denigration:

4rV<!>f>££ £Tc>r?pcsl f 5s.up J FjSvj TTp>o&
} / x / _ _ f

£| dUvevTGZj K°rl Tl TTp ^TToV'C’^ TVy^V£l.

Eupolis playfhlly allows for toe possibility that his audience may have-? 

found, something more interesting to attend to than his play. By making to

itself toe subj ect of he gives the audience’s mar tai
/

faculties an amusing independent exlstoree. The ywc^y may not, as it 

were,be vailing to be turned to what Eupolis’ chorus have to say.

Among condemnatory and abusive images toe following impress thaasel-- 

ves upon one.Fr.235 deplores the choice of men as generals who would 

once never have made toe grade as win e-in spec to r s. Fr. 10 3*8 Edra speaks of 

choosing as gar era! s, that is mar who might more appropriately?

have served tire city as scapegoats. Fr. 116 is severely critical of the .J

wolf.Fr
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sons of Hippo crates, who were derided in several other passages of Old J 

Comedy for their ugliness and stupidity. Combining a number of conj ecb- 4

ures I tentatively adopt this text:

<C ' ' c!ttrroT£ TT^?S£S £i<JS©AifXol 'Tiv£S> >

rpoiTW

("...and some prematurely-dropped sons of Hippo crates, bl eating sheep of ft
'y

children and not^all my kind of moi"). Hk/2&Ai^xoj correct, seems to I 

suggest that some accident of birth accounted for the stupidity of these;]

great-nephews of Peiides, while peihaps indicates that they are ||
.3

grudgingly included in a list of the surviving family of the great states

Of sundry other images of Eupolis, the following are worthy of moat- ,j 

ion.Fr.19 calls Hipponicus Zwovi/o-ov on account of his red w]

faee( and hair, as he was call ed’ Scythian ’on this account eLsewheref". The | 

point was presumably to allege that he was red-faced because he was a

drunkard, so devoted to vine as to seem the very priest of Dionysus. There.;xjaSS
wa.s apparently a further joke in con text, some pun it vould seem,but Schol 

Ar.Ra. 318 does not make the matter dear.Fr.93 describes, a man as being?] 

an octopus in his ways, which means -that he was adaptable( cf. esp. Theognis}

213ff,Pindar Fr. 43 and Soph. Fr. 266 Nauck). Alcaeus Comicus Fr.l draws on
, 3

the same notion of the adaptability of the octopus(i. e. of the colour of-i
■ ' -'f

its skin} and of the way in which a man can make his mind equally adapt-]
• J

able.If the line of Alcaeus preserved the general attitude that such

adaptability wa.s a virtue , thoi Kock is right, to suggest that there vasl: 

negative to qualify ^A'chov in context. The sense would thea be

"(not)... to be foolish and to have the mind of an octopus."
in, .’3

Eupolis Fr,103» 6 speaks of the voueration in wiiich the noble-bo in gener

als of the Athens of earlier days were held in the following terms:
C t » / A v \ Z?o»$ <!X>oTr£j>t» t9/o<c-»v *k<w jy<r«vV4

Kock offers Homeric parallels for this simil e, expressive of extreme re

spect and admi ration. Eupo’li s employs a vivid metaphor in Fr. 283, rein ford]
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ed with a vigorous oath:

ci) Ztu K^rCyirrAoV t>}V
The person addressed may have a heavy cold(so Meineke^'and Edmonds) and

may have just sneezed,or perhaps he is bleeding heavily from the nose

after a blow in the face. Fr. 238 has an image from a game in which knuckle

bones and similar obj ects were thrown into a circle. The fragmo.it is dis- 
a.q

cussed above. As a result of a jocular misunderstanding -there is imagery 

from tie same gam.e in Fr. 258, where the speakers are Phormio and (?)Dion—
t TA1 * \ V f \.ysus: (Phormio) OukovV Trz piyp<Yip£iS ocroV £Vcy p»or TX-v kukxov,

(Dionysus?) Tl S'* £<mV £?S ^3^41 AA^V ®rp»trTy<rCyUtfv'• 
f \ <\ y </   31Vj axrrvLp opruy'r;

Dionysus(if it is he)does not see the point of Phormio’s instruction and 

makes bomolochic inferences as to the purpose of the circle which he 

has been asked to trace out.Is it to play the role of the circle in the 

game <3S/a»X/\«»v jOr is it to be the circl e used in quail-filliping?

The image of filliping the barley-loaf like the quailf for the procedure j 

in quail-filliping see Rogers ad Ar. Av. 1299)is effectively ludicrous. Fr 

2_3i has tie image of the sycophant-scorpions and sycophant-vipers of 

Tenos, whereas Chios in Fr. 232 is a.s obedient as a horse that requires no 

use of the whip. Fr. 35^ reflects on how time brings change and aids with ; 

the statement fAtviA ’ oaFtv ex pvOj-ccb ,

The metaphor is,of course, from music. Fr. 355 ^as a simile from wine and 

uses a Thracian word, Z^A^* ( wine), evidmtly familiar at Athol's. The preen

ise sense is open to question,but Kock’s emendation and interpretation d
A

are pi an si bi e, according to which the fragment draws a comparison wnth 3 

the effect of mixing the Attic nature and Thracian wine, Fr. 333 speaks of 

bodies as snooth as those of eelsjFr. 320 draws a comparison with a wind,;; 

suddenly -turned violentjin Fr. 3^8 some old man asks whether he is to bq|

branded useless like cavalry horses which vzere past service. Fr. 124 askg
- M

why someone-'is yelling out like Demo stratus whei he's the victim of in^j 

justice. The nickn-me is used for the vociferous orator, who was

fragmo.it
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evidently so irascible that he earned also the nickname

(hys. 197). Fr.l~p Edm(ll6K)is textually dubious,but clearly has imagery 

from the offering of a lamb at a phratry initiation ceremony.On Kock’s 

in teip relation (1 ess bold and hypothetical than Edmonds’) there is a declar

ation that flora that time no general was able to outweigh "this man’s" 

victory(i. e. that of Mil trades at Marathon?), feasting the city on his deed, 

like a father offering a lamb at a ph r a try-ini tis.tion. Fr. .215 is a simile^ 

that epitomises Eupolis’ viruloit censure: .

ZScrnrp £Tn T^V' Avk^voS ,

The notorious Ehodia,wife of Lycon,is derided as a faithless harlot.In

view of the in Fr. 268 it is probable that Kock is correct in see-|

ing a metaphor there. Some old man is advised that he has taken on more

*•]!

I
J*

than he can cope with,it would seem:
> > / S' „ -> < ' ,

T»y/S£ TTp^V' TkjV H TTI

I have mentioned the possible sexual sense of this fragment above.I might 

mention also Fr.105 as an example of Eupolis’ imagery. There he takes 

metaphors from the gushing of water and from the budding of plants to 

express revitalisation: ^VqySAvcTovijc'ri ^Ao^si -r^v TToXiv'.

Photius treats the first word as a parodic invention( =)? i-fc'•d
seens that Eupolis meant to overdo the imagery here,perhaps to convey

a mood of enthusiasm in the sp eak er, whi ch would account for the confused^4
and bi zarre imagery of the line. Fr. 286 has a metaphor which is found in

» •<$1
8 more elaborate form in Ar. Ach. 1: Eupoli s speaks of "sand-grain-hundreds’’) 

(i. e. ’umpteen’-hundreds)of audience members. Fr. jp9 is a striking examples 

of a common metaphorical usage of/&Afrruv': cTWiTirye'/ S^iovTl yL/of

«<v0piAirroS ^n'o^ors fiXzrruyv °f\f

("as I was coming out I met with an insuspiciou^--looking fellow with
- sjii

un trustworthiness all over his face"). Some further examples of vivid 

language in Eupolis are Fr.lSl. 7( <£ffyo/2Av^s—"deranged"—a stronger 

word than. yMvopivot or euchiIk e), Fr. 18 7 (p1 A 6 s v /<c> i w - j
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op£e»^of>«A)V—"we’ve been round a very tribe of j arris ear ers") , Fr. 221 (^“r^p®1

—"mouldies"( Edmonds)—cf. Tail!ardat para. 56 for this common Comic metaping> z df
or)and Fr. 20o(ovk cvttoXi^^ciS —”diip off! . Fr. 3^7 employs the expr-:

/ Jessive noun("munching"),used of loud and vigorous eating.In the 

same fragment the word koTrxToS Seans to denote(unusually) the rattling 4 a

of knives upon plates and similar noises made in the course of eager cut-?
z

ting of food. The word derives from the root of the verb Kottttiv , but ’ 

normally refers to (bio vs o f)l amen tation. Edmonds’ "clattering" must here j 

express the approximate saise.Frs.148 and 272 are further examples of the 

use of expressive descriptions of the consumption of food or drink. Fr. F 

3‘29A is an impatiort execration: oltk is M/Gpro-rr^pioV,i
-j

("Get away and feed yourself to the ravens,damn you,you little squirt!"). J 

The diminutive is quite obviously contemptuous. Fr. 33^ enbodies what seems 

to have been a colloquialism, although it is not found eLsevhere. The phr~ 

ase in question, oui ("not a. mouth fill, not a morseL,’)is similar

to in Fr. 3, which is again the only passage where the express-
z '

ion is seen in use.Herodian speaks of TXyvp as a foreign. word.Peihaps 

it was a vulgarism originally of foreign 01igin.lt may be that it was 

especially associated with the kind of person who was sp eaking( ? th e 

rustic in A»jz£S }: km jxvO&vTi t4yvP’

("...and to live without a scrap( e. g. )o f knovl edge of cul ture"). Fr. 293- 

has a strengthened form of X/^oS (xoT^Xy^oS is hapax)and a humorous 

superlative: x^vo-X^ p ’ 7 cb i<i 0ep°>oi % o r\r£ . ;

The superlative is also In Ar. Vesp. 1278, vhich probably post-da/tes the • • 

play of Eupolis( XpirroyV ) from which Fr. 293 derives.

Such, thoi,is Eupolis, a Comedian capable of enploying lively and ent-i 

ertaining images from various sources, rich in Imagination and felicitousi 

in expression.Less interested in coining new words than Cratinus find app

arently rather less fascinated by proverbs,he was nevertheless alive to 
the potential of the pun and of the TT-vpv rrpoo-Son^v joke, and his imagery 

avoids tire impression of bring somewhat, heavily-wrought which one occaeK

01igin.lt
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ionally receives from metaphors in Cratinus. Eupolis’ style has a more 

sophisticated lightness( and greater evenness} than that of Cratinus, who j 

arguably shows greater fervour in his use of words and word-play,but x 

whose zeal and vigour do not always enable him to compare favourably with; 

the urbanity and greater control of Eupolis.Not that Cratinesn Comedy 3 

cannot be urbane and controlled,but there are times when it does not seei 

entirely free of rawness.

J
Pherecretes .h

Quite a large number of words in the fragments of Ph erecrates may, as
3*

we have seen, be coin ages, but they are not for the most part as striking aj
3

many of tile probable coinages of CratLnus. There are four titles which arj 

or may be coinages, vi z.VV0p<w^f><vi<V}i(’’the Human HeracLes") ,<A©vAo5iS - :;

ZcrK<*Xos (’’Slave-instructor*,but the word does recur in Procopius)

4v©pcu7roi ( ”Antr-moa”}and ( "Bogus-Hers.des"). A number of Ph- j

erecrates’ apparent coinages are vaguely* dietary* . The most striking isg 

Pherecrates’ polysyllable A&p(oTro\<£<vv£yLt4ov^ (”lily-polphus( a farinao- h
I

eous food)-anemone”)in Fr.i3h8.In the same context is the adjective

TroXi/TupoS (’’rich in cheese"/. Fr.143. 53^as the word 'jp^«rrpo< S^s or

o»Vs (’’belly-shaped”)of a cup, while Fr.lO8.i3 has oXokVty^toS (’’with -j
*> j .1

the whole sliin"). Fr.82( cf. 74)has °f/4<v^ipoS ("kni feL ess")—while in the \ 

same context we find 4voSovtos , a. byfoim of «\voSg>v ( "too till ess”), prob- i

ably not—I suspect—an invention of Pherecrates,but now found only in
, ■ , I

his fragments(82 and 74).The image in Fr. 95’s £"K^**-puy3&i

("swallow down like Charybdis")is like that in Cratinus Fr. 397( yv<>'r/Jo— 

/ ApuyyiKoS in Fr. 32 ("concerned with the gullet")is used

like a technical description of the "mercenary" Sai cythion, a parasites J 

A, <ru /n"'

6 T~*S ok roS Vj^?v £<r77 ; ft, tmtv/ "nwT^oir
J \ 5 \ **\ r /

AopvyyJkov' 77 v £7ri /-uow E.f.vov’,

I take it that the last line is worded so that fe/voS may suggest both
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" foreign er"(m er can ary) and "guest", while £rn/xnrOw v.ould mean "operat

ing for pay" of a mere aiary and more generally "on the make",I suspect, 

o f th e p arasi te. In lin e 2, in ci dm tally, »V ( "Who ha.ve we h ere? "} mi gh t

make better sense than uyaV ("Who.* s this you people hs.ve with you?"},but- 

ryxTv is our transmitted text.In Fr. 27P ("stolen dainty")is

another hapax,but cognates of the word, are attested, and Pherecre.tes may >? 

not have invented the noun.In Fr. 208 y'p^yopo-ioS ("keeping one awake") 

is formed from tine noun «yp>jyep<n£ ("'wakefulness") and seems perhaps to 

have been used of a foodstuff( cf. Et. M. XL 2.18 » whi ch gives us the frag

ment). Tlie idea may have been of a food that caused indigestion. In Fr.l6 

yAs/Uk-ryTdyos ("carrying fresh vine")is a hap ax, hut not necessarily an 

invented word. Two coinages in Fr.64 are feminine equivalents of familiar/

masculine nouns. Pherecrates’ chorus declare, in Eupolidean s,
eruTiK* Otfffcis our£ nTtoTTors. J

^Y OvS’ r^0izorrwh‘y»'/orV
("For a start,no one has ever yet seen a ’butcheress’ or for that matter 

even a’fishmonger ess’ ").In Fr,14lB is used, a.s a female equival-

ant of o-Tjp*rr»jyoS (i. e.--"generaless"). The word is so used again in Ar. * 

Ecd.835 and 87O.Whether Pherecrates originally invented this use of the, 

word or whether it existed as a. substantive before his day in this sanse 

is uncertain, for,if tine fragment of Pherecrates did not exist,we should 

be tempted to presume that Aristophanes invented the substantive use of 

the wrd,ibich should lead us to be cautious.In Fr.l72B tine insulting 

coinage <vvS'poi<er’rrp«r/vcr (’’sow that lusts for men")! s inspired by a metr- 

aphor that was apparently in fairly common use(cf. Henuipp.10 and Phryn.3
J

33) • AU three passages make it clear that to tine Greeks the sow was a
Z 1type of lustfulness( cf. also the verb K^np^^ ("want the boar")in Ar.

3
Plutus 1024). Cf. Taillardat para. 307.0f the remaining possible ooinages d . -
of Pherecrates, the mo st interesting are KXs.rrTiS'ns ( "Thiefson, son of a j

thief")in Fr. 219, a. comic patronymic, v^^Ewtrri ("in guide wi sc"), probabt] 

a parodic coinage on the lines of (itself an epic,Ionic andd

late prose word),In Fr. 2^?, iroXXo-yop^ifo^ ( "much—buying'1)in tr.l<r..6,
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kpcvKvnvXvvS ("worthless or rally fellow’’)in Fr.99(’-lth the often pejoi-7 

alive termination —i^s o-to^:cSq/<cS ("endowed with a mouth, loquacious’ 

—apptly. )in Fr. 234, and voc-Kir^iro (—#o in Hsch., "be mad from taking 

henbane”)in Fr.72.The word TTpcoro^Opos ("front-row-in£in’’,of a juror)in 

Fr. 226 is hapax,but perhaps not an invention, for -the cognate verb TTpwr©-^ 

^>or©pa*> is found in the Septuagint(Lxx. Es. 3-1). The verb <vrrorarAoa> in Fr. 4; 

.20 4.is taken by LSJ and Edmonds to denote masturbation,but Pollux expl-

sins it as the act of baling the glans poils, retrs.cting the foreskin. The7
(j

verb is not middle but active, and it may be that manual caress of a
, > ’I

partner's penis was in question! the fact that Pollux does say

makes it difficult to see the verb used as in Lys»95~?»vhere vrreS^/p v*3'4* 

denotes ’’made ^rcuXos ”( sc. vith desire). At any rate, the verb corresponds J 

to the use of ~ruXos of the glans penis and recurs in AB 423,which makes?/]

it likely ths.t the wrd was a. rare vulgarism and not a coinage of Pher- 7?i
-afecrates. The verb TrrXow is found in Erydus( cited by Mein eke II p. 35^)in 

the phrase TfcTuXuyuvov orcXov ("well-hardened or well-knobbed weap-4^

on”), said cf the male organ.In Fr.14- Bergk^and M ein ek e^a.r e probably 7
it 4right to conjecture ("dance-loving") as an epithet of the

, 4?
dancer sons of Ca.rcinus. The transmitted t^tXerp^j/<os ("given to ambitions”)

A»';
seems a much less likely description of them. A few other words,in part- w 

icular compounds of verbs which are found only in Ph erecrates, may or may|} 

not be coinages.lt is more likely that they are not, and in any case they 

are of slight significance. j

Pherecrates’ fragments include a modest sprinkling of proverbs,but 7] 

the type of joke in which a proverb is re-applied with a humorous substr-j
i

itution is not clearly attested.. The nearest example is Fr.ljl, where the^
-tsj

proverbial idea of hurrying to Colonus underlies the passage. There v,Tas ■-]
* . -I

a saying,nXe£5 , ^XX'nv kc/Wav Vtc-o ("You've come late,but ;§ 

hasten to Colonus”), said of those applying for hire. The Colonus where
i

labourers were hired was that In the market-place; there was another, ihe,^
33

Colonus of Sophocles’ play "Oedipus at Colonus",which was an Attic dome?:

coinages.lt
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sacred to the hero Colonus( ^ttttot^s koAwvoS in Soph.Q. C. 59). Pherecra.t- > 

es’ passage anticipates confusion betveoi the two(the second speaker’s
J

opening vords suggesting the proverb), and there is a prompt attempt to 

forestall any misunderstanding. The second speaker wants it understood 

that he is not offering himself for hire as a labourer: *

A oijros -rro£av & aU KozXtov^ J

olf Vo1/ <vyop«rTov^ toy ttJv' frmttOV'’. . ;

Other proverbial allusions are to be found in Frs.15,35>^24 end 144, vith | 

a semi-proverbial allusion in Fr. last line). 3

Fr.155 hs.s a. sort of oxymoronic pun aimed at Alcibiades: 1

OTJK <Wb?,

4-v^p o<JT«>-<rcov' nGw 'yu'v<rH<63v" £<rTi vGV, j

The allusion could be to Alcibiades’ indecently youth.fhl liaisons with 3
• |

the opposite sex.( cf.Lys. XEV 25 and the similar charge against Cleophon ini
’ 1 

Plato Fr. 99) rather than to a. graduation from playing the catamite to play-:

ing the paramour. Athaiaeus cites the fragramt simply to show that Alcib- i
I

iades was 4*<oA®rcr-ros tt^oS yi/v<yH<<vs (a. sense which the second line

must bear in either case) .Mein eke( II p. ?A2)o ffers no interprotation; Ko ck "!
A . - *1

citVe/passages of Sueton.ius(on Julius Caesar) to support the second inter-3

protation;Edmonds' translation and. comment assume the former explanation.1
' • c « lKock's view is preferable.Not only can £ok£? than belong in smse <)

• »J
to the first statement(a better rhythm then one would obtain if the words

— -J
had to qualify the second line),but thevuV in the second line has more j 

point if one accepts the theory of a graduation from homosexual to hetep-l 

osexnsl activities. Furthermore, Aeschines I I67 has the same /ov/a

A'Vqp contrast in a clearly homosexual oontext(of Demosthenes, who has !
• 1

the effrontery, according to Aeschines, to slander a true man, though he is-'.j
$

no man himself) . At any rate, the pun is clear.Pherecrates has another 

verbal joke in Fr.70. ?( for the whole fragment cf. above):
Si

ip—,// / V 1,1 ?
croi; —- Tr^vrcv-TTcy-c-j ^.i£V orrv irocop. -J

The second speaker’s impatient words pick up and intensify toe first
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speaker’s. The forcefbl tone aid the verbal echo(as well as the dietary $ 

joke) contribute to the humorous effect of the reply. Fr.141 has an etym- <

ological play on Xo^&vtes rrpoS To?S and ygw^uoAo^oj> amount- J
'i

ing to a kind of pun. Some god is explaining how Zeus erected a massive

chimney in the heavens to prevent the gods from earning the reputation s
4»

of being y&uyuoAo^o/ from constantly lying in wait by altars to claim 

their sacrifices. The most basic sense of ySwywoAo^oS implied(i. e. on e 

who waits around the altars to beg scraps from the sacrifices or steal ;j 

therefrom,LSI ijha.s its nearest parallel in Manetho AstroJ.ogus 5«H9< . <

Elsewhere the word signifies one who indulges in unseasonable and insens-
,&j

itive humour. For the double entendre of the long Fr.145 cf. above, as
• “

for the possibility that Fr.102 may be a hint of a ' scene, with
. • ■ .WJ•.3337
all the consequent puns. The word-play and imagery of Fr.108. 26-26 are jj

considered above also, while the possibility of double entendre in Fr.l^'j
3n • ’ :4receives attention elsewhere also. Fr.145 is,of course,one of our best

examples of non-Ari stophani c double entendre in the Old. Comic corpus. Fr,(|
*1 depends on an ironic comment for its humour, along with ludicrous hyp

' J

erbole.The first speaker is a gluttonous parasite,it seens, trying to tone
’ *3

down his avarice. The five half-medimni are about 120 men’s rations:

fyoj yUoAis

TT.CV0* f3i ^yUoAlS*

AJS oAiyocr iroS ^<T0’ oS K°iT£(rb Si 1$

Tfj$ V££OS

The word oX/yocr/roS is also in Phrynich. Com. Fr. .23, again in irony it'7s•
would seen: ° c‘ oAiyovmoS ft t/

’’Herad.es” is there apparently used metaphorically of a ravenous eater.
*js5'aci

Fr.149 of Pherecrates depends upon a non-Horaeric interpretation of
zf 1/o<vs : the Lesbians were notoriously associated with the practice of 

feLlatio in Old Comedy( cf. Thsop. 35? Strattis 40. Ar. Vesp. 1345) ♦ The first J

1
■I

: «line is intended to recall Iliad 9. 270, where Odysseus conveys Agamemnon’

promise of gifts to Achilles,but it is unwise of Mein eke and Edmonds to.
. - g

4®
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presume that Odysseus and Achilles are the speakers h ere: som eon e is 1

quite possibly just receiving the same offer as Achilles,but inteipreh-
■4

ing it differently.He thinks of the sexual potential of seven girls of F 

Lesbos: s/ <roi yuvdkc^ firri- Astf^i&ys. J

J3 «<rXov yx Swpov ott'> A*i K<t<rrp 1 crS „
.i

I think Norvood probably mistaken in taking the comment as contemptuous,

for the Greeks were aware of the sexual pleasure that fellatio could £
j

bling and could esteem the practice: cf.Pax: 854f.

The imagery in the fragments of Pherecrates is often not particularly
,3

memorable or impressive,but he does produce some oitertaining similes j

and metaphors. Fr. 51, for example,makes quite effective use of the relative^

ly trite metaphor of the flood of words( for which cf. on Cratin. Fr.l86 
.<p

above). The text st the beginning is doubtful,but some woman is complain- W 

ing tha.t whether she is silart or speaks out, she cannot please her husb-| 

and.In tire one case he chokes with vexation( for Trviyx<r£<¥i so used cf. J 

Anti phenes Fr.171. 2), while if his wife opens her mouth he declares,

TVXa-S ... /<«kTEA»|Au0fV

For the metaphorical use of cf. Ar. Vesp. 1034 and Pax 757*Fr.l55$
• ' 1

produces a vivid image in its description of a blow delivered by Achilles; 

O ’to <yurO&/
d<%>c-T£ TrJp £j< twV 'yvvGwv,

Pherecra.tes can make quite effective use of dietary imagery. Hi s’Golden 

Age’ fragments have already been discussed in detail above. The imagery
•5

of Fr. 145>v^ic^ is in sexual double entmdre,bas similarly been con si d

ered already^-and the description of the vomai’s cups in Fr.143 (’’...likea
v

wine-transports, well-rounded, thin-sided,hollow and belly-shaped... ”)is 

noticed above si sot5

Among miscellaneous images one might notice the following.In Fr. 20 

there is the metaphor of blood boiling in rage( <vve^£oxv' ).The com

pound verb is not uncommonly so used in later Greek, wirile the basic im-

JO
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age of boiling vith rage is well-attested: cf. Taillardat para.352. The 

metaphor was probably fairly commonplace to Pherecrates. Fr. 69 speaks of 

being ’’boiled through”(S i£</>QoS }, vith reference to being over—heated and ,•= 

dehydrated after a hot bath. The image is a homely and no doubt colloquial 

one.Fr.?>Ais ,rr<("The man is being fanned to Home’’}. >.

Metaphorical examples of the use of the verb are found in <

several passages of late Greek and also in Antiphon es Fr. 202.16. The im

age is of rekindling or fanning to vigour some gloving embers, and the 

point in the Pherecrates context vould be that the man’s temper was being 

roused. Taillardat in para. 3^n. adduces parallels for this interpretation, 

The moral!sing Fr.l46,in which an old man contrasts his youthful vith his 

presort ways,has three metaphors,one from the wrapping of foodstuffs or 

other articles,one from the use of water for washing the hands at the 

dining-tabl e( cf. Teledid. Fr. 1. 2} , and on e from wea.ving( cf. Plb. 3.32.3, ci M 

ero Att..14.16. 3). For the omission of infcap in the words K<vr^

A TTp-v^^rX**} cf. Alexis Fr. 261.2, for exempt e( )or

Philonides Fr. 4A, and for the whole phrase cf. the passages quoted in 

Blaydes' note on Ar. Vesp. 1216. The old man in Pherecrates says 3

&/T<V TT]AlKOV7"OVU
no\Ao?s ifA«iVTov £yKvX\ir*i TTp4yy>4'vcriv'.

v'i^rxpos,

£‘5okoitV Lity £0povotrV cusiv', Trivrv piOl

K°rTo, ^£jp©S kjy Ter

VuV $’ c£frrt JAOI TO VofrV^

«\k«rY> Kerrs? yU»Tbv' xX- ttp£ypivT5 /kAoy/^oyncH ,

The old man contrasts the readiness vith which he in volved( ” envelop ed") i 

himself in trouble in his earlier days vith the much more circumspect 

attitude that he takes in later life. The metaphor in k<rT«v «p oS conveys

the slight regard which he had for the magnitude or number of the prob- 3 

lerns which he was taking on.His problems vzere "water over the hands", that
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is they little bothered him. The final metaphor( voy ... cxXoyi^ —

stresses the very close analysis to which he now subjects any prob

lem before he tackles it,now that age has given him more soise. The met

aphors are clearly felt appropriate to conversational Greek.

Fr. 21 is presumably a metaphor: cf.Plutarch 2.1033e( reporting Aiist- :

o croon on Chxysippu s), vi z. Tujv' fa orp ypkikv «oni^ (”a

knife for the Academic knots”).The verb erTp®>yy<»\»4<0 is also found met-' s

aphoricelly in Plutarch 2.6l8f. To what precisely the metaphor,if it be

such,in Pherecrates refers we can but guess(as Koek end Edmonds do). The

general purport must be that the people addressed caused difficulties, set

problems or put obstacles in the way of the resolution of some problem: A 
Zv/4£?s y^p e'T'p'vyy'qXiS.

Fr.13 has the well-used image of the hunger of the polypus; Fr. 147 draws 

an analogy with side-dishes;Fr.150 has a. simile from the forcing of a 

partridge from its nest(so Edmonds),perhaps with referoice to the prov— < 

ei'b 'ntpSi^ &pov^roV ( cf. Ar. Fr. 523)*Fr.l35 raa^es a comparison deliberately^ 

insulting to the effeminate Clisthenes:

TTcpio-rtp 1 oV o^to?t>v kktjtf'Gavti

Presumably what Clisthenes(l accept the emendation of to

k\£j<rO£Vj£A suggested by Person and Snsley)h3d in common with the dove 

was that both were considered delicate, feminine creatures. Fr. 19 complains 

of tire ambivalence of Argos in the war:

oirrot y<yp tjy'ti'/ 0/ Xq-KtaS ^TroXoyyxtvoi 

£TTor-^<^>or£.p)f40^'cr') ZfATToScoV K’rOi'Jl'lLv&l

(”Sit in our way” means ’’obstruct us”, as in Pax 473*) For the saitiment, f 

as veil as the image,cf. Ar. Pax 473-7* The relationship in date between .• 

’Peace’ and AlrnyioAo» cannot be certainly decided, as Pherecrates’ frag-A 

mcnt could belong to tire period of the Archidamian War or else to 417 

B. C. ,just after Argos’ threefold change of side in the previous year. A

Pherecrates, then,has left considerable evidence of an interest in 

invented words, al though his coinages are not often of the mo st memo rad.
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he has a few proverbs,but. does not use them —if our sources give any

thing like a true impression—on the scale of Cratinus; he employs double J 

entendre on a large scale in Fr.145,but is somewhat repetitive there, 

while a few fragments bear witness to an employment of the pun. There is
y / %

no dear example of a 7Tp o<rdo ki^v joke.In his use of imagery Pher

ecrates is probably seen at his best in his surviving ’Golden Age’ frag-4 

ments,108 and XJ) in particular, and has some images elsewhere of a lighV- 

and often colloquial sort which add fLavour to his style,but he does notf
•/j

seem to have depended heavily on enterprise or skill, in his employment o© 

metaphor and simile save in certain set-pieces, where he intensifies his 4 

styl e.

Plato

Plato’s imagery appears to have been more ambitious than that of -g

Pherecrates and seems to have made a greater contribution to his overall J
■AS

technique. Consider, for In stance, his description of Cinesias in Fr.l84:

TTMS OKYyfotr /"JXnJprriSoS

CTkLXzToS'&ruyoS } k'rXifAiv* <pof>£>V,

KtKWf'ilvot
rrXs/cTTVS D-Tt’ ptr<£cOV*ra$ Lv TtO CTtO^VYTl,

■‘I 

1

Plato’s brutal ridicule of Cinesias’ extreme thinness uses several imag-?J 

es. Cinesias is said to be Oeagrus' son by Pl euri sy( accepting Kock’s in spi 

ired conjecture Oisypotr for the transmitted E^yopov) which means th&tj 

he was a wasted latter-day Orpheus, for Oeagrus was the legendary singerfls

'Isire. The technique of inventing such a parentage for a person whom one 

wished to censure is the same as "that in Cratinus Frs. 240 and 241, where|| 

Peiides is son of.^-rvs’is (’’Faction") and Aspada. daughter of I^T^rrvy^

("Shameless Lust"). The word cXsA^toS likens Cinesias to a wither--/’
•1

ed mummy,possibly the same image as in Phrynichus 69, where Lamprus is 
. . 47.derided in rather more obscure metaphors by Plato’s llval.Cf. above tor’i

• '



the possibilities there. (’’reed-like") compares Cinesias’ slight |

legs to reeds, sn obvious simile, while ‘fc’Ooy ( "harbinger of

Con sump tion")is a figurative way of stating that Cinesias was wasted as \ 

though by some such disease as consumption, the advent or presence of 

which a glance at him foretold. The last phrase of the fragment seems to 

explain certain scabs on Cinesias’ body as the result of cauterisation 

by the doctor Tliryphon(£or)(«<p9'S being internal accusative: "his body

marked with numerous scabs from Euryphon’ s cautery"), presum ably a humor- ■
d

ous explanation of the poor state of Cinesias’ skin. The concentration of; 

imagery or in tai si fi cation of language in a comic description of a pers-"
i

on is,of course, exactly what one would expect when the poet wishes to 

produce a colourful or memorable picture of an individual within a short;
:'l

compass. The most celebrated Aristophsnic example is the portrait of Cleon
J

in Veso.lQ'^Iff and Pa.x 754ff-Phrynichus 69 is another very striking exr- | 

ample.In Fr.l24(for which cf. above)Plato has another concentrated descry

iption. Fr.l86 uses a mythological allusion in a complaint that one cannot
J

be rid of publi o-sp eak ers, who appear in ever-increasing numbers on the 

political scene: tjv y<vp

£|S ~TiS TTOVqpoS^Su5 pV|Tof>£5’ , I

OUSYlS y'Vp VyywZoV £V TVj TToXfclj

Oo-nS £TTI fcAUOTl Tq-S TtUV ,!

KiKoXXoTTrukA'S ’ TO »y vpouV* pyr^op £CXl«

The allusion is to the slaying of the Hydra by Heracles and J.olaus, to 

achieve which Iolaus cauterised each severed head of the Hydra, to pro

vent double re-growth. There is no one to do the same to stem the incr

ease in the number of public speakers. The last line depends on the com- i
J

mon assumption that an apprenticeship as a catamite was the ideal train-jj
* *y[ •1

ing in the utter shamelessness and moral depravity which seaned to the i
•J

average Athenian to characterize all too many minor public figures. Aristo 

ophsnes expresses the layman’s inference succinctly in Fed.Illff: >3

• • 1 
■
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Axyovo** K«w tZuV V£.nvi c'KtoV ocroi
TrXntrr** <j-tto?>o3vt<h t AxivorqTous £?vq-i Xtyiiv.

In Plato’s line the verb ko\\o7T£v<n corresponds to the slang use of 

ko\Xcn{i (as in Eubulus Fr.ll,Ciphilus Fr. 43. 22), and the overall sentiment! 

is a more vivid way of saying of xLK’oAAotr£uk^T£S p4r°P*s yjyvovT>i .

The sudden colloquial transition is intended to give the goierali'sa.tion ! 

extra force, and sums up the speaker’s attitude to p^roj>£y .

Fr. 22 compares the laws of Athens to spiders’ webs, a simile attested
* • 4

veil before Plato’s own time, and one which e:xpressed the limitations of •• 

the power of laws. They could restrain the weak,but not the strong. The
3 J

sj.mile is recorded for Anacharsis in Plutarch Sol. 5. for Zaleucus in Stob-k
^.w

aeus Serm. 45.2-5, and for Solon in Ciog.Laert.I. 58. The point of the simil e 

is not dear from the surviving words of Plato on their oin,but the pa.ss^ 

ages cited are much more explicit, and Plato’s point was surety thdrs.In 

Fr.97 Plato uses an insulting simile of the gross Pi sander, whose gluttonyj

is derided, for example,in Eupolis Fr.llOA Edra.Plato says 

AicrTQp kV£.</> vWuv' K] TT'rfXwV <T£ tf^y ja £Vo$ .

Presumably he is referring to Pi sender’s figure. Fr. 220 speaks of the 

speed, of change in the buildings—as it seems—of Athens.I-f amen has h" 

beai away for three months he no longer recognises the city,but like 

people at night who skirt the walls, those newly returned to Ath ens are 3 

conducted into the city from the Piraeus like some Persian mounted-oour^ 

iers.We do not have Plato’s actual words for this passage,but such is tbb 

purport of Sextus Empiricus’ obviously dose paraphrase( Edmonds too bold--:
I

ly tries to restore the text from this prose report). The first image isi^

perhaps, as Edmonds suggests, that of travellers searching for a gate intn||
.W&Sthe city at night. Frs. 129 end 197 use the image of a well-fitting shoe,

V'4

Fr.197 has CJS &v'Tl yuci -7-0 XC*7A'’<V roaro TToS®r

(”,..as this tiling fits my foot perfectly”), while Fr,129 has
- - •*'*-. / €- / Z \ \ / C
T01S TporrciS fyx orToV to Cf\ IT £ p / Tffp I TToO‘*

(’’...and fitting bis(?) vays like a shoe a foot.”)’ The image is made mo
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explicit by the use of ^p/xo-rorov ("fit well”,of clothes etc.).Lucian 3 

uses TTfpi 7ToS°, figuratively in Kist. Conger. 14,Ind. 10 and. Pseucol. 23.

The image is colloquial. Fr.l30 complains of the way in which choruses 

had become more static, and makes its point more forcefully by using a .•? 

simile from disablement by paralysis and the emphatic adverb ?

the line culminating in the strongly uncomplimentary cjpt,'ovr<v» :

‘vXX’ evo-rrtp cyTTOttX^ ktoi cj-taS^v- £o-rZjtx$ ddpu-ovrvi 

(’’...but they stand stock-still as though they were paralysed and hovl 

a.way”). Frl53 is a lengthy analogy vith boys playing a game( the point is 

not made explicit in the lines we have,but some persons’ or states’ easy 

change of loyalties —or varying success—is perhaps involved, as Wilam-
57> 51 'owitz and Geissler have suggested: several other possible interpretations*

si '
are reported in Norwood. The analogy is unusually full for a. Comic frag

ment, but is overshadowed by -the analogy of the ooins in the parabasis ofp 

Ari.stophan.es’ ’Frogs’ and that of the wool in the agon of the same poet’s 

’Lysi strata’. Fr. 175 has a simile from the dining table: the point, is again
52

not clear,but it is a very plausible suggestion of Fiitzsche that the 

reference was to adul tery. Pl ato says

v£ orXXvrpi’ £<r6 ' O^oi^r- Tor?S Tr«vp©ijncri •

(’’...but other people's are like side-dishes: they give brief pleasure, 

but are soon used up. "} In Ar.Fr.l87 a v.oman’s is spoken of as

her , and in Magn.es Fr. 2 there is a similar notion,in a definitely^

non-sexual con text,of the as some ’extra’:
V <**' / - h

K°H T'°r\ST<’C }Ai.Y TUiV' {<*kt-JV < d £S

("and these are side-dishes to my troubles"). Plato himself has

metaphorically in Fr. 43 also, where someone advises that intercourse with 3 

a woman who is awake is better than vith one who is asleep, as there are 

TFvpo^rifos .The passage evidently went on to enumerate these extra deligh 

Fr.l 64 is a. colourful threat, declaring that someone’s flesh will be made. 

to resemble patdivo.de done on shoes.Such vivid threats and .references to

Magn.es
patdivo.de


$

violence are sometimes found in Old Comedy(end la.ter Comedy}. Another 

good example of the imagery of violence is Cratin. Fr. 275^

hi Kv'4ljJ£tv'
TTpiv <?ru^iTr«i-rrj cr«v I

(”...to give a really good carding with the whip before potting through 

the trampling stage”). Cratinus takes his imagery from falling and re

orders the pro cesses( cf. Pollux 7«j8)«lt is of such colourful imagery 

that Aristophanes speaks in Pax 743ff,where he claims that his rivals 

bring on beaten slaves for the sake of such remarks as .

te<=*K© ov tiZ tc SYp^i’ ^rrot-Qi-s i <roi

h 'Tck rrXsup^s Tro\\fl crrpvri^ K<wSrvS r-o v^rov^ |

The military metaphor of the attack delivered by the bristle-whip and 

its stripping the back of flesh like a countryside of timber is,of course 

meant to be bizarre.Not that Aristophanes does not himself use colour

ful imagery and voca.bula.ry in threats and descriptions of violence. The 

exchanges between Cleon and the Sausage-seller in ’Knights’ are rich in 

vivid threats. Cf., for example,Ec. ~^69ff. where the two characters make 

threats appropriate to their trades. Cf. Taillardat Ch. XXXEII for images ■ 

of violence in Aristophanes, and cf. Eup. Frs. 259, 2^9 A and 259B for a sit-C 

ua.tion recalling that of which Aristophanes speaks in Pax loc. ci.t.Plato Y 

in Fr.12 has a less remarkable flogging metaphor(for which cf.Timocles ..l’ 

29, Apollod. Car. 5.10), that of ’’peeling" the person flogged:

A£TT£t

The verb is tentatively restored in Eup.Fr.110A Edm. 8 (Austin 92*8) .Plato'.

Fr. 2, though not an image,is worth noticing here as an example of the -{
tlembeLli stun ait of language or indirect expression not infrequently founds

in contexts involving viol ence.Mo st probably the line is a drcumlocut- y

ory threat to a slave: 7T£p/ TUtv J

Edmond,s takes it as the complaint of a slave being flogged,but I am in
. a!dined to suspect that the sides in question are those of the subject of;i

1y ■ ’
, as there is no personal pro noun or posessive adjective,

* si
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Kr.l69 talks of the "£Leeeiness”(£d£.f> t* ,i. e. affluence} that Hyp- } 

erbolus has so long enjoyed. The image is also in Ar. Av. 121 f: both pass- X 

ages are considered in Taillardat para. 55O«lt may safely be presumed that 

a play devoted to the demagogue Hyperbolus (ostracised 417B. C. } antedated 

’ Birds’ (Dion. 414),but the image was no doubt common oiough in colloquial 

language. Fr, 124.1 has too metaphors conveying the smse of manoeuvring 

someone or something to one’s will. MtTtx.TTtrn.unV daiotes ”to move, as one 

would a draughtsman, to a different po si tion”, while is

’’thoroughly to use the wrestling-trick called f<Xyx^ on a person”.Both 

metaphors express the notion of gaining some success over anopponent: .

O 1 l ? T£UCr'orS OfVTov- T£

(’’You’re happy,I think, to have moved him to a new square and used the 

ladder-throw on him... ”) . The simpl e verb kX'^k^sv is in Ar. Fr. 44A Edm ; 

(4 Donianczuk, who cites passages illustrating its significance) . Several 1 

similes from the game of ’ draughts’ (-rrt<r<ro» ) are cited in LSJ( s. v. ) .One J 

would suspect that Plato’s imagery refers to success in a ’round’, as it '? 

were,of an agon(the line is one of tvo anapaestic tetrameters which 

form the full fragment) .Ko ck doubts jutr^Trzy-rtv&A ,but the transmitted ? 

text is perhaps satisfactory as a. bold and humorous mixture of images. ; 

The verb itself is attested in Plato Philosophus Min. ''16b. Fr.9 has the 

more modest image of ’’drinking up” or ’’drinking away” weal to, an obvious 

enough metaphor( for which cf. Eur.Hipp. 626).

These and other images of Plato Comicus lead us to the conclusion 

that he was not lacking in skill and enterprise in toe use of imagery. ;■ 

He has also a number of interesting coined words surviving. Fr. 64 has one; 

such in £^T£f®K°»<Kv£( ”stupid cuckoo of a feLlow”)in a. fragment which 

has also some manorable insulting imagery( cf. above for the personal . 

allusions involved): ^'r<

© /-<£V }
foK&K /|X|0ioS wrtpi£ < t-o.1 k

<ri k trtts rrtivo£ f uve ;j k
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fa u\<ov»'£^v 5’qv -rtroKtv q ovov

T^v kouk irr*©<V ouStV>

(’’Don’t, you see that Leagrus,of the great family of Glaucon,goes about .,<■ 

a simple imbecile of a cuckoo vith the legs of a lipe but seedless cuo- '2 

umber,while isn11 it true that Philonides of M elite’s mother gave birth 

to a donkey and came to no harm?”). The ’donkey' image is considered else

where. Th ere may well be a special point in specifying that Lesgrus had '
1 . -J

the legs of a seedless cucumber: the hint is probably that the man was in—; 

capable of sexual rdations, even though of mature years. The idea of a j 

"eunuch” plant is not a pa.rticula.rly Comic image: cf. Th eophr. H. Pl. 4,1114.h 

BtfvouX’*5 is the opposite of .There 5 s,however1,likely to be-j

some special insult in likening a man to a. "eunuch” plant, and I think it 

must be what I have suggested. The word °r^£\TXpoKoi<Ku^ itself has refer

ence to the supposed stupidity of the cuckoo.lt is so explained in Dekk— 

er Anecd. 27. 24, and such seans to be the point in Ar. Ach. ^8(Tailla.rda.t 

para. 454), where Dicaeopolis declares that "three cuckoos” elected Lam- fl 

achus general: Q&‘ £^e» po-rov^ercyv' y%p A«* «ox/<try£S yx
'1

Fr.124 has three ooinages in the second line in a concentrated desciipt- :
s-^ t si /ion of a Spartan or philo-Laconian. The coinages are vn^vcysios(”of moust

achioed existance”),rmp'r»°xa«'^'rvj $ ( "xopy-haired") and cAKcrp 

( "cloak—trailer”). Cf. above for this fragment. Fr.113 contains the i

complaint,it seems,of some deity that he gets no o ffeiings. Cook’s sugg- j 

estion, adopted by Edmonds, that Death speaks is perhaps mi sgui d.ed, in spite 

of Aeschylus Fr. 16lN(~Ar. Ra. 139 2),y^p ©<vv«frcS 01/ Sojp<sov Ep«r , j

for the point there is that Death is inexorable and will accept no gifts/- ,h M
not that he wants thorn but does not get them.If Death is the speaker ini| 

Fr.113 of Plato, then he cannot be oomplaining( a.s Edmonds’ translation 

makes him do),but is simply stating a fact. At any rate,Plato onploys 

four adjectives vith privative alpha to stress that no offerings are
, , /I

made to this deity. Two of the words are apparent coinages(‘vrrA^KojjvroS 

and <?Xi^4*VA>-ros)sone is hap ax in this saise(<&r7rX^y^/os > which, occurs in^|

cuckoo.lt
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the sense ’’bowel—less" or ’’heartless” elsewhere: cf. Soph. Aj . 472, Chrsipp.

Stoic. 2. 249) J end. one is not un common (‘^serves ). The fragment is 

/'lovoJ •^y^trcn'oS

e^O-rrXv^VOS A'l^VTU^O/^TrX^KCVVToS <vA>^4v-WTbS .

Fr.l47A has ? either ’’oracle-monger's babble”, as Edmonds

understands it,or ”sooth-saying-twaddLe-talker”. Such insulting coinages 

are not infrequent in Old Comedians, especially in those who made person

al censure a prominent part of their technique. Three words in Fr. 2.46A 

may be coinages: they are all allusive ways of referring to familiar 

obj ects( cf. Cratin.Fr.94 and see on ’Parody and Borrowings’ above). The 

eye is to otyvocKiov (’’the eyebrow-shaded”); the venomous spider is to 

o'^jScv/<fs (’’the one that causes mortification by its bite”); and the bone~j 

marrow is to ocTzoyzvts (’’-the bone-bom”). Edmonds guesses that mock-orao-- 

les or riddles may have beai involved( cf. Crates 29), which is a very plans- 

ibl. e suggestion. The word «*kvk\»p$( "uncycl ed”, ”not having bean through the 

general education course —the fcyKUKXto MiSefq- ”)in Fr. 227 is probably 

a. coinage; so also *\<r£Xyo«if^S (’’with wsnton,brutal hom”,of a ram)in Fr. .? 

210.In Fr. 3 &*<rv'rrpi*M<Tvs (’’hairy-arsed”)may well not be a coinage, for <£ 

the word, although hapax here,is likely to have existed in colloquial ab-f* 

use, and the idea is in Cratin. 295* Whether the (presumably)invaited name j 

£^3jvc>S ("Screwer”, sensu obsceno)in Fr.117 was original to Plato or not -3' 

(it is also in Ar. Ra. 427 and Ecd.98Q.but the relation skip in date bet-7 

w^eea Plato’s , from which Fr.117 derives, and Aristophanes’ ’Frogs’:

is not known) cannot now’ be decided.In both passages of Aristophanes Se-
• ’>1

binus is given a demotic and said to be jAv^Xvo-rioS, which is usually 

taken to hint masturbation( so, e. g., R.G.Ussher in his edition of Eccl. ad 

loc.),but the noun ^✓^Xvo'^os is glossed simply ~rX <v by Photiusj

for Eup. Fr. 61, and solitary sexual irdulgaice is appropriate to neither 

Aristophsnic passage where ’ Sebinus’ is m si tioned. Perhaps the notion of j 

•’’crushing” in need not be so specifically linked to masturtatiod|
z n z f 1Czf. , which simply-. Sebinus in both Aiistopnanic passages J



is virtu ally the personified penis, for which both the catamite in Ra.. 

end the old woman in Ecd. long. Such names as (”0n~the-back”) and

Kv^S*«t<ro£ (’’Bending-forvard”}which are given to phallic sub-deities in 

Fr,174 may be inventions, but it is difficult to be sure, as such a name sg

as in the same con'text is not invented(it is found in ins clip t~|
. 1

ions and in Strabo 13*1*12, etc.}.These and other possible coinages in
A

the fragments of Plato make it dear that he made at least a moderate } 

use of verbal inventions,but our evidence does not really enable us to ' 

decide whether they were especially prominent in his plays.

Plato* s capabilities in the use of double entendre are apparent in
r 7 o ■

Fr.174, for which cf. above. The allegory,imagery and punning of Frs.lo5ar| 

b and c have also already received comment. Fr. 209, Mnich is textually de-Jj 

fective,must have involved a pun on the word , as though it der~

xved from A 4- XaKrpov (i. e. the ’’rouser”). Fr. 51 makes puns on yX^c‘rtr .

Fr. 259 may also intimate some wo rd-pl ay, bu t punning is not outstandingly? 

well attested in Plato. Fr, 77 is oxyno ionic, but to what end we cannot say: 

periiaps a riddle was involved or there was parody of sophistic word-play

or Euripidean oxymoron or the like. Fr.l88, as trensni fcted,has a veiy rare 
• • iproceLeusmatic foot at the start of the second metron.lt is possible to

Jf
emend this a.way( cf. Edmonds’ text, for exaraple),but, as the foot consists sf 

of the sharp ?Tt is possible that Plato intended to accommodate]

metre to sense. Someone is forcefully challenged and explains that he is {

a Daedalian Henn capable of movement,manifestly a bizarre lie by someone-}
K ■ 3

embarrassingly detected in some <n teip rise( conceivably Heim es in m

MorKpor ,but there Is no need to presume that the character has to be 

Heimes rather than someone simply pretending to be a Heim}. Two inter- 5 

esting onomatopoeic exclamations are found in Frs.l6 end 66, the latter } 

a cry of malicious delight, the fonner more doubtfully representing a

laugh.Fr. 206 has an apparently deliberate use of rhyme in antitliesis in |j 

listing iua3.es of various ages. The transmitted text is

metron.lt
laugh.Fr
iua3.es
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The proverb makes some moderate appearance in Plato’s fragments, a.s in ‘1

Fr.l, where the proverb is said of a drawn out but ineffectual activity: '*
Q -» > c / \ t X£|T7 vrr£poV ^oi Tr£p»*rporr^ y£Vq<T£l>l „ £

Fr. 54 is another dear proverb, whereon Kock makes a speculative but very f

plausible suggestion for the context.In Fr.100 Plato probably made the I

sam e j ok e again st Axi stophan es as Amip si as( Fr. £6}, Sannyrion( Fr. 5} sn d

Aristonymus(Fr. 4). The saying T^rpiSi yayov^s ("you. were bom on

the fourth”) was used of people who laboured,like Heracles,who was so a
J

born, for others. The point in applying toe saying to Aristophanes was that 

he produced some of his plays through such men as Philonides and Cailist 

ratus. In the same play Plato spoke of himself as ’’imitating the Arcad- % 

isn s’’, who performed so often as mercenaries for other s( Fr. 99) • Pis to was 4 

referring to his own practice of producing plays through others in his X 

early days.Probably he devoted toe anapaests of his para.basis to the "j 

theme. Plato’s fragmaits include also a number of familiar expressions .*< 

such as Fr. 223’s Airw (”1 cut the cackle”,!, e. stop gossiping X

and start work), which is now known to have been used in Eupolis’ £

also (Austin Fr.95*15^),or Fr.15’s ovtuj (’’bread-basket end all”, £

said of those who leave nothing at all of a meal:

<xVrj prr°i K<vcf «rTr«vg4-TT®rvT ’ K<w<U . ■>

Fr,.204’s idea that when we are bom ’’not even the neighbours take much J 

notice" may also be semi-proverbial. Cf. also Fr.13 and toe maxim in Fr. u

One passage of irony deserves maition. Fr. 106 pokes ton at three glut

tons by expressing envy of their luxurious way of life. Pl ato somewhat
J

ironically treats Morychus’ idle and over-fed existence as comparable 

to that of a god or else hits at toe man’s conceit and ostentatiousness, ■
< a

it may be. Another gouxmend,GIaucetes,is nicknamed "toe turbot” from his j 

devotion to that fish:

Km G\^ui<rr»jS rj )<M A |
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ot ZqTX TtpnvGs OvFtV 

The speaker is probably the mp»*»^y4s of the title of the play, who is J{ 

perhaps represented here as coveting the sort of life that the three 

gourmands live. Cf. Fr.l60 for another humorous image in a joke against a 

glutton :Mynniscus is said to be a friend of the sea-perch, suggesting that/? 

the fish was a favourite of his. Among a few points of colourful or force

ful diction in Plato’s style that may be mentioned are the humorous 

comparative and superlative in Frs.195 end 57, where we find respectively ^

yorn-rp/o'TxpoS ( "bigger pot-beLly of a feLlow")and £ p nvyurTVros ("utter- 
i zly money-grabbing") . The appealing double diminutive oS IT>p I S10V

("darling little Aphrodite"), addressed,one vould surmise, to the girl of 4
'*4

Fr. 46 by Hera.des,is also an onbeLlishment of style( Fr. 48A}, while in Fr. .7
■fi

196 r^GoSorros of a gargle is probably a humorous touch, the vord being 3 

usually found in more elevated contexts. The balance of the line assists ? 

the effect, vith the emphatic word nicely following the caesura and the 

polysyllabic noun filling the line till then:

• ^VArKoy^uXi^c-yutoV ^0o«j>oTtoV T» o'Ktvvo'u)

("I’ll fixup some abominable gargl e") .Plato does not have any true ex

ample of the rr&pX rrpotfAoKj^vjoke surviving,but in Fr.i73.l8 there is 

bathos in the final phrase( cf. above).Line 21 of the same fragment be

comes something of a with the interruption.

Of Plato, then, we can say that his fragments reveal a Comedian who 

wias lively and varied in his use of images and whose verbal humour, con

sidered overall,vras of an impressive standard.His light style has many 

interesting features. -

/,

Other:

Our fragments of ARCHIPPUS are particularly fhll of puns. There may 

wdl be word-play in Fr. 40( cf.Kock ad loc. ),but most of Archippus’ pans 

come from , which,like Aristophanes’ "Birds”, exploited verbal hum I
fi

our from the names of tire creatures involved. Cf., for example, Ar. Av. 1105f£
t/|?

strars*?/?
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where the humour stens from the fact that Athenian coins bore the ovdL: •?
the Athenians are told they’ll never be short of what every judge desires 

most,owls from Laurium( silver coins) .Immediately afterwards, Aristophanes 

makes a pun on ovig.ros ,both ’’eagle” and”gable,pediment”. Cf. also Av.832f f,/ 

where we hear that a suitably martial bird vd.ll hold the Pelargic Wall 

(punning on TT£X«»pyoS ,’’stork”),namaLy the ’’chick of Ares”, the cock,once
• I

a human soitineL who kept watch for Ares on his adulterous visits to Aph- 

rodite,but punished with metamorphosis after allowing Ares to be caught.:-,- 

Such word-play involving bird-names and the like abounds in 'Birds’, and 4 

it seems that Arehippus’ ’fishes’ depended heavily on the same device.lt 

is possible that he was directly Inspired by Aristophanes’ technique in 

’ Bi rds’(though there was a gap of over a decade betweai the two plays), 

or it may be that such word-play was a characteristic of ’’animal” comed

ies, where individual species played their part. Crates’ ©Tpi0* throws no 

light on the problem,but I am inclined to suspect that to some degree 

jokes about particular creatures performing tasks humorously appropr

iate to them went with the particular type of comedy to which ’Birds’, 

’fishes’ and ’Beasts’ belong.lt would seen to me too great a temptation 

to cast the creatures in -the appropriate roles for such an opportunity 

to be ignored.Modem cartoons,of course,in which animals represent human 

beings draw hea.vi.ly on appropriate casting of the animals involved. But 

let us examine Arehippus’ puns in •

Fr.15 shows one character expressing surprise at what another has just 

said ,-that there are yucrvrais among fishes. The second speaker explains 

that (’’dog-fish”,punning on fXXEtOTAi , whom Cicero speaks of as

’’interpretes portentum” in Sicily and who Stephanus of Byzantium says
zwere yUorvrxtov ) are the fishes' seers:

TiZ XeyrsS <rvr; £i’cr) (KXvrr-i 01 •

/ Z *-j|
«— yfyXtoi yg> tt^vt-ujv freipteT'Yre*t J

J
<i

The pun depends on the fact that the Galeotae derived their name from
r* / 1

Galeus, a son of Apollo J«v\£o» is treated as though it were the plural of;

device.lt
belong.lt


Galeus’ name.Fr.17 seems to depend on the similarity betweai op^coS 

( sea-perch) and pains' .Again there is a humorous allocation of an appro': 

opiiate task or position to the fish:

Aptvs toS fccu.

Fr.lS shows the ’’gilt-head” fish addressed as priest-of Aphrodite. The 

point was presumably the frequent use of the epithet "golden” of Aphrod- | 

ite, as in Mimnennus Fr. 1.1 Di ehl, Hi ad 3*64 etc. (compare also the epithet; 

TroXv^pvcrcs of the same goddess, as in h. Ven.l and 9> etc. ). The fish was 

also considered beautifhl(Matron ap. Athen. 4.136a). Fr. 19 has more puns 4 

of this type.Precisely what the text at the beginning of the fragment 7 

should be is dubious,but it is dear that fish are described as perfonn- I 

ing in capacities which their names suggest. The e”<yXw|$ ("seupe’jis thus'gj 

said to act as trumpeter(£6AXrr 1 ) ),and. the and perhaps also the

Krjpvt, (cf.Edmonds’ text)play the roles that their names equip thou for. 

In Fr. ?3 the Kqpuf, (’’trumpet-shell”)is described as "nursling of Thalassa 

and "son of Porphyra":both these names were women’ s names, the former

that of a courtesan of some fame. Both Pherecrates end Diodes seen to

have named plays after her(Afh.13. 5^7° makes this explidt for Diodes). ‘
. ’ hl

The name also means "sea",of course, and the name of llopAuf-r means also ,.•)

Ci

"puiple~fish". The K^ptr^ is given a. humorous ancestry.In Fr.l6 it vould \
'.I

•J I 'seem not irrelevant that was capable of being used a.s a nickname

of a courtesan( cf. Athoi.13. 536b) and thatmay have been applicable^

to lustfhl persons( Ath.9. j89a gives this impression in quoting Nicophon 4
’<©

Fr.SEdm: cf. Bergk, Comm, p. 378). The vords may be in double entendre.Possibly

cf.Hermippus 15* •
•

But it is.Fr,.27, which is a prose parody of a treaty between the fish-i 

es and the Athenians(so Athen. 7* 3^b)#l£it Archippus really concentrates^} 

his interest in puns. The part of the treaty which Athenaeus quotes us 

is concerned with the restoration of captives and tilings taken from the 3

other side. The words jwfV introduce enumeration of what the fish
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must return: 4rrd£©vvM j^opzav ^XX^X^-JV yu£V ris <?>p4tt>$ $

k«w T)jy •tvA^T-p/tT’v /s«h 'T^y @irpoo?r /<*) Tt>vs 7pi^X^

.f£°r$ /<«*» fvkAai^y ^p^cvvrcr /<qj /)v«»yirp cutvToGsV TOttS

fcopo^Kf <*>V<\S /<°r< Xfio^rcv Trv J*c,X°>p<» v/ou TOXoV K<*| 64rp*>^ov
K / «_ V 7 <- ?/-) >TTcy 7T«vp£SpoV TOV ££, JLPZOV, , , „ '

The ’’Thracians” are both ” slave-girls” and a kind of small sea-fish; Ath- } 

erine the flute girl is also a kind of smelt; Sepia is a. courtesan in Ant-r, 

iphanes 26.1,but also a cuttle-fish; the ’’Triglidae” are to be explained '?

partly by rcfermce to Tp»yA*| ,”red mullet”,but the other soise is ob~ |
*•]

scure( An tiph. 26.9-11 guides us to-wards the view that courtesans are 

meant); Eu elides the ex-archon has a name which suggests + t<Af7<£?S , 

shoulder-bones of tunny in Aiistopho 7*2 etc.; the Coracions from Anagyr- 

u step res ait a pun onKop^ (” tub-fish”) end (a black fish found;

in the Nile),but the other seise is not understood, though Casaubon^and 

Edmonds hazard guesses; ”o ff spring. of Cobius of Salamis" is a pun on 

(a fish of tiie gudgeon kind),while tokoV may indicate that Cobius was 

a banker or money-lender and be a further pun;Batrachus1 name means 

”frog”(the man was an informer under the Thirty Tyrants of 4O4~3B»C. ).

It is quite dear, then, from -the few fragments that we have of 

that the play was rich in word-play.In fact, the scholium to Ar. Vesp. 4Sl. 

commenting on a pun in Aristophanes’ text, reveals that jokes were made

against Archippus for his(to some) low-brow and frigid word-play: T'c* 
'TOI^rVT^ TT<Vp<^ TAS </>COvis TT*r !%£ ( ^ (f> Cpn KGU OVTO S ’ Z <j?’ Ol $ /u4Aif7-> 

YtoV 7Toivyr6oV cr/<607n"evo-iv ^p^i7rrrcV»

(”He makes jokes of this sort on the words, which are those of a low

brow;; for this sort of thing they scoff at Archippus most of all among the 

poets.”) There are no indications that Archippus’ employment of other 

forms of verbal humour exceeded the average.His most memorable image is

that of Er. 45A( cf. above also):

<6 irri x A^v^o^opoiS
kon'°ricrj n>v J4^>po§/criovz 
t<yTroy 4 vro5p/rtx» S .
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(’'Fortunate man, who on beds topped wi th woollen coverlets cull the £Low-<$ 

ers of the garden. of Aphrodite”). .

From the images of the reuaining Old Comedians one may consider- the 

folioving especially worthy of notice. Among the few fragments we have £ 

left of Lysippus’ work we find an interesting metaphor from the cleaning; 

of clothes used of the renovating of trite ideas of others for re-use in^ 

Comedy.Lysippus rej ects,it would seem, such a practice for himself:

OvS J VS °v-X\oTp »£7T|Vfci<»fS (hr, i

(”.. .nor having filled end fumigated others’ ideas.From the same p 

Comedian comes Fr. 7’s celebration of the attractions of the city of Ath--f 

ens, carefully constructed for effect, with each line beginning anew; con—-.j 

ditional clause representing a greater lack of appreciation than the last 

( syn tacti cal p arell eli sm): .

, £i prj crT-^Xf^os

£? Si. T~£.0^orC"c>r< IHO f} p (if &°rt S’jOVoS,

£1 S> £2/Or pier TZU V ^TTOrp£^£ 1$ J K«VV0 X I oS .

A few memorable images are found in H ennippu s, fo r example in Fr. 4-5, where, 

it is said that,were the Peloponnesian monies foodstuffs, "Nothippus” 

alone would suffice to vanquish them,by gulping down the entire PeLoponn- 

ese.In the course of Fr. 63, which lists imports to Athens, we find in 11.7f

K°ri 7r<vp\ ^iribcou TpZUpV'/ A«rK£B«t»|Xov/oi<ri ‘ 

f<cyl ri£.pS»KK©V VW<r»V TT^VU TToXX

Sitalces was King of Thrace and an Athenian ally till Nov. 424( cf. Ar. Ach.

I34-ff);Perdicca,s II,King of Macedonia, was notorious for his double-deal—^

ing and unreliability. This is translated into physical terms by Hennipp-f

us’ image: a fLeet of cargo-ships is needed to bring his many lies to AthJ

qis. The catalogue of wines(82) is also interesting from the point of vie;
(I „ -Ts

of imagery and verbal devices:it is considered above. The two most strik

ing images of Phiynichus are in Fr. 65 and Fr. 69. They are discussed above; 

Philonid.es Fr. 4A. deserves notlce.lt consists of two anapaestic tetrametr. 

era cat-alectic, evidently from an agon, although Edmonds oddly supposes 3

Philonid.es
notlce.lt
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that the chorus speak. The speaker indicates in nietapholical language that: 

he has a grudge or claim against the Athenian people which he nevertlie- v 

less offers to overlook: • 1

Tff-p'i 5> 6b Y <Tv X tytiS j Xoyos IffTiV Eywol TTpXs Zl0»]V’y/OiJrS 

OY £yth Xoy.ovyu5 Tub 5’OvSzV Woufto.

("As for what you(?the opponent in the agon) speak of,I have an accoun t 1 

against the Athenians ready to hand, which I will reckon at nothing and ' t 

send no bill in to the people"). Strattis in Fr. 62 has an image from redo

ing. Someone is said to start up too early, "jump the gun", as it were. For 

the image cf.Hdt. VIII 59. Fr. 34 of the seme Comedian insultingly likois 3 

Creon’s head.( the extract is from ’Medea’) to a cup tuned upside down. It V 

is not clear whether the second line is a bomolochic interruption from a 

third person present,but it seems quite possible(or the words may all 

belong to one speaker):
<> I O . * 2O«re’ Trpocrfcou<€.v; tb TO <r©v;

SlVtO 7T£pfc4rcO TZTPV/W/WEV6J.

The point of the comparison is not fully clear.What is now denoted by .J
■n

the term ’ dinus' is a large bowl,usually handl el ess,of the sort pictured;!
h

in R.M. Cook, "Greek Painted Pottery",Plate 18 and in M. A. Richter and M.J.ij

Milne, "Shapes and Names of Athenian Vases",p.9, but the ancients seen to 

have applied the name to a kind of cup(Richter and Milne,op. cit.p.10, 

where the evidence is cited), the precise shape of which does not seem to'| 

be known, although Schol. Ar. Vesp. 617 describes it as ftbcrtv oisk 

^AA^r i/zroTpc^cV.Presumably the cup had a round bottom and, when

inverted, resembl ed the bald pate of an aging man (the Creon of Euripides’ J 

’Medea’ is a generation older than Jason,Medea and Glauce, the Corinthian ’ 

princess) .With this simile cf.passages such as Ar. Av.804f( which may supp

ort the notion that there is but one speaker in Strattis’ lines above): 1

cfrQ* co ^‘vAicrr’To < £ utu p coyt e v°S ; !

J
Cf. also Vesp. 1170f f,ibid.3.?P9f, 1311 f, 1412Cl\Keel.I?6f,Av. 137 f.In Vespyg
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15)9sq. such humorous comparisons appear in a dinner-party setting, while 

in Vesp* 1170ff» Av.804f and. Fed. 126 f. as in the passage of Strattis(it

would seem},it is a feature of costume that prompts the ludicrous compar-
si

ison.The simile in Eupolis 20/(likening Syraoosius’ antics on the bema M
- v «•* * i

to a. puppy on a walljis another insulting "‘xw*/,but the passage of Str—
1

attis is the only dear non-Aristophanic parallel for the form of the ’ j| 

similes cited from Aristophanes above.

A littLe should be said of Th eopompu s. Fr. 8 is a sententious metaphor: ‘ 

C> [Atv «rpT0$ S' i. ^5 TTpoifoV

T^S ‘fpTOiS TTovvjpoV yiyvrr-H.

(’’Bread is a pleasant thing to have,but when deception goes with it,it /j

* "i
makes a poor sauce to dip your bread in”). Just how metaphorical the

' ’ 1
’’bread” is,is not apparent. It perhaps stands for livelihood in general. 

Fr.13 addresses hungry parasites or other persons eager for food, employ-'/;
I

ing the same image as Amipsias Fr.l(that of the starveling mullet), and , ' 

likening the parasites also to geese treated to veg etables,of which that 3

voracious bird would make short work: , •
k • / 1

/<<¥» O-T^t* j I<£<rTp£.6oV I

<6'tV t6e-TT£.p £^£V » O/ULVO* •

In Fr. 3? Spinther addresses a. cup in a style reminiscont of Praxagora’s ;
'3

address to the lamp at the beginning of Aristophanes’ ’ Fed esiazusae’.
3j

The cup is saluted a.s a ’’mirror of nature” in that intoxication is a "j

means towards discovering secrets. The slave Spinther is trying to get ahi

old woman drunk in this scone in order to learn something from her,it 

appeaTs. The opening words are:

erh $£Vpe, <£? *7 p 1 kA £ ouS rrnrrov TT/cyow/* 

yEv'v^iov' ovoyc<4 OTO < T*i
*rp’ f? k^vottrpov TrA^jps.% \

otrSsv ttot’ *w\\o . S fzipo S'q yrymo-cO /yto,

Fr. 65, though textuaily doubtful, seens to have likened the Spartans to

"•'Vl

31

tavern-women who gave customers a sample drink of good vane, received the£
• .MS



approval, and thai served them with very inferior wine. Sparta is thus 

said to have cheated the Greek world by exercising its hegonony far worse: 

than had been expected. Finally, we may notice Fr. oh is unusual in ’h

that it is a comment by Odysseus on a Homeric simile.lt has its nearest 

parallel in Cratin. Fr.146, where Odysseus urges the Cyclops to ask him his 

name as soon as he has drunk the wine offered him(having like all good 

Greeks read his Homer). Alluding to Qd.19. 232-3.Odysseus in Theopompus’ 

play remarks ^\~ro3v^ .

S’«ri&4\fov, ov jj*k‘><reY 

Kpoyutyuvov z\£TTU^<■?

Odysseus is humorously made to break dramatic illusion with this comment s 

on the merit of Homer’s simile. 'j

Proverbs are best attested,outside the four major rivals of Aristaph-- 

mes,in Crates,Strattis and Theopompus, with scattered examples elsewhere.^
f:

Puns, as we have seen, are especially to be found in Archippus, but there 

are a few examples among the other minor Old Comedians. Sustained passages 

of double entendre are now found only in the major Old Coraedians. Examples 

of the TrAp'Y TTpocrSok/v/ joke are not numerous,but Heimippus Fr. 46 ends ) 

with quite a good example, rein fb reed by rhyme( orVOwvi KX^c-jvi }

Of comic lists something has already bear said, stove with particular re- ; 

gard to food-lists. A few/ instances of the rarer figures of speech are 

foun d, on e no tewo rthy exampl e b eing th e an apho ra o f H ermipp. 8 2.8 ( an d ag ain 

82.10-11), which receives comment else where, but in general such techniques 

are not important weapons in the armoury of the Comic po et. Ni cophon 9 is<;

r on ark able for the degree of paralleLisn which it displays , each line 

consisting of two words each scanning dactylt spondee.How long the list 

was made to run we cannot tell,but we have five such lines in sequence

without demonstrably having beginning or aid.

As for possible coinages, there are several invented titles of the 3

minor Old. Comedians, such as Myrtilus’ 77r»>rVoTrSrVXS , Strattis' AyjAvofJifc 

or Metagenes’ loTrepOi . The mo st interesting proper-name coinages

simile.lt


2^2 *,

il
, I

are that in Heimippus )$( and Phryni chus 17),KoX.t«>i/3ujpoi<Xti5^s , and "1
"rJ

f ithat in TeLeclides 40, SloKp^vcycyx^oS. The former accuses Hi ©iodides 

of being a flatterer and a thi efj the latter, as transmitted, qualifies 

£i/p/7nS'<vS and alleges that Euripides depended on Socrates' help to keep!
z 'I

his plays tog ether( "Euripides- es So cra tes-d amp ed’’,i. e. with Socrates to «
'■J

hold jthon (their work) together) .No t many of the possible coinages in the.j 

minor Old Comedians are of great consequence,but there are a few in the
"Si

appended list to which some interest attaches. .

I wish to say a littLe here of breach of dramatic illusion (outside'
■!*j

the parabasis). A common source of lapse of dramatic illusion is direct ;'-4 

explanation of the antecedents of the plot to the audience in a TlpoAvyoSh 

The technique is used by Aristophanes in Eq( v. esp. 36), Vesp. (v. esp. 54), |

P ax(50ff) end Ay. (33 ff). After a fev? opening exchanges vito another char hj
3

acter someone turns to the audience and suspends dramatic illusion in 

order to expound the circumstances. This technique was not peculiar to 3!J
Aristophanes.In Plato lo7 a character turns to the audience to explain 

the somewhat cryptic joke of Fr.l66,where his slave has told him that hehj 

as good as elected to toe council, even though he’s a mere reserve-Couno-^ 

illor, as toe first choice is bound to be rejected, es he’s of bad cheract- 

er, foreign. and not yet even a free man. The master shows impatience vito
'I

the oxymoronic logic of his slave, end tom explains the situation to the|

audiorce(in language remini scout of Eq.loc. cit.): 3
ArTTfpp 1 - £yA) 5’vuT/ TO 7Tp£yw«r £7

c Ymp/SoAto ^Scrc>A>js y^p <4zv$p£S,

All is thus explained. Frs. 166 and 167 are probably from the opening scene
•‘3

of Plato’s pla.yGnTTrcp/SoAos ), though, as Fr.l66 begins in the middle of af

line, v/e cannot be dealing ouite with toe very first words of the play.
' 1 

Another fragment of Plato important here is that with v.hich, according toj
• ■ 3

Priser an 18.170, Plato . This is Fr. 152, whi ch |

is a very surprising beginning to a. play,if that is what Priscian meantS 
. 6r -(so Norwood, for excmpl c-.). fo r toe fragment includes the conn active part- gs
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ide y4f : £yco y«rf> vuv 4«%o...

As the beginning of an address 'to the sudiaice after some earlier renaiksl 

the words would be more credible, end the language closely resembles Platd^
i

167 end Ar. Fq.loc. cit., which makes it very tempting to interpret the lino

so.Pherecrstes Fr.154 recalls another -feature of Aiistophanic prologues, ]
J

viz. speculation as to what may be in the minds of the an di en ce. Cf. P ax 
X z43ff: ©irKotn/ eV -nfrs ris Xtycn

*vS 2>0/< ijO'l O'ojtoS , C 7~O S?£ TTp<yy/ T\

& K^vBatpcS Si TTfoS T-/^ 1

Ph erecrates’ words seem to derive from a prologue where someone is speak--* 

ing of such a meddlesome character, whose impatient and criti cal (hypo th- u
* I

eti cal; questions seem just to have bear quoted: ■
£*n&l ~rt VtoV TT’VW C-oKy^tlwV' J

. 'd
4v7-£i-rrc,y><< rroA £v«f t ?

OrW* £1 &OKS.I eTo/ TTpocf^yg 'Oov voVV k9-K{*Ot3.'>

Cratinus Fr. 3^7 is similar in themefbut consists of the greater part of J

two anapaestic tetrameters,not the metre one would. expect in a nf»A<yoS h 
. - MThe words may derive from a pa.ra.bssis in which there was passing specuX-dj

3
ation as to what the k°pu{foS may ask(or be askingjor possibly ;

from some other later stage of the pi ay, uni ess the extract is from en in

itial. choral TT+poSaS .At any rate,it has in common with the passages cit
4 V*3

ed above the element of speculation as to the reactions of the over-critH-Sf
ical or inquisitive audience mamber. Sometimes in Aristophanes the react-j

dJ
ions of( supposed}individuals in the audience are envisaged, as in Vesp. : i

vl
74sq., where the attempts of menbers of ’the audience to guess Philo cl eon’ g

I
mania, are "reported” by Xanthlas,or Pax 883f f, where ArLphrad.es’ desire to 

have Theoiia pass his way is"noticed". Cf. also Pax 543fP*Outside Arist-

ophanes there is a parall el in Eupolis’ (Fr. ?06),’here Philinus’ ;
/ \C/designs upon some city in the chorus earn rebuke( cf. above;. there there yj

i-ri
are formal prologues some degree of absence of dramatic illusion can be j 

involved,in that there is a recognition of the presence of the audience,3
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who are directly addressed. Phil yllius Fr.8, for instance, seems to be from 

a prologue of the formal type(the play is‘‘Hp«rK\q$ }. The speaker is 
ZlopTTior,a personification of the first day of the Ap atari a, described as I

the 11 foodr-tasters’ day”. Heracles’ gross appetite would seem to have in— vs
1

fluenced -the choice of prologue. Do rpi a introduces herself so:

foov X.£or&£ (f) p<v<rto T'*S ^Y^ j j

£ TtoV -rr poTryStov Aop-n»«r K'tXwfdi.vt'j , |
1 ‘J

In Theop.Fr. 29 Mount Lycabettus, the prologue one presumes, speaks of him- “I
• 3

self and of the acts of vice committed on his dopes: • |
' ) 2 \ \ v / / / iTTcvp £^oi ~T_fv A»V yUfciptYKKv ‘

ToKl iSt\|$ . -j
In this case,however,no breach of illusion is evideat. Strattis 15 may 

well explain that the stage-building is ( sc. the house?}of Cinesias the

chorus-murderer. Bupolis 42, although not necessarily from a prologue of |
- i-1the formal type,may similarly identify three doors in the stage-buildingh 

as the entrances to brothels run by Autolycus,Khodia and. Lycon,but one I<1
can only speculate there, and -(he ’’three little dwdlings(or brothels}” J

iS d
may not have been visually represen ted. We have sesi that in Strattis’

and also in hi s’A-riX’w'ros (sic in our papyrus) there was ,7j

open reference to the .In the former play it looks as though Dion-,

ysus was the formal, prologue. There was probably some similar reference

to the stage>-device in the context of Gratinus (if it is he)upon which th
■j$tt Xa

commentator wras writing. For such mentions of tire /X7/Y‘*v7 and the 

rroioS cf. Ar.Pax 17iff and Fr.l88.In Cra.tinus 276 there is martion of j 

”exit-strains, exodus-tunes”, and the words belong to someone who will app-r 

arentiLy act as fluto-player. Some special flautist seems to be concerned, 

for it is one matter to notice the flautist , as in Av. 66^-84 and Fed. /! 

890ff(cf. also Ni cophon 7), but another for the flautist to speck. Mention^ 

of a part of the play in the text is exemplified several times in AristA
; • I

ophanes wi th'respect to the ”anapcests”( as Ach. 627, Av. 68 2-4), though dwsy
Z ,;JI

in the course of tire pa rub ads. In Fr. 9 2, Pl a to uses the verb

Theop.Fr
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in the technical sense in a Eupolidean passage clearly beginning his
• 1 
parabasis proper,but illusion is commonly allowed to drop to some degree?

in a parabasi3. Aristophanes sometimes refers elsewhere to his chorus as ?
z '1

’’the chorus” rather than under their dramatic role(e. g. Adi. 416, 442f,Nu. 

1352), and there are sometimes mentions of parts of the theatre(Nu. 325.Av J 

296, Fr. 388). There are no precise parallels for either of these practices 

in Aristophanes’ rivals, beyond the probability that in Strattis 15 theref 

is a reference to the stage-building. Cratinus Fr. 3?4b speaks of -Urie 4 

chorus as TLpStTtp /op£>,but the Cratinean metre shows that the line is 

from a panabasis. Eup. 3^3 is 50 corrupt that one can base no conclusion 

on it. Eupolis does,however, refer to his in Fr. 336( cf.Pax 1022

for such a referent;e in an iambic trimeter line).He asks whether anyone 

has ever seen a meaner choregus than ’’this men”.Perhaps some joke was

m sde about a. second-rate costume or su chlik e( ? c f. R.a. 40 5 f f 1.11 was more

usual to make fun of a choregus of the previous yesr(Aristophanes in Ach. j 

ll^Off censures one for not providing a meal, after the competition),but 'j 

in this case, where it is apparoatly the choregus of the play being per for*

med. who is meant, the criticism must have :beoi transparently light-hearted:
< , 1 

even though pvrrspt-JTtpov vould not seen a gentle reproach.For the economy^ 

mindedness imputed to choregi cf. al so Pax 1022. Eupolis 2.23 is a some- ?! 

what unusual, address to the whole audience or to the judges in particul-| 

ar, for the line is an iambic trimeter and not the parabasis metre one

would exp ect. Eccl. 1154 i s, ho wever, ano th er i am bi c trimeter introducing | 

remarks by the chorus to the judges( trochaic tetrameters follow at once),J 

and Eupolis 223 is probably a quasi-pa.rabatic address to the audience or* 

judges. The highly unusual lapses of illusion in Ach. 377sq. and 496sq., ?

where a character suddenly begins to speak for the poet, are without any?|
•70 . 'J

definite parallel outride Aristophanes, but there are two further nassag--;

es in the Aristophsnic fragmaits(471 and 588), where it is a possibility |
;ff

that someone is speaking, like Dicaeopolis, for fee poet.

The practi.ce of taking insulting noti.ee of the audience (outside the

noti.ee
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parabs.sxs}is now largely Axistophanic(Nu.898,1096ff»Pax 8.21ff,Ra. 276,

783),but Plato 94 may attest such jokes outside the parabasis in Plato. 1
, 4

Cratinus 169 alludes to toe victory-feast and flatters toe audience. For
j

such allusions cf. Ach.lO87« Ra. 297» This fragment is also one of several ! 

which seen to notice toe audience at toe very start of toe pi ay. Others
I

are Cratin. 306 and 323( cf. also the early part of Fr.l62A Edra—Austin Fr. 7
’■I

73—if that is part of an initial choral parodos, but we do not there have
" ' (I

the very first words of the play), and possibly Plato 90(but. the dactylo- <
•i1

epitiitic metre suggests rather a salutation to toe audience at the beg- i
inning of an ode at some later stage in toe play?). Some lapse of illus- d

•
ion can occur at the very end of a play also: Crs.tin. 237 is an example(so : 

possibly Fr.136 also). Cf.Nu.1*510 f« Vesp. 1536 ft Thesm. 1227 ff. The po si toon of
• *” ;S

Crates 24 in its play is dubious,but it could be a line flora an exoctos. \~
J■

On average there are about five or six examples of breach of dram at- j 

ic illusion in an extant play of Aristophanes. There are four in stein ces in'

his fragraents(l88,338,471,5$8(?) }.The lapse of illusion was of no int

erest to lexicographers and grammarians or any other of our sources, and

so the incidence of the technique in the fragments of Aristophanes’ riv

als is not high. The evidence is best for Cratinus, as one can readily see?
'to

from toe following references:

Cratinus:l62A ad init. ;169, 237> 276; 336; 323> cf.1365 cf. Fr. 74 Austin; cf. 3P7 ' 

(?parabasis} ; Eupolis: 206; 223 ; Pherec.rates: 154 ; Plato: 90;94;

152;l67 ; Phrynichus: ( ??cf.l F.dui—v. chib.); cf.l8( a prologue,probably,i

but peihaps just a soliloquy or part of a conversation) ; Strattis: prob
7(

15 ; ( cf. Edm.’s interpretation of 48A/;Austin Fr. 74 ; Theop.: cf. 33 Jtol

Philyllius: 8 . J
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Refermces

Imagery '

The following passages may be thought of interest from the point of view j
1

of Imagery. Those fragments underlined contain more striking or signifio-p 

ant images, and in general the term ’’imagery’1 has been interpreted in a 3
. i

broad sense. Some fragments which may be figurative,but are not demonstrate; 

ly so, are in duded( wi th indications to this effect). ‘ .J

The four ’’major” rivals of Aristophanes are given first place, as
I.J

throughout this list of referoices, the other Old Comedians following in J 

the order in which they appear in Edmonds Vol.I. j

Cratinus: 1. 4; 1. 6; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6.1; 6. 3; cf. 7; 8; po ss. 9; 11; 12; 13; 15; 16; 17; c f. 25 &
r

26; 33; 36; 41; (43); cf. 56; 57; cf. &>', 66;^^^;73;234; cf.

76; ef.83;87;88j cf.89;90;94:98.7;98.8;poss.99?;101; cf.102; cf.103; cf.110; 

ll4;121;123;125;128;?129;130;131;133; cf.l35;142;143. 5; 148; peril. 154; 155; 

cf.I57;l6Q; cf.l62;poss.l62A.lV15;l62A. 10;l63. 5f ;163. 7f 5 cf.l 66; l6gj 120^1 

cf. 176; 183; 184; 187; 188.4; cf.I89; cf. 190; 196; 197; 199; 206; 2L0; po ss. 211?; 4

217; 220; cf. 222; 226; cf. 227A; 229; 233; 2J4; cf. 236; 240; 241: 241 A; cf. 243; 244; cf.;] 
245; 246; 255; 256;259; cf. 263; 264C; 265; cf. 267; 273;774; 275; 282; 282A;283; 288;| 

289; 293; 296; 298; 3D0;^X; J)2;poss. 3)3; 334; 336; 3>7; cf. 3L1; 3E2;poss. 3^3; 3H;j 

317; 3t7A; 3L8; 321; 323; cf. 327; 329; 333A; 334; cf. 335*, b, c; po ss. 338; 341 A; 34IE; j 

34J.F; W;S47; 348; 3«; 352; 353 354; 355;po ss. 357;35§J 364; 374; 378; $1; 3; J
2-.5U

334; cf. $9; Cf. 5>3; ~^7; cf. 401$ peril. 402; cf. 415; 419; 419A; 421 A; 426; 4^; 440; ci
442; 443; 444; 446; 447• •!

.8
Eupolis: cf.l; cf.8?;l£; cf. 35B; cf. 36;3Z> 5; cf. A; 48?; 49?; ^52;56;6l;82;|

92; 9 3; 9 4; 98. 2-4. ib. 5.617; 101; 10 3; 10 4; 10 5; 108 A( i. f by Eup.) ;108B;110A;110B.j
1

1 &.7;ll6;ll8;122C. 21;124;I27;I23a. 3;I3O;I45A; cf.!47;148; cf.l 55; 158; 159 <6
3

159.1O;1T.12;I59.I6;161;I62;163;169;172;173; cf. 192; 194; 198; cf. 205; 236; ' ; 

207; cf. 209; 213; 215; 22L; 2?3; cf. 224; cf. 225?( where perron.& allegory possj, ] 

23L; 232; 233; 244A.14ff; 2.45; 249; 25O; 256; 259A; 261; cf. 266?; 267; 268(piob. ); 

cf. 269; 277(person.); 2/8; cf. 278 A; 282; 283; 284; 236; ^88; 289; 29O; cf. 293; 295; S
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336; 5>9; ^.4;~6t8;32O; Cf. 3»?(peih. all eg.); 324;poss. 329; cf. 3® A} poss. 334; 

335A; 336; 3^ ;pqss. 3^:345; 346; Cf. 347; 348; 35L.l;prob. 354; 355; 356;poss. 357- 

8;poss. 36O; cf. 364; 3705 37X5 376; 376A; 379; 412; 423; cf. 427; cf. 434?; 434A; cf.

Au stin Fr. 95.14f f; ib.. 33f?; cf. ib.. 78 f f; ib. 8 4f f.
S

Pherecrates: I; po s s. cf. 7;po ss.8;po ss.12;13;15;^-9; 22; 23. 5> 25; 26; 29 A; 32; 35; J 

42; 9-; 55; 56; 57. 5; 69.1-2;70; 9 4;9 5; po ss. 97; 99; 106; 108(Golden Age);115;ll6;rJ 

124; 1JD (Gol den Ag e); 131; 135; 142; 143; 144; 144A; 145( Mu si c’s corapl ain t); 146 j 

(three images) ;147;153;155b;l6l;l64;l66;172B; cf.l74-;179»if really a frag.;; 

of Ph er ecr.; 19 7; 20 2D; 204; 228; 233; 237*
Plato: l;3;9;12;22;32;43;cf. 46.10;cf.48A?;54;59;64;67;93;97;99;100;104; f

106;107;122;124;128;129;130;perh.l49;l53;lb5;i60;l64;l69;173 passim;174 g
;3

passini;175;178;l83;l84;l8^( all eg. );l86;190;197;197A;199A; 216; 220; 224A; cf.]
' J

244; 246A. W

Chioni des: 2; cf. 8 Magnes: 2; cf. 5 Ecphan tides: ? 2( dub.) Crates: 4; cf. 8; 

cf.14 & 15( Golden Age); 19; cf* 23; 26', ^9; 30; ~%6', 40 C alii as: 2; cf. 4(perh. eorr-j 

upt) ;I1A;11D; 23; cf. 28; 31 TeLeclides: !.(passim: Golden Age); 2; 4; 5i 13; 19?'^

24; 33; cf. 34A; 40j 43; 44b; ?? 57( cf. Eup. 56?) Thug eni des: cf. 4( dub. an |
J

Old Comedian) Aiistomsies: 10 Lysippus: cf.l; 4; 7;8 Heimippus: 3; cf. 4;j
$!!

2; 10; 14; 15; 17; 24; 2_5( p erson?— cf. Gol den Ag e); 26; 30j ? 32; 37, 4k; 42; 4% 46.1^ 

46. 4; 46.7( TTpotf'-); 47.7; 52; 59; ?63. 2; 63.7; 63.8582 pas dm. . j

Cantharus: cf.l;6;6B;7 Phrynichus: 3. 2~3;?10( text dub. ); 20;piob. 23; 24;;i 

33; 52; 53; 64; 65; 62 Myrtilus: cf. title ouZvls Amipsias: 1; cf. 4

19; 24; 26; 28 Aristonyaus: 2; 4 Philonid.es: 4A; cf. 5; 7 Leucon:!

Archippus: 1; cf. 2( slight person.);?6; cf. 23; cf. 29; 35; 45A; 45B Strattl s: 1. 

2; 3;9A;11;15; 20j cf. 23; 25; 34; cf. 35; cf. $4; 62) 66. 4; 67; 70; cf. 71; 78;

Austin 74.8f Metagenes: 4; cf. ti tL e ©ovpiorrgpsx, ; cf, 6(Golden Age);7; 3 

9; 10; 14; 19 A Aiistagoras: 2 (etag en. 4) Th eopompu s: 2; 4&5; 8j 1J; c f. 24; j

32.1; 32. 3; 32. 4; 33; 40; cf. 50; 62; 65; 67; ?67A; 72; cf. 75;89 Polyzel.us: 6A;12 !

Sannyiion: 2; 5 Alcaeus: l;l8; 20; 22; 28A Diodes: poss. 2; 5 Philjdl-;!
'' 1 ' a ’.Si

ins.: 4;cf.l8;23 Eunicu s: 1 Heniochus(if redly en Old Comedian) :1_
’•i

Denetiius: 4 Cephisodorus: 1,2 N1 co chares: 16; poss. 16a?;163

•rrv?
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Ni cophon; 14;19> cf. 2)( Golden Age); go 21; 22 Au to crates: 1 

i Adesp.: (where prob.non—Ar. ) 10; 41; 49

Proverbs ;

The following fragments contain or make allusion to proverbs or to close

ly allied ideas. Those humorously distorted are underlined; those cited 

for the proverb itself are marked 4- .

Cratinus: 44- ; 6. 3; 16+; 244-; 3L4-; 33+; 524-; 59+; 60+;26+;88 +;89*; 1024-; 1144-; 

126+;135+;l^+3176+; (177+J5 ( cf. 209A+); 229+i ? cf. Sg6(+)j 243+; 244+; 245+; 7 

.cf. 252+;?cf. 298+; ?cf. 5»3; Cf. 3U > cf.3<7+;? cf. 348+; cf. 349+;352+; 3S+; cf. ' I 

365+ . J

Eupoli s: cf. 35B+;90+; cf.l85+; 209. 2?;2fil+; cf. 265+; 2©+; cf. 282+;2fi4+; 2fi9+; K 

295+;??360;37l+;379. ). J.
Ph erecrates: 15+> cf. 35+5 (3?* prob, better not counted); 1244-; cf.l34;144-t-; $ 

(179+ only if really a fragment). • |

Plato: 1+; 544; cf.754-;994-;1004-;174. >4;1784-; cf. 2134-.

Chionides:8( cf. Thesm. 1, Ar. Fr. 601) Magnes: 5+ Crates: 44-;84-; .211-; 124-; 2}. 5;
J

314-; 3^+ C alii as:!-*-; 204- Tel edides: 19+j34A4- Thugenides: 44- 
• ""

Hermippus: cf. 15*174-; 594- Phrynichus: (cf. 454-) Amipsias: 26 Aristonym—

us: 44- Philonides: cf.7+ Archippus: cf. title?/0vov Strattis: 234- J
1

(also in Austin Fr. 220.7);35+;334-;54;674-;7Q4-;714-;poss. cf. also 49Edra J
•J

(with 80A) Metagores: 7+ Theopompus: cf. 6A4-;4?; 204-; 504-;? 67 A; 694~ ■
J,

Polyzeluss cf.84- Sannyrion: 54- Alcaeus: cf. 3+ Diodes: 5 Philyll— J
4j

ius: cf. 10? Cephisodc-rus: 14- Nico chares: 164- Euthydes: 2
1

M arriLm s, S et ten tiou s RefL ection s:

The fol loving may be felt to deserve notice here: |

C ratinu s: 9 5> 322 Eupoli s: 35&J 376 Ph erecrates: cf. 14.6; po ss. cf. 147

. Plato: cf. 5L, 52, 53; 98; 136; 1-9 2; 234, cf. 220? Susari.on:l(prob. spurious) 

Metagenes: cf.l8 Theopompus: cf. 6A;8; cf. 34 Dio cl es:14 Philyllius:

259 1

cf.10.
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Puns

The following passages in dude, or arguably in dude, puns:
a

4
Cratinus:poss. 3??> cf. 6.3(if Homer meant}; cf.10; 56; 69; cf.9 6; 112; 113; ?129?; j4
poss. 163* 12( depending on what restoration is favoured: cf.Page, Edmonds,

-1
Luppe, Austin for various po ssibilities}; 207; 240; 241; ^7; cf.349$ 415; 433 

Bipolls: prob.H0A;112;213;235; 308 ; 404;?cf. 434; cf. Austin 95-7ff;cf. alsdf 

l8l and perh. 3^6.
• i

Ph erecrates: (39); (63>;70. 2;108. 26-28Edm; (113); cf.!3L. 3;141;149;155; cf. 3

102?? ' a
i

Plato; 51; 185b; 1850;?209; 259; of.l?8. 3
I

Calli as: cf. 1; po ss. 7? Teledides: 4; 3?;? 49; cf. 44a & 47 Lysippus: 7-2

H ennippu s: po ss. 15; cf. 24A; 63.17 & .22;8i Phryni chus: 1; 10 Archippus: 15; i
- - >1

poss.l6;17;l8; cf.19; 23; 27(passim); cf. 29;?4Q Stratti s: 18; po ss. 41; 54; cf.U| 

23; Fr. 74 Austin Theopompus: cfd5 & 56; 35? Phil yllius: 7 Apolloph— g1 1 ■ n ' r u:

anes:l Nico chares: cf.l & 13 4

Double Entendre

The following passages depend to some extent on their ability to sustain ;
3

(however transparently)two senses: i

Cratinus: ( cf. 3?);lll( with which poss. cf. 2^?} ;l83; cf.189;256.

Eupoli s: 77; po ss. cf. 23O Ph erecrates: po ss. cf.102? ;145 Pl ato: 174.

TT°»TTppg-SoKRV Jokes '

In the following fragments there is a. surprise substitution after a pro4| 

limina.ry build-up: 3

Cratinus: most strikingly in 273; cf. also 125. Cf. al so(more weakly) dis tort-3
j

ed proverbs. Such fragments as 56 and 240 have a comparable technique topjj

Eupolis: cf. 3i;127; cf. 23E-Jposs. 244A.l6( dub. text); 278; 361.
. J

Ph erecrates: ( c f. 109 } PI ato: c f. 17 3- 21 (th e in t errup ti. on } Teledides: 41

H ormippus: 46.7 Amip si ass c f. 9 ♦ 1 (in t erch an g e of oA»yeuv and "noXXwv)

Strattis: cf. the bathetic 45. 2 Polyzalus: 3* 2-3
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Cratinus: 212;peril. 212A & 2t2B; cf. 326;prob. 293-

Eupolis: 37;I22B.14;122B. 20;?212; 5)8; 346; cf. 351. 6?; Austin 95-3-72. 

Ph erecrates: 1; 5-1—2; po ss. 77; 109 • 1 > ?ll8 ( cf. Ko ck); 153-10.

Plato: poss. 75>P°ss.l04(of PisandeP?);106.

Hermippus:?? 25. 3( corrupt text) Phrynichus: prob. 23.

Dramatic Irony: 3

Cratinus: 146 Hennippus:po s s. 1 A( to Cassandra?) Theopompus:32.8(xvhere 

the male slave seems indeed to be making an attempt on the old voman,but^: 

not as she means). , J

Oxymoron:

Cratinus: 317B Eupoli s:poss.I28b.I6( Austin 92.75, where cf. supplements); 

cf. the pithy distinction of 9l(not strictly oxymoionic). J

Ph erecrates: 155; 9 2 Pl ato: 77> 166. 3 Archippus: ? 46(uni ess on e s ep arates

all four words with commas). ’

Li sts:

Cratinus:98; cf.162.7~8Edn(l6lK); cf. .more weakly, 261 &. 284.

Eupolis: 14; 228; 276; 304; cf. 312; cf., weakly,13-

Ph ere crates: 45; 46A; cf.100; cf.!36;148; cf. 175,3-88; cf. also the Golden Age 

fragments(1O8,1O9,130)end also 131- Plato: cf.17; cf.174.7ff 

C alii as: 3; 21 Tel e&ides: cf. 42.3; cf. also the Golden Age fragment 1 

Lysippus: ? cf. 2 Philonides: cf. 5 Archippus: cf.ll; cf.12?; 24; cf. 26; 27; ci 

4A Theopompus: cf. 40.1 Polio chus: cf. 2 Polyzeius: cf. 4 Sannyrion: cf; 

3?? Alcaeus:po ss. cf. 14 Philyllius: 13; 24; cf. 26; cf. 27 Honio chus: 3; 

c f. 5-1-2( a p romi s e fhl fill ed? ) Apollophanes: p eih. c f. 7? Nico phon: 1; 5; < 

9. It is possible that Phrynichus 70 heralds another in stance. Plays with 

individualised choruses may also have included lists of some or all of 

the cho rus~m ember s( as Ar. Av. 302-4) .See on the* Visual Elonant’ for a list; 

of such plays. Eor food-lists in particular cf. on’Dietary Humour’. Cf.

' *£$1
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also Heimippus’ catalogues in 63 and 82. Cf the adjectival concentration ■ 

in Phrynich.18. I
Ji

I
Alii teration j

Cratimis: 188; 20 6; 240. 2 Plato: 189. 2; cf. 113's four privative alphas |
>3S3

Crates: cf.19? TaLedides: cf.l.8 Phrynichus: cf. 18’ s accumulation of :j71
privative alphas; so 57 A Polio chus: 2 ad init. Metagenes: cf. 6. 2 4

J
Th eopompu s: 71 has four words in privative alpha.

Assonance a
• |

Callias: 1 Heimippus: 54. 3 Lysippus: 7. 2 1** 7?
Rhyme $

Heimippus: 46.7 Less significantly Cratin. 324b,Eupolis 351 •! & Plato |
187.1-2 and 206. 1

■
I

Tii col a •

Cratinus: 6. 2; 143. 3; 208 Plato: cf. 3t(prob. a tri colon, but out of cont

ext) Phryni chus: doubl e tri colon in 69 Cf. also Eup. 162.

Par all dism(of syntax)

Eupolis: 74; 163( similarly 77) Pherecratesl31 Plato: 77;cf.ll3

Lysippus: 7 Nico phon: 9

Anapho ra

Heimippus 82.8 and ibid. 10-11 

Oilier Repetitions for Effect

C ratlnu s: 188.1- 2( con tempi ative) Eupoli s: 20 5( sad apostrophe)

Pl ato: 18 5.1 (u rg en cy) Ph erecrates: 117 (in alarm) Henio chus:l

Eigura. Etymologies:

Eupolis 148 ;Austin 95*2??

Other Etymological Passages

Ph erecrates :I4X Heimippus: 4; cf. the pun in 8l.

Onomatopoeia and Exclamations

“-jbj
-i

-t-j

The most noteworthy instances are
.45



Cratinus; 43 Eupoli s:84 Pl ato: 16; 46.9;66 Heimippus; 19 j

Cf. also onomatopoeic verbs such as occur in Cratin. 52, Ph erecr. 108.4, 

Eupolis 2.72,Ni co chares 19• i

Oaths(viiere particularly significant or unusual)

Cratinus: cf. 231 Eupoli s: 70;74;X19; 244; 283; Austin 95«17O( cf. Ar. Ach.

774} Ph erecrates: cf. 73( vo cative. but sometimes an oath); 96

Plato: 123 Teledides: 27 Amip si as: 19 )

In addition there are many instances of common oa.ths( esp. vy ory^v ( *tw }$ 

A 61). • . ■ i

Hyperbole

Ph erecrates 143.10 is the most striking example. Cf. also Cratin. 18 7. 5, 

Eup. 189. Ph erecr. I. H ermipp. 45,52,63.8. Ph ryni ch. 15. EX ato 4.6.9-10. Archipp.

35. Ih eop. 2, 21, Ni cophon 22. j

Gross Metrical Eccentricities , j

Eupolis 73 apparently divides a word between tvo iambic trimeters. Cf. the? 

choliambic metre of 74 also(??paiodic).

Voca.bula.iy ;
1

Within the scope of this thesis a. survey of the vocabulary of the d 

Old Comedians other than Aristophanes cannot hope to be definitive,but I? 

have thought it desirable to indicate which words I consider most likely) 

to be the inventions of the Comic poets( there is not room in most cases 7 

to indicate why) and to list words which are hap ax in each of the four 

principal rivals of Ari stophanes, and also vords which occur for the first

time in one of those Comedians and which appear significant.lt is part-,J*
iculaily difficult to be precise in more than a few cases about what is 

and is not an invention of the poet concerned. Even such a manifest Comic,

coinage as KokvKo<^u5pot<Xt!'$*|S is cited from both Ph ryni chu s( 17) and 

Hennippus(^3X.end the chronolxgical relationship of the plays from which

significant.lt


the fragraaits come is doubtful. The list givai beLow,hovrever, contains 

-what I hope is a reasonable subjective impression of what vards are like

ly to be original to each Comedian.By its very nature it will not be 

precisely what someone etse’s subjective impression would be,but it 

ought to give some idea of what the approximate distribution of coined
. iwords appears to be.If a word is preserved in a fragroait not cited for

the word itself, the word is underlined.Mo t all the words which I suggest^
4

may be coinages are hapax( although they are mostly so), and certainly not; 

all words that are hap ax are treated as coined. If a word occurs only in 

the author and in late grammarians and lexicographers who appear to kno 

the word only from the same con text, it is treated as hap ax, the latter 

passages being considered secondary to the foimer.

Words likely to be Coinages:

CratiLnus

z

•<

i
s
a

Perii. 10,^-^u,’’unseasonably bearcfliess”( recurs in Aelian); peril, 

also In Fr.10 hides a ooinagef dub. 1; title Aiow**, *

’’Dionysus as Palis”; 44, jBS&AAoXXpyytfe, ”1 eech~th.roat”; ,

’’with a boss like a bath-valve”; 62,"begging axo-wieLder”; 

peih. 62, kv/^Xto-r/jS f "axeman”; 67,4'yw^i»rvn-/<-ri^Mj , "sing’Of the Lord... "( sg-€f 

ain in Ar. Fr. 59); 69,"Bribery"; 69,<rc/K©rriS‘\c>s , "Hg-sandalled";
J £?

71, cr^<ve>Ki<^\oS , "squill-headed"; 7 3A, ^uo^QiM.«roS * "pig-Bo roti an"; 73V?

, "woodoi-shoed"jl01, ©ri/roi’^^po^ , "veiy-Iberian";perh.i01, j
/ . . / 4

7p«vyo7rcCycJV', "goat-bearded11 (recurs diff. soase};?103, , "gluttonous

person”( etym. dub. ); 154, c\XXor~p<o^vu>yu&$,?"think?ng of other things"; 208, •;

V£ottA ou ro 7TQ ^7? o €_, "newiy-iich-villainous"; 208,' f, gen. 4
" , ■ 1 

pi. of a corrupt proper-name compound;perh. 217,TaXCviki^co , "play TeLen-vjj 

icus”,i. e. make empty sounds or make anpty; 240, , "head-

gatherer";peih. 259, oAo<j>^voS , "all-voice, entj.re-voice(i. e. at full volume’ 

263, ^vfyoKoAioVo^X^s , "Androd es of Colonus”;peih. 267, Mv<riZ ,? "like»|
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Musxcarphus”;perii. 202 snd 28.2A, snd tv, "false-front” 'i

(i. e. deceive)(Ednonds);peril. 337, £/4tw$ ,’’with child";pexh. J32, ^purr/stov 

’’lovely, tender skin"(dimin.); 337, ^pim8%p»tf-To4»*v’^,’’oithuse over Eur

ipides snd Arjstophane5”;perh. 337, UlToAtnreAoyos t ’’somewhat over-subtle" <!
\3

( cf. simple adj .337, yv<u/Ao8uJK-r^c , ’’maxim-pursuer”; 3L2, cruoy3«»u£0r\oS , |

?”of the pig-sty "or "pig-lulling"?; 323, *//>£*<?y^Atos * ’’laugh ter-forcing”; 

335a, XoipiXtk</s«rvrfK^s , "Cho eiilus-Ecphan tides"; 335b(if Cratinus’), Zk^oip- 

i\ou> ,?”free of the Choeiilus element"; 335c(if Cratinus’),£.y^oi pi koto , J 

?"add the Choeiilus element”?;poss. 340,Trup^cTrHrijS , "ogler at red-heads ? 

( adolescents}"(?}( dub. );poss.34PC,AoTTpor^uvr/^S , "busy-body( recurs in>' 

D. C.,however); 343>^urr1°‘,/^oy°s ,’’paining by one’s speech; 353, ,

’’thread-like obj ect”; 364,Trnrg‘oKtovi«v£ , ’’pitch-dauber"; 374,vyp°AotvS , ’’count
' • / ‘1

xy-b awl er"; 3, **v* KU,H *1 ( f an -)> *! ” Qi du ring th e vill ag e”; 38 5? *vo f yo? , i
/ / "i

’’free flora anger"; 339, ^rppcv'wn^s , "male-faced-voman";peril. 33^h,7ipry«tov, |
■S X 1

’^Dresser" ( f 10m );perii. ^2, , "good walker"; 397, y«»«-rpo- j

, "whirlpool-belly(—ied)"; 40X,As.£u5, "Receipt(of bribes, etc.
c / 1poss. 404, ovcrfi, "difficult to understend"( from Aeolic root); 419x3 

>lu3Voi<V(j'oS , "Ionian-arsed"; peih. 433,/^/^o^pus ,’’with joining eyebrows"; j 

peril. 435,7T«rv£U-^pu)V , "-the livelong night"; 4^,7rP°'r‘l0uS , "pre~Tethys( adj . )'| 

poss. 446,c3>iyKr»jS , "gripper",i. e. pathic ;poss. 452,X*^*'‘PVTreS , "dirt-loos- 

ening";poss. 453? ysipcvo^qo-titof "want to gesti culate"; Austin Fr. 237, fo/yo-; 

Kb kovfrjoS o<p'>K^ti3(?), translated "Gorgoschlangenbetrachteiin" by 

von Luppe( suppl. von Luppe).

Eupoli s |
/ la

2,<\>Y,'r^z*3 , "6° on about goats";poss.l05,‘Vv'n^XiA/rovno , "gush up"?(Phot-
-> /o 1

ius takes as coinage) ;poss.lQ8B.<^^°^7rv°S, "with one’s sleep not finish-d

ed"( recurs Philos tr. ); perii.3.10A, 13,^p,crTv)ri«oS 9 ’’well-lunched";peih,
/ ' 1

HOB. 5, X>v9^y|p<Qv> , ”kno eking-shop” (P age—i. e. a bro th el)—si eng?; j 29 A, ' -
? / 7JT J
fi|x<|nTTTeA£yuom)5/ya-/crry)vro$j <jigtortion of ananein —$.)s train s; ? 133, ?]

z 3|
rjirO jU *r , "pi ea.su rabl e exp eri en c e"; 141, K«sA A i ^ £ Au? vo f »o f f si x* to rtoi set’j

ea.su
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(of a coin) ;142(?),t«M>ff^ou>/t, adv.of dub. form and sen se( Hero di an censures^ 

the formation); poss. 145 A, A»^o5u>p»£vs f "Faraine-Dorian”(but peih.proverb-] 

ial: cf. sources on Eda.p. 368)5172, KoiXioSm/'Uov' , "beLly-god man’’;173,
"4

'r^y’^v'OKv'itroOij^s, ’’hunter after the aroma of the frying-pan”; 222?, 4
’ 1

*0$ f ’’single-gamented”(i. e. not a rich busybody, an honest, simple-liv- J 

ing man?—cf. context); 234, ^e-rrouSoS , "without zeal, smbitionl ess”; 241A, 

4v<yX.7rrres ,’’knight by con strain t”; ?? 244A. 16, cvurorrpupt yos , ” stem and
I

all ” (dub. reading); 245, ^iovc-oSovhh»i "po eti c f rm z.y,Mu si cal agi tation”;

256A, o'ks.uo^opiurrvis, ’’luggage-bearer- Dionysus( cf. £ /p<y<£»e6-n-|S )or lugg- Jj 

age-bearer-sol di er( cf. o-rpcvretoT^S'title ^TppiyTo&i k«h , ’’Abusers of Law’3 

278A?, Kg-p^-r^s J’vith head,i. e. hair cut"; 294,tT»<re£tA?yt(or-os} , (form |J 

and sense dub.,but Schol. Ar. Av. 42 indicates a coinage);3?4, yv^^iTrrntJ , f 

”be a knight by constraint”( cf.noun in 241A);?401, fiwrfi<v, ’’Dipper-ess”;.3
. j

408, xqv'Sv-AeS , ’’subduing—vi th-th e-knu ekl es-Dam ari stratus"; 412, i
' '-C4
, "vomiter"; 420?, kA^unc-Kos ,’’little thief";poss.429,^<v<rTjyi«vco

"vrant a whipping"(but a verb likely to have been used of slaves before?);'
. / > a4'36,TrZp‘V‘/”S , "turn, roundabout".

Ph erecrates: 1

4??, 1 , ”fig-buyer”(or a. normal word for fig-wholesaler?}; (?, J

^TroTTpcxswTr/^cyM^t f ’’wash the face"( attested different sense in Hsch.); 

prob.14, where Bergk and Mein eke con.i ecture foXopxj kqs , "dance-loving”; :
peril.16, y'XtvKerywyoS , "carrying fresh vine; title "The jl

/ - Hum an H eracl es"; 32, A<vpuyj//kt>S, " gull et- ( s c. m an ), con c em ed vi th th e gull- ‘ 

et";? ti tl e AouAo$1 S^erK^ko^, "Slave-trainer"; 64, , "butcheress”^
, ' n \ < t I

or "female cook"; 64, lvoirtoAt»r>vor, "fish— seller-ess";?poss. 72,'Uoe’KVa/x^to ,<r 

"bemad from taking henbane";82, tfyt , "knifeless";95« .
•73

"swallow like Charybdis";99,KpcrrrotTfvXiorS , "worthless or silly fellow"; 

po ss. 109 • 2, Acorc^opos t nlo w. s~b ea ring11; ti ti e Hyp/j n An t~m ea ”;

126, 7T0 A/\«vyo j> <5-0 s , " buying-mu ch "; Ijp. 8, A e»p < o rro/Xtfr «rv yvujvy, "om d et o fj 

lilies,polphu s( a farinaceous food) and anemones( cf.108.25 for these}"; 4y<..3-1
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X~^).7.rro\vTtz^c>S , "rich in cheese";I4IB, <rrp«n-*|yus (as safest.), "general- | 

ess"( recurs in Ar. };145.14 & 24, g^arpftovioS, "extra-harmonious"; title

^tcX^s , "The Bogus Herades";172-B,, "sow with lust & 

fo r m on "; perh. 182A,ym£o4>pv£ , "part-Phrygian"; 208, A? 7 p <r i o s , "keeping $ 

one avake";219, KXtTrr-^S ,"son of a thief, Thiefson";?222, vcHK'cr^p- J 

tied (?}( conj .Kock), "grin yes"(text dub.}( also in Hennipp.90);?2ZP,criV'v/'“ 

wpfcv^ter , "stolen dainty";234, crToptoSokoS, "endowed with a mouth(?),i. e. j 

loquacious(?); 25?, Tcv^etoo-T-f , "in quick vase"(paredie: cf. ^uy^Xcj^r/}.

Plato

Poss. 3» ^cvcruTTpcokroS, "hairy-arsed",(but cf. Cratin. 295), 48 A,’A'fcpob'ro,> oV
, / I

"dear little Aphrodite"; 64, "stupid cuckoo of a fellow";
77tTT<*f><»gv||xs?oS , "that is an imitation seal"; cf. 77« tt»p«»k\£'SioS , "that isl 

an imitation key"(neut. subst. foHnd(="lock"}in ii A.D. papyrus);?88,/5ov\~* 

£vr»\ , "counsellor( fan.)",but possibly from Aeschylus and not Plata; 113, ;j
irrfenzros, -never offered "never offered 4

J
frankincense";??H7,^££,voS , "Screver"( sois.obsc. ), also in Ar.Ra.& Bed.; 

124, UTp’jyo^ios , "o f moustachio ed existence";124, crrret pTtcy^fr^s , "ropy-hair

ed"; 124, "cloak—trailer";147A,^(pq<rpcoj5oX^pos, "oral©-monger’s

babbl e"( Ecta)or( ? ) "soo th-saying-twaddl e-talk er"; po ss. 174- 10, where Mein eke j
/ / Vconj. ZrT>g"tX<voS as an obscene pun on (? "cunt-mark ed"or

"cunt-shaped" instead of "moon~marked"or "moon-shaped");poss. 174.17, •'$
A f t o '1/Ao^Stc/, "On—th e-back"; poss. 174.17» KvpS^tfos, "Bant-forward";poss. 208, 

TVo^T-rpo^^rr roS , "dyed puiple";po ss. 210, <v<r£/\y<£ Ktpwi, "with wan ton,brut

al horn"; 236A,<*u^/»|p£/2io£ , ”of squalid ed stance"; 227, 4kukXioS , "un— i 

cydLed,uneducated";poss. 233,4vis (?),perh. fan.of orpytaV or of 

>|S ,but v. dub.;perh. 239,^y^u>TTlv^, dub. form; 246A, o^paoc-KioS ,"eye- * 

brow-shaded"; 24-6A,?’’causing mortification by the bite";2.4.6k, !

©o-TEoyj-yijs f "bone-born".
• 1

M ogn es: po ss. 7, vn'p&c-Tcpi os , "no t poin ted, blun. t" Crates: 29,

with mountains’’; 42, 4So<o^ /'.with ill-gotten 1
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wealth";?poss. 44,°vv'<vy^o<r»Tos , "feeding on what one has to”,but the word.

recurs in Nicostr. Com. 32, and. cf. «rVe>y^o^»*yi/«* ,—/to ,«YV<vy^oTpo<£Zo ;?pos^

C / / ’J49, ”hal£~ehewed’‘;?poss. 51>rr<v^‘v$1 Kos , "repeatedly going to r(

law” or "going to law again”,’out cf. oognates( —£<d,— i«r ). j

OaLMas:?!!, X^^KonptOtero^ " v.hi to-arsed11;? 27> ^Qkpcr/vous , "clever in one’ s 

own conceit’’,but cf. similar compounds in ^oiojn sXXt^op»4^ ,

"want hellebore",but cf. Plant. Rud. 4,3,67;? 33. <rTpqyo^><ovos ,"rough— i 

voiced" Tebeclides: 3. yovXoTrov^pos, "slave-bad"(?="bad like a slave’ s"^

—so LST—"bad enough for a slave"; Edm.’s "slave-made",!. e„ almost "mass-7 

produced",is to me implausible);8, "Mr. Eish’’,prob.of a glutton, :y

cook or fish-sellex?;poss.l6,/VoOmrros f <’Bastard-ippus"(of Gnesippus?), m
’ /J/ / also in Heimipp. 45; 23>^*R»)S > "Biter"( dog’s name?); 40, ^^Kpvreyo/^os* "Soci^ 

ates~bolted";in 44b £vS£k4i<A«v€>s , "big enough for 11 couches",is cono--p 
eivably an invention,but nineteen other fornations in numerel+ kXivoS J

) x *are listed in Buck and P eter soi, which makes it unlikely;?52,, j 

"k eep on asking "; 62, p* (o r —-uvrr—, M ein ek e), " C en sure" (p erson. ?.)• f
f t '

Heimippus:poss. 5, KMponrv&yroS, *’dose-woven10<TT'^<flTr°fvy, "prostitute 

for all-comers";24^,4,"fiot enjoy"; 32,TTvp«rr«v»Vc^(Z^*o, "imitate caL^ 

ebration of the Taenaria"(i. e. celebrate, as at the Taoiaiia); 38, K®A«»k©- j

okAuSYjs , "Hatterer—thief-Hiero elides"—also in Phryni ch. 17* ? 63* § 

^EvoviipoS , "bringing sweet drearas";peih.84A,^Z5p«vcrToS , "undone";??88,

Ao*o7r/<o f « terri fy" o r ’’ ch eat"; 90( as Ph erecr. 222).

Phryni chus: ??17( as Herraipp. 33, but prob, first in Heimipp. ?);l8,<&S»4X£*roS, 

"without conversation";?19A,71 c-voygptov, "lonely old man", but =Adesp.IO83* 

70A,4vetTT>jp^joS , "with maimed life" Myrtilus: ti-tie T»TtvorT<vz*s,

’’Titan-Pans"(homosexuals?) Amipsias: ?10« ,"act insane",

"behave like a madman";poss. 3^* vseyuv^S, "newly with uife’’( dub. fom)
' '-’MAxi stonymus: 2, k<* f> k«V0P'l'*’v)S. "one who walks like a crab" Philonides: i 

?ll,?m^4yr^s ,"one who rejoices malignantly’’;?poss.13* , sj

"fond of villain s(or villainy)",but the word recurs in Eistratius and ,|j 

is a v.l.in Plato Rpsg.535^ Archippus:?11»» "with growing ,
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homs( dub.} ”; 45,trXoff, "indine the head";?45A,<*v»So/iopo€, <

’’bearing j(A-rv/$£$ ( as blankets) ”, bat recars 10th. Caitury A. D.

Stratti s: hi tile ^yQpc^iropi^TtjS ("Human Orestes”) or jAvOpzono (’’Hum— ?

an~destroyer"),dub. ,but prob.latter; 15, \o pok'rovos f ’’chorus-slaying"; 

title A^pvc>xcS«ar ,pf dub. significance,but dearly a conflation of ArjpvoS^ 

and ^po/xtSor . p exft. 44* erTpo^uXonXeupoS , ”round~sided" ; 74, & °frpiS , 7 

dub. si gnif. (Mein eke’3 suggestion, "with anus gaping through age",is unooh~
" Ax / '

vincing} Me tag cues: title ®ovp<o^gf <r«d t "Thurian Persians"; poss. 15,^

X«rOpo<|><=ry££.o , ” eat secretly", but cogn.noun in Hsch. Theopompus: ? 2D. i

cv^toK'vkoS, ”we to oneself",but neut. in Plotinus and later;?70. 4, \ire~— 1 
*■ 0 

pfvSpo$ , "loosening a man,i. e making him more amenable to persuasion thio-fj 

ugh intoxication}", dub. reading ;poss. 54. "n eck-twisting ", bun|

recurs in Apollin.Laod. (iv. A. 0. };?75,5£«r7ToVbTTa^«rr^s , "master-serf" |

(dub., conj . Dobree};?73, oi’vopi^XoS , "lustfbl with win e"( dub. text}'; 79j -J

y^uriS , "sailoress" PolyaeLus: title A»|porvvU^ft)$ , "Demos as

Tyndareus"( apphLy.) Philyllius:17, A<)(v0#f 1 y^po^ f ’’gluttonous but;) 

mean"( dub. form: conj .Meineke)- Cephisodorus: title /VnX«HS , "Antilais,|
•■'1

Reply to Lais" Nico phon: poss. 2^, " sil ence,lack of speech", but)

drppqToS. is common, 1

Hapax in Cratinus: ;

^oAokottoS ( 5}; </>’ pi£o/^«h (8 A); 4vs<ri °r (33}; p <vZ,to (.25 & 26} j K^O^vXX^

(27: tlie dimin. adv.— for the diioin. adj. cf.Plato 86); title

po$ ; VorK^TiXToS (4l|; ^8~^\XoX4^ay^( 44};TTap4-rru^o$ (47} ; yfAyoiTfraX is (4^

yg a» X<* v.g i * X o$ (501;Tru7trr£l^(52}; n<wSiovfSk|S (56}; vy£po-»*<v/S>jX’S (62);

f<u/3>7A«<rnjs (62}4vr• (63—but cf.Kock); Awpti(69}; <rirt<orr£$iX©S (69}j
, I

^X’ vcK{^XoS(7l};^iro^iZcoroS (73A); Kpovrrf^^poS (73A); ^rro^^(79);
Z / '7

KfAlt(8 4: dub. }; <^£pc>i/<e>£ (94: but cf. (jSfp/oi kqS } ; ^punves (96) ; *rUTc'iyS^poSi 

(101); Kbrft>”rt<s'e£ (103** dub. etyra. } ;is'rr£ppi^Ti/*s (149); (15L); «vXXc>Tpi)o

y voyA0S(154);#*'/<£p□s (159}j (163* 16}; Ko p to vi S 4 a s (179 } 5*? AsQTr|$

(186: oonj . Fii tasche; dub. ); (205); ysoirAovt-ottouM)f>o$( 208); f /liova<fo
/ .t. ,

kohp<^V40V i ( 208: geq.pl,of opyiupt compound) ;IpA^tproS (S.,2) • <$£\Z°rcr-rp0?



(216};TtAtvtKtfrj (2L7);^«4>>^ (219); e pa Op<fyp 221: cf.— y^oos )j Au^v°-fJ

craw ( 227; cf. —K*ur(tu ); TrtpKro-oK’vXXqS ( 2^3); (240);

oXoftcoyos ( 259}; ^vSpoKoXwVoKkqS ( 263)5 y«vAiStu$ ( 265) J ( 267);

^ihTrt)vy<^u, ( 262); Tr^rjKi^ (^2A);«pTTMS (2B7);vS«vTortooAu>( 268: cf.

—TroTttc )• yjjQOT-iStoy' (332); £;?}pmf$t*pi0'T‘o£<vvi£u) (jp7)5 V7ro A £.TTToXoyl>s( 337);^. 

yvMfAo5<c6( 337) 5 SW^v^XoS ( 3^2) 5 323) J 1P *<£nVr»Sy£ (5

(335a); £k\oipi\ocO (335b);^y\o|P‘A<>‘^> ( 335c};-rrupportf-rvqS (340)( cf. TUypo —

eK<rKV^(34j_EJ.AtfrTq<riZAoyos (343); ?fo\un<o$t( 344; v. dub. ); erTq^ov^s (35^ 

TTi^^ov^s (364); ^yp/5oers (374) J <vic/4uAo^w/( 379 a); ^»/3uAottAoi<os (379b)j 

flfV^lkuy1^ 53); ^vcpyoS (55); 4ff£vwrr4s (389: cf.4pftvoorroS ); '’Apru-ooV' | 

(59b); ^*Sir/xvn^S( ^2)5 y«vc-rpox/fuAS,s( ^7);zi4^( 401); 404:1

fioia an Aeolic loot); sAXsmSi.vs (438; conj . Schmidt); ^tfser/v&cy (415)5 

AoirreS (416); ’hxJvoKv^aS (419); A*vpow-r4n|s( 422);^vrtfcjSoA^ (427; verb in 

Pap.Oxy. 23o6, Fr.l, col.i, 3~i, which Austin (Fr. 76)boldly ascribes to Cra.t- 

inus—too boldly in ray view)vs ( 433); wv^poS ( 43k); n>v£v<£pc0V( 435X; 

TfpoT^eu-s’ ( 438); cr-r^w^A-TTr^s ( 445) ;cr<£ *( 446); To/<4cj (449); X£‘f ®v747’x^

(453); ^°pp/5]p^Kftv/TjoSo<j»>MKft]( Austin Fr. 237—conj .Luppe).

First in Cratinus: (rare or otherwise notevorthy words only)

o<u>poA£toS (10) 5 ^obirrTroS (10—dub. ); <^vo-purtz)( 36); eYv&rrvyyiAroS ( 44); J

cfyrtj>i<»Vftt<rfcj (67: ak so Ar. Fr. 59) 5 */^ttvA•vtcpoS (73B; Bo eo ti an fo xra); *"vp/3 y j 
’ • *« 
yjs (77); k^KoSovXos (82)5 4noni/p/^s (99);j5bomK^n^®€(io8);_tnAvg^ 

(143. 2); <4vorpf>o<ftgto (I52A); TPvAivooSik&S (159A); JittoS 1 v (l64);||
TP<m-r (170); (181); otW<rKo$ (18 3); ^tuSgK^xpovvoS. (18 7); f»o 0 uvosj

( 211); 4 p 1 o-'T£pocrrX'rrjs ( 215}; /B'/£Ai*yp4$SoS (249: cf. /Sj^Aio—);? rnzpo^

pf”*Y>]S ( 253* si so in a different usage in Ar. Ach.934); po^t°ri (264C
. -8

Kyr (266);^£0A4r/yoS.( 283); fcoiA^O^/^o (.288); ? y^p,'^ (29O: al so .

in Ar. Fr. 359, ate.);/<coyi2zs(2?9);?ki o(3P5>also Ar. Eg. 1287) 5 

oru Ov^p/voS (3)6); P*/^XKrr|S (321);^ ^£.(323); iwrvi^s (334); 4>iAo- | 

np^yp.^T^S ( 341G);Mvjrc<’v' (349)>u\t^ui (354: cf.^i-vAi^u, ); ,j

(35);? eivi yw yo$ (37G1 si so Ph ei'ecr. 143) 5 T**’ P o % (37 2); t<^tr crT1 s
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(781); yovt'n&to (3P9)j ^ovAorrpttTMS (4Q3:adv. first here);

£n-«Xkjer^ev*j or £TriX.^a-j^o<rvVij ( 410); £.v0«iv4tws ( 413}> ( 417} j K^Avyu- J

\Q^4«vl (420); yMtir^KorrfcS ( 426) j TTtjyoav'/cvi:( 43?) j ( 441J; A-S (447) ; 1

+•»/** (450( cf. Ke»-r«r —}; ^’SA’n'pvTroS (452} ; ? ovy^^to ( 455; al SO Ar. Fr. 834, 

etc.}.The dub./’£»v\«vos't (402) should perhaps also be in one of these lists 

(fora uncertain}.

Hapax of Sense in Cratinus( excluding words solely in Cratinus}:

4v£TrXyy^XTo5 ( 44}; /oAtAs (72: cf. KvXi«r }j KvkoSquA'o^ (82};tt?XoS (.100);

TpyoTT^y^’V(101}; ^>o>vii<orr7~£^o$ (iOS); £P>vQpM<i/Xto(l43. 2};? Tr^X'VioSix^S 

(2-59A);? 5 (160: cf.IIsch.; dub. } ; /TT^VfrTpur (l8l}; «fy.iepy©S ( 210}$

TVo'bt'fa) ( 219) ; <*pyvpoKo7nc-T>jp ( 226); K^r-icv ( 266}; tp/v-oS (2P6);

c*V£\|<toS (355}> 4j.<^no»-v<rr«S(20l}; yov*-n^,u, ( 299) J? 15»«AtbosT(402: cf. 

above}; D^\4<rrpi«r(418); cr^vviov (443}..

First in this. Sense in C ratlnu s( where notev.orthy and not already listed '< 

elsewhere}:

eoym (8a); */M=, (86); (251}; CpoS ( 373)5 cf* ovv^few (4555 al so

in Ar. Fr.834, etc., and poss. first absolutely in Cratinus}.

Hapax in Eupoli s:

cy?yt4l>^( 2); T^yi/p (3: a foreign word acc. to Herodian); Zorros( 20; cf, 1

VECKonroS }♦ 4v«y|<qS (21: cf TTarWKijs and \v^«<rros); (3^: cf. leX“ 3'

icographers and grammarians ap.Kock); <iv*</>X *</*©$ (6l: cf.

v<r-rio5 £n Ra. 431 and Ecd.980);G>>ppcuo~T>jpa)V( 63; cf. cypp^g-nj^*}; 4*'*/3.AvrT2 

pv/w (IO5: cf. lexicographers and grammarians ap.Ko ck); 4 p <g-nj-n koS(110A. 0 

13 Edm); KivrjT'jptoV (11QB. 5)5 vyX^'ptvto (120); f^A^tTn-eXtpiOTr^S^o-/o-rpM'cS;? 

(129 A); ^^*-(133); K-A\>x*Xun'c's (ML) j 1 evi*ff^oy v 1 (l 42: dub. fo xia an d
■>4

sense; Hero di an ceisures the formation}; T^y^zoK^reO/jp^s (173)5 evyurr*rj»~ yj
7^

oikoS r177: cf. rr4poi*<os );4rrX>j'yios( 222}; s/c'Jtov5oS( 234}; <w4yx<rrrroS |
a

(241 A: cf. verb in 294}; lyUTonp ty-ivoS (244A. 16, i f co rrect) y,fou<roSovy cy (245).»
/ ^ / /<TKeu«410( 256A); title c fppurrothky ; K>PJ?dZ?|£( ^78A) ; Ka-ryX.^pp? (29 3)
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irtara^v or—oft(294.};v-£okX-roiKos (J)0: cf. veojkoS );£/kv<£©s (333: 

sounds colloqui al in oon text); R ov~r\ XoS (334) J XvKxo7Tp<oKn4( . 4; cf.

—‘0$ in Nu.1333» etc.); n*i\gym-|SiKos ( 35^« 6: cf. n-vX^t^EioS ); «y4^j&-nw\u>s 

(375A:cf. ——1<* );4v«vy^/Trn£tO(7^4: cf. adj .in 24LA); «4vSp*-TTd5i«rTiK<aS 

(3?6: in sup erl at. adv. fo im: adj . in Plato Philo s. ); /3/rrrfHf (401); £<74 - 'J

rn tv t to $ (407: cf. B ekk er An ecd. 1197) i * °'1 «ovS-uXoS ( 408 ); fp A>S ( 412); 

kXtm'i^'koS (420); XnTrto ( 427) A-irriy'i^ ( 429)J O» o'troupyoS (433)3 ’Tepi — 1

<Yj4<£is (436). w 3

First in Ehpolis ’ ’ . --S

<*Pp<c'X‘? (li);n'o\vftu\Xa* (14. 3)> TTpoj3>^T»«oS (14A); <Yv'e><rKipr£<o (22); yS^AA— | 

at-vr/S/oV (23) 5 vzet'/urKi.-vopw (29};? k*X»£i&v (42: also in Com. Adesp. 1335)J C 

K<vt«.£ “*<^©£ipto (44) • ? ^yorp{«-r groS.( 68: al so in Ar. Fr. 4^4 etc. );

(69); (108b); ^TroXiS (137);nXoy(159.9); k*X\»/3/s (163);

___________ .(163); koiXio&MpxoV (172); TT£p Iff r-.T-o s (176}; <yvre

(200); titLe M^ptk^s (peril.Nu. 553 should not be counted as a recurrence 1 

o f this wo rd); t^ip>pay-riu(^ 259 A); ? *yw{>/Z1*5 ( 262: al so in Ar. Eg. 262); £ k *'*'/~ \ 

t*<r<ri6 (272: cf. S'“iK^vXc-rto )• ( 275)> ^rroTT^r^^ (254);

fcocnoi ( 28£. cft ^«y-(ywr/<o<?»c>yijp^y)o> in Ar. Ach. 3); <f°^S (344); ko^xn-nov J 

(3^2)<vv^^X (377);^rroRce^s^, (^S9); vXupp*r ( 406); £p*-vrp»-r (414: cf. i

«4vSp£p«Kr-q>tlr in Ar. Therm. 39 2); KEvoAoygu ( 418); ( 421); o-u^/Sforo^ f

(po ss. '^TrJ$) ( 448 ). g

Hapax of Sense in Eupolis

ePvfivrrcS (278A); KorreroS (347);g^-xrof (4^);<rKon-o5 (446); Si^KoXXqp*

(447A: this,not <rroip^ , seems to belong to Eupolis); cf.82 below?

First in this Sense in Eupolis 5

cf. Bm>\oS (82:used of the anus acc. to Harpocrstion. This oould weLl be 

a hapax of sense, depending on how we interpret Demosthenes’ nickname

&4rcAoS : two of the contexts in Aeschines (1.13t>II *99) strongly suggest
’ x*;j

that the nickname had at least a connotation of passive homosexual vice);
js£s

tvrro^pXs (3^9)»
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Hap ax in Pherecrates

(4); <ftiAop^/<oS (14: conj. Bergk & Mein dee); yA£u/<«ky<^yoS (16); 

ti tl e 7W6pu>ft^t»vK^s; eru y K<*p i< 1 vo^m (20); (26); X»pvy yj«o%

(32}; ti ti e Aov\oSiS<v^k4Aos ; «v vAvcop Ao (90 A: cf. simpl e verb); «^>S<v ( 53: cf• 

i pfcackoto • <v pS<*XoS ). 7r£p/£|>kt-oS ( 63) J ^ot-y^fpori v*^ ( 64) ; >y0v o mo A^iv** ( 64); 

NoTuXurK-g (69: cf. —lo'KoS )j 2fo6-Ku^p«tto(72; cf. —ho in H3eh.); cf. 4vofc- k 

ovroS (in both 74 & 82); ^vSptueyiM (75. cf. simple verb); 4^i«Z^«poS 

(82); ‘>n^T’-lAt®S (99) s oAokv^poS (108.13); £tti £.,«>■ y 6 i£u?(1Q8.17) pS

(108.17); XcoTo^^^oS (109. 2); title Mvfyuy/<</vfywro>; TToW^yaptcoS (126);

%vyoTTbU>S. (133. 2); VtrtrTjg-KoS (130. 7) ;TroAuTu^o> (130. 7) ; \zipi<yn-c>\$&vtp(Jyr 

(130.8); <\ v£k Aoyfg-rtos ( adv. only here;143.7); cf._£i^^pyiqs_„(l45.14 & .24) 

PtypUkrros (144B: cf. ) • ti tl e p 5 4*,Sp©K<vTrp‘WVer (172B);

ym£o£pv£ (182A); 4Z>]«re$(195); <*Tr»f 4ackroS (195) 5 £yf»j yop<r*©$

( 208); K*r&£crTXcv ( 215) ; kAnTriSt-jS ( 219}; (2l8:by-fom of —

£to ); ttXok^s (225); 7rpwr-o^0-po$( 226: cf. — Oy/to ) ; <r/( 2JO); • 

cttcjwoSqkos (234);7^^6O£rriZ( 23?); Tp«vu^vov'( 241; cf. rpwutf-<>v®v in Hsch. ).

J

First in Pherecrates

? j?XiyocrtroS (l» also in Phrynich. Coin. 23); (3), *vrr°,'T7>ocrtun'% *'

©pun (9}j^f3y?fi^ or —(10); kepov^cS (12); ^^/yw^AAoS (14A); w\/tS1 av : 

(25);^p'r‘/p ( 33);Tlpo%<ovvty (62); kiKk^oS ( ap.Pollux 9• 83«P• 236Ecto); 

ti tl e Ky*»Tr»T>Xc» ( wi th Fr. 82);? vtoro n A^ t, (89: si so in Ar. Fr. 8 JO ); £Kypuffi - 

*%<**( 9 5: Hsch. also has sic) ); Svcrvj^t£pAo (98);7^vOoX'oy^to •?•

(108. 4); k<*^^vojulrTt0>/(1Q8«13-)(108. 29);<**<0.00X0^(116); ~ 3

»K»yo$(130);gTT^Atf^ (130. 4);kPyt^/a) (130. 4) •,'rzvQ!£\o\/ (130.10) ;npo<rt>|Zp<> 

(13^.2); cf. crTporrqyiS (141B: first here as subst. =*’generaless”); y^c-rpo - 

1 Skj$ or? Y%<r Tp o 1 t.S ( gib. foiro)(l43. 5) i? &o lojo-i loS (l 54: also in Call— 

ias 27);? fyK/A»kiZ>u) (166; also in Ar. Fr.105); A-AAoKorteS ( 201); -ftriwnAoco 

( 204); (*fr4to )(211: + Hsch. );? v*wkt<nj neu ^o ? (222: oonj . Ko ck; al so Hermipp. 

90); o^Xok/^wXoS ( 223: cf. ob/\oK«>p^voS ); ?t\<vt£ivZ^o ( 224); Tp°»n 

(240). J
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$o>6-u rTfrfrv’KToS (3: cf. Cratin. 295 for the idea); u<©XX<*(34: v.l.

*\o$ ); *-<rTp«rj££uu2 (39); fa</>poSiT<>p/s«ov (48 A); At* pK»KKtfj ( 64);

c^ko o^\ (64A); nj>o»rV><ftwr<U3 (69. 6: con j . fo r rrp oa'*v*$v<s-<b), al so h ap ax); 

TrA-p»<rx)|txfcToS (77); 7r^p»K\s.i^ioS (77;but neat, sabst. found in ii. A. D. papyrus)'; 

?^3&v\tvris(88:poss. an Aeschylean fragment); TrftvT-Qtro</>os (90: cf. ttXvc-q^qS ); 

CftTVy-okoiToSflOS}; ^nX^KpvvTPS (113); nA^^v^roS (113); VTrv|VojSn>s (124); 

crrr^Tto^«TqS( 124); ^AKfTp^frJ/ (124) ; S i^kX»|4»/<»&*£_( 124: cf. simpl e verb); 

XvXv,*Xl46) j ^p»jcrjxcu5oX>|po£(147A: on. Schneider); £u£pi«r (I69); !,

lov* (171); ? grn<r£\>vo$ (174.10) ( conj .M ein dc e for Ein jr/X^voi, vhich i s 

fi rst in Pl ato, i f co rrect); A 174.17); KuftSwrt (174.17); K<?A\on-gyA):4
(186. 5); £^far’trr^w(l89);yK*v<H<iS ( 2DQ);Kop^ t/po/S»TrroS ( 208); ^cXye *xf -1 

CoS( 210); crvf<*( 2L1);<^Aw<r'res(.221; cf.kXciOto) • 4zko©S (.226); ^'KUkXioS ,'i 

(227);? 4/u^pr^KcV (228 A: if be correctly inteipreted. as . J

neater of this adj . };«?pXu>v»ZS (233: if 00 rrect) ( 234); «Kr^<m<>v (235)}

7 > / f *V *'c, crates ( 235)5 cyv’X/47( 23bA); ny octorroS ( 2j$; masc. equiv. o f tT/oo^ttov ) ; 

cf.TyAtjrr^Vf (23?: form dab.); S^rrovS (242; cf. £K7r©us & ^4,4-rmvs' )- 

VK-^--rcKo7To5 (246); ( 246a) ; crq^i'S’t-kvjs (246a); eerraoytv^S (246A);|

p<hrK£rp<?»w (252: cf. p^erpin Pollux).

First in Plato:

fniTp^rr/^tv^er (74); ( 76A: —H in I so cr.15. 28) J <yrr4o\(«r (78: el S&~;

■vfaere e^wAs-i* }; cvutccq^ci (87);?(117: also in Ar. Ra. 427 & i 

Ecd.980);?? pv7To;<ov^vXoS (124: but piob. first in Ar. Fr. 718) ijAinrrirTt vdj 

(124) ; ? SeoSfio/aj^voS (134: al so in Ra.. 1328); Trn-X/vSop** (164); A& <j?oyr£ tt car fr 

(208); cvyv’evn'Tos(220A); TroSorpiov* (248),



Conclusions

What, then,may we conclude of the comic technique of each of the 

Old Comedians other than Ari stophanes?I shall begin with some remarks 

about pre-Cratinean Comedy and then examine our findings with reference 

to the major Old Comedians of Cratinus' generation and later and add 

any observations that we can make o.f the technique of the lesser poets.

Of the nature of Athenian Old Comedy before the age of Cratinus we 

know almost no’thing, for our evidence is extremely sparse. We have not in 

fact enough names to fill out all the gaps in ’the Victors’ List for Comic

poets at the Dionysia before Cratinus' own name, which is a sufficient
3

indictment of our ignorance.Our most precious evidence is external, that, 

of Aristophanes for the career of Magnes, from pa.rabasis Eg. ( 518sq. }, where 

ye gather that the visual impact of the chorus was an important feature 

of Old Comedy in Magnes' day, as in fact it continued to be,but Aristopb-^ 

anes scans to select the visual ingenuities of Magnes as particularly 

memora.bl e.He do es,however, speak of Magnes' fall fiom popularity as due
cr f

to the fact that his talent for making jokes failed him( °,r'i T0V rl<wnrr£'*|

},and this clearly refers to verbal jokes and not to any

visual entertainment.The value of the statement in Corp.Gioss.Lat. 5«l8l |
■!

(on p. 72 in Kaibel}is dubious, as it claims knowledge that Aristotle dis~]
. ' ’1

cl aim s( Po e ti c s V)and the text is much corrupted, but we are there told
' Ithat Magnes and poets of his generation did not write comedies of more i

/ Jthan three-hundred lines in 1 ength( reading "trecenos" or "tricpntos" fori.1
. -I

the mss. "triemos"}.If this information is reliable, their pi ays would be;

half the length of Euripides’ 'Cyclop s’, or rather less in fact, a scale i 
•• H

of composition similar to that computed, for Epicharmus by Birt, Antike !
/I

Buchwesen pp. 496sq.«whose theory is discussed by Pickard-Cambridge,Di th.J
*

•4
Trag. and Com, p. fSl.In such a short composition die chorus must have dom—j•>o
inated the play,if there was anything even approaching die later formal

structure of an Aristopbsnic old. comedy. There could scarcely be any roomjj
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for complexities of plot.N ever the! ess, the value of such evidence is very 

dubious, and both Kaibei(v.Picka.rd-Cambiidge,loc. cit. ).and Picka.rd-Cambr

idge take a. pessimistic view of its worth.Our fragments of Magnes, such ; 

as they are, are all iambic trim eters( where we have complete lines), save1} 

for a single trochaic terameter( Fr. 6), and none of the fragments suggests 

the chorus,but as Pickard-Cambridge observes(op. cit.p.191), the ancient 

doubts about ascription and evidence of revision make it highly dubious 

that any of our citations represents what Magnes actually wrote.If his 

plays were extensively revised, an entirely new enphasis( and seale)may 

have been given them, and our internal evidence here is worth almost nil. 

For what their information is worth, the late sources tell us that early J 

Attic Comedy was a disorderly affair(Tsetses,Prol. de Com. l6,KaibeL p.l8, 

says that those of the time of Susarion v-e, 7Tpo>rto7Tor *mKrwS -q

Y^£.XtoS ^xovos to K<tT«vo-k£uorZjoyLatvov ). This seons to

describe a form of Comedy in which individual scenes counted for far 

more than tire overall plot,if there really was any worthy of the name, 

and in which laughter was the only obj ect(Tsetses goes on to speck of 

Cratinus* addition of to to to , which denotes the less

sophisticated, and less pointed, fun of earlier Comedy. Really, then, we know? 

so little of Attic Comedy of the early Fifth Century that we can form : 

only the vaguest impression of what its character may have been, but ourti 

minimal evidence would lead us to expect visually entertaining perform—,!] 

ances with a number of scenes loosely connected to eacho th er, in which 

satire and invective played a prominent part( cf. Aristotie’s statement 

that Crates forsook the invective form of Comedy,implying that that was 

one of Comedy’s features till that time, though he is probably thinking 

more espedflly of Cratinus’ generation). The impact of individual scenes; 

wras, it would seem, the foremost concern in the composition of the plays, 1 

and there was probably no great sophistication .in the construction of the 

drama as a whole,nor any allegorical subtleties or overriding political/^
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I

purpose in the theme. Variety and novelty seen to have been prized, at »j 

which Aristophanes* comments in Eq.loc. cit. suggest thatMagnes excelled.?

With Cratinus our knowledge of Attic Comedy really begins, and. he is d
I

the first Comedian for vhora we have enough evidence to form any detailed J

assesemmt of his technique.His plays cover a variety of themes, and, 

although in several cases we cannot make out much of the plot,in a few 

plays we have a good notion of what the scope of the action was, and ve j 

have,of course, that precious hypothesis to A>©*’Vo'«r\£i>v<>f>or .it is the 

la.st statemait of that hypothesis that alerts us to the probability that} 

the play was to a large extent allegorical, and, although the degree to 

which vre should seek to trace toe allegorical possibilities is debatable,!

it is likely that behind toe god Honysus we are to see Pericles, who was|
1

attacked by innuendo for bringing war on Athens, just as Dionysus had •i
■1brought war on Troy by bringing Helen to that city. This is a most inter

’ St
esting parallel, for the allegorical explanation that Bergk sought in

Z / ■"**A^ter»S , and to these two plays we may add toe, which was all

egorical, although in a differo.it wa.y( there is,of course,no mythology iri—; 

volved). Pi eters and Edmonds would add pMTtr/ocS ,but toe- notion that
•J

it was an allegory is less securely founded. Pi eters’ view( Ch. VI) that it p

was Cratinus’ achievemoit to reconcile toe contemporary element of Comedy
-'Bwith toe mythological tradition and to create toe caricature of toe lead-!
1

ing citizen is probably correct,but one would like to know more about toe
? 3

nature of toe Comedy which preceded Cratinus.Hennippus’ '/)e

may have been another attack on Pericles in mythological guise(mainly

through Zeus’ pregnant head).The chronological relationship betwesi toisc■ -'i
, / J

play of Hermippus and Cratinus’ and A o£ is}

not known, and it is safest to say that Cratinus was at least a forerunner
/ ■

in this particular brand of Comedy, which is now especially associated i
I

with him. He could, how ever*, write a burlesque which was not allegorical:

’OSv<r<rj7s is an example of such. Another important fact learnt from
3

differo.it


zz8

Hypothesis is that there could be development of plot light through a )' 

Cratinean comedy just as much as in a play of Aii stophanes( a s ’Knights’, 

but it is more normal for the dramatic development of an Aristophanic 

comedy after the par aba si. s to be slight) .Platonius, 're, 5.*^ X+P . ,p.6

KaibeL,gives a differoit impression, as Norwood(p.l42)observes.Platonius 

rem aits, "Although he successfully hits the mark in the conception(or op

ening )of his plays and in their build-up, as the drama advances he div- .| 

ersi.fies(pulls apart)his plots and does not complete his plays along the) 

expected. lin es. ”P1 atoniu s’ words may be true of the majority of Cratin— 

us’ comedies for all we know,but it is not the impression we get of

from the Hypothesis, and it seems likeLy that .1
•

also must have had. development of plot right through, as 

Norwood observes. Some incidental scales in Zh

perhaps after the arrival of Helen at Troy,may,of course,not be recorded 

in the Hypothesis, which probably concentrated on scenes essential to the* 

action as a whole, and so may have given a more pronounced impression of )

dramatic development than we should gain from reading the play. But let 

us look at particular techniques of Cratinus’ humour.

Cratinean comedy had varied political,literary,philosophical and 

social themes, with a substantial el on ent o f mythological burlesque and
3allegory, and some fantasy. The plays as a vhole were characterised by a

.
strong measure of criticism and invective, there was some obseenity( though 
not,it seems,on the Funolidean scale), where parody occurred it tended to;l 

be of Homer and the older poets more often than in the works of Comic 

poets of the next generation, who concentrated more exclusively on Fifth • 

Century Tragedy and lyric poetry, and there was a marked, fondness for - *;]
' iverbal inventiveness, word-play snd what could sometimes be rather forced^ 

imagery, the working of a proverb into the text being probably a more 

noticeable feature of Cratinus’ comedies than of most. Cratinus was crit-|

ical of his rivals and seems to have been fond of using nicknames for
■

tii era and for others. There is rather more evidence for breach of dram a ii
. ©
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illusion than for most Old Comedians,but in some techniques, such as ex— j 

cretory humour,he is not particularly well represeated. There is as much

evidence for visual humour as for most of his rivals,but he has no animat;
t .'3chorus attested, the nearest approach being the centaurs of . ;i

j
t t *sMetemoiphosis figured in /v£yHE<nS and a flying cha.racter( Perseus) in | 

, while in s: there was a ship among the stage-prop— !

erties. His particular butts were Perid es,Lampon and Gnesippus.His sex- J

ual humour could be severe on passive homo sexual s, but he could make fun

even of his own vice of drunkenness. Cr&tinus seems to have been quite a 

versatile Comedian,being capable of writing several different types of 

Comedy,but he did not write social comedies of manners of the sort that ; 

Crates and Ph erecrates composed, and one can see also from the fragments j
I

left to us why he was considered a harsh, Ar chilo chian Coraedian(Platonius,j 

Tf. §<«*<£, x«rp, p. 6KaibeL), and not altogether free of some of the plimit- • 

ive nature of the earliest Com edy( Tsetses p.l8 KaibeL) .'Cap able of severe j 

censure,he was not generally so urbane and polished as Eupolis or Aiist-I 

ophanes, and. one can readily believe in the essential truth of Platonius’ 4 

statement that, ”...in keeping with his emulation of Archilochus,he was
j

harsh in his rep roadies; for he does not, like Aristophanes, make the chaim|

of his style run along, with his gibes, removing through that chaim the j
d

vulgarity of his csisure,but he makes his denunciations of v.rrong~doers j
J

bare-headed, as the saying goes, and vigorously assails them even when the$
y

retreat.” Both Tzetzes(p.l8 KaibeL,where he speaks of Cratinus’ addition 

of to tofctXifAov to in Comedy and of chastising offoiders

with the public whipjand Platonius(loc. cit.) speak of the moral purpose ;
.a

of Cratinus’ censures, end it is probable that Comedy was first used as j 

a weapon for influencing public opinion(or seeking to do so),on a large | 

scale at least,in the hands of Cratinus and his con temporaries. Our frag-.,;I
ile evidence supports the view,but we are not really well enough in formes 

about Comedy before Cratinus to be really confident of that Judgment, ;

nor do we know the ultimate authority of the bare statements in Platoni^
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and Tzetzes.lt would, however, seen likely that Comedy was first used 

for political ciiticiara on the large scale by Cratinus. 7

Of Eupolis we may say that his overriding interest was topical exit-*

icism and. that for fantasy and mythological burlesque he had no taste. ..'4 
.tc

Some scenes of his plays had a literary or musical interest( cf.p.178f), 

but the only comedy in which such an interest played a really major part 

seems to have been Mys$ , where an ignorant rustic received training $ 

from a sophist-musician. Eupolis did not devote any play to full-scale 

eri ti ci an of Tragedy, as some of his con temporaries, in eluding Aiistoph- '7 

anes did(i. e. in ’Frogs’).His special method of attacking individuals \ 

was the sexual slander,but he employed all the other methods of ridicule';

also, and evidence for all sorts of political and other attacks abounds, i;
r. "itHe made fun of Hyperbolus in M«*pn<£s and may have attacked Cleon in j 

Xpvirovv r/vos , but he was probably more cautious in his attacks on 

the latter demagogue than Aristophanes was, for he does not seem to have-10
a

attracted Cleon’s personal hostility( cf. p. 55~56)«His KoA<r»<gs was direct
’Ml

ed at Callias for his squandering of his inheritance on flatterers and 

lavish entertainment, and his AutoXvkoS represented the young athlete 

and associate of Callias as a catamite and his parents Lycon and Bhod- j 

ia as equally depraved in their own ways. Such virulent pieces of person- |
3

al satire and criticigra seem to be typical of Eupolis’ brand of Comedy.
„ , . -I

His was aimed at the irreligion or religious novelties of Atcib^j
~ ..

iades and his set, and in his^n/40* we see familiar reverence for the ; 

dead set against con tempt for the inadequacies of the later leaders of
■ s

. .if.-va

Athens.In literary criticism,Bipolis butwice mentions any of the 
great three TragediansCEuripides in Fr.365 and Sophocles in Austin $8.7j| 

but he does maition Acestor and MeLenthius, and (as a lyn st)Gnesippus. j 

He has more to say of Comedy, but not so much as Cratinus. Four or five 

passages speak of himself and his art.He says nothing of Epic, and it is.g 

his literary interest in lyric poetiy that is best attested. He had some J
•"Sil

Tzetzes.lt
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interest in philosophy, for not only was there a sophist-musician in 

Awts ,but Protagoras was apparently a character in KoAmqS and

Eupolis made fun of Socrates also. Cf.p. 109ff for Eupolis and philosophy. 

Eupolis was especially fond of the exploitation of sexual and excretory 

humour,one of his plays, /WtoXvkoS ,probably being a competitor for the 

title of the most obscone play of the Old Comedy.His jokes are predomin

antly heterosexual!., which is the regular bal an ce( contrast Cratinus in thij 

respect).He has no ’’Golden Age” fragments,but his dietary humour is not 

defi ci ait, being of particular importance in ^it would seen.

There is little original high poetry in his work, but he can be felicit

ous in his use of imagery, even though he is,on the whole,less given to 

the use of verbal devices than Cratinus.His coinages are fewer in number, 

and rare words are distinctly less in evidence in his fragments,but he 

was aware of the potential of the pun and the rr«\pi joke.

He shows far less interest than Cratinus in parody of non-eon temporary 

poetry(he has very few debts to Epic),but he does borrow from the works 

of the fifth Century Tragedians, mo re especially from Sophocles and Eur

ipides. There is some evidence for his use of non-Attic characters(v.p. 

l88),and. his /3*rrr»r» is our best evidence for the parody of ritual out

side Aiistophanes( cf. also Lu ci an, Bis. Acc. 33,

Kf.jw'OVS 4vSp<yS £ IT | kt pTO JbdjOl K«»A£gS ,

is the only all ego ry, whi ch was a play that owed much to Ar

istophanes’ ’Knights’. There is some indication that Eupolis could make 

use of visual effects,particularly in HoAus , vzhere the chorus was indiv

idualised and in ,where there was an animal chorus and also a

shield-dance by the rustic, while in px°l there may veil have

been a roving-scene. The scene in Z^utoXukoS where chamberpots were >< 

emptied is our nearest parallel for scenes of defecation and urination 

in Aristophanes, but it is likely that Aristophanes was not alone in 

being so explicit in excretory scenes, and there were probably closer 

parallels once in the work of his rivals. The two most striking characb-
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eristics of Eupolidean Comedy are its predominant topical interest and 

its fondness for obsceaity. .

Ph erecrates followed Crates in concentrating on the overall plot of 

his comedies and in composing plays of everyday life rather than works > 

of topical comment directed against individuals in public life. Such is 

the information in Anon.TT.Ku)j4. p.8 KaibeL, who says that tou AoiSoptTV 

<xTT£«5-r»j,Tr|»4y/x«vrw- 5^ JyUgvoS KwivX yevoyutwoS evpariKoS |

^yQ^V.Our fragments support this lack of interest in invective, for 

there are very few instances in Ph erecrates in proportion to the number 

of citations that we have. Cf.,however,11,135,3-3? and 155 for evidence 

that the trait was not utterly absent, even if weakly represented in his 

wo rk s. Th ere i s evidence of literary critician(Frs.89,14(Tragedy);95,96, «j
79,l85( Comedy); 6 and above all 145(Lyric), the last named from Xc/ptov , ;

which may weLl have been predominantly a literary and rausical-criticisn 

pi ay). He shows no interest in philo sophy. Hi s principal passage of sexual d

humour is Fr.145, which is a piece of sustained double entaidre, and thered
. Z -Ris a hint in Frs. 71,72 and 73 that there was in the motif of a;

father and son in love with the same courtesan.Besides these there are J 

some fhrther indications that sexual humour played some part in Pherecr-dd 

ates’ plays,but the general impression is that his comedies were not
-1

particularly gross, although they did not shun occasional exploitation of|

sexual jokes. There is but one passage of excretory humour(88),but that &
2

element of Comedy is weakly attested in all but Aristophanes and Eupolis,d 

as our evidence now stands. Bietary humour and Golden Age themes are,how- \ 

ever, well attested,in keeping with the domestic flavour of many of his
diplays.He has,in fact, two ’’Heracles” plays, which no doubt had strong elou- 

eats of dietary humour, apart from numerous other indications. Five of his J 

dramas are seemingly either "women" or "courtesan" plays, viz. TpSt* and 

Tvpervvis in the former category, and

and rier*)^ in the latter.He has a high number of coined words,but they |



are not usually very monorable, and he has left no trace of a TT<ypX 
/

TTf ocrSoxiwv joke.His imagery shows up best in his ’’Golden Age” fragments 

(108 and 15)),and he can elsewhere embellish his style with light and 

colloquial images,but in general tenns,outside a few set-pieces where 

his style intonsifies,one would not say that imagery was a great weapon 

in his armoury. He shows but a limited interest in parody. — .7

edTrcn was probably his most visually interesting play, with its chorus of;

ants and the ark of Deucalion.

Plato’s comedies include many burlesques, such as or .i

, gome political plays('Trrtp^oAos , ri£.HS’*rv5'pes f KXao4>cGv }

Hp£ <rr|^£?S /£/\X^S MjdTOI are the dear examples)and some literary 

plays( Ho»qrqs ,£ks.i/«h (prob, so in part), and A<vkccks flcnvjr^

«r‘Z },as wdl as a few plays of uncertain type.He writes plays in both 

the Old and Middle Comedy style, and is a very distinct case of an authors 

of the transitional peiiod.None of his burlesques can be proved to be an J 

ellegoiy.He has far more topical comment than Pherecrates and must count 

in part as a political Com edi an. Exampl es of most of the regular methods 

of vilifying individuals are to be found in his fragments. A few fragments 

are concerned with literary criticion, but the titles are our principal 

guides th ere. Comm on ts on his own and others’ comedies are not numerous, £ 

but he has a little to say on these matters.He betrays no interest in 

Epic,but four fragments concern lyric poetry. To what extent his

dealt with philosophy is not dear, for the term was evidently used in a 

broad sense( cf. Fr.140).Like Pherecrates,he has left us a long passage of 

sexual double ertendre(Fr.174), and several of his burlesques probably 

had strongly erotic moti fs, no tably *Phaon’,from which we have two long 

fragments with erotic content(173 and 174). Sexual humour is better att- |
■jf

ested in Plato than in Pherecrates, and wras probably an important part 4 

of Plato’s technique. There are three instances of excretory humour, which? 

is about what one would expect by analogy with the other Old Comedians.
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Dietary humour was of some importance to Plato,but not so much as to 

Ph erecrates( there is, for in stance, no ’’Golden Age” passage), and two frag

ments in suggest that the game of cottabus yas played

on stage in that comedy while a meal was prepared for Heracles within. 

Most of Plato’s visual humour probably came in the burlesques( e.g. Io as •jg
a heifer in ’Io’(?),Zeus as ahull in ’ Europe’(?).} .He makes fun of Cl go ph

.''
on and (?)Hyperbolus for their or their family’s alleged inability to $ 

speak correct Attic Greek, and a few of his titles alert one to the poss-< 

ibility that non-Attic characters figured in the plays.He parodies Aesch

ylus once and Euripides several times,but it is not apparent that any ofS 

his burlesques was a take off ary Tragic treatment of the same theme. Two J 

plays,his snd may have allowed scope for ritual par- g

ody.Our fragments give a good impression of Plato’s capabilities in the 

use of imagery and some interesting insights Into the way in which he J 

could handle other aspects of verbal humour,but he was perhaps a little ti 

less given to coining words than Ph erecrates. £

Our conclusions with regard to the minor Old Comedians are mostly ti 

related to isolated fragments, for no t much of their work survives, but 

wehave seen that Strattis provides our best evidence for burlesque of

Tragedy on a large scale and that Al earns Comicus was fond of burlesques J
' .os

with era ti c themes, rath er like Pl ato. Archippu s was th e expon on t par1 exo-j 

ellence of the pun, for which he was notorious among his contemporaries. tii 

His is interesting as an "animals in revolt” play comparable to _tij

Crates’ and Aristophanes’ ’Birds’. The specialised roles given to g

appropriate creatures was probably typical of the particular form of 

comedy that was: Aristophanes’ ’Birds’ has many similar features.)

The lack of personal attacks in our remains of the work of Crates supp- $
-3

orts what Aristotle says of him, that he turned away from the composition;g
tig

of comedies in which invective was paramount and began to compose thenes^ 

and. plots of a. general nature.He was followed in the composition of sue

unpolitical Comedy by Phereerates( though less exclusively}, whereas two
....................... . . ... ..................................................................... .• ...
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oontaaporari.es, Tel edides and Hermippus can readily be seen to' have had t 

strong political interests and to have followed in the tradition of
' 3Cratinus. Dive or perhaps six fragraaits in Tdedides’ raLativdy small j

' ■ I
number of citations make fun of an individual for his physical appearancej 
and there are fhrther personal allusions in Frs. 6,15,16,1? and 41. There j

• i
are several allusions or possible allusions to Pericles, against whom

Hermippus spoke in his Mo?p°rt (Fr. 46}. Th ere is no evidence that Hermipp-lj
J

us parodied Tragedy,but we have tv© passages of his in epic or didactic ! 

style(Frs.63 and 82).Taken with Cratinus’ preference for parody of the 3 

early poets, this may lead us to believe that parody of epic poetry and j 

other early verse was more in vogue in the time of Cratinus and Hermipp—
if

us than in the period of Eupolis and Ari staph an es, who gave epic verse i
4

little attention.Hermippus seems to have employed the technique of the J 

barbarizing parent of a political figure( Hyperbolus’ mother in Frs. 11 
and 12,it appears), a form of humour later used by Plato(Fr, 60).In his J 

xfvp*fr<wTorV he seems to have derived humour from the physical di scorn- 

forts induced by rovdng(? Dionysus’ rowing), a thane later exploited by

Eupoli s( ’ Taxi arch s’} and Ari stoph an es( ’ Frogs’). There is now very little
' 1sign of literary criticism in Hermippus, though he does speak of the 

Com edi an Ph ryni chu s( Fr. 64), o f "No thippu s’’ (Fr. 45) an d o f Di ago ras( Fr. 42}. J 

Fr. 4 is evidence of a philosophical interest. Examples of obscoiity in -4
3

his surviving work are not numerous,but there are signs that he exploit- J
J

ed dietary humour on o ccasion s. Th ere is no evidence of an animal chorus '
/ # ,,‘ij

in Hermippus,but his and 2.T'p*-r»^7to, may have had individualised;

choruses. :

Such are our chief conclusions.In addition there are many minor ob
I

servations which will be found on particular fragments or under parti.o- g 

ular topics.I hope also that the data compiled will prove useful to those 

who have occasion to work with the Old Comic fragments in the future.

•J

oontaaporari.es
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The folioving are the principal editions of the Comic fragments:

MEIN EXE( A), Fragments Corn! co rum Graeco ruin, Berlin, 18 3?”~57( ©d, min.18 4-7) 

KOCK( T), Com! co mm Attica rum Frogmaita,Leip zig, 1880-8

EEMONDS(J. M.),Fragments of Attic Comedy,Leiden, 1957-61

KAIBEL(G), Comicomra Graeco mm Fragments, Berlin, 1899 

(Vol.I only published)

DEMIA^CZUK(J), Suppl era enturn Com! cum,Krokau, 1912

AU SUN (C), Com! co mm Graeco mm Fragments in Papyri, s Rep erta, B erlin & 

Rew Yo lie,1973

Fragments in this thesis are normally quoted by Edmonds’ numbei^ 

ing. Sometimes the letters "Etta” are added to show this.The letter 

"K"(e.g. Fr.l50K) indicates that a fragment is cited by Koek* s numb

ering. Fragments exited from Mein eke ere referred to by volume and 

page? those flora Austin by fragment number and line,Late writers on 

Comedy are cited from Kaibel Vol.I. Cf. also R. Cantarella, Artsto fane, 

Le Coram eclie I (Mil en, 19 49) > F rol egora eni, fo r thi s s econda ry evi den co, 

much of which is given too in M ein eke, op. ci t., I pp. 531-66 and IX pp, 

1234-56 end in Edmonds,op. ci t., as tesfimonia on each poet, The epi

graphic evidence is most conveniently given in Sir A. VI. Pickard- 

Cambridge, The Dramatic Festive!-s of Athens, 2nd. edn. ,Oxford,1968( re~ 

vised by John Gould and D.M,Levis) on pp. 101-125.

Of general liistori.es of Greek Comedy the fullest in English is 

G. No rvoo d, G reek Cora edy, Lon don, 19 3^«ch less detailed is K. Lever,

Th e Art o f G reek CJora edy, Lon (bn, 19 56« M et n ek e has a survey of the hist

ory of Greek Comedy in Vol.I of his F. C,G., while the thorough and 

scholarly observations of Th.Bergk on the Old Comic f ragraents(Cow

en tationum de Reliquiis Coraoediae Atticae Anti quae Libri Duo,Leipzig,

lf5)ihdl.ude many reflections on the careers( and on the purport of

liistori.es
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individual plays)of the Old Comedians.In French there is J. Denis,

La Com6die 0r ecgub,Paiis, 18863 and in Geiman the most detailed gen

eral survey of all, that of K Schmid in Geschiehte der gxi echlschen 

Literatur,Vol.I,Munich, 1946. Indices to the vocabulary of the 

Comic fragments are to be found in Mein eke F. C.G. V( that of H, Jacobi), 

Deni an cmk, Sup plan en bum Comi cum, and Austin,op. oit,

The folioxdng are the arti d es, book s and dissertations on the Old 

Comic fragments referred to in this thesis:

AUSTIN( C), Com! co rum Graeco rura Frogmen ta in Papyris Reperta, Berlin 

& New Yo lie,1973.

BAKER( W. W.), Do Comi cis Graecis Litteramm Iuc& cl bus, Harvard Studi es 

in Classical Philology XV(19O4),pp.13,-241.

BALDRI(H.C.),The Idler1 a Paradise in Attic Comedy,Greece & Rome XXII 

(1953) ,PP. 49-60.

BERGK( Th,) , (foramen t a tlonum de Reti gulls Comoediae AW. cae Anti quae 

Libii Duo,L eip < g, 18 $.

BLAYDES( F.II.M.), Adversaria in Comi comm Graeco rum Fregiaenta,Hall e, 

vol.I 1890, vol.II 1896.

EGAYDES(F.H.M.),Analecta Comica Gs’eeca,Halle, 1905«

BO THE( F. H.), Poetaium Cornice rum Graeco rum Fragrawita( po st A. M ein ek ©), 

Pari o,l8 55.

CAPPS(E),The Hen eats of the Younger Cratinuo, Harvard Studies in 

Classical Philology XV(1904), pp. 63~75»

COBET( C.G.)Observation es Crl tl cae in Pl atoni s Comi ci Rdiqui as,

An sterdam,18 40.

CK3I SET(M), L e Dionysal exmdip 0 de Cratino s, Revae des Etudes Grecoues

XVII(1904),pp. P97-310.
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Wil ANC7UK(J) 3 Supplea <m torn Com! cum,Krakau, 1912,

DENI S( J) ,L a Cota e di e G recgu e, P ail s,188 6.

DOVER(K. J,) , Plato Coral cue: npicptAS__ &_ ‘fcXA^ Cl asd cal Revi ©w LXIV

(W),pp*5-7.

DU BING( I) „ Studies In Musical Tenainology In Fifth Century Li ter at— 

ure, Frano s XLI1I (1945) s PP. 176-97 (re Phorecr. 1 45) •

EM3NDS(J.M,),The Fragments of Attic Com edy,Lddai, 19 57-61.

EARN ELL (L.R,),Plato Comicus:Erag.Phaon II:A Pnxpdy of Attic Ritual, 

Classical Quarterly XI V( 19 20},pp.1^-146.

ELICKINGER(R. C,),Certain Numerals in the Gredig Drajaotic Hypotheses, 

Classical Philology V(1910),pp.l~l8(re Cr&ttnus’ ”Dioriys&Lex— 

audios” on pp,7~H)«

FRANTZ(VI) j De ComoeALae Atticae Prolog! s, Di ss. Strassburgj Diss.Xuaug— 

u rail s, Augustae Trevero mm,I89I.

PHI TZSCKE( E. V.), Qua.estion es Art s topban eae,L eip zig, 18 35»

GBI SSLER(P), Chronologi © der al tatti sehen Koirifldie,Philologi ache Unt—
p

ersuchuugen X?1X, Berlin, 19 ?5i ©d. " 1969, ”mit NashtrMgen des Ver-- 

fassers”,pp. VII-XIX.

GO DOLPHIN (E. IL B.), The Nemesis of Cratinus, Cl asset cal Philology XXVI 

(193Q,pp«4?>6.

GOO SSBi S( R), L es PIou toi de K ra tino s, Revu e des Etudes An dames 

xxxvri(i935), pp, 405-34.

GOOSSEHS(R),Un Nouveau Fragment des n^otrrr^XMo* dtEhpolis, Revue de 

PMlologie LXI (19 35),PP* 333-349.

GOOSSEN S( R), Sui* Qu ©L qu es Eragm en ts de 1 s. Com edi e An cl enn e, Revu e des 

Etudes Andomes XLI1 (3-9 40) ,pp.l 57-163.

GOOSSENS( R) & DARCUBINE( E) ,L es Sum £ni des de Crattno s, Chxoni que 

d’ E&yp te XVII (19 4?), PP. 127-132.

HANOV/( R) t Forerdtatiottum Ciitlcarum in Cord 00 s Graeco s Librl Tree,

H all e, 185).
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HEADL AM( W), Cil fct cp! No tea II CQtni co ruin Fragra cn ta ed« Ko ck vol, X, Cl a so— 

leal Review 7111(1899),PP. 5-6.

HER”ERDW(H. van) s Stud! a Gritlca. in Poetas Scant cas Graeco rum, ad 

Aeschylura,ad Coral co ium Fragm en ta, etc., Am nterdara,1872.

JEN SBI (C) , Xu den Donen des Eupolls, H enn es LX (1916), pp. 321 -5<-.

J EN SEN (C), Die Parabase in den Denien des spoils, Abh an dung en der 

Pretigjsischen Akademie der Fissoischaften,pl’iil.—bl st.—-Klasse, 

Jahrg.1939.

K AX BEL(G) ,'Zur attiochen Kora'ddle( 1. Phryni cho s’ Fpbi al fces; 2. Archlppo s 

und die Pergsmenische Ki±tik)iHenues XXIV(l889),pp.35-66.

K AX BEL (G), Sen ten tl arum Liber Quintus,! Ci’atinus, II ena es XXV (1890) f pp. 97-81 

KAXBFL(G),Kratlnos1 ?Q^u-g-<s-ns und Euripides* ?Horn©s XXX(I895)> ;4

pp,71-88.

KAIBFL(G) , Cbralcoiura Graeco rum Frogmen ta> vol,I,Berlin, 1899*

KO CK(T.), Coral co rum Attioorum Fregraeuta, L ei p id. g, 1880-8. 

kSRTF.(A)',Die Hypothesis m Kratinos1 Drionysalexandros,IIeimes XXXIX 

(190 4),pp.481-98.

K$R?E( a) ,Bexlcht uber <d e Li teratur zur griechlschen Koaodle aus den 

Jgjhren 1902-1909, Bur sign CLIl(1911),pp. 218-31.2.

KORTF( A) , Fragment© elner Handschrift der Denien deg Eupoli 8,Heime3 XLVII^ 

(1912),pp. 276-313.

LESUWEN(J. van) ,Qnaestlones ad Historian! Semi cam PertinenteSyMnera— 

osyne XX 16(1888),pp, 251-288.

LEW FEN (J. van) „De Eupolidis Pemoium Fragmentls Nuper Reperfcjs9Mn 

o syn e II 40 (1912), pp. 1 £9-136.

L ED (F), Benerkungen zur attlschen KoroBiUe, Bh ©ini 3 ch es Mu 0 cum XX.XI 11 

(I878),pp.400-417.

LEVER(K) ,Yhe Art of Greek Com edy, Lon don ,1956.

LUCAS( C,G«), Specimen Obaetnratlonura in DI f fit clllo ra Cuaedara Crati.nl,

Vet oris Coral ol, Fragm en ta, P to g r. Bonn ae, 18 £8.

LUPPE( W), Kratino a, Fragm cnte, Text und Korara cn tar, Di sg. Hall e,1963«
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UJFPI.(¥),rig Rjgpothesie go K ratinga8 Dionygale&mdros,Phllologus CX 

(X966bwU.69~I93> |

LUFFE(M),Znr flattening elnlger Bresaetlker in.der Eueeblos/lBieionyHitta- -J

ChTOidk,Phllologua CXIV(197G),Pp.l-8( tXorrefcturmsate .

LU£W(¥) t Th» 0ay thyn dms P eoy & vol.?$ ed...jdtfe no tea by KLobejL,
review in Gnowon XUII(X97X),pp.H>l?3(pP*l&~2 &r P.0xy.2?43). 1

• ■■
LUPPK(W), Per GefMhrte des Pyxonldeg In gupolis8 peag>,Philologus OXVX 3 

(197?), pp. 3)6-8.. ' 1
MAAS(P).Turn nenen Btpol is, Berliner philoloct©die kbchensehiift i

XXXIX (1912} , pp. 8 6l~ 2. 3

M AYEH( A) , %u den neaea Fragmente Jeg Fnpolig, B©rlin er philologi gdie j 

kb chw ©dnl ft XXXEI (191 ?), pp. 8 35- 2. j

MHMBCE( A) , Freggaenta .Comiooxurn Graeeo mm, Berlin, 18j9-~:;7( ed.;:dnor 1.84?). «<j
HOMWOP(O) ,Greek Com e^ton don, 1931. 5

, I
0ELL ACH BR( 10 , 7ur Chnonologi e der el tabtisehm Komdule* •& f-h ©r Stadi ea 

XX XVI11 (1916), pp. 91-1 57. j

PAGE( fl.L.) .Greek Litemy Papyri. Lon • ion,X94?(Lo eb). 4
IPER DPI 7ET( P) .Hypoth^se air le Premier© Fortle/Mx ^Honyasdeyandxo© 

de Crsti nos, Revue leg Etudes Anciennos ¥11(1905), pp.XQb-ll^.

PICKARB-CAHBRIDGE( Sir A.V.), Cl thyrgaab, Tragedy & Comedy, Chd. edi. ,Oxford$j 

196?( revised by T.B.L.¥eb©tor).Cf. ©sp.po. 187-194. .

PI CX" RO-GMBRX IX* IX (31 r A. VJ.) , The Proms tic Festival a of Athens, 2nd. edn., ‘j 

Oxford,1968( revi sed by John Gould & B.M.Let4a)«Cf. esp. pp.IQX-25, |

PIOTRS(J. Th.M. F. bCrattnus, Di <w. Asa©terd«n;bolden, 19-16.

TOKfL(M.M.), Cratini Prggmenta collegit efc illurtr&vit.. *LMp;lg,l827i 
. 4

Ph er ©gratis et Fupolldi© Fro^nenba coll. et ill•. • • Leip d g, 18 ?9» a

WJTHOTORB(k«G.),The Pat© of the Plonysrft extender,CI.assi o>l Revi©w

XVin(l9G4),p»440.

SCHMI D(b), Zu Philologus XCIII(1919), pp. 41 ?-4C9.
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SCRMID(V) (-STAhLIR,0) >Geschi elite cler gxi echi schen Li teratnr, vol<

I ,Munich, 19 46.

SCHOV‘Art(A) .Platon le Coroique, Di ss.Lieg e,1942-4.

SI FAKI S( G. M•), P srabasl s an d Anim al Oho m ses, Lon don, 1971 •

TAILLAIWAIU ) ?l©s Images d* Axis to phene, P ail s,1962( in riL. ci. ta felon o f 

many perat! el s from Ari stoohanes’ ri.val s).

TANNER(R.H.), >Q<by<ryij&_____ of Cratlnus and 1 Cyclops1 of Euiipides,

Transactions & Proceedings of the American Philological Associat

ion ME(1915),PP.173~2O6.
/

TA‘NNER(R.H.), The Aporrrg-nfe of Qrata.nus & the EXerainlsn Tax Decree,

Cl assi cal. Philology XI (1916), pp. 65-94.

TANNER(R.H.),The of Grafebnus and Callias p \

Transactions &. Proceedings of the American Philological Associate 

ion 11(1991),op. 172-187.

WHITTAKER(M),The Comic Fragments in their Relation to the Structure 

o f 01 d Atti c Com edy, Cl a.s si cal Qu arterl y XXI X( 19 35) > PP * 181-191.

FlLAM0FIT5^M0ELLBC0RFF(U- von), Observation es Critlcae in ComoeMam 

G r& eorro Sel ectue, Di ss. D erlIn, 1870.

VHLA14OV1TZ-MOELLBIDOREF(U. von),Observationes Cri tl oae in Como edism 

Atti cam, H ex® es VII (1873) >PP• 140-158.

tlL/<MOVlTZ-MOFLLBIDRFF(U. von) ,Parerg a, Hermes XIV(l879) ,pp.l6l-l86.

NIL SON ( A.M.) ,Not Call! as but Ecphan tides? An Al. teroatJ.ve In teip refea-fe

lon of I.G.XIV lQ97»Ci.assicta Review n. s.XXEII(1973),pp.126-127.

I‘/IL33N( A.M.),A Brpolldean Precedent for the Rowing Scene in Ailst- 

o ph an es* r Fro g sr ?, Cl asst cal Quarterly n. s. vol. XXIV(1974) ,pp. 250-2.

MJST( E.), bei Eupoli 3,Philologu s XCI (19 36), pp. Il4-115.

71ELIN SKI (Th.) , Ple Gliedeiung der nl-tattischai Koni&die, L eip ’zig, 188 5.

?IELINSKX( Th.), Qu aestlon es Conti cae, P etrograd,l887( ~I resione I,I93L, 

pp.76-I89).
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Also Cited.

LSJ Th© Lexicon of Liddell & Scott-, revised and augmented by Sir H. S.

J on. es, ni n th edn., vi th suppl era en t.

Editions of Aristophanes,most notably the foliovings 

Aristophanes’ Clouds, e .K.J.Dover,Oxford, 1968.

” VJ r sp s, ed. D. M. M a cDo ’-ell, 0 x fo rd, 197b •

” Peace, ed.M.Platnauer,0xford, 1964.

” Ecci esl a ax sue, ed. R, G. U ssh er, 0 xfo rd, 1973*

A li stophcni s Frogm en ta, ed. V. Din do rf,L eip :ig,l8 29.
2Fragments of Tragic poets are cited from A.Nauck , Tragi co rum 

G ra eoo rum Fragm en ta, L etp g, 1889. Frsgm en ts of lyric poets are cited 

from P.L.Poge.Poetae Me'licl G ra eci ,0 xfo r 1,1962.Fragments of Archil

ochus are cited from K Di eld., tin thologi a Lyri ca Graeca( Ten bn er, e<Ji tio 

stereo typ a, 19 54) .

Most references to writs incidentally cited are given in full 

ad loc. ,but it may be convenient to list the following here:

C. D. Bu ek & W. P e ter sen, A Reverse Index of Greek Nouns and Adj ectives,

Chi cago.

K»J. Do ver, Arl sto ph ani c Com edy, Lon don, 1972*

V. Ehrenberg, The People of Aristophanes,Oxford, 1943( 2nd. edn.,Oxford, 1950 

VJ,K.C.Guthii©.History of Greek Philosophy,Canfcidge,Vol.I 1962,Vol.II

1965, Vol. Ill 1969.

A. E. IIaigh, The Atti c Theatre,0xfo rd, 1889.

A.Lesky,A History of Greek Literature, translated by J. Kill is & C. de

Heer, Lon don, 1966(G ©nn an version first in 19 57/8, Bern).

P. R au, P ara trago di a, Un t er su chung einer komischen Form des Aristophanes,

Di s s. Ki el j Muni ch, 19 67 * i

T. B.L. Webster,Grede Theatre P10 duction, 2nd. edn. (197O> £L rst edn. London,

1956). .



T. boL. Utobsteiy Studies In Lx ter Greek Come ?y>Man cheater, 19 ^3( 2a d. ©dn. 

M on ch e? t er,19 70).

J. W, Whi te, The Ver e of Greek Come y, London,1912»

1 regret that! vas unable to con ml t 3. SOHWARZE, Di e Benrteliung 

des Perikles durch le attische Koirfodie mid ihre hlstori sche und

hl storlo graph! ache Bedentung( Uss.G8 ttingm, Zetenata ch, 1971)

Pages 294™jp3 have been deleted.
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Notes

to

The Visual Element

1) On this point see Th. Bergk, Commentation es de Reliquiis Comoediae

Attlcae Antique,p. 133 ff. <

2) Parabasis and Animal Choruses, Lon don,1971} pp. 7 6-77 •

3) This play was thought by Meineke(F. C.G.I p64) to be a revised vers

ion of the v'&'S of Magnes: ”Aves Magnetis fhisse videtur coraoedls

• a Cratete sub ineuden revocata. et novis curls ononda-ta...’’The view.

is hazardous when so little is known about either play(or version):,
•

and the title recurs in Com edy. M ein ek e seems to me rather,./

over-concerned to make the number of a Comedian* s titles known to r

us square with the ancient statements of his output. Such state

ments are of rather dubious value and liable to be corrupt.

4) Edmonds’ suggestion ( a.d loc.) that ‘Sf-reu had a chorus of beasts 

( cf. Frs. 35 and 28) rests on inadequate evidence. Fr. .33 could be 

figurative. Cf.M etag sues 19 A Edm for comparable imagery. Bergk,

Comm.p. 132 supposes tha.t the chorus of ‘Aopr*' were personified 

festivals: "Sed Platonis^oph/ ita actae videntur,ut choreutae 

dierum festorum et sol emni tatum specien quandsm as similar on t. ”

If Bergk is rightly guided by the title, there may have bean an 

individualized chorus,but we should like a more definite indicate 

ion of the choral identity.

5) The main chorus of initiates had no elaborate cos turn es( cf. Ra. 4O5ff‘ 

and so there would not be the expense of two sets of costly choral 

outfits, but the references to the frogs are all to their song 

( e. g.Ra. 2D5) and. not to their appearance.One cannot help but feel,

■ however, that it would be a disappointment to the audience not to 

see tine frogs as well as hear tin an.
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6) Bergk, Connn.p.l~^L, supposes that this play,like Af>^uo-r<v- q Nfoj2>c£ -|

(as he conj ectures),had the feature of a play within a play,like t 

Shakespeare’s ’Midsummer Night’s Dream’: ..verum cum in ipsa
J

fabula quasi nova quaedam fabula media ageretur,plurali numero
A Z insignitae esse videntur,ita ut in altera comoedia Cent- j

aurus,in altera Niobus fieri t tanquam integrum drama repraesen tab-'j
• 1

um. ” This daring idea is rejected by Kock( C. A. E.I p. 460},who rep- 4•I
orts G.Hermann’s theory of the content of the plays, again very

i
conj ectural.In fact, we have very little idea of the significance

j
of the strange titles.

7) Vie know this from Hyp.Ar.Ea.in the former case and Hyp. Cratin.
J

Diony sal ex. in the latter(P elides attacked for bringing the war h 

on Athens).On the date of ' Dionysal exsnder’cf. esp. VL . Luppe in 

Philologus 110(1966) ,PP. 182ff, where he argues convincingly for
ft

4^ B. C. against Pieters1 suggestion of 429* >3
_ j
8) The dating of Call!as' career is to a large extent dependent upon j

3.,4
identifying him as one of the poets in I.G. xiv.lO97*I t is probably]

■
correct to do so, although I have drawn attention to the possibil— j

ity that Ecphan tides could be the man involved in 0. R.n. s. XXLII d
35

(1973) PP* 126-7.1 have,however,overstated the strength of Ecphant-?j
1ides’ daira. j

9) Bergk, Comm, p. 6, thought the fragment referred to the (sole) chorus j 

of ’’censores acerbi”(ibid.p. 5), when they first appeared.0 thers 

have seen two seni-choruses in ^p^/Vo^0! :cf.Baker in HSPh XV(19G4]

PP.i3>f(".. .condudere fortasse nobis licet unam bantam chori part-1 

em, de qua fabula tota nomen accepit, Archilochi fautores fhisse, alter-] 

am poetarum alio rum, Hom eri et II esio di, comites. ”) .M. Whittaker in ] 

CQ 29(1935)P*I85 remarks on the agon of ’’The altercation!

vould take place between Homer and Archilochus, each supported by ;

his half chorus,with Hesiod as a tertius gaudens”.



10) F.C.G.II p.O2f.

11) Comm, p. 324

12) In his edition of A than sens. M

13) CQ. 29(1935)p-I84. i

14) So Edmonds adloc. and V. Ehrenberg, ’ The People of Aristophanes11

• p. 21. - '4

15) WC.G. II p. 5^0. Contrast Bergk, Comm, p. 3^3*

16) Cf. Whittakdr in GQ 29(1935)P• 1^3: "Similarly in Eupolis’ HoAitS

frags. 23^,2,3 are descriptions of three different monbers of the 

choms of cities, T ano s, Chios and Cyzicus, who probably entered 

singly, carrying symbols for identification which would have been 

unin teili gibl e wi thou t expl an ation. ”

17)

18)

C f. K. J. Do v er, A ri s to ph sni c Com edy, p. 145.

G.KaibeL, Hermes xxx( 1-95)PP.80ff, argued for semi—choruses in

’OSvtf-ffqS ("... zwdlf Gefahrten des Odysseus und zwttlf Kyklopan.. ” d!
.4s

p.80).He is foliowed by Pieters, Cratinus,p. 35* Th e notion denonds ;j 

to some extent on accepting Weicker’s ascription(Kl. Schr. II 477) 

of Fr. 459K to Cratinus and to this play( Edog.Laert. quotes the 

lin e wi thout n sming an tho r o r pi ay). M ein ek e( F. C. G. II p. 101 f

concedes the idea some plausibility, while Edmonds prints the line!

as a fragment of 'oSuc-v^i .Bergk’s reconstruction supposes that •
"da 5other Cyclopes arrive as in Od.IX 403sq. , but he does not infer & 

sani~choruses:on Fr.l37F.dm(p.l6O in Bergk)he observes, ’’Chorus :'J

an tern alio qui tor Polyphemum cetera sque Cyclopes quos ille convop^ 

averat..." Givon the events in Homer's version of the legend,
•I

the idea of a second chorus of Cyclopes has plausibility,but B
1-1

it has reasonably been objected that the chorus of Cyclopes 

would have little to do in the play and would not appear till. 

near the end(K.aibeL,however, contrives to find thorn a little more : 

to do).Perhaps a few ’extras’ played the Cyclopes,or perhaps
i‘?j

Xs



they were heard bub not seen. ?

19) Bergk,having pointed out that the Cyclopes were not at first 'i 

lawless and violent,but were once pious and cultured tenders of ® 

th e 1 an d( Comm. p. 363f)»deed ares himself at a loss to e;xplain 

precisely how they were involved in the plot:”Sed Eupolis quo

modo hac fabula usus sit ad propositam sentantiam oonformandam, ? 

nolo accurathus persequi( Comm, p. 364)".It is probably better, with 

Meindke, to emend the text, as we saw above.

20} Pieters,Cratinus Ch. Ill,points out the risk in emending away thi 

play-title in Frs. 69,70 and 66 of Cratinus. Tw sources give it ‘; 

for different contexts. Cf.Bergk, Comm. 68 ff( where he accepts the j 

title as genuine and argues that it dealt with Ephialtes’ in— 

fringenonts of the Areopagus’ po wers). Goo s sens and Darquenne, •*' 

CF xvii (19 42} pp. 127—32 also see attacks on the democratic party 7 

in the piece.Meineke( F. C.G.I p. 57 and II p. 59 and 60}concurs in J 

the opinion that the title is spurious.I should hesitate to rej-^ 

ect the evidence for the play’s existence when it is attested 

by two sources independently. 7

2l) Comm.p.I8l: ’’Videtur autaa Cratinus hos Sophistas quasi Ian.os %

quosdam duobus capitibus innumerabilibusque oculis instructos 7

finxisse. ” 6

22} F- 0- II p.lOJ. J

23) Greek Theatre Production ( 2nd. Edn.}p. . J

24) F.C.G.II p.89. J' - ” ‘ 'J
25) Coinm.p.133? ”... si statuamus chorum in orchestram legura tabulas

prae se ferentan prodiisse atque inde comoediam noman acc^pisse, ”,
, j

. d
26) Cf., for example, Pi ckard-Cambridge,Dramatic Festivals of Athens, -7

2nd. Edn.,, pi ates 62,68,70. J

.27) Go the general vi ew( Bergk, Comm, p. 784,Meineke, F. C.G.I p.169, etc. ) .• 

To whom he is speaking is quite another matter: cf.K.J.Dover in

5)7 |



j)8

CR LXIV(l95O}p.7 for some of the possible answers. Cf. also 

Norwood,Greek Comedy,p. 168.

28) Bergk, Comm.p. 79s w.. Cratlnus finxit Peridea odeum in capite

portantem... ’’jHandce, F. C.G. II p. 62: .quea quum Odeum.. .in

capite gestare di ci t, r esp exit fortasse ad gal earn Peiidis...

Kock, ad loc.: ”Perides Odeum in capite gestat tanquam galeam.”

The double entente which Norvjood(op. dt.p. 134}imagines he sees '.v
• §

in this fragment is quite inane. |

29) So Edmonds ad loc. J

3>) Fr.29 |
I t i,£*

3i) His mention of the existence of a special mask for Mid(ibidem):^

32}

must refer to Cratinus’ flvov*] .

Cf. Bergk, Comm.p. 430: ’’Iovis autem haec sunt apud Sannyiionen verba 

qui consilii inops est,quo pacta ad Danaei penetrare possit.”

So Mein eke, E. C.G.I 2.64: ’’Quae Iovis verba esse suspicor in Danaes^
k

thalaraum illapsuii. ” J
r.,-1

33) Cf. Eratosthenes Catast. 2^( ap. Kock C.A.F.I p. 47, Edmonds I p.57)»)

34) De Comoediae Atti 40sq.: "Desciibit igitur apud Plat-;

35)

36)

37) 

33) 

5)

40)

onen quoque ille qui piologum pro fert, Mercurius puto, fad era per&H 

onaium quae paulo post in scaenam processurae sunt.Ille qui luc-|| 

emam in capite fert ipse videtur Juppiter esse.”

Greek Comedy p.173

Pl an tu s, Amphi tryo, 140 sq.

Vesp. 11.2 2 sq.
J

Ach. j$3 sq. .1
■- M

The ascription to Afyoi favoured by Edmonds is without suffidoiffej 

justification.

Peihaps meant bo be open to mi soonstruction, as frrf wu rtlv

> f 1

could be acc.of the noun or dual imperative of nrfv

pa,$£ j



41)

42)

43)

44)

45)

46)

47)

48)

49)

50)

51)

52)

53)

On Kabdiion vases -fche glans is noimally exposed even whoa the 7 

penis is in a flaccid state.

It seems to me dear enough that the phallus could be worn by 

male characters in Aristophanes’ plays, although we cannot be 

sure that the mai o ri tv did in fact have a visible phallus. The
' V

fact that Agathon’s lack of the phallus is an indication of his 

unmasculine character and appearance(in Th esn.l 41 ff) lends supp— 

ort,I think, to the supposition that the phallus was quite comm- 4* 

only worn. For a discussion of the problem cf. Pick arch-Cam bridge, 

Dramatic Festivals of Athens, 2nd. edn.,pp. 220ff and the literat

ure cited there.

Commp. 271. J

Quaestiones Comicae p. 29 

F. C.G. II p.785f.

R^oorted in Mein dee loc. dt.
/

Beigk,op. dt. p. 271,supposes a pun on the proverbial 

?rn/<ouf>/’°r , as in Ar.Lys.Ioc. d t., which is clearly correct,but 

adds raysteriou sly, "... quamquam fi eii po tii t,ut coini cu s simul 

homini s gradli tatem subin di caveri t. ’’

p.160 n. 4 and p.171.

"...suggesting effeminacy", Edmonds( I p.831).

Cf. Vesp.l80ff.

A fact to which MacDowell draws our attention in his note to 

V esp. 181 ( edn. ’ Wasp s’, 0 xfo rd, 19 71) ♦

Cf.K. J. Dover on the crow and j ackdaw in ’Birds’ ad ini t. in 

Aiistophanic Comedy p.144.

Except for the fact that he differs from me in supposing that

«2q

the second relative d ause, al though likely to refer to the plays

of both Eupolis and Phiynichus,raore definitely refers to Eupolis*■ .!
play thah Phrynichus’: "Nam haec verba extrena( sc.

ad Eupolidis Mari cam referenda censeo, etd simul ad Phrynichum d



per tin ere non impiobabile est,ut vult Scholiasta... ” X consider 

the reference to Eapolis’ the less certain of the tw,

54) F. C.G. I p.172 : . .matremque eius( sc. Cleophontis) piscibus devor^

andam obiecit... ”

55) Ad loc,(l p. 616):’’Videtar mater Cleophontis at in Malicante raater|

Hyperboli piscibus expo si ta fhisse. ..ad simili tudin an Andiomedae.
■56) Observationes Ciiticae in Platonis Comics ReLiquias,o. 149. Co b et’ s 

objections are summarily disnissed by Kock,lcc. cit.

57) A. Schoevaert,Platon Is Comique, Ch.Ill, follows Bergk* s view also.?;

58) Thesn.lQlQ sq.

99) Act. Soc. Gr. 1.1. pi33. Cf. Cobet, lo c. ci t.: ”Fxi tzschius...mul ti s 

exempli s ostmdtt Comicos in fa.bul.is vetulas beLluis obiicere

devorandas.” i

60) Cf. note 18 above.

61) Cf. Hephaestion 8.5: as t*utm r^fr^

(sc. /<7>‘>t7v'os )(then follows Fr. 138 Edm). On the ship 4
Zf

cf.Bergk, Comm.p. 156f: ’’Cratinus ...ita videtur instituisse,ut 

navis Ulixen atque sodos ferens renigio concitato usain scenal 

conspiceretar. " Cf.Norvood,Greek Comedy,p.13P, who supposes a 

boat on rollers.His view that Fr.l44K(137 Edmjbegan the play 

overlooks Hephaestion’s renaik above,but is a plausible alter- J 

native on internal evidence to the general view, after Bergk,

Comm, p. 160, til at th e lines cam e 1 at e in th e pi ay, wh an th e Cyclop s 

leamt the true identity of his p ii son ers( cf. Ear. Cyclop s 7O8f)<v 

Much depends on how closely one may press Hepnaestion’s words, J 

but, although I once found it tempting to see Fr.137 Edm as the 

first words of the play,I now consider it safer to follow Bergk’’* 

view, as Mein eke, F. C. G. Up. 100, KalbeL,H ernes, XXX(l895) P»8l and

most scholars have done.K. J. Dover, Aristophanic Comedy p. 2L6?is S
.'2§a

inclined to interpret the fragment as Norwood does.



62) Ad loc. (I p.24O). |
» -I

63) See my forth coming article A Enpolidean Precedent for the J
1

Rowing Scene in Aristophanes' Frogs? (GQ 1974) {

64) In Pap.Oxy. Vol. XXXV(1968) ad loc. •;3
65) Mein eke, F. C.G.Ip. 212 comments: ”In /kiovttfco Eupolidis,ut

videtur, in Taxiarchis exemplum sequutus,moll on et effaninatura '-J
1

deum dniis athletaiura et luctatorura la.boribus exposuit... ” jj

Bergk, however, Comm.p. 43t doubts the title, which is so recorded |

only in Pollux III 150( see Fr.13 Edin), whereas Athenaeus tvd.ee I

gives the title merely as^lovtrtfo? (65Qd and 6^6a: see Frs.ll 
/

and 1.2 in Edm.).He suggests ^^vuvoS y ,which would Ai

undermine Mein eke’s theory of the content to some degree. The 

latter(ll P«733)is prepared to accept Bergk's suggestion or J 

postulate two editions of the play.I.G. xiv.1097 line 10 gives 7 

(it seons)the first letters of the title Ai*vu{<rPt , dating the
7;

play to 394 B. C, (gjrrt A'c’tHv1~c>u' does not help us resolveg

the problem of the precise form of the title.M etag ones wrote 

aA /OcrKn-fcv/ ,but than a 4iovir<feS Mrv^yoS is ascrib-g
-7

ed to Aristophanes or Archippus. There are thus parallels for > 

both suggested forms of the title. A final decision is impose- 7 

ible without better evidence,but perhaps Bergk is light to argue 

that Athaiaais is unlikely to have dropped(or his copyists lost)-; 

the second vord of the title in two places if the title comprise 

two words and not alternatives( therefore /hovve'oS iy ?),y

66) Cf.Norwood's reconstruction in Greek Comedy p.l6l, expanding
%

Kock’s theory( C. A. F.I p.l78)fhat two legends were combined in /' 

the play, the legend of the Flood and that of the ants changed 1; 

to humankind by Zeus for Aeacus(the Myrmidons).Norwood specul-

I

,«4

1!



j
. M

ates that a meal.—tub was used for the aik,but we do not know 

precisely what foim the craft took.Fr.il 4 does,however, show 

that a spindle was used to contrive a mast, and so the boat may
J

have been improvised also. The ingenious Bergk is silent on the 

play;Meineke (II p. 5-0) confidently (and rightly)dismisses a 

theory Wat the of Ra.1502 was attacked in the play,but

expresses reservations in supposing that any ants changed to 

human foim gave the drama its t± tL e. Bo th e, Po etarum Corn! co rum 

Graeco rum Fragments p, 103, sees a parody of the origin of the 

Mynnidons,but guesses that the play dealt with low-bom persons J 

in high office under the Democracy at Athens, a suggestion ill- ? 

suited to Ph erecrates’ disinterest in political comedy. Bo the 

infdriates Kock by his dismissal of Deucalion in Fr.1.20 Edm 

(8 p.105 Bo the) as a sLave’s name... "nihil amplLus",.The other 

fragments suit the flood too well for us to believe Bothe(ef. 

Kock on each), and Deucalion is not know, as a slave’s name.
-i

67) Cf.Kock ad loc. and Norwood,op. cit.p.l&L.
• ;P

£&) F. C«G« Il p.101: "Itaque ipsam hanc susm fabulam dicit

•312|

69)

70)

71)

72)

73)

Cratinus. "

Ad loc. (I p. 59).

Hemes, XXX( 1895)p.81: "... schliesst das Stuck mit der Parabase, 

in der der Dichter selbst der Neuheit seines Gedichts sich 

ruhrat, vfoy-xov ri Trof^^M ofovipt, ,

Greek Comedy p.ljp.

F. A. C.I p.67(ad loc.).

The text is also given in Mein eke I p. 532 and Bergk p. 141, and, 

in abbreviated from,in Kock I p. 55 and- Edmonds I p. 65: to»ovto%
f f / 7* / } i A ) /

OlSv Sa-TiV o ,<vS 'TirrroS.^ 0/0S i'c'Tiv' o ft J oAo/flfccd f

6-To/>(v'ovS Afcv) o‘ <OSu<n--£fS Kp+rftvoif TfAiitrTof 7~£>V 7To\^i2>V
Sp^pi^-rcoV; ov-rz oun Tr^pf^crtts zyovTo.

3

•••' - -

took.Fr.il
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74) C f, K. J. Do ver, Ari stophanic Comedy p. 134 f f , fo r the pid chi c tion 

of the hauling scene.

75) Pax 741 f.

76) Av.l574sq.

77) Of. Strabo 10. 487( cited in Edmonds I p.95)5 L\<rn
1Tfrpa'«5*jS if/To T*js Fopy ovos tovto TP>©£?V

otdr^V o» ,

78) Edmonds’ transLation( "And all this house when it goes out must 

visit Apollo’s shiine.reveal s that he took the words to be

addressed to the audience. This is much less obvious than an 

address to the chorus, as the question of a torch-lit exit then 

seens less apt,but Edmonds' view is not impossible.

79) The action of this scene is considered in K.J. Dover’s Aiistoph-
\ K /

anic Comedy pp. 10-1-2. For ^opriKov To ^fiov h^ prefers"This 

place is a stum!" to another possibility that he mentions, vi z. 

”It‘ s a commonplace moti f", which is rather more how 1 should 

prefer to interpret the words.

80) On the revision of Nu. cf. esp.K.J.Dover in the introduction to 

his edition of Nu.pp.lxxx-xcviii.

81) K.J. Dover. edn.Nu.p.lxxxv. The relevant part of the scholium is
♦ «TT£l TTtrxviy «£V £v rw 7?Afi Tbv Sp*yt«vroS K»iio^ttvtjv Tyr 

^WKporTouS K°r( 7-/V4S <£>Xeyo'/TM ]oU iou , SV Si T«v?S

7T*pu>r<v$ Tovto ov 7T£/Toiy/<£.

I

38

82) Our best evidence for Old Comedy outsi.de Axistoph- ;j

anes is fhxnished by Pap.Oxy. 274L(Atstin Fr.95)>which is a 

commentary on Eupolis’ ’Maricas’. Cf. Austin 11. 29,98 f,117ff,12L,
• A 1

139,186. Lines 117 ff apparently indicate that the semi—choruses '
it Mwere of 7T£v/jtzs and ttXovcioi respectively. This specification of^ 

their identity points away fiom their being solely creations

of the coramentatorfor his source’s)reconstruction of the action.:

outsi.de


83) It is Schol. Ar. Av. 365 where the fragmart is cited.

84) F. C.G. I p..2O5f

85) So Edmonds ad loc. after Kock I p. 601: "Videtur servus queii de ero|j 

qui laterum suorum nequaquam rationem habeat.”

86) On the colourful imagery of assault sometimes employed in Old 

Comedy cf. below p. 2371.

67) Ach. 926sq. 4?
•sfa

88) Thesm. 1001 sq. ( cf.930f). '

89 ) C f. P ag e, Greek Literary Papyri, p. 20 5 (quo ted in Au stin lo c. ci t. ).

90) Ach.818sq. and 910sq.

91) Av. 1410 sq. ’

92) Plutus 850so.

93) For this fragment cf. Bergk, Comm. p. 241 f, and Mein eke, F. C. G.1I p.l$2!
'W

94) Cf. Demosthenes XXV 6l( <\rr{<r©kt piv* ■ r^/Qp^rr^j J andib.62]

^.r©v o1v©pu’Trovz od' T\jv o ovto$ £it$iu>v' K<¥T£(/>oty£V'
/ |

95) Fr..249A. Edm.On the idertity of the old man cf. Bergk’s too fanciful 

guess. Comm.p. 358(the father of Euthyphro,he suggests). Bergk adduofj 

es Fr.244 to support the presumption that there was low-brow 

humour in ’PiDspaltaans’. Cf.n.101.

9 6) Vesp. 1474sq.

97) Lys.l242sq.

98) So SchoI.Nu.547.

99) Esp. L. Sechan.La Danse grecoue anticiue(Paiis.i933)pp»92ff and pi,| 

iv, where the dance is illustrated.

100) Ad lo c. in Oxy.Pap. XXXV(19 68 ).

101) 0n the cordax cf. Pickard-Cambridge, Di thyramb,Tragedy and Comedy. | 

pp.l66ff( elld ib.p.l66 on the old man in ’Prospaltians’).

102)Schol.Nu. 534 says Aristophanes had a cordax in Vesp. .but cf. 

Pickard-Cambridge, op. dt.p.l67,MacDowell, edn. Vesp.n. ad 1478.
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103)Cf.Picka.rd-C amb ridge,Dlth.,Trag. & Com.p. 166.

104}Cf.Lobd and Austin ad loc. i

105) Eur. Fr. 7 52 in Nauck. Tragi co rum Graeco xum Fragmen ts. J

106) See beLow p. l64f. ■ ,

107) Cf.K. J. Dover, Ari stophanic Comedy,p.Iff f. - <

108) For a brief description of which cf.Platnauer, edn.Pax p.l68(n. 

ad 1242-4).

109) So Cob et, Observation es Criticae in Platonis Comici Hdiquias, pp. 

97-101 and Kock I p. 6L2. Cobet(p.lOQ): ” tandem spoliatum fere 

omnibus, crudatum fame dec turn foras suspicaii licet.Kock 

(loc. dt.):’’bonis suis spoliatus et cum ignominia ex lupcnsri 

dectus quidquid sup erat fame co actus ad selsamaita emen da

con f ert fr. 49. ” .

110) Fr. 20. j

111) Pa. 1378 sq. I

112) Cf.on Fr. 23 Edm(the preamble to the dtation).

113) Comm.p. 131: ”In Cratetis guidon fabula, cui n«i5<e/ nomen est, 

opinor choreutas variorum ludorum genera repraesaitavisse, spedern 

quandsm et instrumenta ludendi prae se feroites. ”

114) ibidoii: ”... sed alia fabula dusdem poetae, ,manifesto inde 

traxit apellationem,quod chorus mulierum nimiis oifcamentis et 

quasi nugis quibusd.am instructus in orchestram procedebat.”

115) F. C.G.1I p. 296

116) Thesai. 215sq.

117) Ad 215.

118) So Berglc, Comm.p. 108f, after Dindorf in his edition of the fragment: 

of Aristophanes, p. 9 Din do rf says simply(on Schol. Ar.loc. dt.), -7 

’’Neoue enim dubium est quin eandera grammaticus di cat fabulam quam 

Cl era en s A1 exan dr. S trom at. VI p. 7 51- ed*Po tter. ”0n th e iden ti ri cat- |

ion cf.Mdneke, F. C.G. Up. 53^ and Kock I p.32.Not all have aco—
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ep t ed Din do r f ‘ s vi ew: Co b et, Observation es Criticae in Platonis

Comici Reliquias p. 7 6 f, supposed that both titles(and £

also) were bogus,deriving from faults of transmission.He comments:;

’’Nusquaa apparerent,opinor, ( sc.if Schol. Ar.loc. cit. were sound) .?< 
X Ineque isti ^uTT/TTpoyxfvoi ,neque ,nedum rj |

J
ISmoi ...Nam multum vereor,ne ludificetur viros doctos fallacis | 

kri. stobuli aucto ii tas, qui au t co rrupturn, scholion descrip si t, su t • <| 

ipse a libraries oorruptus est.’’ Mein^:e(V 17)quietLy rejects 

Cobet’s view, and so also does Pieters. Crattnus p. 12, though he 

is not without doubts about the theory of Bindorf, Luppe in his 

article on Hyp. Dionysalex. in Philologus CX(1966)pp.l84ff raises 

the possibility that was the alternative title of Aiow&-

(he supposes a semi-chorus of "Leute vom Ida”)and

rejects Dindorf’s identification of fS^ioi with nrrr^^fv<>>

(note 2 p.l86f).The view is not unattractive, as the Hyp. Di any s- { 
. -S

al ex. itself may indicate that there was an alternative title 

(we read A i o n X. —

H

Rp&r
■ , •, 'I

in the papyrus, and if the eta is not some chronological or other j 

indication of order,it must mean "or" and intimate an altemat- q 

ive title). The principal difficulty seems to me that the citat

ion of Clenent of Alexandria from £j4TTinp<*/-uvoi is left strand 

ed with its possible reference to the same context as Schol. Ar. 

loc. cit. (it is tempting to connect the title ttiTrp'ydswi

with the scholiast’s comment on the singeing of Mnesilochus, as M 

he is known). Space does not permit of a. reslly minute consider— g
I

ation of the problem here,but I do not feel that KLndorf’ s theory
■43can safely be set aside. For the purposes of the present chapter

our chief concern is the visual implication, and it is not crucial;

to know vhat play is meant .
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119)Vesp.8O5sci.

lg)>Ecd.3LXsq.

lgt)Lys.933sq.

122) Cf.below p.ll6f.
123) Wtiose nsme is thus saved from oblivion. The conjectures of Kock 

(k^tbAukos = k<u ’EmA.uKoS ) end Blaydes( ksvttoAjS ),-which would 

reject the poet as a textusl error, are disproved by the letters 

Awh[js) in the Victors’ List.

124) F. C.G.I 145.
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Notes

to

Ridicule & Criticism

1) Cf. above p.

2) C f. Plutarch, Perid es,13

3) Plutarch,Pelides 3 ? ... H*P'kX£% ... Trpoyu^ 51

J<«^t ®« 6'i/yx^x£T'|> oV.

4) F. C. G.II p.85, followed by Edmonds.Kock objects that -the “Caiisn

Zeus” was perhaps unknown to a great many Athenians and conjectures

k°rp4vi£ as a. distortion of .It is true that the "Caiisn^

Zeus” was not normally worshipped in Attica(in Hdt. V 66 the fact 

that Isagoras’ family are said to sacrifice to K4p«o$ is taken

as a slur on the family origins by Plutarch, De Malignitate Hero dot! 

23, and the practice does seem to be mentioned as a peculiarity of 

the family),but the cult-title may have been familiar from its use x

. in Boeotia( cf.Hsch. and Pho tins ap.Kock an di. G. 7« 3^08(0 rchoiu. }) ?
* w

and it seems preferable to read a genuine cult-title which gives th< 

desired pun rather than to accept a conjectural coinage which would 

pun not on a second cult-title( cf. Zzvte earlier in the line),but 

on a simple epithet.

5) So Edmonds ad loc.

6) Fr.I12Edm(930

7) Bergk,Comm.p 400, favours the anaidation kX/^A^v Jbut the trans

mitted text could be right and makes much the same point.

8) On the imagery of Plato 64 see p. 23?f.

9) C f. no w W. J. W.Koster, Scholia Recentiora in Nubes( Schol.in Ar.I 3« 2), 

Gronigen 1974,under ’Anonyraa Recentiora’ on Nu. 537(b) and 540(h), 

where Hermippus is accreditedvagueLy—rv riv" SpX^vr-/ ©ru-rov- — 

with jokes against bald men. The information, being so imprecise,

is of rather dubious value(an inference in context?}.



10) Fr. 2 '

11) Cratin. Fr. 295 has been thought to refer to him, as also Ar.Fr.i43. * 

Cf.Meineke IIpl84f, vjith the citation from Photius: H tA ir/y K<v7rf©v*

o-ro </>4v>?S <ry <xvTI TOV £-UKf><*TV)S j £7riA S^evi’

2 < >z -> < »A
ScTf, y^> 'xp/O'oV OrU'7'bV' £A.iyoV.

12) Cf, Rogers’ note ad loc. for the procedure involved.

13) The insulting animal simile is a regular feature of invective 

and 1 ampoon: c f. Hi ad I 225 for an early example of hot-tempered 

animal imagery. Sononides of Samos Fr. 7 Diehl is the locus class- 

icus of Greek Literature for the use of animal imagery to explain, 

or convey human character. The Roman satirist Lu cilius also used 

unoompliraoitary animal imagery( Frs.l09~10Waimington,1175 sad 112— j 

13W) as a weapon in personal attack, and there a re., of course, numeral 

ous other examples of such imagery outside Comedy.
. J

14} On this play and on Hyperbolus’ mother in Old Comedy cf.Bergk, ..3
Comm.pp.338 sq.

15) Bergk, Conun.p. 357f guesses that it is Euthyphro’s father who is
■■I1

meant, which is too bold a conjecture to inspire confidence. Cleoph—i 

on’s mother was said to be Thracian (hence Ra. 681; cf. schol. ad loc.); 

but any allusion to him is impossible if Goossens’ dating of 

’Prospaltians’ is correct'* . 5

16} Eq.133sq. foretells the domination of a tr TvrrrreioiruiX^z , a

irpcyZ.cvroTrJ'X^ s , a ^upc-orwArji- and an ^AX^vro-n-wX^s, The first
• &

three are Eucrates,Lysides, and Cleon. -J

17) Demo stratus is nicknamed ,upon which .in

Ar.Lys. 397f puns.lt has wrongly been taken that Pericles is meant/ 

in Fr.99: cf.Meineke II p,46l v. this idea. The role of the

in ri tual at Athens is recounted by Toepffer in RE( s. v. Buzygai). %

18) Cf.Edmonds ad loc.The text is confused,but our vaiious testimonial

puns.lt


3%)

\r;-( suggest that something was said of Hyperbolus as a

(which Hsch. glosses Xv^<v>oupy/s }.Ar. Fr.919 is inferred from 

the same testimonia.

19) His name does not appear in the lines we have. Various suggestions

have bear made of his identity:J ensen (APAW(19';9)nI4p, 6)prefers s 

Cleophon,Schmid(Phil.93(l95')p.414ff)Hyperbolus,K8rte(H 47(191.2} 

p.299f) suggests Syracosius, van Leeuwon < . (Mnem.n. s. 40(1912}p. ■;

I32)hints Pisander. The man, to my mind, remains anonymous. .

20) Bergk,Comm.p.X06, who, however,! s too specific in thinking that 

Hyperbolus in particular was the target of the piay(because of 

Fr.I).We need clearer evidence to be conf! doit of that.

21} Cf.Meineke I ,233f.

22} Cf.note 15 above. Tzetses in his comment on Ra. 676a.( given in W.J.W^ 

Koster, Io. Tzetzae in Ran as, in Aves( Schol. in Ar. IV3}, Owning en/Am-jj 

sterdam I962) says ov*'-mv-rov (i. e. Cl eophon} oui-oS (St.

T£ n \4-rtoV O KltyllKoS tbs ovr<) ©p
»2 x°f) cfa\u*,paV,

23} So Meineke’s very reasonable suggestion( F. C.G.I p.94).

24) The latter form is preferabl e: cf. of Ecphantides in Cratin,

334 and the remarks on the termination -—M in Bud; and Petersen.

(p.170}. On Xixo-j see Bergk, Conun.p.!23f.

25) As Pax 753 if /3tvp^»evpo/w»j0ovS' —Meineke ex Schol.—be read. ,

26} Eupolis in Austin Fr.lO0(Pap.Oxy.lO87) •

27) Cf. Bergk(in Meineke II 1163) end Kock ad loc. and also Bindorf,

Ari s to ph eni s Fragm en ta, p. 190 f. 11 was Si evem in his commentary 

on the ’ Clouds’p. 62ff who first argued that Aldbiades was

28) Obs. Cri b. 52sq. (reported in Kock I 333)*

29) So Wilamovits^op. cit.p. 54 adn. 44( cf.Kock loc. cit.},

Greek Comedy p.198

3L) GGL 14 p,ll6



32) La Comedie Grecque I p.188.

33) Gf. above p. 7f and n. 14.

34) F. C.G.IIp.541

35) In letters to Beigk, reported in Conim. p. 3^2: ”In aliqua fabula 

Eupolidi s( non in Mari can te,ubi Cleon iara mortuus erat) CL eon acerbe 

exagitatus era.t,ipseque in seen am pro di erat. ”

36) Comm, p. 3^2

37) Comm.p. 36I

33) C. G. II p. 556

39) GGL 14 p.116

40) Quaest. A li st. 146 adn.

41) F, C.G.II p. 571 ■

42) Obs. Cri. t. 53. Cf. Kock ad loc.

43) Parabasis and Animal Choruses p.117 n. 5K cf.p. 50 ;

44) Obs. Cri t. in Platonis Com. ReL.p.l69 f ’

45) As Kock points out a.d loc.

46) Ad loc. (I p. 63))

47) op. cit.p. 170: ”1 taque perspicuum est ipsius Perialgis esse dictum, < 

arumersn ti s, quas in rep, aerumnas exantLavisset,quum Demagogonun 

temeritati nequidquam adversaretur. ”

48) GGL p. 148: "Ob a.ber mit don Angreifer( fr.l07)der Dichter sich selbs

o der ein en an der en ( Ari s toph an es? } m ein t, bl eib t ung evdft. ” |

49) Ch.I. Schoevaert translates,’’C’ est moi, dit le poete,qui le pronier i

ai lev6 oontre Cleon 1' etandard de 1a. guerre. “ -M

50) Cf.below p. 116f,

50 The phrase piMM cr^ra-pujv' j tgke charge Pericles with lust 

fain ess, as' Sin tail, s’ ’ ' ap.Mein eke II ^6 and others, most recently

■ Luppe in Phil.IIP(1966)p. 18 2. Some have seen an allusion to 

the chorus of satyrs in Cratinus’ Aiovv^At^vS^ ,where '4 

Dionysus is thought to represent Pericles: cf. first Croiset in 

REG 17(1904)p. 3)9f(who supposes that there is also a. charge of 7
■ • J
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lustfhlness). The idea is not implausible,but there does not have 

to be any such allusion, as Luppe loc. cit.points out.Pieters (Ch. ’X

VII) rejects the theoiy ,dating Heimippus’ No?()<ri to 4jp and

to 429, bu t Lupp e ri gh tl y attack s!Cratinus* 

this dating (loc. cit.p.l82ff).

52) Platon le Coraique, Ch.III p. 64

53) Luppe in his Kratinos ad loc. takes the man to be a dandy or 

homosexual: "Der Vers ist ein hohnaide Anrede an elnen alteren 

Mann, der tmtz seines Alters ein Geek und Pousseur ist Oder sich 

gar als 7T<yiSik4- hingibt. "On the name gC&irrrToS cf.Luppe loc.

-a

■«
. -.1Id
3

/J
cit. and Tanner in TAPA 5Il(1923)p.l84f( the latter unconvincingly 1 

emends to and suggests that Callias the ELder is meant).?!

54} For the expression of a male cf. Eup.77 Edm.

55) Austin Fr.96.122 has J‘Kp*T*7C T°»x^pux°[ (Comm.on f/poerrr, };

56) The fragment is found in part in the Oxy. Comm.on at 11.
• $1

X85ff of Austin Fr,95« The mention of the t*1 A°F’QV in 3-^86 ex— 7A.
plains,I believe, the pioblon of part-division in our fragmoit.

Lines 5~6 of the text in Edmonds belong to one rjf 1 ov and ;

lines 7~8 to another. The *'jp<x<’P'°r were of ttAov^iqi and of

TTfv^ns respectively: cf. Austin loc. cit.ll7ff«ib.98f. Cf. Ach.

557-^1 for the twofold choral reaction to the preceding lines.

Plutarch in citing the fragment describes the man whom Hyperbolus

is interrogating as t/v<> tu>v ■trrpo.y^ov'e^v no/vp-to/ , ■
c /which links up with our new knowledge that there was a 3

t . :$iof 7T£vk)T<:S .No doubt the rich men were represented as Nicies' j
'

champions in this passage and it is they who protest against the 

claim that he has been caught out made by the other sani-chorus

in II.5-6. The Commentator in Austin loc. cit. is no doubt in forming j

us of the part-di vision between the two h/x,X°plc*' in 1.186 Aupt§ 
•. . ?*sin.Nici as perhaps appeared as the adversary of Hyperbolus in
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the play at some stage,hut we have no definite indication of that 

B ergk, Comm. p. 355fi al ready conjectured that Ni ci as was the Saus

age-seller to Hyperbolus’ Cleon,as it were: "Nam ut Aristophanes '« 

in Equitibus Cleoni finalt adversarium esse «lz\X«rvrorru>z\^v’ 3

quondam,it.a Eupolis Hyperbolo videtur Nidam opposuisse." In our <! 

present fragment Beigk lightly sees some ambiguity in rrpou-cjSoV ; 

he reminds us that the context in Plutarch is concerned vith »

Nicias’ liberality and suggests that the sense of "ante dare" att-l 

aches to the verb. There is a pun on the more common seise of "bet-j 

ray". Cf. the following words of the Oxy. Comm. (Austin 95*^90ff):
TTpoC TO <§l S O.£

• *fL

CttlC TTpoSoClOfC T[ 

k\q0^ccyz(CY» £|C

Mein dee reports Bergk’s opinion, but is still not confident that 

he fully appreciates the line which inspired it( 4).Norwood accqofl

the theory that Nicias is Hypertolus' opponent in the play(Greek *
$

Comedy p.192) and adds that Eupolis in this fragment is deriding"- 

the wild and unscrupulous accusations of disloyalty to the State- 

that demagogues loved to bring against distinguished conservat

ives. Eq. ,of course,has many gross accusations of corruption made? 

by the Sausage-seller and Cleon against the other. Cf. for a few

in stan c es o f suoh wild claims Eg.. 278 f, ffiOf, 28.2f, 475ff( esp.} etc. 3
’d

Cf.TeLeclid. 41 for Nicias as a victim of blackmail(allegedly)*

57/ Cf. Tzetzes’ statement on Ra. 676(in Ko ster, Schol. in Ar.IV3) that ,1 

Aristophanes and Plato ridiculed Cleophon ecs ovrv <S>p!
/ ( t 'fAifrp&S, ^evoV? 5acr-yt:v^ ,

58} Cf.Bergk,Coram, p. Il 5f for thoughts on this fragment andon nick— 7a

names more generally.

59) KC.G. II p.1.99 J
3
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60} Like Bergk, Comm.p. 20.2,1 find it incredible that Aristophanes can 

intend any but the Cratinus here,in spite of Schol. ad loc. (Cratin

us the Comic poet is also meant in Ach.1173 in my opinion)!f he had 

meant any other Cratinus he would have made his intention dearer, 

for sureLy no Athenian in 425B.C. would interpret the name Cratinus 

of other than the Comedian vdthout definite guidance.

6J.) Bergk, Comm.p. Xl8, vould understand Hermippus 4l( from Mo7p«»‘ : cf. Fr. 

46 for Perides)of Pelides-Zeus .This is quite possible.

62) Where she is perhaps to be equated vdth Helm. J

63) Edmonds’ idea that Aldbiades is meant runs dean contrary to the 

principle of the technique here illustrated.He tries to reconcile ... 

his idea with the regular form of this device by the suggestion

that Aldbiades is contrasted with Pi si strata s, whi eh is a very bold 

conjecture indeed.lt is more likely that someone whose name genuine

ly ends in —stratus or —istratus is intended. The exact signif- 1
.fy

icance of the compound is obscure(’’Each-side—war—leaping—strat

us”). Edmonds’ theory depaids on taking it to denote a turncoat,
. .3, a

but it could perhaps describe an agile boxer(i. e. Damasi.stratus,

whose name undergoes distortion in Eup. 408). Demo stratus, the other

obvious possibility, was a warmonger^ cf. Ar.Lys. 391 ff, for example).

64) Unless there really was a Tragic poet ”Nothippus”.Pickard-Cambr— j

idge.Dram. Fest.of Athens p.112 restores his name before that of '.|3 
Sophodes in the Tragic Victors’ List(Dionysia) so:

PJoG3,TrTro^ *
(4X1-8) APIII

' hi? •• Jf
In his note ad loc. (p.H7)he reminds us that Wilamowitz and Wil—y-?

. MShelm idoitifi ed Nothippus with Gnesippus. Cf. Athan. viii. 344C. The 

possible pun on yvq<rio$ and voOos makes it tempting to see only; 

one poet. Ja

65) I p. "Theseus.. .perhaps came in as Lampon. ”
’ $

66) Cf. Tenner in CPh. (I9l6)p. 66 and Leo in Bhjd. XXXIIJ.(l878)pp. 408-12.

indeed.lt


Tanner does,however,wish to retain flora Bergk’s theory of the plot 

of A p^Tr/nSes the idea that Lampon was a character of great

prominence in the play.

67) Ch.VI

68) Comm. 46sqq.

69) CPh(l9l6)pp, 65-94

70) GGL i4 p.79i”In diese Zeit( 443)pa.ssen such die Angiiffe anf Lamp-

on ( fr. 57 j 58,62) , der zur Zett der Grin dung von Thurioi am m els ten ;• 

h ervo rtrat.11 .

71) CPh V(l91O)p.7ff

72) For a full bibliography on the Hypothesis cf, . Luppe in Phil. 

110(19 66)p. 169

73) As Luppe,op. ci t.p. 1.8 3^ Norvood, Greek Com edyp. 1.22, Croi set, RBG 17

(!9O4)p.3D8. \

74$ As Luppe,op. cit.p. 177 and I83

75) As Norwood,op. ait. p.1.22 :

76) As No rv.ood, op. ci t. p. 122, Wil amovi tz-Mo eLl en da rf f, Go tt. g el. An zeigen 

1904 p. 665.

77) As luppe, op. ci t.p. l8l and 183»

78 ) Cratinus, 129 f, 166 f f ;

79) Comm.p.131

80) I p.47

81) Given by H. Jacob! in F. C.G. V p. xxxvi f: ”De -s£v‘f- ita ex_ 

istimat I. ZdndeLius,Bemensis,in litteris olira ad Meinekium datis, 

ut ipse Pericles exagitari videatur tsnquam spuiiorum patronus 

(’beschutzer der eindiinglinge') eo tempo re quo araissis filiis leg- 

itirais iterum dux Athaiiaisium creatus a.d populum tulisset

“rov rrep't vcSwv' i/^oy .,. ( cf.Plut.Per. 37 and 29).”

82) La Comedie Grecque I p. 234 ,

83) Chronologic der AI tattischen Komodte p. 29 (he dates the play 429).

84) Greek Comedy p.125 .
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85) Wiener Studicn ^(19l6)p.85ff.

86} GGL I4p.76

87) In CPh XXVI (19 30pp. 423-6

88} Ch.VII & Ch.IIl(12f)

89} HSPh XV(l9O4}pp. 6I-75

90} F, C.G.I p. 57( where he takes "Alexander” to be Alexander the Great7 

of Macedon)and ib.I 413( where he has changed his mind in favour ' « 

of Alexander of Ph era e}.Por son (v. Mein eke I p. 57) and Casau.bon( An- 7 

imadv. ad Athea.p. 228)had already supposed that the play beLonged -g 

to the Younger Cratinu s.Kbrte,Heimes 39(1904}p. 491 f, traces some of
•M

upset bythe false theories of the plot of 

the discovery of the Hypothesis.
I;

91} In J ahresb.ilber Klass. A1 terumsw. 152(1911) 257 f 3

92} Austin Fr.95 lines ll8,149f.In 11.78ff we come nearest to evidence 

that the "master” is AJjpof . There we read J

**\X’ chr*
TOtpV TqV 7T*>p£°‘/x,,,rV'

<VUTT)^<.£

Lobel rightly compared Rip. 213,hut thought only of Demos, son of -J 

Pyiilampes( so also Austin}.But Denos of the Pnyx also had his heai^

ing tioubles( cf. also Eq. 43) and there may be some allusion to Wat4 ;?»
here. Un fortunately we cannot quite be sure. Cf. Edmonds on Eup.213., q

93) Edmonds’ idea that Denos is dressed as a voraan and is behaving 

as though about to give birth is entirely unnecessary.

94) For TTpee-urTAfiM of indigestion cf.Plato 95.

95) So Mein eke for mss. ,

96) Edmonds takes it that Denos speaks,but the line refers to him in ; 

the third person.Perhaps a doctor speaks,or some other observer.

97) Qbs. Cri t. 49,53. Cf.Kock I p.344.

98} a.d loc.

99) Of.note 92 above.



100) Add Fr.210,vihere Adimantus is mysteriously said to be son of

Leucolophides, son of Porthaon( whose son in mythology was Oeneus). ; 

Kock says, "Porthaonis cognomine Adimantum militem gloriosum esse '$]

indicat. "Mein eke and Edmonds are less confident that they see the J
\ 3-1

point,and lightly so.Perhaps we should look for a pun(TropOttxI ??).<j

101) Above,n. 64.

102) Cf.ll5Edm(99K), esp. with Kock* s text. Cf. Austin 95»^-66 also.

103) Cf. above,n. 56. j

104) In his edition of Nu.p.liv n.2 , . .2

105) Contrast Ra.1039 vdth the view of Lamachus as a warmongering <

placeman in Ach.

106) Hemes XIIII.I83 j

107) Aristophanes adapts this line of himself in Pax 7^9, either from -I
•4

Pherecrates or from a common o ri gin al( Aeschylus might be a good «£j 

guess).It is less likely that Pherecrates would borrow from a line- 

where Aristophanes was speaking of himself and apply the adaptst-3 

ion to Aeschylus.

108) Even though some of his plays wore performed after his death.lt j 

is conceivable that Crates 19,
f«FV«y refers to Aeschylean diction,but there is no definite indie- ’

ation ,and the reference could be to compound Comic words, for in-J
d

stance.
•1

109) Line 2 describes 0**^7$ and should not be in inverted commas, as « 

Ednonds prints it: cf.Pax 44 and Pherecr.154.

110) Bergk, Comm.p. 315 ( ”... aliquis in Euripideam poesin invehitur”)and'i] 

Mein dice, F. C.G.II p. 993( ”... fortasse Euripidis Mousa coinpeLlator”) 'i
; 1

thought that the Muse of Euripides may be addressed in Phryn. Fr. : 

33. They are followed in this opinion by Baker in HSPh XV(l904)p. 1

I63. The idea has pi ad si bill ty, but we must ran ember that we have 

only eight lines of the play and do not know what female charact-;|

ers Were were.

death.lt
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111) The refereices in the Ar. fragments are 129,290,3^3, 37 6, 471, ^0,

626 A, 6$, 693 A, 676b.

112) The passage is severely corrupt. The attempts of Hennann( ap.Mein— 

dee V p.40 and Kock ad loc. ), Fritzsche( cf.Kock ad loc.)and Edmonds'- 

(I p.434) to restore the text cb not inspire any confidence in our 

ability to do so.Both Kock and Baker (loc. cit.p.l^)infer that

soraetiiing was said of the substitution of a pair of verses from !• J
the chorus where one would have expected a ’’canticum” in the workg| 

of an earlier Tragedian.Baker observes, ’’Euripidon autan inrisit $

quod unum par versuum cantici loco ponere sol ebat. "The lines are '-•(
J

quoted by Schol. Bar.Medea 520(in which context there are a pair.

of reflective verses from the chorus-leader between Medea’s !]
• >1 

.>1
speech and Jason’s), where the scholiast remarks on the diminution ^ 

of the choral part in later Tragedy.Kock’s inference would seen
ff

on the right lines,but what precisely was said is another matter.
1

113) In some cases they are meationed but once by Ar.: so Ion (Pax 835*17]

Thespis( Vesp.1479) and Pythangelus(Ra.87)• The last name is thus d

■4saved from oblivion by a contemptuous mention. J
'4j

114) Unless one recognises Nothippus as a different person. Cf.n. 64 . 4

115) Fr.150 |

116) In his edition of ’Wasps’ p.327.1 find the idea, quite unconvincing] 

for there is no parallel, for such a ’’guest appearance” in Old Coin-^ 

edy, and I should have expected some degree of parody of Carcinus’ $
'J

sons’ dancing’ styles, which it vould be odd to ask of those dancers’
I

then selves. i
, I

117) Mein eke, E. C.G. II p. 68, comments on eruervp/^rj ,’’actionem et argum— 

eitum fabulae rotunda re et suis finibus ci reams crib ere, ne ten ere
■a

diffluat et extra tenninos vagetur. "The passage is also discussed.]
3

in B ergk, Comm, p. 124, D eai s, La Comedie Grecque, II 65, BI ay des, Advers.; 

in C.G. F.Il 5,Headlam,Uft XIIIp. 5.Interpretations of the passage | 

vary( Bergk, for instance, says, ’’Videtur.. Cratinus.. tortuosam et obqc-



uram poesin,qua et alii tragi ci et Acestor tunc maxime deiLeetab-- 

atur, repreh Qidere”) .Like Baker(op. dt.p. 142)1 find Mein dee's 7 

interpretation the most convincing. .

118} op. cit.p.X82: ”... quibus vero Xaio dis, nomine meretricis fsmosae

no tati, et mores et artam perstrinxit. ” ••

119) Borthwick in H eim es 9 6( 1968-9 )p ■ 69 also sees double entendre in f 

the passages as in Pax 792).He surmises that ’’elaborate dance post-
"“'nrrra'rrr

ures of a suggestive nature” prompted the second sense, a very- 

plausible suggestion,but the link in jokes between versatility as ? 

a dancer and sexual activity( cf. Eup. 77)n*ay have been less specif-,* 

ic.Borthwick quite rightly dismisses the notion of Schol.Pax that’j 

stage machinery is in point.

120) The transmitted text needs supplementation and emendation. The £

supplenait °r«<*XP©S in 1. 2( H erwerden. S tad. C ri t. Po e t. S ?, ai. 77. Ko ck, ? 

RhM XXX p. 412}is a very plausible suggestion in view of Ar. The.■an. | 

168 and the following in Tdedid.loc. cit,In line I ■

ySSAuTTxivi (Duebner) or ySS‘£.Xurro^«ri (Cobet)are possible | 

restorations, the latter perilaps being preferable.Both Duebner

and Cobet reasonably suppose that a personified Poetry or a sim— 7 

ilar figure(Muse of Aeschylus,Tragedy or suchlike}!s the T8rA«wv«K 

Cf.Kock ad loc.

121) Cobet(Obs. Cidt.in Platonis Com. fid. 184) offers the most convincing 

interpretation of the fragment and is folio vied by Kock in his 

reconstruction of the situation and the sense, though not in his
/ - . . I

emendation of the text( which is too bold for ray liking:he proposes
«. z z 1^xovcV Tip $\-t<Tu\u2 Toif Mo |

Similarly No rv.ood, Greek Comedy p.176 and Scho evaert,Platon le 

Comique Ch.IV, who thinks to discern two actors arguing: ”.. .une 

discussion de deux acteurs qui veil.ent mettre oi valour chacun 

lour auteur pre fere. ” She translates,’’Touche seuleraent legerems.it!

1

a
as

legerems.it
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mon Morsimos et j e pietinerai a 1’instant mane ton Sthoielos. ” 

Otherwise Edmonds,who sees the names as TKpv n‘pe>«j-S'oi<u/<*v' for?*}
iparts of the body(in the first case for the hand)—cf. Ecd.97. 

Cobet’s view is safer,but Edmonds’ idea is not impossible.Meinekevj 

(II p. 659) comm oats,’’Non expedio.” p

1.22) The implication is not that there was any dramatic activity at -3 

the Adonia,only that the festival would suit the feminine wailings 

of a Gnesippus chorus. t

123) Ear.,Orestes 279

1.24) Bergk, Comm, p. 433 observes, ”Iovi s auten haec sunt verba, qui consul-; 

ii inops est, quo pacto ad Danaoi penetrare possit. ” Cf. Mein dee

1"]

125) So the transmitted text.Kock and Edmonds approve the idea that j 

the creature should really be a ynvyoArj ( anon. ap. Bin do rf), which
•<B{does not convince me.Kock supposes that HegeLoehus’ cry that a '”a 

(amartoi,of course,not a .cat) was coming would send a

^tuy'«vX?j scurrying to its hole.But is that tie point?I take the pi
• *1/1 J

sense to be that Hegelochus will betray Zeus’ presoice,not fiighto
1en him off, with his cry. As for tie supplemoit needed in 1.2, some
■Imonosyllable such as ttwS (’’somehow turned into.would complete 

the line,

126) Mein dee, F. C.G.I p. 224, opts for the former, followed by Kock and ||
z\ ZEdmonds. Edmonds argues tiat nv©pu>rrof>£<s-rh$ is not so plausible!^J

a title as Pherecrates' , as Orestes was not

generally regarded as divine or as a deni-god, although he was
■§|

worshipped as a hero at Sparta. J

127) Cf.now Tzetzes(on Ra. 3^3)in Koster’s Scholia in Ar. IV3(lo Tzetzaej 

in Ran as, in Aves).

128) Attested only in Pap.Oxy. 2737* l‘r«l col. ii,15( Austin Fr.

122) Gf.note 9 above, ' ,i|

$

*3
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It is possible in viev; of the mention of Aegina( cf. Ach. 652ff) 

that Tdedid.43 refers to Aristophanes’ baldness( ’’but he comes 

from Aegina with a face like a boil...”},but another possibility 

is that there is a hit at Pericles' deformity of skull. The simile; 

seens to me to suit a balding man’s high brow better than a defect 

of the crown of the head, and we have, after all,TTpocfumoV and 

not .if the fragment does refer to Aristophanes,it is i

our only in depend ant evidence of an Aeginetan conn ection( some, of 

course, have thought that Ach. 652ff refers to Calii stratus, the 

$iSCctk^KoS of that play,but I have never been at ease with that 

theory).

15)) Cf.p.i7

151) Cf.p. 184.

152) That Mjeh'j was a character emerges from Schol. Ar. Sq. 4J0(quoted | 

in tine editions of the Comic Fragments on Cra.tin.l8l)aid Pollux’s? 

mention of a McOtj mask in IV. 142,presumably with reference to 

this play.

133) Quaest. Com. 19—22

134) Qu aes t. Ar. 1.23l

135) Cf.Meineke II p.126 and Baker,op. cit.p.143.

136) Cf. for Fr.136 p. 25 above( boats as stage-properties). The inter

pretation of Fr.135 is doubtfhl, because it i.s not dear id ether 

it can derive from a parabasis( cf.Platonius p-4 and p. 5 Kaibel— 

the pa.ssages cited on Edmonds p. 64), though it is tempting to thin! 

so. Cf. Oiusius,Philpl.XLVII pp. 37f, and Baker,op. di. p.l^O. Edmonds’; 

text i s a tro ch ai c t etram et er; Si f aki s, Parabasis and Animal Chor

uses p49,interprets the fragment as Cratlnean, with White,Verse of 

Greek Comedy,p. 2^(he does not specify his text).Kock and Cobet 

(Obs. Ciit. 20~2l)interpret the passage in a way which gives a 

favourable sense to tmt» , which is less convincing 3;
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than the view that it is eon temp tuous of out-dated Comedy or of

’’old hat".

137} Cf.p.203 '

1^) Cf.p.202

13?) Plato is said to have come fourth( at the Dionysia, as one can see "41
• “3

from the reference to being forced back to the Lenaean competition]4.r/3
We know from Hyp.Nu. that by 423 B. C. there were only three corned- j 
ies performed at the Dionysia(at the Lenaea there were only three! 

by 425 B. C., the tirae of Ach., and the reduction in toe number of

comedies at toe Dionysia may have been made a few years before i
=3

Nu.). This means that must be earlier than 423B. C. j

(i. e. Dion. 424 or earlier) and that Plato’s successes at toe dram— 
atic festivals with plays produced through others must refer at J| 

the very latest to 425 B. C. (Plato did not compete at toe Lenaea 

of 424—cf.Hyp. Eq)and earlier,of course.He probably began to comp

ete in toe early 420s( cf. Cyiill. contra Iulian.I 13b, who sets bimQ 

in the 88th.Olympiad along with Aristophanes and Eupolis,!. e. 4^/3 

7 - 425/4). The word cuS°k^£« need not refer to a first prize: g 

cf. Schol.Nu. 528, quoted by Lobel in Pap.Oxy. ad loc.: e^o-T'’qi<oucf<ry7
, 1 ~ r > y » / > \ t „ 2 ’/».»<vri Tbu ►jUaoKiyb-i^oV^ ov £Vlbtr}tT<YV'; Z7TLI Of.UT£p^S -

Thus our new evidence does not make von Luppe’s argument from 

Hieronymus that Plato’s first Laiaean victory was in 421/0 unten-rl
, i

able. Von Luppe plausibly argues that Hieronymus wrongly sets 

Plato's first victory in 454/3 as a result of confhsing too arehon

names, viz. those of Aiiston and Aristior( the former 454/3, toe lattr
■ 3MJ

er 42i/0).Hieronymus(St.Jerome)may also have set Euripides’ first]
- V(Loia.ean) victory in 4^/8 (and not 453/2yb ecause of some oon fusion]

s||
betozeon the archons’ names Apsephion and Apseudes.Luppe thus sug-t 

gests that we can deduce from St. J erome toe dates of the first Mj 

Lenaean victories of both Euripides and Plato.Our victors’ list 

(see Pi ck a.rd-Csmbri dg e, Drain. Pest, o f Athen s p.Il 3) shows that Plato-



had von no Lenaean victory before 427—426, and, as von Luppe points 

out,we know from the hypotheses to Ach.,Eg. and Vesp. that he von 

no Lenaean victory in 425,424 or 422. Cf. von Luppe in Phil. 1X4 

(1970}p.lff.

x Our only other evidaice that any Old Comedian other than Ar

istophanes produced plays through others,beyond, that is, cases 

where two plays of the same title have beoi suspected to be ident

ical and to have been ascribed to both poet and *is

in A than. V. 2l6d, where we learn that Eupolis produced his 

through Dano stratus. .

140) In Pr.99«So Meineke(l 162} and others, in eluding most recently 

. Sifakis,op. dt.p.H7(n. 53)- Cobet(Qbs. Ciit.in Plat. Com. ReL.p.lQ2sq.j

Kock( C. A. F.I p. 628} and van Leeuwan(Mnon. XVI p. 267}argued that the- 

fragment should refer to Aristophanes. Cf. also Bakor,op. dt.p.l84,,| 

Norwood,Greek Comedy p.166, etc. Seho evaert,Pla.ton 1 e Comlque p. 

l6f,links Fr.99 with the tradition that Plato’s authorship of

and rbi^r**/ was doubtftil(cf.in Edmonds>
I P. 534f and ib.p. 5X0, where sources speak of Plato or Cantharus’ "j 

and of”the author of Plato’s

141} p. 57 f.

142) Cf.l553sq. ,15^9, 1470sq., Cinesias in 1373sq., etc. Syracosius himseli 

is named in 1.297*

143) The title and our one fragment therefrom have led
-3to speculation that the whole of that play was concerned with , 

’’recent dramatic hi storyn(Norvpod,Greek Comedy p.139) * Baker,op. J 

ci t.p. 147) hazards a similar con j ec tore. The idea is not implaus- j

ible,but the evidence is too unsubstantial to form any really t
J

valid impression of the oontent.Meineke(l p. 58} suspected toe titli 

to be a corruption, whil e Bergk( Comm.p. 13L) wished to identify the] 

play with /SoukoAoi . J

I
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y’ >/144) If one reads tflW* for err^v^v with Bergk,Cratinus could j

be speaking of an achievemait of his own. Alternatively, if one 

acbpts Meineke’s emendation(II the chorus could be speaking

of Cratinus. This latter view is adapted by Sifakis(op. ci t.p.117 Xj 

n. 42). The transmitted could,however,be correct and there 4

may be no reference to Cratinus’ own work. Emendation cannot really 

be justified merely on the grounds that we should like Cratinus I 
to mean himself. -J

145) For the sake of completeness some fragments which are concerned
more with personalities than artistic standards are included in J 

the list of refereices. Ij

146) Fr. 222 asks for the meanings of some obscure Homeric words;Ra.lQ-^ 

et seq. treats the works of Homer and Hesiod as sources of inform-- 

ation on warfare and agriculture respectively ; while the mentions^ 

in Pax IO89 snd IO96ff and Nu.lQ56ff are relatively trivial.

147) So Tielinski,Gliederung 242 and others have supposed. Cf.Baker,op.
■ z Z 1'^

cit.p.l^f,Whittaker in CQ 2?(1935)p«185( ” 0 must surely

be Homer”),Pieters, Cratinus, Ch.V(he sees Homer as supported by a 1 

deni-chorus,like Whittaker).Luppe ad loc.in his thesis Kratinos 

also finds the ideitification attractive: "Zielinski ...sieht 

wohl nicht zu Unrecht in o vu-^Xos Homer. "

148) Whether both Cratinus and Ar. Eq.1287 mean the same Polymnestus Z 

is a problem that has received several different answers.Bergk 

(Comm.p. 2^3ff)and Meineke(II p. 2.2Lf) take it that both passages 

mean the same Polymnestus and that the Lyric poet of Colophon > 

composed lascivious verses.Kock also assumes that both references: 

are to the same man,but that neither is to the an ci mt poet, both 1 

being to a later -writer of erotic verse. Rogers, edn. Eq. ad v.l237|,j 

argues that Cratinus means the poet of Colophon,but that Arist

ophanes means a later figure, some libertine of the time of Eg. -•$J
B ergk, loc. ci t., quotes the evidaice for die fen dent'Polymnestus
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I have disoovered.no evidence whatsoever of the existence of the 3 

’later* Polymnestus, who seems to energe solely from the convict- ; 

ion( cf.Kock) that a distinguished lyric poet could not have a rep— 7 

utation for obscenity. Cf. fhrther Baker,op. cit.p.l45n. 5*

149) Cf.Meineke II p.lj9 and Kock ad loc.

150) Cf.on this question Bergk, Comm.p. 229, and Mein dee II 159f«

151) Schol.Nu.985. The spelling is doubtfhl: cf.K. J. Dover’s apparatus in <

edn.Nu. and his note ad loc. j

152) So K.J.Dover in his note on Nu.985 suggests( as one possibility). ;
2 j153) I. G. i . 770 • C f. Pi ck ard- C amb ri dg e, Di th., Trag. and Com, ,2nd. edn., p. .J 

33, for discussion of the identification of this man. 4

154) So Mein eke, E. C.G. II p.17, and others after him.

155) P-I75f

156) Cf. Bergk, Comm.p. 70sq. He sums up his thoughts on the thane of theh 

play so:’’Cratinus autera opinor Eunidarum chore ita fhisse usura, x 

ut in depravation an artis musicae inveheretur.” Iiein eke, F. C.G.

II p. 58, observes, ”... ad musi cam taraen artern pertinuisse et index t

et fragmaita fidem faciunt.” J

157) Cf. the love-duet in Ecd.952a-975* with Ussher's note on 952a.

158) Cf.p.110 below and p. 35f above. Also cf.p.178. 7■'j
159) The only indication of date is the reference to Hipponicus in Er.% 

19.He fell in the Battle of DeLium( 424B. C. ),but Fr.19 is too brief 

to be certain that it was not said of Hipponicus after death.

160) p. 110 « Cf. Bergk, Comm.p. 335( P rc> di cu 3), and Horstig ap. Mein eke II45.

161) Cf. Fritzsche ap.Kock ad loc. J

162) This is the order in which they appear in the transmitted text. 

Meineke(ll p. 333)Proposed the transposition of 11.8-13 of the 

received text to follow 1.18 in order that Phrynis should be mentr 

ioned before Cin era, as. Schol ♦ Mu. 971 says that Phrynis won a prize 7 

at the Panathenaea. in the archonship of Calli as, either 456/5 or g 

412/ll.If the former date is right,Mei.neke’s transposition is

disoovered.no
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necessary^bat Phrynis is not otherwise attested till Mu.971),unles 

one feels,with During(p.l79f of the article detailed beLow}that 

chronological accuracy was never intaided.I do not find that so 

easy to believe if Phrynis was a generation older than Cinesias, 

as he would be if he won his prize in 456/5. begins her

complaints as though she meant to trace the chronological devel— 

opmoit of the outrages to which she had been subj ected.

1^3} In Eranos 43(1945) p.180.

164} ib.p.l8lf

165} ib.p.l83f

166) In Hermes 96(1968-9)p. 66f.

167) II p.323f

168 } Exerdt. Crit. I p. 37 sqq. : of. in M ein ek e, lo c. ci t.

I69) Op. dt.p.l85f.Pickard-Cambiidge, Kith. , Trag.& Com.p. 44., follows 

this view.

170} Op. cit.p.63

171) Op. dt.l86ff

172} Op. dt.p. 68

173) Op. dt.p.!92ff

174) Op. dt.p. 68f

175} II p. 331"nihil aliud significat quam cantillare aliquid,quod

propter in credibil etn sonorum varietataa et ceLeritatem formicarum 

ultro dtroque discurron’tiuin siinilitudinem ref erat. ”

176} Op. d t. p. 70. C f. Taill ardat, Les Images d1 Arts to ph an e p ara. 78 4, who 

says of a Greek’s interpretation of the image in The an. 1QQ, ”11 

pensait aussitot aux allees et venues confdses des fourmis a la 

sortie de leur nid ou dans les galeries tortueuses de la founuil—; 

iere.” Taill ardat’s explanation partakes of both possibili ti es( c 

the wider context,loc. ci t. ).

177) In Geras,Studies presented to George Thomson on the occasion of

t-b
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his 60 th. birthday,pp. 67-8l(v.p.77)«

178) p. 125ff

179) Cf.(Plato) Alcdb.ll8c(of P elides): i<°r« vuV £r< T^XiKouroS wv
A / f to Ilf

CVyicrTiV t^ToV TCVToli £V£i<«r,

180) Comm.p.375f

181) Cf. Eq89sq.,ib. 3491 Amphi5 41,Denosthaies 19* 4=6, Antipater of Thess- 

atonica XX. See Taillardat,I»es Images d1 Ad s to ph an e, para. 48.2.

182} So Erfdrdt ap.Meineke II p.662

183) "Qui cantu suo raacaem affert Musis” is one of Mein eke’s suggest

ion s(loc. ci t.). He also reports Mu seta s’ in t eip retation, that Lamp r~ 

us was ’’musicus raacil entus". This in teip retation is assisted by 

Plato’s use of erxtAt-ros (Fr.l84)of the thin Cinesias.

184) ap.Mein eke,loc. dt.

185} So Pickard-Cambddge,lhe Dramatic Festivals of Atuais, Pud. edn., 

p.87 n. 2.

186} So Meineke(ll 103),who interprets the n^vorrr** as ’’sophistae \ 

versuti”, following Bergk’s general in teip retation (Comm.p.l64sq. ) 

Cf. above p. 10 for the appearance of the chorus.

I87} Bergk, Comm.p.181, specifically suggests that the chorus was "..ex 

Hipponis disdpulis oomposi tus”, and Kock and Edmonds report his \ 

view, the former echoing also Mein eke’s less specific identifio- J 

ation. Edmonds(I 71)is more cautious here than Kock(l 6o).

188) History of Greek Philosophy, Vol.II p.3^4:f.On riippon cf.Bergk,

Comm.p.l66sq. and 176sq. Bergk's idea that Hippon was charged :3’ 

with moral depravity in the pla.y(p.l82f)? s too conj ecturaL:he J 

guesses that Hippon is meant in Fr.l51,but the passage could be/«
I

an in cd dai tai piece of slander against someone of slight import-1 

ance for the play as a whole(as Ra. 426ff on the same thenej.
tl:;■$

189) p. 35f & 102. I

190) Ar. Fr. 672 makes a very similar joke about a. philosopher: ©S
} A£^F,A<V5* J Ij



191) Plutarch, Stoic. Repugn. IQ 47 d,maitions Euripides, Alcaeus and Erat

osthenes as subscribing to the belief that liquid drunk passed 

through the lungs.In his ’ 'Kjnaeus1 (70c}Plato also gives the lungs

this fhnction.

192) So Mein eke II p. 49-1 interprets the situation. The view squares 

well with the evidoice of the three fragments 146a, 146b and 147*

193) cf.p.35f,no. I

194) Pi sc. 25: givoi in Edm.I p. 3l6,Mea.ndce II. "552* The text is,<^*-Vc,v' '

JApirro<^4v£i rch £ufroA.t£i tjV -TaiTToVl £ JT < TT’^p^y'Otr*"

~r^V ck^jvkjV} kt » k.uJ^A4U?oV<r/v •»-AAoteoTouS T">vVs TTlp> vtrrov

195} So Bergk, Comm, p. 3)8. 7;

196) Cf. Bergk,loc. cit. Edmonds suggests that by "us” the Seasons are 'g
'"’■J-'A'

meant,or else the months or the days.I find such a complication 

much less credible than the simple supposition that ”us”=”human— P 

kind”, which saves having one or more Seasons,months or days in 

the number of the dramatis personae. As,however, the play from 

which the fragment comes is Tov^ri , at least in part a

mythological burlesque, ”us”may refer to the gods themselves. 

Perhaps there was some debate among the very gods about the nat-.^ 

ure of Time and other philosophical questions.We do not know.

On Time cf. Critias Frs.l8 and 19, with W.K. C.Guthri e, A History 

of Gredc Philosophy, vol.Ill p.393. • 3

197) Cf.Ussher, edn. Eed. ad loc.

198) I p.24O j

199) Cf.Webster,,Studies in Later Greek Comedy pp. 50ff,HQff. There is 3|
_ ?'4'la brief survey of Plato in Middle Comedy in K.Lever’s The Art ofj- x-4

Gredc Comedy pp,176ff. “ a

200) GGL 14 p.162 n.ll J

201) Cf. Cratinus Fr. 2 for «fb^/<rr^s in a wider sense.

202) Bergk, Comm.p. 369«first suggested that the plays were idoitical,

a
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Rotes

to

Physi cal Humour

1) Fr. 419

2) Fr. 446 '

3) Fr. 4. For doubts about the text see in Kock ad loc.

4} Her identity is not apparoit.lt need not be Sthmeboea. herself. Edmonds

. supplies TiS .in 1.3,but it is not the only supplement that has been 

suggested: cf.Kock ad loc.I do not agree with Edmonds that a personal . 

subject has to be expressed in the line:one can understand ’’for her” £ 

with the first line quite happily in my opinion.

5) Cf. esp. Adesp. 5A(possibly Aiistophanic, for all we know) for the

in Old Comedy.On cf.Meindce F. C.G.II p. 203»

6) s. v. For-the two adjectives of a person cf. also Ar. Av. 668.

7) A History of Greek Literature p. 42L: ”.. .his running after Oeniscus 5 

('ll tide wine': depicted as a pretty boy}’* Bergk, Comm.p. 141,had already 

takoi the referoice to be to a boy:”...ubi Poesis vinolentLam Cratinij
Ii ireprehendms vinum cum pul era pu era oomponi t” ’1

8) ”... *i'Tr«r\o<i ... would peril, be used of wine as well as worn en... ”

9) Cf. Edmonds I p.14,Mein dee I p. 55^, etc.
( bub

10) 1 p. 46f( where Meirieke cites also^Acran* s comment on Horace Epist.l,

19,1 that Cratinus had minors —strategically placed—in his bed

room) . M ein ek e believes in Cratinus the lyric poet,like the scholiasts;
ito Aristophanes, but Bergk( Comm, p. fO2)i s right in my opinion to reject

‘ d
o dany such notion that Cratinus the Comedian is not meant in Ach.o^l . i 

and 1173: see p. 68 above and n. 60 thereto. ’

11) 1 p,14f(note ’ d’). Cf.Pieters, Cratinus Ch.I on the moral charges
against Cra.tinus(he takes then to derive from contemporary Comedy). '-j

12) For the associations of three acts of intercourse( an adequate display; 

of virility to which old men in Ach.994, Av. 1256 and prab. Eq.I3?l lay j

apparoit.lt
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cl aim) see T aill ardat, Les Images, d’Aid staph an e, p ara. 19 4. Th e subject

of o»<ru I take to be in one sense the wine,in the other the aged

Cratinus’ penis(by innuendo). §

13) Comm.p..255;11.. .ita vocavit mulierem,quae vel totius pagi impetum et ?; 

con vid a sustineat.”

14) The theory derives from Bergk, Comm, p. &Lf: "Non tamoi revera videtur |

mulieres Cratinus in scon am induxi sse, sed iuvaies effaninatos et ? 

molles”(going on to interpret the of Fr. 55 as such persons)

Me±neke(ll p. 42f) considers the plot of the play uncertain, save that 

"...titulus fabulae ad viros effoninatos et luxuiia diffluentes 

spectat. ” The passage of Draco Straton. ci ted by Meineke(lI p.47), 

with its verdict that wfas probably used of homosexual males %

in Com edy( wh ere it di d no t si gni fy worn en), i s no t su f fi ci en tLy cl ear

ly reLated to Cratin. 55 for us to use it as evidence of the sex of 

the chorus.Pieters, Cratinus Ch. VII. accepts that the Ap>*TT£7-7Sls

are male( companions of Lampon—who is derided as a pederast in 

Strattis(??—like Austin,! prefer ascription to Cratinus)Fr..220.100 > 

& 104,one may now observe),but Luppe,in his Kratinos ad loc. (p. 42), 

asks, "Wa.rum sollen nicht wirkliche Frauen doi Chor bilden?" I quitell 

agree that some positive evidence is highly desirable.

15) Cf.Lever, The Art of Greek Gomedy,p.71

16) Wil amo vd. t z, Ob s. C ri t. 5Q, H enn es VII 145 adn. 6, who is quoted in Kock 4

ad loc. For of a brothel cf.LSJ II 1( s. v. ). To the references

there add Aeschin.1.74. The number ’'three” here is interesting, as itl 

may be a hint of three doors in the stage-building.

17) If one accepts C. F.Hermann's articulation zaQu Tea or Kock’ si;

£v&ir -rovpo^ov .Jacobs read ajQvrw ’pf^cu (i. e. rp<$oy )and went

unchallenged by Beigk( Comm.p. 342) and Meineke(ll p.441).

18) Ehrenberg,The People of Aii stophanes,p.l33, cites the fragm oi t, along

with Pax I65 and Metagen. 4(=Aiistag. 2), to show that brothels were
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often in the harbour-districts, which is likely enough in itself 

and plainly supported by Pax loc, cit. ,but there may be more than 

that to our passage.

19) Cf. above p. 60 ff. |

.20) Van Leeuwen- in Mnan.n. s. 40(1912)p. 132 comraaits, "Dicitur hie
C i • • . » ?

homo... *pi'«upqfctvo,i , et in sordida. fomice prostitaLsse,ubi. ne erectl y 

qui dan possent incedere qui earn visera.it. ’’ Page,Gre<& Literary Pap— > 

yritp..209( reading ) translates Austin’s 1.27 oddly. His render— 3

ing of the whole context is, "He vouldn’ t evai have copied our aco- 

ait,only he was ashamed before his fiiaids—certain non-political J 

pansies,—not the superior kind; why,you only had to nod your head, £ 

and away you must go to the knoeking-shop..." The rendering is | 

manifestly wrong in the saise it extracts from 1.27 Austin.Koerte, 

Hermes 47(l912),p. 2?8, raiders the same line, ”Nein er mu&te mit ge- 

saiktan Haupt ins Bordell wandem..." Edmonds (Fr.llOB)has, "Nay | 

* twas eyes upon the pavanent whoi a-waiching he would go", which may a? 

be one of Edmonds’ euphemisms,or he may goiuineLy have thought thatoj 

the man woit(or rather "would go, would be going", as i take it) to the; 

brothel for a heterosexual purpose. 1

21) After Page,loc. cit. |

22) Cf.Schol.Juv.il 91(Edmonds p. 37P)& ib. .92( ap.Meineke I 110)for eff-1

oninate dancing in S^rr-raK. For the various conjectures on 1.4 cf. 

Kock ad loc.

23) ii p.494 i

24) Po eta.rum Com. G r. Fragm. p. 175( fragm. 18): . mi hi n escio qui sir sever

us Alcibiadan domi qiulantan cum adulatoribus et scortis evocare vid 

etur,hortaturu.s ut tandem vitam sapienter instituat 5 cui servus imp- 

udoatissime respondet."

25) Xoiophon,loc. cit. ,has (of rr<v?S£s ) ... tous j

Teroice.has "nam is postquara excessit ex ephebis ..." The formula 

was perhaps (’/IAki^Shs or whoever) £k

' -S’i 1

visera.it
Cf.Schol.Juv.il


26} s. v. They do not actually cite the Ar. passage, but recognise the two 

senses of the verb which I give in other contexts.

27} Po etarum Com. Gr. Fr. p. p. l8l(Fr. 5} •

28) In ed. Athen.Cf. his remarks in F. C.G.II p. 675 •

29) C.-Q.- xlv(19SO)p.14O

3D) Cf. above p. 117.

50 Cf. my forthcoming article In Mnen.on Bed.97 and Lys. 8Olff. •

32} Cf. above p. 41.

33) v. note

34} v.M eln eke F. G.G. II p. 676

35) Loc. cit.p. 141 f. •

36} There is an article on the passage in Lys. by N.ShieL forthcoming in 

Euphrosyne( 1974}.

57) On the repetitiousness cf. During in Eranos 43(19 45) 179 •

33) p. 103ft.

39) On 11.24--6 Edm see Mein eke II p. 35-PP and Kock ad loc.

40} v. above p. 105.

41} Ad Ar. Ach. 554.

42} Ilermes 96(I968-9)p» 68.

43) v.note 36.There is no quotation from Pherecr. in the line(Fr.l79jhut 

Aristophanes is surdy malting a joke against Pherecrates and not 

quoting him, and the’ fragment’ should in my view be deleted}.

44} Cf.p. 178 .

45) II p. 674. ELmdey’s division of the line between two speakers was

made in his edn. of Ach., ad v«92.

46} So Gesner and SchweLghauser( v.Mdneke II p. 674} and others.

47) As No rvpod., Greek Comedy p. 173,observes.

48} Vi z/SttiX1]cr^ttov q <F>Cx<vtt"% kopiorvv-Zs^ A7£r<\Akj.

49) Like Plato’s ’Lexus*.

50) Viz. 24,150,152,269,462,353,355,579,650E Rin,662.
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5t) Apart flora the first sctne( esp. 4,9 f,llf,13f,l6f?, 21, 24-ff, 42,49),

there s.re excretory jokes at Paoc 99 ff,l~^ ff,15I ,l62ff,175f, 241, 335* '•? 

547,724, cf. 753,1078,1176,1228 with 123Lf end 1235, cf.l254,1266. |

52) Ecd.77 f,366 ff, 371,whole scene 3Bsq. ( esp. 3^3,3^7,3^9ff,347,350,355f>|

360,369,372.f),464,640, 595,832,806ff,106lff,1064 ; Ra. 3,8,10,95,145^ 

237 ff, 253f, 295,3)8,366,479,48 2ff, 483, <189 f, 543,6o8,1074f,1097. 9

53) Above,p. 42. 7

54) Edn. Nu. ad v.9.

55) On the text cf. Kaibel in Hemes 25(1890)pp.97-3.He argu.es that rrpos .J

-pjv is a gloss on , perhaps correctly.

56) ad loc. in edn Vesp.

57) On this fragment see flirther p. 218ff. ;

58) v.page 62f. :
h

59) Cf. note 64 to ‘Ridicule and Criticism’. 1

60} v.p.113. 1

61) Perhaps add Polyzelus’ * 'I
"4

62) Cf. p.113 above and note 4 of this chapter.

63) In his article The Idler's Paradise in Attic Cora edy, G.&R. xxii(l953)JJ
pp. 49-60. I

64) Comm.p.197. |
a

65) Ibidem.On the'Golden Age' theme in general cf. Bergk,loc. cit. pp.l88 sqj

66) C.Q. 29(1935)P’l86f. $
67) Cf.Baldry,loc. ci t.p. 53f* and Bergk,Comm.p. 28l. 1

1
68) We should note that in Er.14. 4 the person to whom the promises are ;

1
made speaks of «rvrots and not (Dm is, La Comedie Greccne,! p. •!

a
202 wrongly tran sL ates, "M ai s a quoi cel a nous servira-t-il? "). The

•3
persons denoted by the pronoun no doubt correspond bo the people jS'!
meant in the words roTs i^ois in 15.2,.In each case the speaker is-^

3
declaring what he will do for "his own" people.

69) . Another(Kock's).is that Amphi ctyon sp eak s; W. Ho f Jia ann (Ad An t. A tt. Coni
' -fJ

argu.es
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Hist. Symbolae^>. 24) suggests that Deucalion( father of Amphictyon) is :£> 

' the speaker;Bothe(Poet. Com.Gr. Fr.p. 122) guesses that it is Nature

(Natural. We cannot be sure who speaks. ' "■

70) So Denis,La, Comedie Greccue,p. 2ol( ”... deux personnages allegoriques. 4

.. an d No rwo d, Greek Com ed?;, p. 149 ( ” Th e tw disputants are peril aps

allegorical ”}, after Mein eke II p. 237.

71} Loc. cit.p. 54.

72) Loc. cit.p. 149.

73) II p. 237*He follows Bergk, Comm, p. 262, who makes out the case more 

fully.

74) Gf. n.69. .

75) Loc. cit.p.55.

76) Cf.Meineke II p.3D0f,Kock I p,174,Norwood,Op. cit.p.162,Baldry,loc. 

dtp. 55.

77) Lo c. ci t. (p. 162)

78) Loc. cit.p. 56. '

79) I take SiorTpifiiove* in the same sense as Meineke(ll p.2P3)—”detin- a

ens”, which it dearly must mean to be in keeping vith the context. 3

In the following line the transmitted €X£T> mysterious, and I 
< >

con si der M ein ek e’s wS much more convincing for seise. The

speaker is surely impatient to get to the paradise he is hearing
c , , -5

about. Bo the(p. 10 2) emends to $ (which Douis translates, I. a *
Com toe Grecoue,! p.205:nvu 1’ etat ou je suis").Tibr an attonpt to 

make sense of the transmitted text cf. Bal dry, loc. ci t,p. 56. (With ;fi

Meineke’s 60S ,of course,on e omi ts T&v later in the line.

80) Diss.de Pluto p.7b( v.Meineke II p.3^6).

81) v.n.80

82.) Lo c. cit( v. no te 63 fo r full ref. ), p. 57*

83) Nevertheless, the idea that Poverty is addressed is much safer then 

the suggestion that Plutus speaks.Is I. 5 happy in the mouth of Plut4



3*5?

•3

■ 1

us himself, and does in 1.1. denote not ”us rich people” but j
’?

”me,Plutus, and the rich”? I feel that both lines must cause us some 

doubts about the identification of the speaker as Plutus. Ritter

thought Plutus intended in Fr.l^i also,but Meineke(ll p. JL9) prefers? 

to think of Callias there,because of Eup. 163, which uses very similar

imagery of that spendthrift millionaire.

84) Greek Comed.y,p.l63»

85) v. n.82 *

86) GGL I4 p.105

87) Parabasis and Anipjal Choruses p.5°«

88) v. p^Ll ■

89) In his commentary on Ar. Av.p. 42.

90) Ari stophanis Fragmental. 177.

91) F. C.G.II p.1147

92.) C. A. F. I P.5L6.

93) v* p. 142, 229

■4

£

*
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3

No tes

to

Parody and Borrowings

1} On paratragedy in Aristophanes cf. P. Rau, P a.ratrago di a.

2} p.^KaibeL. ’

3) Edmonds' supplenent Kfvpo is dubious:lSJ list no instance of the 

verb used ’with an infinitive.

4) Fr. 74 Au s tin (P ap. 0 xy. .2742}.

5) In Pap.Oxy. XXXV(I968).

6} For which see above p. J7f. •

7) Cf. Eur. Hecuba. l,Ba.cchge 1, Troiad.es 1.

8) Eur. Fr.752N.

9) v. p. 91 f. •

10) I p.233

11) v. p. 19f, 269.

12) v. p.92.

13) V. p.!9ff.

14} v. p. 21.
.-M

15) It is not Nicias to whom Aristides speaks: cf. Luppe in Phil. 116 (19 7^ 
x

pp. 3)6-8.

16) So Goossens and Darquenne in CE xvii(l942)pp.l27~132»

17) cf.p. 5>6 n.18.

18) v. p. 21 f. .

19) Hermes 3)(l895)p.8l.

20) Greek Comedy, p. 133.

21} v.p. 22.

22) II p.l98( ”.. vas vel in strum en turn aeneura...

23) Comm, p. 48.

24) v. p. 100 & p. 334 n. 147 •

25) Comm. p. 7d.. Fritssche (Quaest. Ar.l 241} referred the fragment to

- .V,

&

- ri
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26) P. 6,3)5 n.9. |

27) II p. 2J.

28) Comm, p. 27.

29) Jahrb. f. Philol.129 p.496(cf. in Nauck ad loc.}. |

J)) Cf. Diehl Fr. 79,80,81, etc. j

3t) So Lob el himself points out(Ox. Pap. XXXV p.78)in making the tentative

ascription.

32} In his review of the relevant Ox.Pap.in Gnomon 43(l97l)'PP.121f.

33) cf. above p. 10 2,110.

34} Nu. 1353s0.. - |

35) v* Goossens in REA 42(l9O}pp.l57PP. :

36} 119.1 begins as Medea 3?5«

37) v. p. 89,90. 7

38) II 477 ff. I

39) For which attacks cf. p.

40} Comm.p.l3D. •<

41) II p.72 snd cf. sp.Kock ad loc.

42) v. p. 149 f. |

43) v* p.!49f.

44) Or possibly he is just described in terms appropriate to his femin

ine sntics(and dress?). j

45) I p,124sq. %

46) For ref. v. Meineke I p.ll9(De Sacris Cotyttiis in Mythologo vol.II}? 

47} Gredc Comedy.p.189 f.

48) For whom cf. Bergk, Comm.p. 76sq.

49) Cf. Bergk, Comm, p. 34sq. and Kock* s verdi ct(l p,19)on Bergk’s conjecture,

50) On the’pro cession' cf. Bergk, Comm, p. 40. He guesses tha.t Cratinus was

instituting a procession of his ovn,”... cui homines profiigatissind. & 

in teressen t. ” . ?|

50 Cf. p.H9f. ■ |
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52) eg 29(1935) p-187-

53) p.24fif.

54) ad loc.

55) cf. p.177.

£
•»'4

-■
rg-s



No tes

to

Imagery, Vocabulary and Verbal Devices

1) So, for instance, Taillardat takes it(para 504).

2) p.H3-

3) cf. p.113.

4} cf.pi55.

5) Bo the’s in teip rotation (Poet. Com. Gr. Fragm. p. 43) is the same as Ed- 

mon ds. II e tran si ates, ”1 am( 1 eg. tarn) veh era en ter praedonibus fameli ci s 

adstrepit freturn", and comments, "Hoc di ci t, nisi falio r, Corn! cu s, tarn 

acii ter navi gaii a praedonibus freturn. ”

6) cf. p.137. . .

7) cf.p.46,74,175.

8) See Austin 73- 68n(Gregoire’s conj.}.

9) Comm.p. 18 2. Cf.p. XX( "verborum. audax novator").

10) cf. p.174.

11) cf.p.!76f.

12) p.201f.

13) As Schmid observed, GGh p.88(l 4).

14) cf.p.6,335 n.9.

15) cf.p. 207f-

16) cf.p. 212,299.

17) Gredc Literary Papyri,Fr. 40a.

18) BphW (I912)pp.833-32

19) BphW (1912)pp.86L-2

20) Supplanmtaa Comicum, p. 44( 248 ).

21) Wilh. Schmid in Phil. 93(1939)p. 414.

22) APAW( 19)n.l4,p. 6

23) Cf.Plato.95 and 185.

24) Cf. Austin’s no te( from fese^on 1.9.



25) C f. Aeschin es 1.25sq. and Axi st. Ath.Pol. xxviii. 3.

26) p.8f,12O.

27} Cratin.Fr. 336. '

28} II p. 542.

P-7

33) (p.133).

3t) p.206ff.

32} For the fragment as a whole cf. p.l49f.

33) For this fragment see p.142, 23L. .

34) ap. M ein ek e( v. n ext no te).

35) II p.258f.

36) P.i25ff,iO3ff.

37) cf.p.133- .

5) P.W

39) ̂ .138,150. con - Kvd'Qos .

40) I p.77

41) Greek Comedytp. 164

42) p.1991.

43) p.l47sq.

44) cf.p.l25ff,103ff.

45) p. 142.

46) For references see in Meineike II p. 322.

.47) P.107f.

48) ,p. 210(&23?).

49) For the restrictions on the political activities of citizen tt£^voi 

in fact cf. p.ll8.

50) Cf.Edrn. ad loc.

51) Chion. der A11. Att. Korn, p. 40.

52) Greek Comedy,p.l67.

53) De paxops. 6. reported in Kock.

54) Gf.K.J. Dover in C. R.LXIv(l950)p. 5ff.Prof. Cover is sceptical about

Cratin.Fr


3f£:

Bergk’s identification of the man as Epi crates( because of Fr.,122’s 

enphasis on his moustache or beard)and rightly points out that there 

is no positive indication that the man is anything but a true Spart

an. NevertheLess, even though the fragment is cited to show that Sparta 

ans were meanly dressed,it does not seen impossible to me that the ? 

description is of someone who is treated as being Spartan in app.ea.r-

ance rather than in nationality. 3

55} p. 210 & 23>. . |

56) v. Edm. ad loc.

57) p,122ff,127f. 2
1

58} v.p.97f. |

59) Cf. Schol. Ar. Av. ad lo c. C f. al so Plato 104 for the expression.

60) See Meineke II p.719f for Casaubon’s suggestion. -

61) p.l5i. i

62) p.84,85,107^234. I

63) Seep. 153. J

64) p.i5if. j

65) Creek Comedy,p. 167.

66) See also p.86,94, 210,

67) P.

68) See further p.ll6. <
69) P.^« |

70) Cf.p.57- ’I

71) See p.164. . 3

72) p.4ff.

73) P-153- |

74) I folio w Lupp e( K ra.tino s, p. 48) in seeing this wrd as Cratinus*.

75) Cf.p.69, 210.

76) See n. 74.



Foo tno tes

to

Conclusions

1) On Magnes see p. 3*

2} Seep. 71 f.

3) See p. 72 

4} See p.95f

5) See p.70.

6) See p. 46.

7) For which see p.l72f.

8) p.l63ff

9)

10}p. 22sq.
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Additional Notes

p. 50 Hermippus’ is perhaps also to be considered a play att

acking someone for non-Attic extraction.

p. 63 Add to Tdedides’ attacks for theft, etc. Austin Fr.98.41ff.

Add to Theft, etc. Lampon’s extortion in (Strattis??)Fr. 220.101 ff 

Austin.

p.88 Perhaps cf.Austin 220.157 for ?Phr^ nichus( the Tragic poet?).

p.9Q Add maitAon of Xeno(des?)in Eup. Fr.98.84 Austin.

p.9Q & 99 Add the possible mention of (Phry)nichus in (Strattis??) Fr. 22D,

157ff Austin( Comicus? Tragi cus?).

p,106f I accept the ascription of the words , mrap/SoA-—
/ z

«riovs ... K*tTfyu<£«rru5«ra to Pherecreies and their insertion after

in tliis fragment. Cf. Mein dee II 332 ff and Pick a rd~ Cam

bridge, Pith., Trag.&Com. p. 46, for discussion of this point. 

p.163 Tdedid. 39 is treated by Edmonds as evidence for full-scale parod;

of a fyuyes of Euiipid.es(otherwise unknown),but the text is sev

erely corrupted and Edmonds’ view is quite unaccepted-e(v.Meineke 

II p. 371 f.Pin do rf, Ar. Fragm. p. 23, and Kock ad loc. in C. A. F. ).

p.l88 Cf.p.l43f for the possibility of a Spartan character in Cratinus’ 

nXovToi.

p, 297 Add MEINEKE( A), Curse Ciiticae in Comicorum Frsgmmta ab Athtaiaeo 

Servata, B erlin, l8l 4.

p.332f Cf.Luppe, Archiv. fur Papyiusforshung, 2X(197i)2*105(he takes

ot^oi to date after 404 B. C., a po ssibl e alternative, but one which' 

supposes that Plato secured no victory in his own name for a very 

long time).
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Index of Fragnia-its Discus sed or Cited in the Text. 

(Til-vial msitions are omitted}

Adesp. 61........................p. 48 Grates 29.......................p.196

Alcaeus 1........... . ...........p. 1.68 , 222 ” 49....................... p-155

Amipsias 1.................. .p.250 Cratinus 2..................... p. 6, Ch

It 2............. ....p.^f tt 4........... .........p. 113, 214

tt 9............. . ...p.9,82f tt 6........... .........p.100,Ch.II

11 23........... ....p.4Q n.147,p.101

Apollophanes 3« • • . ...p.34 p.155,175,

Archipi□us 15......... ....p.245 214.

n 16...., tt 7........... .........P.195
it 17......... 11 9........... .........P.175
tt 18........ it 10......... .........P-.175
it 19......... ....p.246 tt 15......... .........p.85,90,96,

tt 23..... 2051
tt 25......... ....p.145 tt 16......... .....p.21.3

it 27......... ....p.246f,196 tt 18......... .........p.96
tt 28.........------p.32 tt 21......... .........p. 21,26,190

11 29.........—p.196 192

tt .........—p.49 » 24......... .........p.213
it 45A....------p.247 n 26......... .........p.137

Aiistoiin si es 5.... ... .p.11,15 tt J)......... .........p.192

Autocrates 1........ ____p.!33f ti 32. ., .. .........p.192

Galliaa 13..................... p.89 tt 35......... .........p.233

Cephi sodorus I........... p.213 ,t ......... .........p.ll

Crates 14....................... p.!45ff « 49......... .....p.70,13?
tt 15....................... p.l45ff tt 52.........

tt 17............... tt 55......... .........p.171
tt 22....................... p.198 tt 56......... .........p. 206

u 24....................... p.93,97 ■ tt 57 & 58 ,....p.70
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Cratinus 62.............. ...p.2ll Cratinus 137Eln.. ...Ch.I n.18, i
« 64A............ ...p.O, Ch.I n.6l,p.;
n ^5.............. ...p.172,174 172
it 66.............. ...Ch.I n. 20 11 1^........ ....p. 22,172

ii 67.............. ...p.101,174 it 133 a. ... ....p.22,172
n 68 a........... ...p.100,173f 139........ . ,..p. 22,172 1

it 69.............. ...Ch.I n. 20,p.174, 143........ ....p.172

p.209 it 146........ .... p.172, 25L .
ii 70.............. ...Ch.I n. 20,p.174 147........
ii 71.............. . ..p. 11,45f,74 -It 148........ ....p.172
n 73A............ .. .p.S08 It 153........ ....p.IO ]
ii 81.............. ...p.192 II 155........ ....p.109
it 83............. It 156........ ....p.101
it 85.............. ...p.89 II l60Edm.. ....p.143 4

it 87............. ...p.197 » 161 Ed®.. ....p.143
n 94.............. ...p.180 tl 162........ ....p.143 1

it 95.............. ...p.173 11 162A.... ...,p. 96,97,256 i
it 98.............. ...p.153 I63........ ....p.196,206
it 109 Ecln... ...p.13 l65Edn..
it lllEcbn... ...p.13,114 l66Edru.. ....p.143

it 112............ ...p.215 tl 169........ ....P. 96,203, a. 5.

it 113Edn... .. .p. 46,72, Ch.II 256

n. 4 11 18^........ ....p.113
tt llSEdn... ...p.72 11 185........ . ...p.41,194 <
it 121............ ...p.l^ It 186........ ....p,199f
it 126............ ...p.IO 11 194........ ....p.41,194
it 128............ ...p.177,195 It 195........ ....p.95
it 133............ ...p.41 II 196........ ....p.48,95
it 135.......... ...Ch.II 11.136 1! 198........ ....p.1751 >■’
ii 136Eda... ...P.25 11 199..... ....p.107,201
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Cratinus 206.......... , ,...p.201 Cratinus 337* • • • ....86,94,210,253

It 206A, 237, it 308.... ....141

338....... 11 3K3* • • • ....144

It 207.......... 11 3H5---- ....173
11 338.......... ....p.210 n 316.... ... .II3

tt 2L6.......... 11 317.... ....174

II 2L7A & B. ....p.56 ti 323... ....96,177,2011,

11 219.......... • •••P«37 256

11 226.......... ....p.109,233 11 324a..,....... 94

11 228.......... ....p.193 it 324b.......... 255
11 229.......... .... p».2L4f it • 324c. ..........51,94

.11 233.......... it 33) A...........201

It 2J7.......... ....p.256 11 335a-..........209

- 11 240.......... ....p. 46,74,175 n 336............5L
It 241.......... ....p.74,175 n 347... ........215

II 243.......... ....p.100 it 352... ........215

11 256.......... ....p.90,205 ti 355- • • ........204

11 263.......... ....p.239 11 355--. ........203

11 273 ....p.113 11 3a... ......29
11 275.......... ....p.32,238 it 333-•• ........114

11 275B........ ....p.177 n $9... ........114

11 276.......... ....p.254 11 3P7... ........209

11 287.......... ti 419... ........209

11 £68.......... .,..p.2Ol ti 4j0... ........208

11 291.......... ....p.190 it 459K,.

11 292.......... ....p.89 Ecph an ti des 4... ........95
11 3)2.......... ....p.43 ..3........ ........188

11 3)3.......... ....p.215 Eupoli s 1........ ........221

11 334.......... ,...p. 204 11 2........ ........110

11 336.......... ....p.93,205,256 it 3........ ........ 225
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Bupoli s 14................. 153

,1 17... ..........102

It 19... ..........222

tt 3*... ..........217
tt 37... ..........221

It 42... ..........116,254

tt 44... ..........61,116,118

It 45... ..........42,117,136,

13>
tl 45A.. ..........42,117,136,

13?
tt 46... ..........42,117,136,

tt 47... ..........116
It 48... ..........Il6f
It 90... ..........116
tt 52... ..........117
tl 54... ..........25

tt 56... ..........61,116

It 62... ..........116
tt 68... ..........191

tl 72... ..........191
tt 74... ..........33
tt 76A.. ..........1021,191

tt 76b.. ..........103,191
tl 77... ..........62,10 2,118 f,

191
tl 78... ..........47,68,94

tl 85... ..........191
tl 86... .......... 191
tl 87... ..........191

Enpolis 90............... 2L5

tt 93* • • • • ♦ ..222
tt 98.......... .. 223
it 103........ .. 221, 222

tt 105........ .. 224

tt 110 A.... . .1^,140, 2t8ff, 2^
tt HOB.... . .50,ll7f,17l,l77f, 204

tt Ill........ ..170

ti 112........ ..46,217

tt 116........ ..222

tt 117........ ..16

it 118........ ..118,204

tt 119........ ,.170
tt 122B&C. . ..32,195
tt 124........ ..223f
tt 127........ ..103
tt 128 a. ... ..172,190
tt 128b,...

ti 129 A.... ..69,210

11 IJ)..... .. 224
tt 1^........ .. 101

tt l^A.... . .102

tt 141........ ..2L6
tt 146b.... ..109
tt 147........ ..110

tt 148........ ..141

tt 149........ ..140
t; 1$3........ ..li9f

tt 159........ . .141

It 160..... . .198
tt 1&........ .,119
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Eupolis 162............ .140f Etipoli s 259A.. .. ....32,25
11 163............ .15 ti 261........ ....2k6f •I-

» 173k 173. • .141,216 11 265........ ....75 •f

it 181............ .99> Ch.II n. 96 it 268........ .... 224 jTr

11 182............ .49 it 276........ ..*.7f,55
11 190............ • 3^,33 tt 283........ .... 213
it 192............ . 98,168 it 234........ ....15’
it 205........... .221. 11 286........ .... 224
it 20 6............ .120,293 it ’ 288........ ....7,223
it 207............ .220,290 tt 290........ •... 55 j#
it 208............ .84 it 293........ ....178,225 ■
it 210............ .33 it 303. • • • • ....103,179 3

11 2L2............ , .82,169 tt 3)6........ ....255
11 213............,. 79,218 it 3)8........ .... 55,56,217f
n 215............, .224 tt 3>9........ .... 224
tt 223............, .961,221,239 11 3^4........ ....170
11 224.......... .-.137 it 321........ ....75
n 23L........... 8 f, 223 it 329 A.... .... 225
11 232........... . .8f,223 n 33)........ .... 225 j
it 233.......... ,.8f,12I it 333........ ....192
tt 241A........ ..216 it 342........ ....170
11 243.......... ..49 it 346........ ....141,151
it 244.......... ..94f it 347........ .... 225
11 244A........ ..169 11 35t........ ....140
it 290.......... ..154,223 tt 352........ ....no • n
it 254.......... ..154 11 353........ ....110 k:;

11 255.......... ..154 11 355- • • • • .... 223
it 256.......... . . 45 it 356........ .... 223 8

11 256A........ .. 43, 21.6 11 357........ ....94
it 257.-... ..27 11 3a........ .... 217 ■ w

it 299....*. ..32,25 11 363- • • • • • • • • 295 /Sp



Eapolis 404................ .56 Metsgenes 4....... ..13)
M . 436................ .216 11 6............ ..l50f

456................ .56 ti 7............ ..37

(Austin Frs.:} 11 14.......... ..97

95.................. . Ch.I.n.82, 52 Nicophon 6Ecfo........ ..42,193

98.................. . 23f 11 9.............. ..251

100................ .118 11 20&2LEdai. ..151

237................ . 35 f, 10 2,110 Pherecrates 1.......... ..23)

178 ti 6.......... ..107

H enio chu s. 5* • •.......... • 5 11 14........ ..225

H enaippu s 4................ .ill it 16........ .. 227
It 10.............. .227 it 19........ ..233
11 11.............. • 5^ it 21........ ‘•233

12..............,.51 it 23........ . .154
It 25..............,.151 n 29 A.... .. 232

5..............,.69,252 it 32........ .. 226f
If 42............. • • 56 it 33........ ..19

45............. ,.10,248 n 44........ ..3t
11 46............ , .•56,251 11 51........ ..231

11 52............ .. .34 11 64........ . .227

11 53............ ..21,26,190 11 66........ ..40

54............ .. 22, 27 11 69..... ..232

11 58........... ..6 11 70........ ..142,154. 22?

11 63............ ..248 n 82........ .. 226

- 79............ ..11,46 it 89........ ..85

82........... ..151,248,251 it 94........ ..171

Lysippus 1................ ..26 it 95........ . .226

11 4................ .. 248 it 96........ ..97
11 7................ ..248 11 99........ ..228

10(dub.}.. ..26 it 100.... , .40

M agn es 2.»................ ..2J/ 11 102..,. ..133



Ph erecrates 108..............147ff
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Philonldes

36O

■i.
s

Philyllius 8.............254

.. 24,Ch.I n.66 11 23-. .... 46,47 £

117.......... ••24 Phrynichus 2. .. ....107 .3
120.......... . .24,'Ch.I n. 66,154 it 26.. ....98

>

1J).......... ..149 f, 211, 226 ti 3L.- ....86,87 4

15L.......... ..1^,150 11 32.. ....41,87,192
134.......... .. 228 it ^.. ....17

135.......... ..47,233 11 65.. ....85

141...... ..23D 11 69.. ....84,1071,234
■i

•141B........ ..227 n 71.. ....142

143.......... ..142,231 Plato 1... .... 243 1

144B..... .. 34( cf.onFr.145)' 11 2. .. ....31,228

145.......... . .!03ff,l25ff,l27f, n 3... ....129,241

171 it 9... • •.. 2^

146.......... ..232f ti 12.. ..•.31,233

149.......... ..230 11 15.. .... 243

150.......... ••233 ti 16.. .... 242 -S‘

1525153.. ..100 11 21.. .... 3?
154.......... ..253 ti 22.. .... 236

155.......... . .119,229 11 23.. .,..33
170.......... ..193 11 24..

172B........ .,227 11 33,. ....Ch.I.n.4

I85.......... ..95 it 3>«. ....86

192.......... ..142 11 35-• ....Ch.I n.4 £

2D 2D........ ..231 11 43. • ....129,237
204.......... ..228 11 46.. ....3?,142, 244 1

208.......... ..227 11 47.. ....39 %

226.......... . .228 ti 48 a. .... 244

230...... ..227 11 50-- .... 43 -■ $
4A.............. .. 248 f 11 56.. ....20,168 1



Plato 57........ .... 244 Plato 166& I67. •.. ... 252

« 59........ .... 233 n 168................ ...50,187
tt 60........ ....51,187 tt 169......... ... 2^
tt 6l..... .... 241 tt 173................ ...107,128 f,178 , 244

tt 64..... ....46,25f tt 174............... . ...122ff,127f,142,

tt 77........ .... 242 242

ti Si........ .... 25 tt 184............... ....234f

it 84........ ....15 .tt 18 5a, b, c........74f

tt 90........ .... 256 tt 186...................235f

tt 92........ .... 254 tt 188............... .... 242

tt 94........ .... 256 11 191.............. ....107
it 97........ .... 236 it 195.............. ....90
it 99........ ....243,97f it 196........ . . .. 244

, tt 100.,.. .... 243 tt 197.............. ___ 236
tt 106.... ....140,243 tt 204.............. .... 243

it 107.... ....54,57f,97 tt 206.............. .... 242

tt 113.... . ...240f tt 209.............. .... 242

it 117.... .... 241 tt 220.............. .... 236

tt 124.... ----- 23? tt 223.............. ....243

tt 123.... ....89 tt 227.............. .... 241

it 129.... .... 236 tt 246A............ . ...180,241

tt 170.... ....92,237 Sannyiion 8............ ....13,91
tt 132.... ....90 Strattis 1.............. . ...87,91f,l67

n 133........ ,...98 tt 15- * • • • • ........108

ti 134........,...99 ti 20.......... .....47,95 1
11 140........,...112 tt 34.......... ........249
tt 147 A....,... 241 it 36................... 76
tt 3 52........,.. . 252f tt 37................ 27,95
tt X53........, ... 237 tt 45................... 1631 ‘3
tt 160............ 244 it 46...................164

tt 164. ,..,,...3Lf,237 » 4-7....................164,187
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Stratti s 48 A............... l64f

It 5*............. ..137
II 54............ .-.17,95

» 60............ ..91

61............ . .151

II 62............ ..249

II 66............ ..I65f

(Austin Frs.)

74............ . .37f,l64f

220.......... .. 176f, 190, 210

Teledides 1.......... . .143,145,146ff,15L

tt 14........ ..85,89
it 33..... . .190

it 40........ .. 252

tt 41........ ..82

11 44a. ... .. 46

tt 44b.... ..46

11 47........ ..46

11 57........ ..116

Theopompus 4 & 5. • ..46,47
11 8.......... ..250

11 13........ ..290

ti 15........ ..111

ii 29........ .. 254

ti 32........ ..151,290

it 33........ . .100

n 35........ ..13L

» 57........ ..49

tt 65........ ..290f

tt 70........ ..190

Passages of Aristophanes Dis cussed:

Eq. 526 ff.................... 200

Nu.296........................... 42,136f

Nil. 5^f........................I6ff

Nu.50........................... 36,93^

Nu. 54t f......... 34

Nu. 554 f.........................19 f, 35,13? '

Pax 741.........................141

Pax 742ff.....................3)^,2^

Pax 894ff.................... 127f

Lys.l2l6sq.................. 28

Ra.12^14.......................135

Ra. lj>9ff...................136

EccL.371.......................136

For the following pi ays cf. esp.

the references given:

Cratinus

Aiow^ p os ...14,33,

Ch.I.n.118 ,p.71f,o. 277
Ap Of-rrir .. .70,115

... ...72f,ll5f *
^O^ircrs-^s .. .172f
nur,vq ...95f

Bupolis
/)?/« ... ...178

/7 ZT 1 ■ * • .. .190f

Ph erecrates

... ...149f

. ...3Llf



Goieral .Index

Aeschylus ................... 88,167,163 f,171f

Aldbiades....................59,119,151, 190 f f, 229

AndiocS.es......................59

An dip .me feu...................19 f f, 168,77

Archilo chu 5...................101, 172,173,175If, 201, 214

Athenaeus...................... In tip du c tion p. X.

Autolycus...................... 59) 116

CaLlias( younger).........40, 59,1191,138 f,140 f

Cleon  ........................... 47,48 ff, 54f f, 217

Cleophon........................ 51,130

Cleophon1 s mother.... 20, 51,187

Dano s................................74ff, Ch. II n.92,2L8

Dionysus........................ 11, 23f, 1511,154, 223, v. Ajow^Xfc£«r*'Sp©s

Euripides....................... 8 6 f f, 163,165,167,170,171

Goldai Age................... 142sq.

Herades........................ 14, 39,94,141 f

Hesiod ............................6, Ch. I.n.9,100,143,172,174f,l80,2D9

Hesy chius....................... In tro du c tion p. XL.

Hippon............................. 109 f

Homer .............................. 6, Ch.I n.9,100,172, 214, .23)f

Hyperbolus..................... 3L, 33, 5°, 60f, 74, 239,252

Hyperbolus1 mother... 20, 53

L ampon..............................70,73

Li sts...............................153,261

Lyoon................................59,116, 224

Parasites........................140ff, 151, 226f

Peri, cl es..........................11,4-5f, 59,70ff,83,175

Philonides(no t po et). 46

Pho tins...........................In tip du c tion p. dii.



Pi gander,..................... 49,59,2J6, see on Eup.llOA

Pl a/to( philo sopher)..Illf

Processions.............. .. 42,192

P io tago ra s..................10,109 f, 141,18 7

Pho di a........................... 59,116,124

Sacri fi ce.....................2L, 26,189 f

Seni-choruses............ 2?, Ch.I.n.9, Ch.I n.l8,Ch.I n.82,175

Slaves............................ (violence to) 33 ff; (baggage) 43

So crates................... .... 110 f, 217, 252

Sophocles.....................85f,96,166f,168,l69f,17-l,184

Sycophants....................32f

For particular techniques consult the list of contend 

Comedians consult the index of fragments discussed.


